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 The Conscientious Killer:

 Wilfred Owen's "Strange Meeting"

 Marc D. Cyr

 I

 Wilfred Owen is the best-known war poet in English-language literature,
 and "Strange Meeting" is arguably not just his most famous poem, but
 his best. Siegfried Sassoon, his friend and mentor, and the editor of the
 first fairly extensive collection of Owen's poems, judged it to be his "mas
 terpiece" (Siegfried's Journey 59), although his personal relationship with
 Owen, as well as with this poem in particular, may have influenced that
 judgment, and there are others who not only do not see "Strange Meeting"
 as Owen's masterpiece, but think all or parts of it are plain bad. Questions
 of quality aside, though, "Strange Meeting" holds a prominent, even pre
 mier, position in Owen's corpus because it is one of the cornerstones of the
 Owen hagiography that developed after his death, and that hagiography
 in return can, as Desmond Graham notes, lead us "to read Owen slackly,
 assuming that we already know what he is saying" (24).

 This essay examines the genesis of the poem and how knowing that
 process and the context in which it occurred can alter the way we read it.
 One alteration is to see that some, though not all, of the poem is indeed
 bad, but deliberately so. The argument here is that the postwar construc
 tion of Owen's life has possibly distorted readings of "Strange Meeting."
 Always read as an anguished argument against poets being combatants,
 it can be read, rather, as an argument that poets who would tell the truth
 about war must not only have experienced its "sharp end" firsthand but
 also be willing to kill in order to earn the abilitv to tell that truth.

 II

 In 1965, Wilfred Owen's brother Harold published Journey from Obscurity:
 Memoirs of the Owen Family. Two years later came Owen's Collected Let
 ters, co-edited by Harold. Only in 1974 was a full biography published,
 written by Jon Stallworthy. Since then, numerous biographies have come
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 out, most notably Dominic Hibberd's excellent critical biography in 2002.
 Prior to the mid-1960s, though, readers had only Siegfried Sassoon's six
 paragraph introduction to his 1920 collection of some of Owen's poems,
 and then Edmund Blunden's essay-length "Memoir," included with
 his 1931 Owen collection and reprinted in C. Day Lewis's 1963 The Col
 lected Poems of Wilfred Owen. The bare outline presented of his life was
 this: lower middle-class and unable to afford university, Owen was, in
 Sassoon's words, "a rather ordinary young man, perceptibly provincial"
 (Siegfried's Journey 58). He was driven mad by war after five months in the
 lines, yet willingly returned to both his military and poetic duties, became
 a decorated hero, and was killed exactly one week before the end of the
 war against which he became the most famous protester.

 For readers, this outline was partly colored in by the accident of his
 publishing history—only four poems published while he was alive, another
 seven in 1919, sixteen more in 1920, no pre-Craiglockhart poems until 1931,
 no chronological ordering until 1973, no complete scholarly collection un
 til 1983—so that, as Mark Rawlinson puts it, "the poet was revealed to his
 growing public in a process which reversed his poetic development" (118).
 In short, he was a sudden Phoenix risen from the flames of war who became,

 to apply John Middleton Murry's phrase, a "martyr of art or life" (140).
 "Strange Meeting"—a first-person narrative of two soldier-poets en

 countering each other in hell, at the end of which it is revealed that the
 narrator killed the other—was integral to this canonizing vision. Indeed,
 Murry's description was his introductory comment on the poem, which
 he called "the mark of the martyr of art or life." He was reviewing, along
 with other poetry, the seven poems by Owen published by Edith and
 Osbert Sitwell in the 1919 Wheels. "Strange Meeting"—written, according
 to Stallworthy, between January and March 1918 and likely unfinished—
 led off this short selection, reader reception of everything to follow thus
 being shaded by the irony and pathos of this poem, in which the poet
 prophesies his own death. In 1920, Sassoon also printed it first in his
 edition of Owen's poems, as would Day Lewis in 1963. In 1931, though,
 Blunden placed it last rather than first, saying, "This unfinished poem, the
 most remote and intimate, tranquil and dynamic, of all Owen's imagina
 tive statements of war experience, is without a date in the only MS seen by
 the present editor; it probably belongs to the last months of the prophetic
 soldier's life" (in Kerr, "Connotations" 176). As Douglas Kerr comments,
 "[I]t seems to have been poetic instinct more than editorial reason that led
 him to place it as the culmination of Owen's work" ("Connotations" 176).
 However, it could also be that besides seeing it as the height of Owen's
 poetic achievement, Blunden took a cue from Sassoon's 1920 introduction,
 which he ends by quoting two lines from "Strange Meeting"—"Courage
 was mine, and I had mystery, / Wisdom was mine, and I had mastery ..
 (30-31)—saying, "Let his own words be his epitaph" (6).
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 However, it was not only a thin biography, editorial judgment, and
 simple accident that influenced how Owen and his poetry, especially
 "Strange Meeting," were seen. When facts seemed likely to tarnish the leg
 end, sometimes they were deliberately omitted or improved upon. Harold
 Owen notes in Journey from Obscurity that after the poet's death their mother
 took control of his legacy and "built for herself an inviolable image—an
 image not only in the likeness of what she thought he was but one which
 she in her simple way so passionately wished him to be," so that "Wilfred
 must never be made to fit his poetry, always the poetry must be made to
 fit him—as she thought of him" (3.250). Harold, who knew "that the real
 Wilfred had diverged very far from [their] mother's conception" (3.249),
 was "almost startled" by how she could overlook the evidence before her
 (3.250). He also notes that the earliest editors of Wilfred's poetry—Edith
 Sitwell, Sassoon, and Blunden—"understood and were in sympathy with
 [her] ... at all times" (3.252). Harold himself is almost equally startling,
 as in his vehement denials that his brother was homosexual, likening him
 to a celibate Priest of Poetry who "eschewed any complications involving
 sex of any sort, thinking this would risk the lessening of his intellectual
 powers" (3.163). Perhaps more illustrative is that, as Dominic Hibberd has
 pointed out, although the citation for Wilfred's Military Cross decoration
 had been published along with hundreds of others in a newspaper in 1919,
 what most people have known is the version printed by Harold in the Col
 lected Letters (n. 580; this text is cited hereafter as CL). Harold found a copy
 of the original among Wilfred's papers, and someone—Hibberd presumes
 it was Harold—"typed out a new version, making it look as much like the
 original as possible but replacing 'inflicted considerable losses on the en
 emy' with 'took a number of prisoners.'" As Hibberd says, "The great poet
 of pity could not be thought, could not even be imagined, to have won a
 medal by slaughtering Germans" (Wilfred Ozven 439).

 Neither could the man who would convince his readers that he was

 telling the truth about war be considered a coward or insane. Hibberd
 notes that "[t]he least hint that an officer had been 'windy' was profoundly
 insulting during the war and for a long time after it," a point given cre
 dence by the fact that when his poems first came out, several reviewers
 felt able to dismiss them as the work of someone whose nerve had failed

 (Wilfred Ozven 471,305). The issue of his sanity may be why Blunden's 1931
 "Memoir" fleets over the reasons he was invalided home, and why in the
 seven pages (165-71) covering his time as a neurasthenia patient, his doc
 tor and treatment take up one short paragraph. Certainly Owen was very
 much aware that the state of his moral fiber and his mind was a concern.

 He was sardonically pleased that his being listed as again fit for General
 Service had proven to his father that he was "normal again" (CL 562; see
 also CL 569), and in letters to both his mother (CL 580) and Sassoon (CL
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 581) written after his return to combat, he emphasizes that "my nerves are
 in perfect order."

 As for Owen's return to the front lines in the fall of 1918, in his intro

 duction Day Lewis says Owen "went back to the front line because he felt
 that there he would be in a stronger position to voice his protest against the
 war, and speak for his comrades" (23), which is true enough, as we know
 from his letters (see CL 521,568,580) and the poem "The Calls," which ends
 with "I heard the sighs of men, that have no skill / To speak of their dis
 tress, no, nor the will! / A voice I know. And this time I must go" (25-27).

 What this truth leaves untold, though, is that Owen was trying, as
 Hibberd puts it, "to get a safe job through the back door" (416) up until a
 few weeks before he was shipped back to France (for Owen's comments
 on possible home postings see CL 493, 509, 533, 552-53). This is not to
 suggest that Owen was (unreasonably) "windy" about going back to the
 front. Rather, he was conflicted about what, were he given the choice, he
 ought to do, and he can be seen to have been, for others such as his mother,
 putting the best face he could on whatever the military Fates decreed for
 him; and for himself, rationalizing his situation. The rationalizing appears
 to have worked for him. In a letter to his mother describing the action that
 earned him the Military Cross, he seems to have forgotten that returning to
 battle had not been entirely his choice, if indeed it had been his preferred
 choice at all: "I came out in order to help these boys—directly by leading
 them as well as an officer can; indirectly, by watching their sufferings that
 I may speak of them as well as a pleader can" (CL 580).

 Ill

 That declaration that he wants to "speak of them as well as a pleader can"
 raises two issues: the source of information about the subject, and the man
 ner in which that subject matter is expressed.

 As for the source of information, by the time Owen wrote "Strange
 Meeting," there was no question about it. As he put it in a letter to
 his cousin Leslie Gunston, "[E]very poem, and every figure of speech
 should be a matter of experience" (CL 510; Owen's emphasis), and his
 excoriation of what Douglas Kerr calls the "(in Owen's view) criminally
 ignorant" poet Jessie Pope and her ilk (Voices 322) in "Dulce et Decorum
 Est" leaves no doubt about that matter. However, this really was not an
 issue in Owen's struggle about whether or not to return to the fighting.
 Although this would freshen and add to his experience, he already had
 experience from his January-May 1917 service upon which to draw, as
 well as his experience of hospitals to speak knowledgably of related
 issues, such as the physical and mental casualties in "A Terre," "Dis
 abled," and "Mental Cases."
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 How he would "speak of them as well as a pleader can" is a concern
 regarding form and language, what can broadly be called "style." Partly
 because of the publishing history noted above, it became commonplace to
 view Owen as having achieved a "mature" style during the last year of his
 life. As Day Lewis describes it, his "immature" style—that is, his style prior
 to the war—was "vague, vaporous, subjective, highly 'poetic' in a pseudo
 Keatsean way, with Tennysonian and Ninety-ish echoes here and there" (11).
 His mature voice emerged suddenly, "blasting its way through all the poetic
 bric-a-brac, enabling] him to see his subject clear" (12). At his height of
 maturity, he could achieve "a Sophoclean magnificence and simplicity" (27)
 and "his eloquence never ballooned into rhetoric" (28): "The language and
 rhythms of Owen's mature poetry are unmistakably his own: earlier influ
 ences have been absorbed, and we recognize in the style an achieved poetic
 personality" (24). Day Lewis qualifies this judgment a little, noting that a
 few poems written prior to mid-1917 showed promise, and that even when
 composing or revising work on subjects other than war in 1917-1918, there
 is "a regression to his immature manner" (24). Readers since Day Lewis—
 notably Douglas Kerr in his aptly titled study Wilfred Oiven's Voices—have
 shown that these qualifications are well taken. Even on a war-related sub
 ject, Owen was fully capable of writing with serious intent poetry that
 fully accords with Day Lewis's description of Owen's immature style, and
 Sassoon's description of it as "over-luscious," with "an almost embarrass
 ing sweetness in the sentiment" (Siegfried's Journey 59). For example, "Elegy
 in April and September," one of the last five poems he worked on, perfectly
 fits Sassoon's description, as a sample stanza demonstrates: "Still! daffodil!
 Nay, hail me not so gaily, — / Your gay gold lily daunts me and deceives, /
 Who follow gleams more golden and more slim" (4-6).1

 Nevertheless, Owen's war poems usually reject that pseudo-Keatsian,
 Tennysonian, Ninety-ish poetic tradition. In "Insensibility" that rejection is
 explicit: "The front line withers, / But they are troops who fade, not flowers /
 For poets' tearful fooling" (6-8). In the dramatic monologue "A Terre," it
 is almost as direct, with the severely wounded speaker telling his hospital
 visitor, "I have my medals?—Discs to make eyes close. / My glorious rib
 bons?—Ripped from my own back / In scarlet shreds. (That's for your po
 etry book.)" (8-10) and mocking Shelley's famous formula from "Adonais":

 "I shall be one with nature, herb, and stone,"
 Shelley would tell me. Shelley would be stunned:
 The dullest Tommy hugs that fancy now.
 "Pushing up daisies" is their creed, you know. (44-47)

 More frequently, as with this translation of Shelley's elevated elegiac terms
 into soldiers' idiom, he sets up traditional poetry, its concepts and the lan
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 guage that embodies those concepts, and then knocks it down. The clear
 est examples of this are "Greater Love" ("Red lips are not so red / As the
 stained stones kissed by the English dead," 1-2) and "Apologia pro Poemate
 Meo," in which various traditional subjects of "old song" (18)—fellowship,
 love, beauty—are redefined in terms of the battlefield. And there are poems
 that employ traditional poetry only to show its hollowness in the context of
 war. "Asleep," for example, twice tries to invoke elegiac consolations only
 to have the terms in which they are expressed disintegrate, heaven being
 composed of "sleets of lead" and "winds' scimitars" (13-14) and nature of
 "finished fields, and wire-scrags rusty-old" (18). In "Hospital Barge," the
 octave of the sonnet establishes the gentle pastoral so solidly—the engines
 "chuckled softly with contented hum" (4), there are "fairy tinklings" (5) and
 a "gurgling lock" (8)—that the sestet's refutation of Tennyson's Arthurian
 consolation of Avalon can be seen to fail in tearing it down (see Cyr). In
 many ways the clearest demonstration that Owen rejected this style for his
 poetry about the war—whether lyric, narrative, or dramatic—is not its pres
 ence in poems that attack it but its absence from almost all the rest of the war
 poems he wrote after meeting Sassoon.

 Except "Strange Meeting." There, that "immature" style can be found,
 although not throughout. It appears only in the speech of the Other, an
 enemy that the poet encounters in hell after killing him the day before,
 and not even in all of the Other's speech. The poem is forty-four lines long,
 the first fourteen spoken or written by the narrator. The narrator's lan
 guage is elegant and emotionally charged, but for the most part straight
 forwardly descriptive. There is one possibly metaphorical image, that the
 tunnel he is in was "scooped / Through granites which titanic wars had
 groined" (2-3), but this can actually be read as simply a declaration of
 his knowledge that this is so, though the source of that knowledge is left
 unexpressed. There is also the possible double entendre of the sleepers be
 ing "encumbered" (4), which could refer to them being burdened with kit
 or burdened by psychological and emotional baggage, or both. The final
 thirty lines (with the exception of three words in line 15 introducing the
 Other as speaker) are all spoken by the Other. The first twenty-five of these
 (15-39) are written in a manner that Hibberd calls "ornate, semi-biblical"
 and "grand, impersonal" (Owen the Poet 176, 179), but that Graham says
 are in "a style not found anywhere else in Owen's war poetry... romantic
 terms which had been savagely transposed by Owen in 'Greater Love'
 [here] endorsed without ambivalence of attitude" (43). Then the last five
 lines are in a starkly different style, almost completely monosyllabic, with
 out metaphoric or imagistic language.

 The first twenty-five lines of the Other's speech form the literal and
 metaphorical center of the poem. When the narrator says to him, "Strange
 friend . .. here is no cause to mourn," the Other replies,
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 None .. . save the undone years,
 The hopelessness. Whatever hope is yours,
 Was my life also; I went hunting wild
 After the wildest beauty in the world,
 Which lies not calm in eyes, or braided hair,
 But mocks the steady running of the hour,
 And if it grieves, grieves richlier than here.
 For by my glee might many men have laughed,
 And of my weeping something had been left,
 Which must die now. I mean the truth untold,
 The pit}' of war, the pit}' war distilled.
 Now men will go content with what we spoiled,
 Or, discontent, boil bloody, and be spilled.
 The}7 will be swift with swiftness of the tigress.
 None will break ranks, though nations trek from progress.
 Courage was mine, and I had mystery,
 Wisdom was mine, and I had master}':
 To miss the march of this retreating world
 Into vain citadels that are not walled.

 Then, when much blood had clogged their chariot-wheels,
 I would go up and wash them from sweet wells,
 Even with truths that lie too deep for taint.
 I would have poured my spirit without stint
 But not through wounds; not on the cess of war.
 Foreheads of men have bled where no wounds were. (14-39)

 This section lays out what Hibberd describes as "a programme of breaking
 ranks from militarism in order to defend truth until postwar society was
 once again ready for the peaceful message of the poets" (Ozven the Poet
 175), an "elevated declaration of poetic intent" that he notes is presented
 in "biblical and Shelleyan language [used] for the first time since meeting
 Sassoon" (Wilfred Owen 365). But Hibberd is not here discussing this sec
 tion of "Strange Meeting." He is discussing another poem, "Earth's wheels
 run oiled with blood."

 "Earth's wheels" forms part of the debate Owen and Sassoon were
 having with each other and with themselves about whether, as Hibberd
 neatly puts it, they should "stay out of all further fighting now that they
 had earned their right to speak, because violence remained inexcusable
 and a dead poet was of no use to anybody" (Owen the Poet 129). Sassoon
 wanted to keep Owen safe by getting him a home posting in Military Intel
 ligence (CL 493) and "had told him I would stab him in the leg if he tried
 to return to the Front" (CL 571 n. 3). Only after it became clear that Owen's
 return to battle was unavoidable did Sassoon tell Owen that it "would be a
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 good thing for [his] poetry" (Wilson 501; CL 578), a comment Owen called
 "my consolation for feeling a fool. This is what shells scream at me every
 time: Haven't you got the wits to keep out of this?" (CL 578).

 Sassoon was also unsure what to do about himself. Owen wrote

 his mother that "Sassoon came up to me the other night & confessed
 he didn't know what to do next about his 'show.' He is to be [medical]
 boarded soon, and is getting in a tighter fix than ever" (CL 500). When
 Owen was passed out of Craiglockhart at the end of October 1917,
 Sassoon was "deeply annoyed" and was "going to siege" his own doctor
 to get that decision reversed (CL 504). Nevertheless, and though later he
 felt "like a condemned man" (CL 517), Sassoon quickly arranged his own
 swift return to the fighting in France. When Owen heard of this, he tried
 to dissuade him, and in a November letter arguing against Sassoon's deci
 sion, he refers to a poem Robert Graves had written for the same reason
 ("Letter to S.S. from Mametz Woods") and to something he himself had
 written on the same subject: If Graves's poem was not "enough to bring
 you to your senses, Mad Jack, what can my drivel effect to keep you from
 France?" (CL 512; Owen's emphasis).

 In his edition of Owen's poems, Stallworthy calls "Earth's wheels" a
 "fragment . . . written between November 1917 and January 1918" (CPF
 149) and supplies only versions of five drafts (CPF 514-17). But Hibberd ar
 gues that the poem Owen refers to in this letter "seems to be a poem which
 stated the argument for poets staying out of the fighting in order to work
 for peace. There is only one surviving poem which meets this descrip
 tion, the untitled piece beginning 'Earth's wheels run oiled with blood'"
 {Owen the Poet 129). Certainly Sassoon considered "Earth's wheels" to be
 something more than a fragment because in his 1920 edition he printed it
 as "Another Version" immediately following "Strange Meeting":

 Earth's wheels run oiled with blood. Forget we that.
 Let us lie down and dig ourselves in thought.
 Beauty is yours and you have mastery,
 Wisdom is mine, and I have mystery.
 We two will stay behind and keep our troth.
 Let us forego men's minds that are brutes' natures,
 Let us not sup the blood which some say nurtures,
 Be we not swift with swiftness of the tigress.
 Let us break ranks from those who trek from progress.
 Miss we the march of this retreating world
 Into old citadels that are not walled.

 Let us lie out and hold the open truth.
 Then when their blood hath clogged the chariot wheels
 We will go up and wash them from deep wells.
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 What though we sink from men as pitchers falling
 Many shall raise us up to be their filling
 Even from wells we sunk too deep for war
 And filled by brows that bled where no wounds were.
 Alternative line —

 Even as One who bled where no wounds were.2

 "Earth's wheels" is a confessional lyric. Hibberd temporizes on this
 point, saying it is "one Romantic poet to another... two officers... masters
 of beauty and truth" (Owen the Poet 130). However, there is nothing in it to
 suggest that the speaker is a persona, nothing to suggest that it is anything
 but the poet's own convictions being expressed, and much—it was sent to
 Sassoon; the letter that refers to it also refers to Graves's poem, which is ad
 dressed by title to Sassoon—to indicate that it is explicitly poet Lieutenant
 Wilfred Owen speaking to poet Captain Siegfried Sassoon. "Strange Meet
 ing," on the other hand, changes to a more impersonal form, a first-person
 narrative that becomes essentially a dramatic monologue with the narrator
 in the role of the implied auditor for the Other's speech. There is nothing
 that specifically identifies either figure as anything but a soldier. Even the
 common and, I believe, valid identification of the narrator as "the poet"—
 for example, by Bergonzi (26), Hipp (96), Caesar (164), and Ramazani (86)—
 is based on the implications of the narrative being delivered in verse and
 the nature of the Other's declared pursuits and thwarted desires. There is
 nothing explicit that necessarily rules out either or both of the figures be
 ing an artist in a different expressive medium. Certainly there is nothing at
 all in "Strange Meeting" to validate Dennis Welland's identification of the
 narrator as Owen himself (101). Owen has taken what was originally his
 epistolary confessional lyric and distanced himself from it.

 Hibberd dates "Strange Meeting" to March 1918, when the need for
 men at the front made it clear that a home posting was well-nigh impos
 sible for a physically passable soldier (Wilfred Oiven 391). Stallworthv,
 though, notes it could have been written as early as January (CPF 149
 n. 1), and on January 30 Owen had another Medical Board, which, Hibberd
 argues from documentary evidence, "may have led him to suspect, rightly,
 that he was no longer to be marked 'Permanent Home Service'" (Wilfred
 Oiven 377). Owen, then, in "Strange Meeting" can be seen to be trying to
 convince himself that going back to France and fighting is the best thing
 for him to do, and this requires that he counter the arguments he made to
 Sassoon in "Earth's wheels."

 IV

 The Other's argument is similar to the one made by Owen in "Earth's
 wheels," though it adds background information that would have been
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 unnecessary in a missive between friends. He was an aesthete who sought
 "the wildest beauty in the world" (18) but discovered that it was not to
 be found in the conventionally conceived places. Had he expressed this
 discovery it would have benefited humanity by revealing to them "the
 truth untold, / The pity of war, the pity war distilled" (24-25). These lines
 suggest that this truth is not just about war, but is a truth of general hu
 man existence available without involvement in war—"Foreheads of men

 have bled where no wounds were" (39)—though war condenses and para
 doxically purifies that truth and so perhaps makes it more perceivable.
 However, because he became a combatant and was killed, he cannot now
 help humanity by telling those "truths that lie too deep for taint" (36),
 and because of this loss men will "boil bloody" (27) in yet more wars in
 future. As is also suggested by Owen changing the Other from the coerced
 "German conscript" of an early draft (CPF 307) to a potentially volunteer
 "enemy," he could have avoided this fate because he had qualities that
 would have allowed him "[t]o miss the march of this retreating world"
 (32). The "pity" of these missed opportunities is sharpened by the Other
 having been killed by someone he claims to be like himself, someone with
 the same "hope" and, it is implied, the same ability to perceive and express
 that untold truth. This sharper point is further hardened within the poem
 by the fact that both are now in hell, and as the last line suggests—"Let
 us sleep now"—both dead and unable to speak that truth and help the
 world. When to this is added the extra-textual fact that Owen himself was

 killed in the war, the poem can readily be seen as a convincing argument
 against poets becoming involved as combatants, a despairing version of
 "Earth's wheels." As Sven Backman says, the earlier poem "breathes opti
 mism and an exalted hope," while "'Strange Meeting' constitutes Owen's
 most deeply pessimistic and disillusioned poem about the war" (99).

 This reading, however, requires a dismissal, or at least a downplay
 ing, of several elements of "Strange Meeting." First, there is the question
 of context. Is this poem recounting a dream of the poet or, as Silkin sug
 gests (243), the dream of "a poet who is neither of these characters"? Is it
 an account of a vision, that is, a supra-reality experienced by the poet? Is
 it describing an actual reality in which two figures encounter one another
 in hell? This question is prompted by the first three lines: "It seemed that
 out of battle I escaped / Down some profound dull tunnel, long since
 scooped / Through granites which titanic wars had groined" (1-3).
 "Seemed" appears to set up what follows as a rendition not of empirical
 reality but of a dream or nightmare of the sort we know Owen suffered
 and to which he refers in "Dulce et Decorum Est," or a vision such as the
 one he renders in "The Show." However, "seemed" can also be read to
 mean that it only seemed that he had escaped battle, but he had not, that
 though there are no guns to be heard or blood to be seen in this place, it
 is nonetheless a battlefield, though one of the mind or conscience. The
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 "encumbered sleepers groaned, / Too fast in thought or death to be
 bestirred" (4-5), and the one of their number who does stir has a face
 "grained" with pains, likely explaining the thoughts that make the sleep
 ers groan, and he makes a speech that is, to adapt Owen's title for an early
 version of "A Terre," "wild with all regrets." Also, "seemed" can be read
 as referring not to escaping battle but to the route of that escape, so that he
 has indeed escaped, though it might not be via a physical "tunnel" or at
 least not one "long since scooped / Through granites which titanic wars
 had groined" (2-3). Perhaps this is a mistaken perception of some other
 phenomenon, such as the aftermath of physical death.

 Unless we are concerned with what Owen's concept of the afterlife
 was, or wonder if he even believed in one, this "seemed" question would
 be a quibble if it did not impact the question of whether or not the poet is
 alive or dead. If we think of "Strange Meeting" as recounting a dream, as
 does Mark Rawlinson (128), then any sense of flesh-and-blood immediacy
 and urgency can be discounted since neither figure is real, and the poem
 is purely a symbolic representation of a theoretical situation. If this is a
 recounting of an actual reality or the supra-reality of a vision, however, the
 question of whether the poet is alive or dead gains real significance.

 Most readers, even if they also see the poem as a dream, see the poet
 as dead, if not at the beginning, then at the end, when the Other, who is
 definitely dead, invites him into sleep. Hibberd and Backman are in this
 group (Owen the Poet 177; Backman 114), Silkin is unwilling to say whether
 only one or both are dead (238), and Adrian Caesar takes a comprehensive
 stance, calling "Strange Meeting" a "dream vision of hell wherein two of
 the living dead converse" (163). If the poet is not dead, though, then hope
 that the truth may be perceived and communicated is not dead either, and
 there is a long literary history of living people entering hell and returning
 to the living world to tell about it, most famously Dante in the Inferno?
 The Other may, indeed, be speaking under the same misunderstanding as
 Guido da Montefeltro, that the truth he speaks will never reach the living
 world because no one ever leaves hell alive (27.61-66). The verb tense used
 by the Other when he tells the poet that "[w]hatever hope is yours, / Was
 my life also" (16-17; my emphasis) can indicate that the Other, perhaps
 mistakenly, believes the poet is actually dead but does not yet realize it; or
 it can indicate that the Other recognizes that the poet is alive and therefore
 so is the hope, though what follows about his own hopelessness tends to
 suggest that it is a deluded hope.

 Either way, the path is open for the poet to return to the world and
 tell the truth untold. If this is so, it leads to the question of why he is alive
 to do so. The answer seems to be that he is not the Other's exact doppel
 ganger or double, as the Other seems to assume. Welland was the first to
 apply this idea to "Strange Meeting," using the term "alter ego" (100):
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 "The enemy Owen has killed is, [Owen] suggests, his poetic self" (101).
 Welland's suggestion has since been accepted by some, like Kenneth Muir
 (30); rejected by others, like Kerr ("Connotations" 182); sparred with by
 others, like Silkin, who does not reject the idea but says Welland's version
 is almost meaningless because it ultimately "sees the enemy as every per
 son's 'alter ego'" (243); and waffled on by others, like Hibberd, who says,
 "The event in the poem cannot be reduced to a meeting between a man
 and his double. . . . The poem is larger and stranger than that" (Owen the
 Poet 177). While there is no reason to reject wholesale the Other's claims
 of similarity to the poet—both are soldiers; both are or were aesthetes/
 artists/poets; both are or were what Owen described himself to be, "a
 conscientious objector with a very seared conscience" (CL 512); both are
 in hell—there are reasons to reject the "double" interpretation. There are
 differences between them, the most stark being that while for some unex
 plained reason (perhaps despair) the Other had become "loath" to fight,
 the poet, though he "frowned," was still willing to do so and so "jabbed
 and killed" the Other (41-42). The Other says, "Whatever hope is yours, /
 Was my life also" (16-17), a phrasing that equates hope with life. By kill
 ing, the poet has preserved (at least for a time) his life and therefore the
 hope that he can tell the truth about war.

 Another major difference is the styles in which the two speak. The
 poet, even when describing something as astounding as finding himself
 in hell and talking to an animated corpse, speaks with remarkable calm,
 using what Silkin calls "un-aureate words" (238). Most of this may be the
 result of a tone appropriate to a storyteller concerned with objective detail,
 but that tone also controls his one bit of dialogue: "Strange friend . . . here
 is no cause to mourn" (14). The Other—until the exhausted statements of
 the last five lines—speaks in a wholly different manner.

 Much of the discussion of the style of "Strange Meeting" has focused
 on Owen's use of pararhyme, what Welland calls half-rhyme; others
 have used variations on "assonance" and "dissonance," like Murry and
 Blunden, while in reference to "The Show" Owen himself called it "my
 Vowel-rime stunt" (CL 568). With pararhyme, the rhyming words match
 consonantal sounds, but the vowel sound changes, as in hall/Hell, un
 told/distilled, and mystery/mastery. Some have praised its effects, like
 Murry, who believed they gave "Strange Meeting" "a mournful, impres
 sive, even oppressive quality.... [T]he meaning of the words and the beat
 of the sounds have the same indivisible message" (in Welland 118-19).
 Blunden says it "creates remoteness, darkness, emptiness, shock, echo, the
 last word," and its effects are felt at their "fullest, perhaps, in 'Strange
 Meeting'" (169), while Welland says it "is perfectly suited to the inconclu
 sive nature of much of Owen's work" and that "Strange Meeting" is "the
 supreme example" (123). At the same time, though, Welland temporizes
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 a bit, noting that "the variant drafts of 'Strange Meeting' suggest, by the
 dogged retention of certain pairs of words . . . the exigencies of the me
 dium are at times near to determining the sense" (118).

 That reservation is shared by others, like Vernon Scannell, who says
 that "the effort to sustain the pattern of pararhymes causes a good deal of
 odd phrasing" (10). Douglas Kerr expands on this theme, remarking that
 the effects of pararhyme on the poem are "on the whole baleful" ("Con
 notations" 184) and noting that "Strange Meeting" "contains some of the
 weakest—as well as some of the strongest—writing in late Owen" ("Con
 notations" 182). The weak section he refers to is that spoken by the Other
 up until the last five lines, with Kerr focusing on lines 26-36:

 A number of factors—the prophetic solemnity of these lines, rein
 forced by their biblical connotations, their enclosure between the
 poem's powerful Dantesque beginning and the shock and pathos of
 the recognition that follows them, as well as the way they have repeat
 edly been construed as Owen's own posthumous message to futu
 rity—have generally inhibited the observation that they do not make
 sense. Why (apart from the prosodically obvious reason) a tigress?
 If "they" are like a tigress, why are they marching in ranks? How
 does mastery help someone to miss a march? How can a citadel not
 have walls? If the entire world is retreating, what is it retreating from?
 What is achieved by washing blood off chariot-wheels, with poetry or
 anything else? . . . [T]his part of the poem is not so much obscure as
 incoherent. ("Connotations" 183)

 While Kerr's criticism begins with the pararhyme, it quickly encompasses
 all of the language usage and the sense (or nonsense) in the passage, a
 subject that harks back to W. B. Yeats's scalding comments that Owen "is
 all blood, dirt & sucked sugar stick (. . . he calls poets 'bards,' a girl a
 'maid,' & talks about 'Titanic wars')" (124). That last example comes from
 "Strange Meeting"—which Kerr identifies as the poem Yeats, in that same
 letter, calls Owen's "worst & most famous poem"—and Kerr believes that
 while they are "intemperate and unpleasant," Yeats's remarks are "not
 absurd," identifying as they do "Owen's use of cliched poetic diction"
 ("Connotations" 177). Scannell offers a more colorful definition of Yeats's
 "sucked sugar stick": "He meant a lush and over-sweet sensuousness, a
 flatulent rhetoric" (10). He illustrates the point by quoting part of the Oth
 er's speech, lines 17-21, commenting that "this sort of thing might have
 been written by any young romantic versifier of the time" (11).

 Yeats's and Scannell's characterization is very close to Lorrie
 Goldensohn's description of Owen's usual style prior to the war poems
 of his annus mirabilis: "vague, generalizing diction and overheated Geor
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 gianism" (59). One might disagree with Goldensohn's terming this style
 "Georgian." Likely Owen would have disagreed. In a 1917 New Year's
 Eve letter, he proudly told his mother that he was "held peer by the Geor
 gians" (CL 521); the Georgian poets he knew best, Sassoon and Graves,
 were writing war poetry in a hard-edged, realistic style that is virtually
 the antithesis of the Other's speech, as in Sassoon's "The Rear-Guard,"
 another narrative poem about a soldier's encounter with a dead soldier
 in a tunnel, which Owen published in the Craiglockhart magazine The
 Hydra in September 1917. Indeed, in many ways Owen, at the time he
 wrote "Strange Meeting," equated "Georgian" with "Modern," consider
 ing Sassoon's war poems to "show ... to the best possible advantage the
 tendencies of Modern Poetry" (CL 488). More likely, if for no other reason
 than greater familiarity with the major figures in the common canon of
 English poetry, readers will tend, as does Day Lewis, to call this Romantic
 in the sense of being pseudo-Keatsian, and it was in what Kerr calls "the
 Romantic afflatus" stretching from Wordsworth to Swinburne that Owen
 was most deeply steeped (Voices 240).

 So was his cousin and, until he met Sassoon, closest poetic partner,
 Leslie Gunston. Kerr says that Gunston's poetry in The Nymph and Other
 Poems—published in November 1917 and dedicated to Owen—"might be
 the work of Wilfred Owen without experience of the life and language of
 the army": "overdressed, loaded down with poetical properties and all too
 predictable epithets," so "purely lyrical" that Kerr finds himself "not sure
 there are any ideas at all" (Voices 240-41,242-43). In fact, six of the sonnets
 published in The Nymph are on subjects that Gunston and Owen agreed
 to write on in 1916 (and Owen did write at least some of these, such as
 "Purple," "Golden Hair," and "Happiness"). As Kerr notes, though, while
 Gunston "was preparing these poems for print. . . his cousin was reject
 ing, in theory and in practice, many of the qualities they embodied" (Voices
 243). When he received copies of the book from his cousin on November
 24, 1917—three days before he sent "Earth's wheels" to Sassoon—in his
 responding letter Owen could only praise its binding and printing, sug
 gest that the poems would have been better had Gunston let them mature
 before publishing, and make the previously cited comment that "every
 poem, and every figure of speech should be a matter of experience" (CL
 509-10; Owen's emphasis).4 When in January 1918, the same month Owen
 began work on "Strange Meeting," Gunston criticized the work of one
 of Owen's admired new Georgian-Modern friends, Robert Graves, Owen
 shot back that his cousin could be "deliberately archaic" if he wanted, but
 should avoid making himself "a lagoon, salved from the ebbing tide of the
 Victorian Age" (CL 526).

 Whatever tag one is comfortable with—archaic, Romantic, Victorian,
 Georgian—it fits both "Earth's wheels" and the Other's speech: vague and
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 overheated lyric. If Hibberd is correct, Owen had written "Earth's wheels"
 by November 27. Whether he wrote it before or after receiving his cousin's
 book is not known. Nor do we know if this was a considered piece of
 work or a spontaneous, even rushed "occasional poem" produced for the
 limited purpose of persuading one particular individual on a private ba
 sis. However, the November date of Owen's reference to "drivel" and the
 evidence dating the drafts to November at the earliest strongly suggest the
 latter. "Earth's wheels" likely was a hurried effort that, while it expressed
 an argument also justifying his own hoped-for home posting, initially held
 value for Owen mainly because of its potential to save his friend.

 "Strange Meeting" offers a different case. As Kerr shows, Owen and
 his cousin Leslie Gunston shared their poetic development up until Owen
 entered the army, and "Owen's knowledge and judgement of [Gunston's
 poetry] were important factors in his own stylistic formation, for it helped
 him to see and become the poet he wanted to be" (Voices 231). In effect,
 Gunston was an alter-ego for Owen, one he rejected on poetic grounds,
 and also because of Gunston's status as a noncombatant. Owen resented

 that his cousin was exempt from military service because of a slight heart
 defect (Owen had something similar, but it did not exempt him) and par
 ticularly resentful since Gunston supported the war. Commenting on The
 Nymph, Owen told him, "I don't like 'Hymn of Love to England,' natu
 rally, at this period while I am composing 'Hymns of Hate'" (CL 510).
 Given his response to The Nymph and to Gunston staying safely out of the
 army, and the near certainty that when he wrote "Strange Meeting" Owen
 was increasingly sure that he would be sent again to the front, it is likely
 that at least a part of his conception of the Other as alter-ego is built on
 Gunston or, perhaps more accurately, on Owen's recognition in Gunston
 of a version of himself that he was leaving behind. Kerr points out that in
 the draft list of contents (for a projected volume of war poetry) in which
 Owen noted what he called "motives" for his poems, the one for "Strange
 Meeting" is "Foolishness of War," which Kerr calls a "tiny hint" that Owen
 considered the poem to be a satire ("Connotations" 174). If so, the target of
 the satire might well be Leslie Gunston, or rather the attitudes and prac
 tices Owen once espoused and which were still embodied in Gunston,
 attitudes and practices claimed and demonstrated by the Other.

 Among the significant developments in "Strange Meeting" are (he
 Other's account of his life and his suggestion that the truth of war can be
 found without firsthand experience. As for his life, he sums it up as "hunt
 ing wild / After the wildest beauty in the world" (17-18). It is not clear if
 this was only prewar and his war experience led him to understand that
 this beauty is not to be found in "eyes, or braided hair" (19), as conceived
 in idealistic Romantic tradition; or if he is claiming that he already knew
 this before the war and therefore need not have become a combatant. That
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 Owen, if not the Other, came to this knowledge and a rejection of this
 aspect of the Romantic tradition as the result of his frontline experience
 is explicit in "Apologia pro Poemate Meo," the poem dated by Owen to
 November 1917, the same month he received The Nymph. Kerr (Voices 244)
 calls "Apologia" a "dialogue with two poets and two kinds of poetry, the
 'old song' of Leslie Gunston and the Georgian realism of Graves" in which
 "Owen distances himself from one and orientates himself by the other."
 The poem directly echoes and rejects lines found in The Nymph by redefin
 ing them in combat terms, such as love not being Gunston's "the binding
 of fair lips / With the soft silk of eyes" but rather "wound with war's hard
 wire whose stakes are strong; / Bound with the bandage of the arm that
 drips; / Knit in the webbing of the rifle-thong" (19-20, 21-23).

 The Other's definition of "the truth untold" as "The pity of war, the
 pity war distilled" (24-25) suggests the Clausewitzian idea that war is dif
 ferent in degree, not kind, from the rest of life, that war only provides a
 concentrated version, and so war experience is not necessary to find the
 truth and thereby benefit humanity. In "Earth's wheels" Owen's assertion
 to Sassoon that "[b]eauty is yours and you have mastery. / Wisdom is mine,
 and I have mystery" (3-4) indicates qualities that they should preserve by
 not returning to combat. In "Strange Meeting," partly because of the past
 tense, they instead become qualities that could have allowed the Other to
 stay out of the war, "[t]o miss the march of this retreating world" (32). Simi
 larly, the Christ image in the alternative last line of "Earth's wheels"—that
 they will act postwar "[e]ven as One who bled where no wounds were"
 (16)—is rejected and a version of the non-alternative last line retained, an
 assertion that men need not experience the actuality to know it: "Foreheads
 of men have bled where no wounds were" (39). This assertion is undercut
 in the poem itself by the Other's earlier rendition of his life, particularly if
 it is read to be only his prewar life. Apparently, he had discovered the truth
 that "the wildest beaut}' in the world" is not to be found in eyes or hair,
 "[b]ut mocks the steady running of the hour, / And if it grieves, grieves
 richlier than here" (18-21). He never told this truth, however, for though
 "by [his] glee might many men have laughed, / And of [his] weeping
 something had been left," that "something" was never published to the
 world, so that it "must die now" (22-24) because he is dead. This raises the
 question of why, if that truth was available outside the experience of war,
 he had not communicated it before that experience killed him. It suggests
 that the "truth untold, / The pity of war, the pity war distilled" (24-25) is
 not available without the experience of war. War acts as a crucible to render
 this truth apprehendable, and without actual experience of war one cannot
 know that it distills the pity of the world.

 Much of what the Other says is open to varying interpretations.
 Hibberd says this is due to what he calls "the ambiguities of the poem"
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 {Owen the Poet 177). Regarding most of the Other's portion of it, though,
 Kerr's characterization cited above seems much more accurate and can be

 amplified by looking at the parts of the Other's speech that Kerr does not
 focus on. For example, the Other never actually says what the "wildest
 beauty" is or is not, nor where it resides, only where it does not. While
 "weeping" can be readily linked to pity, "glee"—which is part of that
 "something" that is the untold truth—cannot. It is unclear whether cour
 age creates mystery and wisdom creates mastery, or they are four separate
 qualities, and if courage is responsible for mystery, it is never stated how
 that is so. Lines 15-39 are powerfully imagistic and suggestive, but equally
 powerfully vague.

 None of this analysis should be taken as a derogation of "Strange Meet
 ing" any more than a negative judgment of the character of the Duke and
 the way he speaks can be taken as a derogation of Robert Browning's "My
 Last Duchess." The shift from the confessional lyric of "Earth's wheels" to
 the first-person narrative shading into dramatic monologue of "Strange
 Meeting" objectifies the speech and directs us not to read it as the expres
 sion of the author, but as the expression of someone Other, an expression
 that the poet—whether the narrator or Owen himself, or both—invites us
 to interrogate in the context in which he sets it.

 The argument here is that Owen was of two minds regarding whether
 or not he should return to combat. On the one hand, it would allow him
 to erase any doubts—perhaps his own, certainly others'—about his per
 sonal courage, honor, and mental stability. In addition, it would let him
 give good leadership to men he had come to love and consider the real
 Nation. It would allow him to fight the worst form of militarism, which
 he identifies in his preface as Prussianism. It would garner him a deeper
 understanding of war and grant him greater credibility as a commentator
 on war than might be accorded to someone whose knowledge of the war
 could be characterized as incomplete and whose conduct could be ques
 tioned. On the other hand, he objected to the war on moral grounds, and
 more combat might drive him mad or kill him, which besides the more
 obvious drawbacks could also (he thought; he had published little yet)
 stop him from telling the truth about war.

 What he was not of two minds about at the time he wrote "Strange
 Meeting" was that his poetry must be based on experience and must there
 fore exclude empty derivation of traditional language or ideas. Thinking
 and doing are not always the same, of course, as some of his efforts af
 ter reaching this conclusion show, including "Earth's wheels." But that
 was quite likely an occasional composition and maybe not originally in
 tended for publication. At any rate, at some point he withdrew from it as
 a lyric expression of a position he would own. If Owen's voice is heard in
 "Strange Meeting," it is heard via the poet and his frame narration. This
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 does not mean that Owen did not feel, as a man and a soldier, sympa
 thy for the Other's positions—indeed, in his May 1918 draft preface he
 partially echoes the Other's comments about truth-telling and pity—but
 they were not ones he could wholly espouse as a poet, not if he wanted to
 morally and psychologically and even physically survive when forced by
 circumstances to return to the front.

 In "Strange Meeting," the Other presents a compelling argument for
 poets never to engage as combatants, but it is an argument Owen rejected,
 presented in a style Owen rejected. The Other's stance and style are simi
 lar to those embraced by Owen's longtime poetic Other, Leslie Gunston,
 which Owen too had embraced prior to combat experience and the influ
 ence of Siegfried Sassoon. The Other is an alter-ego, but not a doppelganger.
 He is an earlier poetic self that Owen killed. If the truth is to be told, some
 thing the Other never did until he was in hell, the soldier-poet, no matter
 how unwilling or loath, must fight and even kill so that he can do so. His
 duty as a poet demands it, and since we are reading what he brought back
 from hell it is a duty he has fulfilled.

 V

 This idea of Owen calling for poets to fight does not fit the legend of the
 poet that most readers have firmly in mind when they read "Strange Meet
 ing"—the ultimate antiwar poet, the poet of pity. The fact that this poem
 predicts his own poignant death makes it even more difficult to see and
 hear the actual poem that is in front of us. The Other's argument is compel
 ling—it had been Owen's own, once—but fails in the face of the realities
 of discerning and telling the truth of war. If war reveals a distillation of
 human existence, that revelation may well be the piteous recognition of
 how life destroys such ideals and idealists.

 Daniel Hipp notes, immediately following his discussion of "Strange
 Meeting," that "Owen's death at the hand of German machine guns on
 November 4,1918, gave final shape to his poetic career, whether we like
 it or not" (98). This coincidence between poem and life, besides any qual
 ities of the poem itself, might be why so many readers see it as Sassoon
 saw it, as Owen's "masterpiece ... the finest elegy written by a soldier of
 that period, and the conclusive testimony of his power and originality"
 (Siegfried's Journey 59), or in Mark Rawlinson's words, Owen's summa
 (125). Rawlinson uses this term in the context of noting that at least
 chronologically "Strange Meeting" is not the culmination of Owen's po
 etic career. As a start-to-finish proposition, that distinction goes to the
 satiric "Smile, Smile, Smile," but the last piece Owen wrote was the last
 stanza of "Spring Offensive," and it is that poem that many readers link
 with "Strange Meeting," among them Hipp (99 ff.), Caesar (165 ff.), and
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 Hibberd. In Owen the Poet the last two chapters are titled, respectively,
 "Strange Meeting" and "Spring Offensive," and Hibberd says that in the
 latter poem Owen "began to fashion a kind of poetry that would be fit
 to speak of heroes while denying heroic qualities to war itself. His last
 poem seems both a prologue to new writing and epilogue to all he had
 written before" (184). So if "Strange Meeting" fits the legend by giving
 narrative shape to his life, "Spring Offensive" gives narrative shape to
 his poetic career.

 It is also possible to see a further reason, beyond sheer quality and
 serendipity, to link these two poems. Like "Strange Meeting," "Spring
 Offensive" is a narrative that changes form. The first six stanzas, with a
 somber eloquence similar to that of the narrator-poet of "Strange Meet
 ing," describe a body of troops as they advance and attack. Then, in the
 last stanza Owen ever wrote, it shifts from narrative to lyric as the speaker
 asks a question:

 But what say such as from existence' brink
 Ventured but drave too swift to sink,

 The few who rushed in the body to enter hell,
 And there out-fiending all its fiends and flames
 With superhuman inhumanities,
 Long-famous glories, immemorial shames—
 And crawling slowly back, have by degrees
 Regained cool peaceful air in wonder—
 Why speak not they of comrades that went under? (38^46)

 The poet of "Strange Meeting" entered hell. There he encountered a com
 rade who was his friend, his enemy, and himself, and whom he had killed.
 The answer to the question posed in "Spring Offensive" may be "Strange
 Meeting."

 Georgia Southern University
 Statesboro, Georgia

 NOTES

 1. Except where noted, all citations from Owen's work come from Jon
 Stallworthy's edition, Wilfred Owen: The Complete Poems and Fragments, cited in
 this essay as CPF.

 2. Backman presents a version of "Earth's wheels" that uses this "[alternative
 line" only (98). Although Stallworthy terms "[E]arth's wheels" a "fragment . . .
 later incorporated into ... 'Strange Meeting,'" both Hibberd (Wilfred Owen 364) and
 Backman (99) believe it is a poem in its own right, and that is how it is considered
 in this article.
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 3. Backman discusses a large number of the sources for and influences on
 "Strange Meeting," including this tradition of living returns from hell, with par
 ticular focus on Dante (96-117).

 4. While this principle that both the style and content of poetry should be based
 on experience became generally and seriously applicable for Owen, it should be
 noted that in this letter it also serves as a humorous dig at his cousin. The comment
 on experience follows Owen's objection to there being, on that basis, too much
 "osculation," that is, kissing, in Gunston's personal lyrics.
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 WILFRED OWEN AND THE SOLDIER POETS

 By PAUL NORGATE

 The front line withers,
 But they are troops who fade, not flowers,
 For poets' tearful fooling.1

 DURING 1917-18, in the brief year of convalescence that also
 produced all his major poems, Wilfred Owen read perhaps more
 extensively and purposefully than he had ever done before. His letters
 of the period are full of references to writers and writings on war and
 war-related topics; he made lists of the books he had read.2 He also
 took full advantage of the entry into wider literary circles that resulted
 from his new friendships with Siegfried Sassoon and Robert Graves.
 Throughout this time Owen was testing and sharpening the expres-
 sion of his own response to war, his poetry shaping itself in contra-
 distinction to the pervading popular sentiment.
 That popular sentiment readily found expression in verse in the

 years 1914-18. The Times noted that: 'In a time of stress like this,
 poetry's ancient claim to be the great consoler, the great lifegiver,
 justifies itself. And any poetry which has something to say, and says it
 truly and finely, is more read now than it has been for a long time.'3
 'Thousands', commented the Poetry Review (of which Owen was a
 regular reader) '. . . have changed their attitude towards poetry and
 been impelled by the war to seek expression in verse.'4 Newspapers,
 magazines, and periodicals were correspondingly full of 'war
 verses'-at first mostly by civilians, and many of them, showing scant
 regard for The Times's strictures concerning truth and fineness.
 Numerous collections and anthologies of verse were made and sold
 during the war years: some were aimed at raising funds for patriotic
 and charitable causes; some, recruitment; some, memorials to the
 fallen; some, morale. Few raised any question about the essential

 1 Wilfred Owen, 'Insensibility', in The Complete Poems and Fragments, ed. J. Stallworthy
 (1983) (hereafter CPF), no. 147. (As CPF contains variant MSS readings, I cite Stallworthy's
 poem numbers, as well as relevant pagination.)

 2 WIilfred Owen: Collected Letters, ed. H. Owen and J. Bell (1967) (hereafter CL), 520.
 3 Quoted in the Poetry Review (hereafter PR), 7 (May-June 1916), 232.
 4 PR 8 (July-Aug. 1917), 245. There are several references to PR in Owen's letters-see CL,

 pp. 442, 455, 466-and an early edn. survives in Owen's library, which is now housed in the
 English Faculty Library, Oxford.

 RES New Series, Vol. XL, No. 160 (1989)  ? Oxford Untiversity Press 1989
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 WILFRED OWEN AND THE SOLDIER POETS 517

 'rightness' of the war, or doubted the wisdom of its continued
 prosecution.

 As the war dragged into its third year, however, it was poetry
 written by serving soldiers which increasingly began to attract atten-
 tion: the work not just of such established, heroic figures as Rupert
 Brooke and Charles Sorley5 (who in any case wrote little or nothing
 directly from the front line), but from a wider cross-section of the men
 actually fighting in Flanders. Galloway Kyle, who had taken over the
 editorship of the Poetry Review at the beginning of 1916, clearly
 sensed the shift of popular interest, and forwarded immediately the
 Review's intention 'to make a more definite and regular feature of
 contributions from men on active service'.6 Drawing from this 'greatly
 appreciated feature' and elsewhere, Kyle went on to produce two
 successful anthologies which he himself then published under the
 pseudonym of 'Erskine Macdonald'. Songs of the Fighting Men by
 'The Soldier Poets' (Kyle neatly inverting the 'poet-soldier'
 nomenclature employed previously in the Review) went twice into
 reprint within three months of its publication in September 1916, and
 More Songs by the Fighting Men followed in the next year.7 Both
 volumes received rousing and emphatic popular acclaim: 'a wonderful
 volume', enthused the Daily Chronicle, of Songs of the Fighting Men;
 and 'a little volume to treasure . . . contains poems that will become
 classics', asserted the Daily AlMail.8

 Clearly, in producing these anthologies Galloway Kyle touched
 adroitly on a nerve-ending of public feeling. With perhaps an
 occasional gesture at the undesirability of War in the abstract, the
 verses of the Soldier Poets everywhere endorse an unquestioning
 acceptance of the necessity for continued prosecution of this war and
 of all the sacrifices entailed-including the grim conditions of the
 Western Front. Individual poems articulate this with varying degrees
 of success, some of the best managing a simple directness that requires
 our respect even as it intensifies the bitter ironies of hindsight, but the
 worst at a level which makes it difficult to see how anyone could ever
 have taken them seriously:

 5 Owen was certainly interested in Brooke (in his library is a copy of 1914 and Other Poems,
 containing a press cutting about Brooke's grave), and would have seen work by both writers-if
 only what had appeared posthumously in PR during 1915-16. However, apart from one clear
 allusion to Brooke in his fragment 'An Imperial Elegy' (CPF, no. 69)-'Not one corner of a
 foreign field I But a span as wide as Europe'-Owen's writing shows no obvious debt to either of
 these.

 6 PR 7 (Jan.-Feb. 1916), 37.
 7 G. Kyle (ed.), Songs of the Fighting Men, by The Soldier Poets (1916) (hereafter Songs),

 and Kyle (ed.), More Songs by the Fighting Men, by the Soldier Poets (1917) (hereafter More
 Songs).

 8 Quoted in Kyle's Introduction to the reprinted editions of Songs.
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 Not till thousands have been slain

 Shall the green wood be green again,
 Not till men shall fall and bleed
 Can brown ale taste like ale indeed.

 (Lt. G. Howard, 'Without Shedding of Blood')9

 Throughout the two volumes of Songs and More Songs the verses of
 the Soldier Poets complement each other to articulate a 'voice' which
 is remarkably consistent. The burden of it is an essentially self-renew-
 ing refrain which may be summarized briefly (though not unfairly)
 along these lines: 'If I should die, you will know that I have sacrificed
 my Youth in the fight for Liberty and Right. I recall the beauties of
 England and I know that our struggle is part of God's plan. Our spirit
 and our memory will be sweet comfort to our mothers, wives and
 sisters, and glorious' inspiration to our brothers.'10 That this prop-
 osition-or series of propositions-is not to be found in its entirety in
 each individual poem further illustrates just how well-rehearsed and
 self-referential was the sentiment: any part may be taken to represent
 the whole, and key 'motifs'-Courage, England, Home, God,
 Victory, Mother, etc.-need only be deployed, not explored or
 explained. The circle of meaning may be entered at any point, since
 the centre is constant: an assertion of the significance of the part
 played in the war by every individual soldier. Significant action
 guarantees a meaningful death which inspires others to significant
 action.

 A persistent-almost wilful-idealization is at work here: the
 questions being raised by the mechanized mass-slaughter in the
 trenches are simply not admitted to the Songs of the Soldier Poets.
 The 'moment' of the appearance of anthologies such as these, in the
 aftermath of the Somme, is surely significant. There is a striking
 congruence of sentiment in the poems themselves and in their
 audience (expressed through sales as well as in popular-press reviews),
 which suggests that this sort of verse was not merely approved of but
 actively sought, desired. In a time of bitter uncertainties the voice of

 9 Songs, p. 45.
 10 Conscious allusion to Brooke is characteristic of Songs and More Songs: e.g. 'If I should

 fall, grieve not. . .' (S. D. Cox, 'To My Mother', Songs, p. 22); 'If I should die while I am yet in
 France . . .' (Lt. C. Carstairs, 'Death in France', More Songs, p. 19). One of the Soldier Poets,
 Cpl. J. W. Streets, epitomized the general sentiment in a letter to PR enclosing some of his work:
 'We try to convey something [in our poems] of what we feel in this great conflict, to those who
 think of us and sometimes, alas! mourn our loss. We desire to let them know that in the midst of
 our keenest sadness for the joy of life we leave behind, we go to meet death grim-lipped,
 clear-eyed and resolute hearted.' (Quoted in PR 7 (July-Aug. 1916), 243. Streets himself was
 mortally wounded on the Somme on 1 July 1916.)
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 the Soldier Poets, speaking from the front itself, sanctioned the
 continuation of the war.

 However, if Galloway Kyle's anthologies of Soldier Poetry repre-
 sent 'war poetry' as it was generally accepted and understood in
 1916-17, it is hardly surprising that Wilfred Owen did not at first see
 in such poetry any means of approach to his own war experience. In a
 letter home from the front he had described 'everything unnatural,
 broken, blasted . . . the most execrable sights on earth. In poetry we
 call them the most glorious.'ll That 'we' records Owen's continuing
 literary aspirations, but the acutely felt disparity between the actuality
 of war and what passed for the poetry of war helps account for the
 indeterminate nature of his own writing during the first half of 1917. It
 was the shock of a different literary encounter, later that summer, with
 Siegfried Sassoon, and the caustic satire of his 'trench life sketches',12
 which provided the turning-point for Owen, releasing into his own
 writing energies which were not only creative but also critical. During
 the twelve months' convalescence that led to his eventual decision to

 return to France, Owen's developing notions of his own poetic role
 were distilled as much from his perception of how others thought and
 wrote about the war as from his own first-hand experiences.

 A copy of More Songs survives in Owen's library; this was inscribed
 and presented to him by a contributing Soldier Poet, 2nd Lt. Murray
 McClymont, whom Owen met at base camp in France, early in
 September 1918. However, Owen must have already read several of
 the poems anthologized in Songs and More Songs when they had first
 appeared in the Poetry Review during 1916-17. References in his
 letters do not indicate a very high opinion of either McClymont's
 poems or the Soldier Poets as a whole; he refers to them as 'these
 amalgamations', and the implication is that Owen has for some time
 shared with Sassoon a dismissive familiarity with their writings.13
 This is a familiarity which is also inscribed in Owen's own poetry.

 It is of course almost a critical commonplace that Wilfred Owen's
 poetry is full of echoes-he was, as he described himself, 'a poet's
 poet'.14 Innumerable allusions bear witness to his wide reading in the
 Romantic/Victorian tradition, and the influence of Georgian contem-
 poraries is also evident-Monro, Gibson, and Graves, as well as

 11 CL,p.431. 12 Ibid. 484.
 13 Ibid. 573, 582. The later letter requests Sassoon to 'send me: 2 copies of C[ounter] Attack,

 one inscribed. One is for the Adjutant-who begged a book of Erskine MacD's Soldier-Poets
 which I had with me-because I met one of these amalgamations at the Base.' (This seems
 clearly to refer to McClymont's gift copy of More Songs, but has been interpreted as a reference
 to Songs: see H. Spear, 'I Too Saw God: Religious Allusions in Wilfred Owen's Poetry',
 English, 24 (Summer 1975), 40 n., and Spear, Remembering We Forget (1979), 75.)

 14 CL, p. 521.
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 (obviously and pre-eminently) Sassoon. Similar uses and transform-
 ations have been observed of material from classical literature and

 from the Bible.15 In Owen's war poetry, reference and allusion has
 almost always an ironizing function. The primary thrust of this irony
 is generally in one of two directions-towards the situation of war
 itself, or towards the source of the allusion. In the first, more
 frequently recognized, usage, Owen's source material is employed as it
 were approvingly, unequivocally: adding depth and resonance as a
 means of exposing the horror or futility of present circumstances. Of
 this kind are, for instance, the allusions to Dante in 'Mental Cases' or
 to Shelley in 'Strange Meeting'.16

 On the other hand, the allusion itself may be deployed ironically by
 Owen, in order to demonstrate the inadequacy of his 'original' as a
 source of understanding, of reassurance, or of values by which to
 interpret the war; in such cases the allusion itself becomes in effect a
 'subject' of the poem. Irony of this kind is most typically directed by
 Owen at contemporary targets-at the failure of organized religion,
 for instance, as in 'Parable of the Old Man and the Young'; at the
 pronouncements of wartime statesmen, as in 'Smile, Smile, Smile';17
 or at such writings as those of the Soldier Poets.

 In the drafting of one of his earliest war poems, 'Dulce et Decorum
 Est' (completed in October 1917),18 Owen had at one stage identified
 a specific contemporary target, subtitling the poem 'To a Certain
 Poetess'. This was Miss Jessie Pope, whose jingoistic doggerel
 appeared frequently in newspapers and magazines; 'Dulce et
 Decorum Est' is in fact generally read as an attack upon the ignorant
 belligerence of civilian non-combatants. In the process of rapid
 revision and redrafting, however, this 'dedication' was abandoned: in
 its bitter excoriation of 'the old lie', the energy of Owen's poem
 encompasses more than a single 'liar', just as its barbed reference to
 the Horatian motto signals the rejection of something more immediate
 than a merely traditional philosophy of battle.

 For, prior to Owen, more than one piece of Soldier Poetry retailed
 this same Latin tag entirely unironically, as a text of current relevance
 and value. (It had been inscribed above the chapel door at Sandhurst

 15 See S. Backmann, Tradition Transformed: Studies in the Poetry of Wilfred Owen (1979);
 D. Hibberd, 'Wilfred Owen and the Georgians', RES NS 30 (1979), 28-40; Spear, op. cit.; and
 T. O'Keefe, 'Ironic Allusion in the Poetry of Wilfred Owen', ARIEL, 3/4 (1972).

 16 CPF, nos. 163, 148. For 'Mental Cases', see M. Sinfield, 'Wilfred Owen's "Mental
 Cases"-Source and Structure', N&Q 24 (Aug. 1982). For 'Strange Meeting', see Backmann,
 Tradition Transformed, pp. 96-117.
 17 CPF, nos. 166, 176. 18 CPF, no. 144.
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 in 1913.19) Cpl. H. J. Jarvis's'Dulce et Decorum Est pro Patria Mori',
 for instance, appeared first in the Poetry Review and then in More
 Songs by the Fighting Men; a piece under the same title by Major
 Sydney Oswald was also published in the Review, and reprinted in
 Songs of the Fighting Men .20 Oswald celebrates deeds of combat in the
 line, and the impulse to invest such action with significance is clearly
 evident in his concluding lines:

 Glory is theirs; the People's narrative
 Of fame will tell their deeds of gallantry,

 And for all time their memories will live
 Shrined in our hearts.

 Owen's 'narrative', by comparison, is of people who suffer and die, not
 'the People' who applaud and sanctify. With persistent emphasis on its
 degrading, nightmarish setting, Owen's 'Dulce et Decorum Est'
 images a random and futile death, far removed from any meaningful
 'action' and whose memory offers no comfort or heroic reassurance.

 Read thus in the context of Soldier Poetry, the emphasis in the
 second half of Owen's 'Dulce et Decorum Est' may be seen to fall not
 merely on 'you', with the implication of ignorant non-participation,
 but also on those verbs which stress participation: 'if you could pace
 . . . and watch . . . if you could hear . . .' It is a reading which
 unleashes a sharper, more unexpected irony, Owen's poem now
 speaking also to those who have participated, who must have watched
 and heard, but who apparently still do not really see; those-such as
 the Soldier Poets-who, having experienced warfare in the trenches,
 can still (for whatever reason) 'lie' about it.

 The rhetoric of Soldier Poetry, clearly, articulates a tradition in
 which battle can only be idealized, and the collision of Owen's
 first-hand experience with this heroic rhetoric-the 'execrable' as
 against the 'glorious'21-may be traced in further juxtaposition:

 ANTHEM FOR DOOMED YOUTH

 What passing-bells for these who die as cattle?
 -Only the monstrous anger of the guns.

 Only the stuttering rifles' rapid rattle
 Can patter out their hasty orisons.

 19 I am indebted to D. Hibberd and J. Onions (edd.), Poetry of the Great War (1986), 204,
 for this information.

 20 Jarvis: PR 8 (Jan.-Feb. 1917), 32-4; More Songs, p. 73. Oswald: PR 7 (Jan.-Feb. 1916),
 37; Songs, p. 69.

 21 See n. 11 above.

 c
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 No mockeries now for them; no prayers nor bells;
 Nor any voice of mourning save the choirs,-

 The shrill, demented choirs of wailing shells;
 And bugles calling for them from sad shires.

 What candles may be held to speed them all?
 Not in the hands of boys but in their eyes

 Shall shine the holy glimmers of goodbyes.
 The pallor of girls' brows shall be their pall;

 Their flowers the tenderness of patient minds,
 And each slow dusk a drawing down of blinds.

 'Anthem' was written in September 1917, and as Jon Stallworthy has
 observed, one stage in the crystallization of this poem was probably
 Owen's reading of the 'Prefatory Note' to another contemporary
 anthology, Poems of Today ( 1916), which speaks of 'the music of Pan's
 flute, and of Love's viol, and the bugle-call of Endeavour, and the
 passing-bells of Death'.22 However, for a further insight into the
 'context' of Owen's poem we may turn to this-by a Soldier Poet:

 A SOLDIER'S CEMETERY

 Behind that long and lonely trenched line
 To which men come and go, where brave men die,
 There is a yet unmarked and unknown shrine,
 A broken plot, a soldier's cemetery.
 There lie the flower of youth, the men who scorned
 To live (so died) when languished Liberty;
 Across their graves flowerless and unadorned
 Still scream the shells of each artillery.
 When war shall cease, this lonely unknown spot
 Of many a pilgrimage will be the end,
 And flowers will shine in this now barren plot
 And fame upon it through the years descend;
 But many a heart upon each simple cross
 Will hang the grief, the memory of its loss.

 Cpl. (later Sgt.) J. W. Streets was one of the most popular of the
 Soldier Poets, widely anthologized and with a memorial volume of his
 verse published posthumously in 1917.23 'A Soldier's Cemetery' is
 representative of both his own writing and that of the Soldier Poets
 generally. The poem had appeared first in the Poetry Review early in
 1916, and later that year was reprinted in Kyle's Songs of the Fighting

 22 CPF, no. 96, and p. 99 (n. 1).
 23 See Erskine MacDonald and Gertrude S. Ford (edd.), A Crown of Amaranth (1917), and

 J. W. Streets, The Undying Splendour (1917).
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 Men;24 one (or both) of these Wilfred Owen may well have seen
 before leaving for France.
 Surface similarities between the two sonnets are probably no more

 than coincidental, but one of them provides a useful starting-point for
 comparison: the intersection of imagery at the centres of the poems.
 'Across their graves . . . I Still scream the shells of each artillery'
 strives merely to intensify the brave pathos of Streets's 'lonely
 unknown spot'; but in Owen, 'The shrill, demented choirs of wailing
 shells' inscribes the madness of no man's land where the 'monstrous

 anger of the guns' and the 'wailing shells' are metonymic of a war that
 is become its own cause for continuing. Owen's sonnet bitterly
 contradicts the central premiss of 'A Soldier's Cemetery', which (for
 all its reiteration of 'lonely' and 'unknown') comprises a series of
 essentially positive statements: 'there is a shrine . . . war shall cease

 .', the cemetery will be found, 'fame [will] descend', and so on. All
 such consolatory possibilities are dismissed as mere 'mockeries' by the
 relentless sequence of questions, negatives, and quasi-negatives in
 'Anthem'. Owen's comprehension of the war discovers no 'plot' (of
 any kind), however 'broken', to offer the reassurance of ultimate
 meaning or significance25-'What passing-bells for these who die as
 cattle?' Streets's final couplet elevates 'each simple cross' into a heroic
 memorial to many losses, and thus effectively obscures the true
 implications of the disparity between the (small) number of marked
 graves and the (unspecified, unimaginable) number of dead. But in
 'Anthem' the enormity of the slaughter precludes any of the traditional
 rituals of consolation or mourning; all that remains is the suffering of
 unfocused grief down an endless recession of time, and 'each slow
 dusk a drawing down of blinds'.

 An attempt to emulate Siegfried Sassoon is characteristic of many of
 Owen's early war poems, but 'Anthem for Doomed Youth' (although
 Sassoon's presence is evident in manuscript corrections26) is more
 usually cited as an example of Owen's debt to the Romantic tradition.
 However, comparison with Soldier Poetry, as exemplified in 'A
 Soldier's Cemetery', reveals how'Sassoonish' 'Anthem' may in fact be,
 refusing not only the memorializing rituals of organized religion itself
 but also the rhetorical tradition which offers poetic memorials as
 either complementary to, or a substitute for, religion. Reaching
 beyond mere polemic or specific parody, Owen's poem begins to
 envisage the chaos of war as an unending condition of modern

 24 PR 6 (July-Aug. 1916), 244; Songs, p. 99.
 25 The penultimate line of one of the drafts of 'Anthem for Doomed Youth' contains the

 variant'. . . the tenderness of broken minds'. See CPF, p. 252.
 26 See CPF, pp. 249-50.
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 existence, every individual bearing somewhere ('in their eyes ...
 brows . . . minds') its scars.
 Siegfried Sassoon's war poetry had already set itself in contention

 with Soldier Poetry; Owen, however, went on to develop a subtler,
 more complex response to war, incorporating dialogue with both
 Soldier Poetry and Sassoon. It is instructive to compare Owen,
 Sassoon, and Soldier Poetry at work, by drawing together three poems
 which-to use an apt metaphor-'bleed into' one another. Like 'Dulce
 et Decorum Est' and various other of his poems, Owen's 'Conscious'
 (completed early in 1918)27 refers to specific elements of his personal
 experience-here, to the several spells which he had spent in hospitals
 and Casualty Clearing Stations during 1917:

 CONSCIOUS

 His fingers wake, and flutter; up the bed.
 His eyes come open with a pull of will,
 Helped by the yellow may-flowers by his head.
 The blind-cord drawls across the window-sill . . .

 What a smooth floor the ward has! What a rug!
 Who is that talking somewhere out of sight?
 Why are they laughing? What's inside that jug?
 'Nurse! Doctor!'-'Yes, all right, all right.'
 But sudden evening muddles all the air-
 There seems no time to want a drink of water.

 Nurse looks so far away. And here and there
 Music and roses burst through crimson slaughter.
 He can't remember where he saw blue sky.
 More blankets. Cold. He's cold. And yet so hot,
 And there's no light to see the voices by;
 There is no time to ask-he knows not what.

 Reference to biographical detail is, however, less helpful to our
 understanding here than is a knowledge that the poem belongs to a
 popular 'sub-genre' of war poetry-the hospital poem. The following
 example is by a Soldier Poet, Lt. Gilbert Waterhouse:28

 THE CASUALTY CLEARING STATION

 A bowl of daffodils,
 A crimson quilted bed,
 Sheets and pillows white as snow,
 White and gold and red-
 And sisters moving to and fro
 With soft and silent tread.

 27 CPF, no. 142. 28 Songs, p. 101.
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 So all my spirit fills
 With pleasure infinite
 And all the feathered wings of rest
 Seem flocking from the radiant West
 To bear me thro' the night.

 See how they close me in,
 They, and the sisters' arms,
 One eye is closed, the other lid
 Is watching how my spirit slid
 Toward some red-roofed farms,
 And having crept beneath them, slept
 Secure from war's alarms.

 Between this and 'Conscious' there are similarities of setting and some
 surface detail (yellow flowers, 'crimson'), but what is thrown most
 sharply into focus by the juxtaposition of texts is, again, Owen's
 refusal to conform to the conventional responses to war as represented
 in Soldier Poetry. Waterhouse's casualty drifts into peaceful sleep,
 lulled by the soothing calm of the hospital (and incidental echoes from
 Wordsworth's 'Daffodils') into 'pleasure infinite'. Conflict and
 injury-the reasons, presumably, for being there-are reduced to
 mere echoes in that reassuring final phrase, 'secure from war's alarms'.
 'The Casualty Clearing Station' contrives an image, virtually, of
 paradise regained, whether read as the prelude to safe awakening on
 the morrow, and the road to recovery; or, possibly, as the moment of
 happy release into a serene death. From its ironic title onwards,
 Owen's 'Conscious' comprehensively undercuts any such expressions
 of hope. This casualty must awake, but only to a disjointed sequence
 of sense-impressions: the polished silence of the hospital enforces
 alienation rather than comfort; his memories are of 'crimson
 slaughter', not 'red-roofed farms'; and he is 'Conscious' only of his
 inability to hold on to the world of consciousness. As becomes
 characteristic in Owen's war poems, the 'narrative' is unresolved; both
 casualty and reader are here left suspended amidst incoherence and
 fragmentation.

 'The Death-Bed' by Siegfried Sassoon-which Owen had earlier
 much admired, according to his letters29-similarly describes the case
 of a wounded soldier in a hospital bed, but (as its title indicates) in a
 far less ironically ambiguous fashion than 'Conscious'. Sassoon's
 soldier must die, in order to provide the occasion for overt polemic,
 moralizing:

 29 Siegfried Sassoon: The War Poems, ed. R. Hart-Davis (1983), 52. See CPF, p. 138, and
 CL, pp. 486, 488.
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 'Speak to him; rouse him; you may save him yet.
 He's young; he hated War; how should he die
 When cruel old campaigners win safe through?'

 Owen's 'Conscious' thus suggests a 'reading' both of Soldier Poetry
 and of his mentor, Sassoon. The naive optimism of Waterhouse is
 rejected in a series of negatives reminiscent of 'Anthem for Doomed
 Youth': 'he can't remember . . . no light . . . no time . . . he knows
 not what.' But significantly, the limitations of Sassoon's 'propa-
 ganda'30 are also exposed, as Owen's poem struggles to resist the
 drawing of any supposed 'conclusion' from the situation of the soldier.
 The need to invest every action of the ordinary soldier with positive

 significance is, as we have seen, characteristic of the Soldier Poets,
 and, not surprisingly, religious symbolism was enlisted to the cause.
 The identification of the soldier with Christ himself was in fact a motif

 so common in contemporary writing about the war as to be almost a
 cliche-and generally, of course, presented without the ironic per-
 spective of Owen's 'At a Calvary Near the Ancre', which dates from
 late 1917/early 1918:31

 AT A CALVARY NEAR THE ANCRE

 One ever hangs where shelled roads part.
 In this war He too lost a limb,

 But His disciples hide apart;
 And now the soldiers bear with Him.

 Near Golgotha strolls many a priest,
 And in their faces there is pride

 That they were flesh-marked by the Beast
 By whom the gentle Christ's denied.

 The scribes on all the people shove
 And bawl allegiance to the state,

 But they who love the greater love
 Lay down their life; they do not hate.

 Owen's allusions to the crucifixion story are consistent and to the
 point, exposing the continuing inadequacies of organized religion: the
 poem is usually discussed in terms of an attack on the hypocrisy of
 conventional pieties. Thus, the sacrifice of 'the gentle Christ' is
 paralleled in war by the sacrifice of the ordinary soldier, but both are
 equally undervalued, misunderstood, or simply ignored. Knowledge
 of Wilfred Owen's religious upbringing, and of his rejection of the

 30 'Remember Poetry with [Sassoon] is become a mere vehicle of propaganda'-letter to
 Leslie Gunston, 30 Dec. 1917, CL, p. 520.

 31 CPF, no. 137. The only extant manuscript of 'At a Calvary' is in Owen's mother's
 autograph; the date of original composition is thus impossible to fix precisely. However, it
 almost certainly dates from late 1917/early 1918. See CPF, p. 134.
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 orthodox Christian creed, has led to a clearer understanding of the
 biblical allusions in 'At a Calvary', but here again reference to the
 work of the Soldier Poets illuminates the more specifically literary
 context of Owen's poem. Cpl. H. J. Jarvis's 'At a Wayside Shrine' (in
 More Songs by the Fighting Men)32 typifies the unquestioning-and
 selective-appropriation of the soldier/Christ analogy to blatantly
 patriotic purposes; there is perhaps more than a passing similarity of
 titles to suggest that in 'At a Calvary Near the Ancre' Owen seeks once
 more to fracture the conventions of popular war poetry:33

 AT A WAYSIDE SHRINE

 The column halts before a wayside shrine
 To change formation into battle line
 From double file. 'Tis even, and the sun
 Its daily circling race has wellnigh done.
 Behind me in the West, a dying glow
 Of gold still gleams, to cast a pale halo
 Upon the shrine . . .

 . . And now the line will pass
 The shrine-itself as steady as the mass
 Of England's sons slow-moving to the fray,
 Their destiny now in the hands of-say,
 The dim Divinity within that shrine-
 A loving God (the stricken Christ His sign
 Of Love)-or what? . . .

 . . So have some died

 For right-bravely as Christ Crucified
 And just as sacrificially. To save
 The world He died, or so the worn-out creeds
 Of church would teach-but they, but men, dared deeds
 And died as men . . .

 Because of Greater Love-

 That Love of Loves, all other loves above-
 The love of Home and Friends and Native Soil.

 That these might never be the Foeman's spoil,
 They gave their lives, their youth, their golden dreams
 And airy castles, built where Sunlight gleams,
 And Roses bloom . . .

 32 Miore Songs, p. 77. (In the interests of space, I quote only extracts from Jarvis's poem.)
 33 Hibberd, Wilfred Ozuen: War Poems and Others (1973), refers to the 'Christ' motif (and,

 briefly, to 'At a Wayside Shrine') in his discussion of 'At a Calvary' (pp. 36, 116). See also Spear,
 Remembering We Forget, ch. 3, passim. Sassoon's 'Christ and the Soldier' (War Poems, ed.
 Hart-Davis, p. 45) may possibly have been in Owen's mind also, although Sassoon declared 'I
 never showed this to anyone'.
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 And ere I leave the shrine

 I look upon the Christ-then at the line
 Of men . ..

 . .--these other Christs in thin disguise
 Of Khaki-brown.

 As in the previous comparisons, Owen's style is bleaker, more
 oblique. The terse quatrains of 'At a Calvary' point up an almost
 embarrassing prolixity in 'At a Wayside Shrine': from the 'dying glow
 I Of gold ... a pale halo I Upon the shrine', through the shrine itself
 which is 'rent and drilled with bullets', to the soldiers' uniforms, a
 'thin disguise I Of Khaki-brown', virtually every detail in Jarvis's
 poem is heavily overlaid with significance. For all the 'haloesque'
 rhetoric that surrounds it, however, the identification of Christ and
 soldiers which is central to 'At a Wayside Shrine' is circumscribed by
 assumptions which render it ultimately as unsatisfactory as those
 'worn-out creeds I Of church' with which Jarvis-consciously daring,
 one feels-seeks to contrast it. Jarvis's shrine, though 'rent', is 'steady
 as the mass I Of England's sons slow-moving to the fray': if the soldier
 is Christ-like, Christ is specifically an Englishman. If the soldier acts
 'because of Greater Love', it is a nationalistic 'love of Home and
 Friends and Native Soil'; he may love his neighbour, but he must
 definitely hate his 'Foeman'.

 Caught between the institutionalized exhortations of Church and
 State and the sentimentalized patriotism of the civilian population, the
 soldiers in Owen's 'At a Calvary' die less for creed or nation than for
 comrades; they 'bear with Him' and are thereby the more truly
 Christ-like. While Soldier Poetry, as in 'At a Wayside Shrine',
 continues to further the notion of significant sacrifice, Owen implies
 that where it matters-in the political arena, where 'The scribes on all
 the people shove I And bawl allegiance to the state'-the soldiers'
 deaths are probably a virtual irrelevance.

 The closing lines of 'At a Calvary'-

 But they who love the greater love
 Lay down their life; they do not hate

 -do not signal any endorsement of the popular conception of
 patriotic sacrifice by the soldier/Christ, as typified in Jarvis's poem.
 Rather, they frame a rebuke to those who seek to replace the 'worn-out
 creeds' of one partial version of Christianity with the even more
 tendentious creed ('So have some died I For right . . .') of another.
 'At a Wayside Shrine' enlists the Christ-figure as a convenient (and
 retrospective) justification and encouragement for men moving down

 528
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 a road they have already chosen. 'At a Calvary' confronts the
 implications of true sacrifice and recognizes the war as continuing
 evidence of man's inability to comprehend 'the greater love'. The
 soldier-Christ, for Owen, 'ever hangs where shelled roads part',
 mutely symbolic of humanity forever at a crossroads amidst its own
 destructiveness.

 Wilfred Owen's experience of war on the Somme was of conditions
 and circumstances which conformed to no 'meaning' or 'plot' such as
 might be conceived in traditional or conventional terms. It was an
 experience which at first all but paralysed Owen's writing of poetry
 and, in shell-shock, threatened his very sanity. The Soldier Poets'
 continuing ability to sustain their positive statements in the face of
 such destructive experience was managed by reference back to the
 terms-religion, nation, duty, sacrifice, etc.-by which earlier wars
 had largely been defined and given 'meaning' in a dominant social and
 literary culture. This circumscribing of language in First World War
 popular poetry effectively produced a circumscription of experience,
 whereby understanding of the war could be 'held in' and limited to
 what was acceptable or could be coped with. Siegfried Sassoon's
 satirical verse sought to counter this by a direct inversion of Soldier
 Poet rhetoric: for the motifs of religion, nation, duty, and sacrifice,
 Sassoon simply substituted hypocrisy, arrogance, stupidity, and
 futility. But the powerful initial shock effect of this tactic, when
 repeated, works rather to exclude than to include-you either agree
 with Sassoon, or you don't see his point. This in effect tends to
 produce its own 'closed circle' of meaning, its own kind of oppositional
 'closure' which, as a minority voice in 1914-18, was too easily
 marginalized.

 However, it was through his fortunate encounter with Sassoon's
 satirical polemic that Owen had gained access to perhaps the one form
 of discourse which could at that point contain his own sense of
 alienation and his impulse to bitter denunciation and rejection of war
 experience. In his earliest war poems from Craiglockhart Hospital,
 those who would falsify or misrepresent the experience of the trenches
 are vilified and rejected, if anything more vehemently than is the
 experience itself. 'Anthem for Doomed Youth' and 'Dulce et Decorum
 Est' exemplify this phase: written within weeks of meeting Sassoon,
 they clearly rehearse the Sassoonish tactic of inversion and counter-
 assertion.

 But Owen's own writing could not rest merely in the refusal of
 others': 'I think every poem . . . should be a matter of experience.'34

 34 CL, p. 510.

 529
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 His poetry must go on to seek whatever 'reality' might be found in war
 experience-or, if necessary, to confront the absence of it: poems such
 as 'Conscious' and 'At a Calvary' mark early stages in the development
 of a more subtly provisional discourse which might attempt this.
 Comparison with the writings of the Soldier Poets here highlights a
 characteristic which becomes increasingly important in the relatively
 small Owen corpus-his war poetry coming more and more to resist
 the 'closure' so confidently, so regularly achieved by the writings of his
 contemporaries. Recognizing how their language essentially pre-dates
 the experience of the Somme (where the values it signals are not
 merely under threat but now hopelessly disconnected from the
 conditions of existence), Owen's poetry must break out from the
 'closed circle' of meaning guarded by the Soldier Poets, and confront
 the no man's land that lies outside it.
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 Mother Courage and the
 Future of War

 Paul E. Fanner

 Abstract: What are the true costs of war? If anthropologists are to help
 answer this question, it will be because we can link personal narra
 tives (and qualitative methods) to historically deep and geographically
 broad analyses of conflict. This essay seeks to explore the costs of armed
 conflict—the economic, affective, and general social costs of war—by
 examining the experience of a single family, two generations of it, caught
 in the midst of two conflicts. Their experience links the United States to
 Haiti, Cuba, and Iraq. As limited as conclusions might be, in reflecting
 on these narratives, we might still conclude that the true costs of war are
 rarely, if ever, gauged.

 Keywords: conflict, costs of war, detainees, Guantanamo, Haiti, Iraq, war

 I won't let you spoil my war for me. Destroys the weak, does it? Well, what does
 peace do for 'em, huh? War feeds its people better.

 — Bertolt Brecht, Mother Courage and Her Children

 What Is It Good For?

 War is good for something or someone, or it would not have persisted for mil
 lennia as a major staple of human interaction. "That war pays," notes Alisse
 Waterston in introducing this volume, "is an old saw." But what are the wages
 of war? Whom does it pay, and who pays for it? How does it pay? Most impor
 tantly, what are the real costs of war and conflict?

 Social Analysis, Volume 52, Issue 2, Summer 2008, 165-184
 doi: 10.3167/sa.2008.520210

 ® Berghahn Journals  i
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 My guess is that Bertolt Brecht wrote his famous play in order to ask and
 answer some of these questions. And the answers are revealed, over time, to
 his unlikely protagonist, a Swedish market woman and mother seeking to keep
 her head above water during the course of a seventeenth-century conflict,
 whose purposes were unclear then and were even more so by 1939 when
 Brecht created Mother Courage.1 Mother Courage's ability to answer these and
 other questions comes only as she loses her three children in quick succession.
 The lines cited above, in which she claims that war pays more than peace,
 come just as she, a shrewd businesswoman even in the worst of times, has
 reaped a few of the meager and transient spoils of war. But the play is titled
 Mother Courage and Her Children because, by the end, the audience or reader
 knows that the affective costs of losing one's children—and all victims of war
 are someone's children—are simply too high to calculate.

 Today, when we ask questions about the costs of war, we are offered dis
 parate quantitative answers. When I recently accessed a Web site regarding
 the cost of war, I read that the war in Iraq, entering its sixth year, has cost
 the United States, up to that point, over $503 billion or $275 million per day
 (National Priorities Project 2008), compared to an estimated and inflation
 adjusted $549 billion for the 12-year war in Vietnam (Weisman 2006) and $5
 trillion for what some have termed 'the good war'—World War II (Stiglitz and
 Bilmes 2008a). But Nobel laureate Joseph Stiglitz and Harvard economist Linda
 Bilmes have recently called Iraq the "Three Trillion Dollar War," after mining
 information not readily available to the public:

 From the unhealthy brew of emergency funding, multiple sets of books, and
 chronic underestimates of the resources required to prosecute the war, we have
 attempted to identify how much we have been spending—and how much we
 will, in the end, likely have to spend. The figure we arrive at is more than
 $3 trillion. Our calculations are based on conservative assumptions. They are
 conceptually simple, even if occasionally technically complicated. A $3 trillion
 figure for the total cost strikes us as judicious, and probably errs on the low
 side. Needless to say, this number represents the cost only to the United States.
 It does not reflect the enormous cost to the rest of the world, or to Iraq. (Stiglitz
 and Bilmes 2008a; see also Stiglitz and Bilmes 2008b)

 They go on to note that "even in the best case scenario," the US government
 will spend on the Iraq war twice what it spent during the course of World War
 I, 10 times what was disbursed during the first Gulf War, and a third more than
 was spent in prosecuting the war in Vietnam.

 But what do these figures really mean? Brecht wrote at least nine plays as con
 tributions to the combat—the war—against fascism and Nazism. Following his
 vision, it would seem that the challenge of 'costing' the war is far more complex
 than whatever procedures were used to offer the figures cited above. First, these
 assessments are of costs to one nation, already a very powerful and wealthy one
 by the time of World War I. Imagine what the costs of World War II represent to,
 say, the Russians, who lost an estimated 27 million people and had a far weaker
 economic base. Imagine also the costs to European Jews. Anthropologists know
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 that the true cost of armed conflict emerges not simply by tallying treasure spent,
 but by drawing on qualitative methodologies and locally relevant yardsticks. War
 also wreaks, to use modern parlance, 'collateral damage' upon civilians and their
 institutions, including health care, education, housing, telecommunications, and
 transport. War is costly in personal, affective terms. Physical and psychological
 damage is done to combatants, families, and communities. Damage is done even
 to a sense of where one fits into the world after peace treaties are signed and
 reconstruction begins. War spoils the meanings of things in complex and endur
 ing ways that we are ill-equipped to measure. In short, although experts can offer
 only crude calculations of the cost of war, everyone who has thought about it,
 and certainly everyone who has endured it, knows that war costs too much. No
 doubt, that is why the rhetoric of war always ennobles sacrifice.

 This essay is linked to others in this collection that seek to estimate the social
 costs of war and related conflicts. Economists can help lead the way, but as
 Mother Courage's travails suggest, the misery provoked by armed conflict has no
 end. Hers was the Thirty Years' War, but do wars ever really have a clear begin
 ning and an end? As Beatriz Manz (2004) reports from Guatemala, costs continue
 to mount long after overt hostilities draw to a close. This is what Carolyn Nord
 strom (2004: 224) means when she reminds us that "violence has a tomorrow."

 So much has been written about war that I initially had some hesitation
 about contributing to this volume. What could I add that had not been said
 before by someone more directly involved or better informed? Alisse Waterston
 called on us "to make a clear and powerful statement concerning what [you]
 know about war: its precursors, its causes, its aftermaths, its effects on human
 lives and on the future of humankind." A more accurate assessment of the true

 costs of war is one goal of this effort, but improving metrics is not for me,
 in any case, purposeful enough. As a physician-anthropologist (and parent)
 concerned with the hopelessly Utopian project of ensuring that more of us
 humans reach our full potential and life expectancy, I am less interested in cur
 rent discussions about the ways in which war might become less brutal in the
 third millennium and more interested in steps that might be taken to abolish it.
 I state this in spite of understanding that not all wars are similar and in spite
 of sympathy for and even gratitude to those who fight back, sometimes with
 force, against genocide, atrocity, and the unjust economic and social arrange
 ments that almost always underlie armed conflict.

 Other contributors to this volume lay out the political economy of war
 and teach us more about why such a destructive endeavor persists in an era
 in which alternatives to war must be found. They address the need to deter
 mine how national boundaries are set; how regional resources—oil and other
 sources of energy, mineral wealth, land, water, access to ports, labor—are to be
 shared; and how the right to an identity as a person can be ensured. Other con
 tributors seek to expose common myths about wars and why we fight them.
 Even though I have long worked in places riven by violence, there are other
 contributors to this volume who know more about war zones.

 In the end, I decided to write something that I (compared with the other
 contributors) might perhaps be better qualified to describe. It is not easy to
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 say something new about war, and in this article I have three modest goals.
 The first is to draw on my experience as a physician-anthropologist and offer
 glimpses of the myriad ways in which war not only ends lives—which is, after
 all, one of the primary goals of war—but also damages them in slow-burning
 ways that can, as in the case of Mother Courage, reach from one generation
 into the next. The second goal is to reveal some of the mechanisms by which
 conflicts of all sorts are described in misleading terms. From the Thirty Years'
 War to 'the good war', from the conflicts in Guatemala, Vietnam, and Haiti to
 the current war in Iraq, each has been described, even long after the cessation
 of hostilities, in ways that could only be called altogether discrepant. But which
 versions are closer to truth? And how are multiple, inconsistent versions of the
 costs and consequences of war sustained—and why? The third goal is to speak
 to my peers about the ways in which anthropology, like other resocializing dis
 ciplines, might help to curb such dishonesty, reveal the true complexities and
 costs of war, and, by exposing war for what it really is, help lessen the damage
 of war in both the short and the long term.

 I recommend Mother Courage and Her Children as a text offering great
 insight into war. In this essay, however, I want to write about another mother.
 This mother is truly courageous, a Haitian refugee who was initially detained
 at the US base in Guantánamo, Cuba, and whose oldest son is also fighting in
 a war, the one being waged by the US in Iraq. There is a gruesome symmetry in
 this circumstance: if Iraq is the current US administration's best-known failure,
 its policies in Haiti—also disastrous—are perhaps its least-known failure.

 From Haiti to Iraq: Mother Courage and Her Haitian Son

 Most historians of war report that conflicts involving armies are built in part on
 lies and half-truths. At this late date, the lie regarding weapons of mass destruction
 in Iraq has been exposed in a raft of articles and books (see Danner 2006; Hersh
 2004; Massing 2004), some of them written by scholars. For comparison's sake,
 I note that it was not until 1982 that we could read the first scholarly assessment
 of the CIA's involvement in the 1954 coup in Guatemala, the event that sparked
 another thirty years' war—the Guatemala civil war—which lasted from 1960 to
 1996 (Immerman 1982). As Manz (2004) and others have shown, this disastrous
 and unequal civil war, which included genocidal sprees against indigenous peo
 ple, continues to take lives more than a decade after peace was declared.

 Let me return to the costs of war as calculated on the eve of the invasion of

 Iraq. This story is well documented, if less well known. When one of President
 George W. Bush's chief economic advisers, then head of the National Economic
 Council, hazarded an estimate of $200 billion to prosecute the war in Iraq, the
 riposte from then Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld was swift—"baloney"
 (Bilmes and Stiglitz 2008). His own estimate, supported by the director of the
 Office of Management and Budget, was $50 to $60 billion, costs that would be
 shared by other members of 'the coalition of the willing'. Rumsfeld's deputy,
 Paul Wolfowitz, went further: the costs of post-war reconstruction in Iraq would
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 be 'self-financed' through oil revenues from a more efficient post-Saddam Iraq
 (Alden, Swann, and Dinmore 2005). "The tone of the entire administration was
 cavalier," observe Stiglitz and Bilmes (2008a) crisply, "as if the sums involved
 were minimal." How did the administration—whether through chicanery or
 misjudgment, which matters little now—get away with such errors? Why is
 the true cost of this war still no more clearly recognized by the US public than
 it was by Rumsfeld and Wolfowitz in 2003? Stiglitz and Bilmes (ibid.) hazard
 a guess: "Most Americans have yet to feel these costs. The price in blood has
 been paid by our voluntary military and by hired contractors. The price in trea
 sure has, in a sense, been financed entirely by borrowing. Taxes have not been
 raised to pay for it—in fact, taxes on the rich have actually fallen."

 Most Americans may have not begun to feel the costs, but others, not all of
 them Americans, have felt them directly. As always in war, the numbers are con
 tested. We know how many US troops have lost their lives—over 4,100 so far—
 and have less exact estimates (but increasing accounts) of how many have been
 damaged physically or psychologically (see Grady 2006) .2 Even less clear are the
 numbers of Iraqi dead. When a team from a US research university published,
 in a prestigious medical journal, a community-based study of 'excess' civilian
 mortality in Iraq a year into the war, the number they reached—over 100,000
 between March 2003 and September 2004—caused a huge stir in the press (Rob
 erts et al. 2004). The study and its authors were denounced by the architects of
 the war and their allies, who claimed that the large figure should be taken with
 a grain of salt due to "concerns about the methodology."3 Yet subsequent inquiry
 suggests that the study was sound (Al-Rubeyi 2004; Horton 2006), while the
 responses from the powerful and their spokespersons were not.4 Popular jour
 nalism is diverse enough to include some critical and even self-critical voices,
 although it took the debacle of the missing weapons of mass destruction to instill
 a sense of shame in a cheerleading, war-happy press (Borjesson 2005).

 In its time, the Vietnam War generated no small number of disputes regard
 ing civilian deaths, and excellent studies of mainstream press reporting on the
 first Gulf War have recently been published (MacArthur 2004). But if sorting
 through discrepant accounts is the analytic task, few places prepare an anthro
 pologist (or US citizen) better than does Haiti, which gave me the interpretive
 grid that 1 have used to contemplate not only the rest of the world, including
 my own country, but also war and violence, regardless of the scale. And Haiti is
 tied as surely to my own country as it is to Iraq, as the experiences of Yolande
 Jean and her son reveal.

 I will start with Yolande and her son, whom I will call 'Joe', since he is still

 in Iraq. I met Joe because of a 1991 military coup in Haiti, where I had been
 working since graduating from college less than a decade previously. Joe was
 10 years old in 1991. His parents were poor but were able to read and write,
 and were interested in teaching others to do so (an estimated 60 percent of
 Haitian adults do not know how to read). They became deeply involved in a
 mass-literacy movement that had taken root in Haiti around the time of that
 country's first democratic elections in December 1990. Seven months after a
 landslide victory brought a liberation theologian to the presidency and also
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 brought more resources to bear on Haiti's stubborn poverty, a violent military
 coup terminated democratic rule in Haiti. I have detailed elsewhere (Farmer
 2006) the ways in which the US government was involved in this coup, a pat
 tern that was to be repeated in 2004. The ensuing repression was fearsome.
 Refugees streamed out of the cities and into the hills; over the border into the
 Dominican Republic, where they were unwelcome; and onto the high seas.

 Fleeing was not an obvious option for a young couple with two small boys.
 On 27 April 1992, Yolande, Joe's mother, was arrested and taken to Recher
 ches Criminelles, the police station that served as the headquarters of Colonel
 Michel Francois, the alleged boss of Haiti's death squads. During the course of
 her 'interview' (to use the official euphemism for torture), Yolande, who was
 visibly pregnant with her third child, began to bleed. On her second day in
 prison, she miscarried. She did not receive medical attention.

 Yolande later told me that she decided at that moment that if she survived

 detention, she would leave Haiti. She was released from prison the following
 day. Shortly thereafter, she entrusted her sons to a kinswoman and headed for
 northern Haiti. Her husband remained in hiding; she would not see him again.
 She told me: "I took the boat on May 12, and on the 14th [the US Coast Guard]
 came to get us. They did not say where they were taking us. We were still in
 Haitian waters at the time ... We hadn't even reached the Windward Passage
 when American soldiers came for us. But we thought they might be coming
 to help us ... there were sick children on board. On the 14th, we reached the
 base at Guantánamo" (Farmer 2006: 224). Yolande's initial instinct—that the
 US soldiers "might be coming to help us"—was soon corrected. "They burned
 all of our clothes, everything we had, the boat, our luggage, all the documents
 we were carrying," she related. US television had displayed images of Haitian
 boats burning, but both the Coast Guard and the media described the fires as
 the destruction of unseaworthy vessels, with no mention of personal items.
 When asked what reasons the US soldiers gave for burning the refugees' effects,
 Yolande replied, "They gave us none. They just started towing our belongings,
 and the next thing we know, the boat was in flames. Photos, documents. If you
 didn't have pockets in which to put things, you lost them. The reason that I
 came through with some of my documents is because I had a backpack and
 was wearing pants with pockets. They went through my bag and took some
 of my documents. Even my important papers they took. American soldiers did
 this. Fortunately, I had hidden some papers in my pockets" (ibid.).

 Haiti was full to overflowing with people just like Yolande Jean. Soon the US
 military base on Guantánamo was full to overflowing as well. On 24 May 1992,
 President George H. W. Bush issued Executive Order 12807 from his summer
 home in Kennebunkport, Maine. Referring to the Haitian boats, he ordered the
 Coast Guard "to return the vessel and its passengers to the country from which
 it came ... provided, however, that the Attorney General, in his unreviewable
 discretion, may decide that a person who is a refugee will not be returned
 without his consent." As attorney Andrew Schoenholtz (1993: 71) of the Law
 yers Committee for Human Rights wryly observed, "Grace did not abound; all
 Haitians have been returned under the new order."
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 I will not go through Yolande's whole story, which I have recounted elsewhere
 (Farmer 2005), but she clearly had her sons on her mind every day. Despite
 being one of the tiny number of those on Guantánamo deemed to be political
 refugees, she was not processed through to the United States because she was
 found to be infected with HIV. She learned that she would not be sent back to

 Haiti, but neither would she be released to the United States. "Where will I go?"
 she asked. The answer came in the form of no answer: she and hundreds of oth

 ers would simply linger in the legal limbo that is Guantánamo, established as a
 US military base in the early twentieth century and subject to neither Cuban nor
 US laws. Thus, Guantánamo had a meaning for Haitians long before the enclave
 became synonymous with arbitrary and indeed illegal detention.

 Many 'boat people' from Haiti were lost at sea, and none were welcome
 anywhere. In the same edition that announced "Boat with 396 Haitians Miss
 ing; Cuba Reports 8 Survivors," the Orlando Sentinel wrote of "what could be
 a huge problem for the state: an explosion of Haitian migrants to South Flor
 ida." The story, which ran on the front page, continued by noting, "Many fear
 that tens of thousands of refugees could sail for Miami around Inauguration
 Day, Jan. 20, because of President-elect Bill Clinton's pledge to give Haitians
 a fair hearing for political asylum in the United States." The plight of Haitian
 refugees had become enough of a cause célebre during the 1992 US elections
 to spur candidates Clinton and Gore, in their official platform, to call for an
 end to the forced repatriation of Haitian boat people and the detention of
 HIV-positive refugees on Guantánamo (Clinton and Gore 1992). On 28 Janu
 ary, however, Clinton began backpedaling, stating that he would continue his
 predecessor's policies. On learning of this, a number of Guantánamo detainees
 began a hunger strike.

 Yolande, unlike Brecht's fictitious Mother Courage, decided to act on princi
 ple. Distrustful of the US military doctors and even her own lawyers, she encour
 aged the other detainees to refuse to eat. This is what she said happened next:

 Before the strike, I'd been in prison, a tiny little cell, but crammed in with many
 others, men, women, and children. There was no privacy. Snakes would come
 in; we were lying on the ground, and lizards were climbing over us. One of us
 was bitten by a scorpion ... there were spiders. Bees were stinging the children,
 and there were flies everywhere: whenever you tried to eat something, flies
 would fly into your mouth. Because of all this, I just got to the point, sometime
 in January, [that] I said to myself, come what may, I might well die, but we can't
 continue in this fashion.

 We called together the committee and decided to have a hunger strike. Chil
 dren, pregnant women, everyone was lying outside, rain or shine, day and night.
 After fifteen days without food, people began to faint. The colonel called us
 together and warned us, and me particularly, to call off the strike. We said no.

 At four in the morning, as we were lying on the ground, the colonel came
 with many soldiers. They began to beat us—I still bear a scar from this—and
 to strike us with nightsticks ... True, we threw rocks back at them, but they
 outnumbered us, and they were armed. Then they used big tractors to back us
 against the shelter, and they barred our escape with barbed wire.
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 Yolande was arrested and placed in solitary confinement in a place called
 Camp Bulkeley. Her version of the story did not make it into the New York
 Times, which reported only that "at least seven Haitian refugees protesting
 their detention here by refusing food have lost consciousness" (Farmer 2006:
 233). No mention was made of any retribution by the strikers' warders. Even
 the lawyers for the Haitian detainees, who reached the base in the middle of
 the strike, seemed a bit annoyed by their clients' actions. "[T]he hunger strike
 took us all by surprise," said one, "especially given the fact that the litigation
 team is in the middle of settlement negotiations with the Department of Jus
 tice" (ibid.: 233-234). The Haitians, it seems, were no longer impressed by all
 the legal wrangling. On 11 March 1993, 11 prisoners attempted to escape to
 Cuba but were recaptured. "I\wo of the detainees tried to commit suicide, one
 by hanging.5

 Brecht's Mother Courage was confident that she was a survivor. Yolande, less
 sure, had already decided to pursue her hunger strike until her release from Guan
 tánamo. Her letter to her sons was widely circulated in the community of concern
 that was taking shape in response to the situation on Guantánamo. It was read
 out loud at a New York demonstration by the American actress Susan Sarandon:

 To my family:

 Don't count on me anymore, because I have lost in the struggle for life. Thus,
 there is nothing left of me. Take care of my children, so they have strength to
 continue my struggle, because it is our duty.

 As for me, my obligation ends here. [Joe] and Jeff, you have to continue with
 the struggle so that you may become men of the future. I have lost hope; I am
 alone in my distress. I know you will understand my situation, but do not worry
 about me because 1 have made my own decision. I am alone in life and will
 remain so. Life is no longer worth living to me.

 [Joe] and Jeff, you no longer have a mother. Understand that you don't have
 a bad mother, it is simply that circumstances have taken me to where I am at this
 moment. I am sending you two pictures so you could look at me for a last time.
 Goodbye my children. Goodbye my family. We will meet again in another world.

 The Haitians' advocates, including a handful of celebrities like Sarandon,
 several human rights organizations, and Haitian refugee groups in the eastern
 United States, stepped up pressure on the US government. And then something
 surprising happened. Federal Judge Sterling Johnson of New York, although
 a Bush appointee, heard the case and ruled against the policy crafted by that
 administration. The more depositions he heard, the more convinced he became
 that the detention of the HIV-positive Haitians represented "cruel and unusual
 punishment" in violation of the Eighth Amendment of the US Constitution. In
 his 1993 ruling on the case, he described Haitians detained in Camp Bulkeley
 in these words: "They live in camps surrounded by razor barbed wire. They tie
 plastic garbage bags to the sides of the building to keep the rain out. They sleep
 on cots and hang sheets to create some semblance of privacy. They are guarded
 by the military and are not permitted to leave the camp, except under military
 escort. The Haitian detainees have been subjected to pre-dawn military sweeps
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 as they sleep by as many as 400 soldiers dressed in full riot gear. They are con
 fined like prisoners and are subject to detention in the brig without hearing for
 camp rule infractions" (cited in Annas 1993: 590).

 On 26 March 1993, Judge Johnson ordered that all detainees "with fewer
 than 200 total T-lymphocytes" be transferred to the United States. It was the
 first time that such laboratory tests had ever been mentioned in a judicial order.
 A Justice Department spokesman complained that "there are aspects of Judge
 Johnson's decision that we would find it difficult to live with." The first of

 these, noted the spokesman, "would be the judge's very expansive view of the
 rights of aliens, who came into American hands purely out of our own humani
 tarian impulses to rescue them at sea" (Friedman 1993: A12). Decades earlier,
 Judge Johnson had been a JAG (Judge Advocate General) officer on Gitmo, as
 the base is termed in military argot. Perhaps this gave him a perspective on the
 way humanitarian impulses are expressed in an extra-legal environment.

 Although I was never permitted to go to Gitmo, I later got to know Yolande
 fairly well and visited her and other Haitian refugees in New York and Boston.
 When I first met Joe, he was about 12, and his brother, 10. They were, to me,
 the children of a courageous mother whom I wished to interview. 1 wanted to
 get her story out, and I did my best. Yolande's story was carried in the Boston
 Globe and in several Harvard publications. I wrote about her experience in a
 book published in 1994. But then a decade went by, and I confess I did not
 think much about Yolande or Joe. I continued to work in Haiti and elsewhere,

 and argued on behalf of sick and afflicted Haitians in the US who were threat
 ened with deportation.

 After the events of 11 September 2001, Gitmo once again exploded in the
 world's consciousness.6 Now everyone knows that Gitmo is the place where
 prisoners are held at the US military's pleasure, with no jurisdiction to appeal
 to. But the earlier use of Gitmo as a staging area for Haitians not deemed deserv
 ing of refugee status had been forgotten. It was as if the travails of Yolande Jean
 had been erased from the public memory. I noted this erasure, but did nothing.
 Having written about Gitmo and having seen my account, like others, flushed
 down the public oubliette, I did not know what else I could add.

 Toward the end of 2005,1 received a message from Joe, Yolande's older son.
 It was in fact more than a message: he sent me, via a close friend of his, a
 check in the amount of $250. Joe said he wished to support our work in Haiti
 and to help us serve the destitute sick there. I was grateful for the contribution,
 for we certainly needed the help in Haiti. What struck me most, though, was
 that it came from Fallujah. Joe had joined the Marines and been sent to Iraq.
 I wrote back to him at once. We stayed in touch through e-mail and once in a
 while by phone. For a year, we corresponded regularly, at least once a week,
 but did not talk much about the war or his daily reality. He took great pains
 to let me know that by the time I began inquiring anxiously about his safety,
 he no longer went out on missions "beyond the wire," but was responsible for
 supplying another group of Marines out on patrol. He did not say much, over
 e-mail, about his activities, noting only how relieved he felt when his "guys"
 returned safely to the forward-operating base in Fallujah. More often than not,
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 he would tell me that I was the one who needed to be careful, since he knew

 about the ongoing violence and instability in Haiti. But I guessed that being
 in Iraq was both a great outward and internal struggle for him. I felt that Joe
 must be distressed by what he was hearing about Gitmo, and I had to assume
 he was thinking about his own mother's experience there. Once, when I sent
 him a care package, I weighed carefully what sort of books to include: some
 thing light, I thought; some videos and escapist novels. "No," he responded
 by e-mail, "send me things about Haiti. Like I told you, I want to go back to
 Haiti one day and work with you." And so I sent him one of my own books
 about Haiti, with some concern that he might find my detailed description of
 his mother's stay at Gitmo harrowing or upsetting. He did not say one way
 or another, but after he read it, he asked me to send a copy to a friend of his.
 "He's Native American," wrote Joe. "He'll like it." I sent the book.

 After a year of brief but regular e-mails, our connection deepened. We made
 plans to meet for a meal when Joe was next on leave. I was in Haiti when Joe
 e-mailed me one Monday in 2007. It was nighttime in Fallujah, and he was leav
 ing just then for the States. He would call me as soon as he landed, he wrote.
 I forgot to ask when exactly that would be, and so started to worry right away.
 The most dangerous part, I thought, would be getting in and out of Baghdad.
 My phone rang on Saturday, and shortly thereafter I got to enjoy a long reunion
 with Joe and to see his brother briefly. During the course of a leisurely meal
 that included what I reckoned to be the first red wine he had had in a while, Joe

 explained that the main reasons he was planning to stay in Iraq were to be able
 to look after his mother, who he knew might fall gravely ill at any time; to send
 his brother to a proper college; and eventually to buy a home and have a family.
 "I want to look forward, not back," said the irrepressibly optimistic Joe.

 Some things we did not discuss, including the fact that Joe, like many oth
 ers serving in Iraq, is not yet a US citizen. I felt too uneasy to ask what Joe
 thought about the war in Iraq. We never discussed US policies in Haiti, nor did
 we discuss his mother's harrowing experience on Gitmo. But we did discuss his
 younger brother's plans. Whenever money was tight, Jeff thought about join
 ing the military too. "Do that only as a last resort," advised Joe. "I'll find the
 money for you to finish college." Yet in spite of the many things we left unspo
 ken, there was so much left to talk about that we called each other often during
 Joe's leave, and I found his departure more distressing than I had expected. As
 of this writing, Joe is still in Fallujah.

 So what, exactly, is this story about and what might it reveal about the
 causes and consequences of war and conflict? First, and obviously enough, it
 is a story about connections. I let Joe and his family fall out of my life for a
 decade. Joe's generosity brought us back together. Returning to the theme of
 Mother Courage and Her Children, Joe's mother made a very different set of
 choices than did Brecht's character. Following the 1991 coup and during her
 illegal internment on Guantánamo, Yolande's leadership and convictions led
 directly to the release of the detainees and to the reunification of what was left
 of her family. She never believed that war paid better than peace, and she was
 willing to take risks to make her point.
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 Next come other connections of the kind best revealed by linking personal
 narrative to the study of history and political economy. Such connections seem
 at first glance impersonal, since they are invariably about the use or misuse of
 power, including the ability to wage war. The intimate links between my coun
 try and Haiti—the Western hemisphere's two oldest republics—over the past
 two centuries make a shameful story from an American point of view. And the
 connection between our country and Iraq will cause us grief, I fear, for genera
 tions. Fallujah, where Joe is based, is already a proverb for brutality. Just over a
 year ago, one US colonel deployed in Anbar province explained his approach to
 counter-insurgency: "[F]ix Ramadi, but don't destroy it. Don't do a Fallujah."7
 Fallujah, a city of roughly 435,000 people, was reduced to rubble in offensives
 launched after the 2004 US presidential elections seemed to the Republicans to
 have filled their accounts with 'political capital', and it is to this bloodbath that
 the US officer referred.

 In addition, this story also reveals the strange ways in which war creates
 opportunities (as Mother Courage might argue). Like Joe, many young men and
 women enlist in part for economic reasons. In fact, as the need for volunteers to
 serve in Afghanistan and Iraq has grown, military recruiters have targeted young
 people in low-income communities and communities of color precisely because
 joining the army or the marines can be pitched as a route for social mobility in
 places where few, if any, opportunities exist, and as a way to acquire job training,
 college scholarships, and signing bonuses (Savage 2004; Singer n.d.).

 But what about our military base so peculiarly located in Cuba? That is a
 story about connections, too, as Jonathan Hansen (2007) recently illustrated in
 a talk given about Gitmo at Harvard University:

 A bay, a harbor, a hideout, a home, a military base, a sanctuary, a prison; an out
 post on the threshold of nations where neither Cuban, nor U.S., nor international
 law applies. Guantánamo blurs the categories of modern political representation.
 Paradoxically, by doing so, it brings them into sharp relief. The history of Guan
 tánamo illuminates the artificial and yet necessary distinctions that construct and
 sustain the modern world. This project is a tale of that world: on the one hand,
 of the interaction of nation-states and of national interest with international law;

 on the other hand, of individuals caught up in the system of states, trying to
 negotiate the tangle of allegiances and affiliations which that system imposes.
 Guantánamo Bay has been there all along—when the Taino Indians met Colum
 bus, when Caribbean pirates preyed on the shipping of newly consolidated states,
 when Spain clashed with Britain, when the U.S. defeated Spain, when Kennedy
 confronted Castro, when George W. Bush set out to vanquish terror. To know
 Guantánamo is to know ourselves—as citizens, as a country, as individuals in a
 world of states.

 Gitmo is a place outside the reach of American constitutional protections, so
 you might think of it as a place of disconnection. But that very disconnection
 connects us to that place and to what is done there now, in 2008, when Guan
 tánamo continues to serve as a detention center for men (and some teenagers)
 captured in Iraq, Afghanistan, and other places from which we 'render' our
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 enemies to unlimited imprisonment. Guantanamo is a place where responsibil
 ity can be denied. Like all such denials—about the fate of Haitian refugees,
 about the price tag on war, about the reasons for prosecuting it in Iraq—this
 act will not hold up forever. Many Americans are shamed and disquieted by the
 things done in their name in this place outside the law.

 As I noted earlier, if Iraq is the best known of the current US administration's
 foreign policy blunders, Haiti is its best-kept dirty secret. Between 2000 and 2004,
 the US administration, once again displeased with Haiti's left-leaning president,
 Jean-Bertrand Aristide, who had been re-elected by a landslide, orchestrated
 an aid embargo on his government. Other kinds of aid continued, however, as
 groups such as the International Republican Institute funneled funds to various
 sectors of what is called 'civil society'—in the eyes of the people I serve in Haiti
 and elsewhere in Latin America, this phrase invariably designates the minority
 of those who are not poor—in order to weaken the elected government. Simi
 lar tactics were being used in Venezuela, but the government there was better
 defended and vastly wealthier than that of Haiti. Mainstream US news sources
 paid almost no attention to the sabotage in Haiti until its aims—which culmi
 nated in the kidnapping of a sitting, elected head of state—were accomplished.
 Finally, in March 2006, investigative reporters at the New York Times released
 a long and devastating report about the precise mechanisms by which the Hai
 tian government had been overthrown in late February 2004 (Bogdanich and
 Nordberg 2006).8 After the coup came a long interregnum of lawlessness, as in
 post-invasion Iraq. One news report in December 2005 named Port-au-Prince
 the kidnapping capital of the world (de Montesquiou 2005).

 The abduction of Haiti's president has recently been the subject of two
 informative books (see Hallward 2008; Robinson 2007). Reading them is a
 good antidote to the effrontery of American officials. Donald Rumsfeld, soon
 to be replaced as secretary of defense, dismissed allegations of kidnapping as
 "ridiculous" (recalling, in tone and in credibility, his previous dismissal of a
 colleague's Iraq war-cost estimate as "baloney"). Our former secretary of state
 insisted that the Haitian president was flown "to a destination of his choice
 ...So this was not a kidnapping" (US Department of State 2004). Regardless
 of your views on the individual probity of the US administration's cabinet
 members, it seems unlikely that the Haitian president would choose as his des
 tination the Central African Republic, a country he had never visited, one that
 had had its own coup d'état a few months earlier and was known for general
 lawlessness (the BBC had just dubbed Bangui, the capital of said republic, as
 "the world's least safe place to live").9

 Haitians know a lot about kidnapping, of course. Almost all of them are
 descendants of people kidnapped from Africa. Toussaint Louverture, the Hai
 tian general who led the world's first successful slave revolt, was invited at
 the dawn of the nineteenth century to a parley with French forces and was
 given the assurances that are usual in such negotiations between the heads
 of opposed armies. Instead of a parley, what occurred was a kidnapping:
 L'Ouverture was chained and put on a boat bound for France, where he later
 died, apparently of tuberculosis, in an Alpine prison.
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 'Extraordinary rendition', the latest term for kidnapping, fits well with an
 age that has seen habeas corpus treated as an option, not a constitutional
 right (Sadat 2006). When the president of our nation's oldest neighbor, Haiti,
 is 'rendered' all the way to Central Africa, the justifications offered by those
 responsible amount to no more than dismissals and character assassination
 (Hallward 2008).10 The same sense of justice, accountability, and respect for
 public opinion ushered us into an apparently unending war in Iraq. The arro
 gance of power underwrites the connection between Joe's Haiti and his Iraq.

 Finally, Joe's story, like his mother's and that of the country in which both
 of them were born, raises questions about the kind of world we want to live
 in, the kind of world we want to leave to our children. Does honest analysis
 of war and conflict make any difference at all? Pierre Bourdieu thought so. "To
 subject to scrutiny the mechanisms that render life painful, even untenable,"
 he wrote, "is not to neutralize them; to bring to light contradictions is not to
 resolve them. But as skeptical as one might be about the efficacy of the socio
 logical message, we cannot dismiss the effect it can have by allowing sufferers
 to discover the possible social causes of their suffering and, thus, to be relieved
 of blame" (Bourdieu 1993: 944; trans, by author). To the end, and despite all
 that he had witnessed and written, Bourdieu believed in what is essentially an
 Enlightenment ideal—that we can lessen social suffering if we understand how
 it is generated and sustained over time, across generations.

 Conclusions: 'Mother Courage' and the Fight to Abolish War

 As a physician, teacher, anthropologist, and parent, I meet no one who favors
 war. And yet war is of prime interest to societies both rich and poor and a major
 source not only of death and conquest but of profit. Fifty years after the beginning
 of the nuclear era of 'mutually assured destruction', war remains a growth indus
 try. All of us who have written for this volume would like to share Waterston's
 Enlightenment optimism regarding the possibility that these essays might make a
 difference; that they might improve US foreign policy (whether toward Haiti or in
 the Middle East); that they might help to shut down Guantánamo and other extra
 legal limbos; that they might stop practices such as torture and extraordinary
 rendition; that they might even contribute to the Utopian goal of abolishing war.

 But there is of course cause for pessimism. Although the stories of Joe and
 his mother are singular in their detail, the underlying wish—to abolish war—is
 as old as war itself. It is as old as the grief of parents who bury their children.
 There is cause for pessimism, too, if the goal of our writing is suasion through
 enlightenment, through offering details about the causes and consequences,
 the true costs of war. After all, arguments against war have been laid out
 persuasively enough before. Take, for example, what is often called the Rus
 sell-Einstein Manifesto, issued in London on 9 July 1955, in which two of the
 greatest minds of the last century insisted: "We have to learn to ask ourselves,
 not what steps can be taken to give military victory to whatever group we pre
 fer, for there no longer are such steps; the question we have to ask ourselves
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 is: what steps can be taken to prevent a military contest of which the issue
 must be disastrous to all parties?" Einstein and Russell had nuclear weapons
 in mind. The 'overkill' that such weapons promised was insane, they wrote
 (again and again). And they spoke of bonds between families and generations
 as a force that might rein in the ambitions of bellicose statesmen: "The aboli
 tion of war will demand distasteful limitations of national sovereignty. But
 what perhaps impedes understanding of the situation more than anything else
 is that the term 'mankind' feels vague and abstract. People scarcely realize in
 imagination that the danger is to themselves and their children and their grand
 children, and not only to a dimly apprehended humanity. They can scarcely
 bring themselves to grasp that they, individually, and those whom they love are
 in imminent danger of perishing agonizingly. And so they hope that perhaps
 war may be allowed to continue provided modern weapons are prohibited"
 (Russell and Einstein 1955). Today's "modern weapons" are weapons of mass
 destruction. The threat of such weapons was brandished to justify the most
 recent invasion of Iraq—a false pretext that served as a prelude to a bloody
 war with more or less conventional weapons during which hundreds of rash
 decisions have made through arrogance and incompetence.11

 The testimonies of those who prosecute, participate in, or survive wars are
 countless, a rich literature. The title of Ernst Friedrich's 1924 photographic col
 lection, War Against War, is inspiring. Many are stirred, as Bertolt Brecht was, to
 give war artistic form so as to reveal to a broad audience the stupidity and cruelty
 of war. Brecht's Mother Courage was a Swedish woman caught up in the infor
 mal economy of the war—selling food, articles of daily use, and just about any
 thing in the mad optimistic belief that "war feeds its people better." But war is
 a machine that invariably devours its young. Toward the end, a peasant woman
 assures Mother Courage's doomed daughter, "There's nothing we can do. Pray,
 poor thing, pray! There's nothing we can do to stop this bloodshed, so even if
 you can't talk, at least pray. He hears, if no one else does" (Brecht 1991: 105).

 But who knows what God hears?

 Nonetheless, there are certainly some things we can do, as physicians,
 scholars, parents, and kin. Medical practitioners like myself and other mem
 bers of the global health community can document the myriad ways "in which
 complex political emergencies are undermining health service provision and
 threatening human rights" and can "learn lessons from previous conflicts to
 help guide our response to current and future ones" (Zwi 2004: 033). This is,
 in fact, what my colleagues and I have tried to do with regard to the violence,
 political and structural, that has recently plagued the poor majority of Haiti
 (Farmer 2004a; Farmer and Smith Fawzi 2002; Farmer, Smith Fawzi, and Nevil
 2003). Others have called on health care professionals to take an even more
 active role in critiquing policies and actions of governments that undermine the
 foundations of medicine and public health by disregarding human rights and
 that promote war and violence, resulting in massive casualties and suffering
 (Wilks 2006; Yamada et al. 2006).

 Scholars from other disciplines can also contribute to such efforts. Within
 anthropology, voices have spoken out individually and collectively against the
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 war in Iraq and against the use of torture on enemy combatants by the current
 US administration.12 Concerns have also been raised regarding evolving roles
 for anthropologists in 'the global war on terror' (González 2007, 2008; Rylko
 Bauer 2008).13 Increasingly, anthropologists are turning their attention to the
 study of the military and militarization (especially in the US), and exploring the
 ways in which anthropological knowledge can and has been used—and abused
 (AAA 2007b; Ben-Ari 2006; Gusterson 2007; Price 2007a, 2007b).

 Finally, there is a nascent movement among ordinary citizens—and among
 the scholars who are the typical readers of a journal such as this one—to fight
 back against war and injustice. It took just such a movement to end the slave
 trade in the nineteenth century. It took similar movements to push for uni
 versal enfranchisement in the United States and to abolish apartheid in South
 Africa. Sometimes movements such as these are founded on 'mother courage'
 in the best sense of the term. I have never had much opportunity to follow
 blogs, but it happens that there is one called "Mother Courage: Musings of a
 Marine Mother." Allow me to cite from a recent posting by this mother:

 George W. Bush's Fourth of July speech to the usual hand-picked audience, this
 time the West Virginia National Guard, plumbed new depths of inanity, propa
 ganda and the dumbing-down of U.S. history. I fired off several angry letters to
 the usual suspects—none were published though plenty of sentiments similar
 to mine were—then saw this riposte written by Marty Kaplan in Thursday's
 Huffington Post...

 '"There are many ways for our fellow citizens to say thanks to the men and
 women who wear the uniform and their families. You can send a care package.
 You can reach out to a military family in your neighborhood ... You can car pool'
 [a quotation from President George W. Bush], Instead of sending them a care
 package, how about sending them home? Instead of car pooling, how about an
 energy policy that prevents our country from financing the very nations who
 hold our economy hostage, let alone the terrorists they quietly harbor?" ...

 Not surprisingly, my favorite line: "Instead of sending [the troops] a care
 package, how about sending them home?"

 Pass it on. (Anton 2007)

 I do not know that we can stop war. I cannot be sure that the best analysis in
 the world, the best plays imaginable, or even a painting as beautiful as Guernica
 will stop the insanity—profitable to a few but devastating to the majority—that
 is war. I do not know how much I can do as a physician either, besides patching
 up some of the wounds, stanching the bleeding, and making sure that blood is
 stocked and safe for transfusion.

 But I do know this: we can marshal the evidence against war, and we can
 pass it on.
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 Notes

 1. The play was provoked, say Brecht's biographers, by the German invasion of Poland in
 September 1939.

 2. The Department of Defense notes that as of 22 March 2008, there have been 29,496
 soldiers wounded in action, which does not include those evacuated from the 'theatre'
 for other medical reasons. See Department of Defense table, "Global War on Terrorism,
 Casualties by Military Service Component—Active, Guard, and Reserve," http://siadapp
 .dmdc.osd.mil/personnel/CASUALTY/gwot_component.pdf (accessed 31 March 2008).

 3. Press briefing of the Prime Minister's Official Spokesperson in London, 29 October 2004,
 http://www.numberlO.gov.uk/output/Page6496.asp (accessed 17 March 2008).

 4. T\vo years later, Burnham et al. (2006) published a figure of over 650,000 Iraqi civilian
 deaths from the start of the war until July 2006. As of this writing, the most recent fig
 ures from the Iraq Family Health Survey Study Group (2008) estimate 151,000 civilians
 in the same time period. Clearly, the numbers debate rages on. See also the report by
 Amnesty International (2008), "Carnage and Despair: Iraq Five Years On."

 5. The similarities with recent hunger strikes and suicides on Guantánamo, during what
 has been dubbed 'the global war on terror', are striking but not supernatural.

 6. For more on the use of the US base at Guantánamo as a detention site for those rendered

 there as terrorist combatants, see Danner (2004), Hersh (2004), Human Rights Watch
 (2006), Margulies (2007), and Miles (2006, 2007).
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 7. "Behind Success in Ramadi: An Army Colonel's Gamble," USA Today, 1 May 2007, 1-2.
 8. For a more detailed history of these events, see Farmer (2004a, 2004b), Farmer and Smith

 Fawzi (2002), Farmer, Smith Fawzi, and Nevil (2003), and Kidder (2003).
 9. "Brazzaville—'World's Worst City,"' BBC News, 3 March 2003, http://news.bbc.co.Uk/l/

 hi/world/africa/2815105.stm.
 10. See also "Did He Go or Was He Pushed? America's Debate on Haiti," Economist, 6 March

 2004.

 11. Take, for example, the momentous decision made by a Bush appointee, Paul Bremer,
 to abolish the Iraqi army, without warning, consultation, or coordination. What would
 become of these soldiers, armed as they were and suddenly unemployed? Was there a
 well-thought-out plan for addressing things as simple as what to do with a huge number of
 young men suddenly out of work and how to disarm them? It would seem, as the Ameri
 can proverb goes, that the right hand had no idea what the left hand was doing. Violent
 chaos ensued. Michael Gordon (2008) reported in the New York Times: "Anyone who is
 experienced in the ways of Washington knows the difference between an open, transparent
 policy process and slamming something through the system,' said Franklin C. Miller, the
 senior director for Defense Policy and Arms Control, who played an important role on the
 National Security Council in overseeing plans for the postwar phase. 'The most portentous
 decision of the occupation was carried out stealthily and without giving the president's
 principal advisers an opportunity to consider it and give the president their views.'"

 12. At its annual meeting in November 2006, members of the American Anthropological
 Association (AAA) passed two resolutions calling for a "complete end to all U.S. military
 operations in Iraq and full U.S. compliance with the United Nations Convention against
 Torture" (AAA 2006).

 13. See also the AAA's Executive Board Statement on the involvement of anthropologists
 in the US military's Human Terrain System project, deployed in Afghanistan and Iraq
 (AAA 2007a).
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 Marc Silberman

 Bertolt Brecht, Politics,
 and Comedy

 Humour is a feeling of distance.

 —(Brecht 2003, 27).1

 ARE BRECHT AND COMEDY A NON SEQUITUR? IN THE ANGLOPHONE

 world his status as a "political artist," which in his case means a
 communist artist, does not resonate with notions of humor because

 neither politics nor the left is generally associated with comedy and

 laughter. His biting satires, grotesque parodies, and sharp irony may be

 aimed at eliciting laughter, but the emotional registers of shock, aston

 ishment, and embarrassment are more likely to accompany the mock

 ery, sarcasm, and ridicule one finds in his stage plays. If not the most

 prominent, Brecht certainly counts among the most important German

 writers of the twentieth century—a status he achieved, however, only

 after his death in 1956. And he is still characterized today by contro

 versies generated in the competitive politics of the Cold War: is he first

 and foremost a political writer or a poet with political ideas? In fact,

 statistics reveal that through the 1990s he remained among the top

 four foreign language playwrights on American stages (next to Molière,

 Ibsen, and Chekhov), with the most frequently produced plays rotat

 ing from year to year among The Threepenny Opera, Hie Good Person of

 Szechwan, Mother Courage, The Life of Galileo, and The Caucasian Chalk Circle;

 the same is true for German-language stages in Europe (Weber 1993).

 While there is plenty of disagreement and controversy among schol
 ars and aficionados as well as theater historians and practitioners as

 social research Vol. 79 : No. 1 : Spring 2012 169
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 to what Brecht's theater is all about, there is consensus that he did not

 write comedies, certainly not in the technical sense of plays with happy

 endings that express a Utopian desire for social harmony in the mode of
 Aristophanes, Shakespeare, or Molière. And even though Brecht actu

 ally called a small number of his plays comedies, those appellations
 tended to change as he typically revised and reworked the texts for

 production or publication. Thus, the subtitle of the manuscript version

 of Drums in the Night was "Komödie" (1920), which was later dropped for

 the subtitle "Drama" (1922), while he referred to different versions of

 Baal (in 1919 and 1920) either as a comedy or half-comedy. Other plays

 Brecht referred to as comedies are Man Equals Man (1926, "Lustspiel"),

 Puntúa and His Man Matti (1940, "Volksstück"), and the stage adaptation

 The Tutor (1950, "Komödie nach Lenz").
 If not the author or comedies, Brecht was nonetheless a comic

 author. The comic refers in this instance to a structural principle under

 lying acts and communication that exposes the conflict between what

 is and what should be; between a subject's acts and thoughts and the

 harsh reality imposed upon them. Brecht's plays integrate a range of

 comic elements, from slapstick and commedia dell'arte exaggeration, to

 burlesque and stagey playfulness. Constructing paradoxical situations

 became his method for demonstrating the incongruities of capital
 ist social systems. Unlike many communist writers, who tend toward

 the tragic dimension of revolutionary violence, sacrifice, and social

 injustice, he saw the transgressive power of humor as a weapon in his
 arsenal of theatrical forms; he had a good sense of humor and used it

 to convey a serious message about the need to intervene and change
 the world. In his case, then, not everything comical leads to laughter,

 and even the comical can be taken seriously. Brecht was not alone
 among twentieth-century modernists in this respect. One thinks of the
 comic dimension of Samuel Beckett's absurdist clowns or Friedrich

 Diirrenmatt's grotesque tragicomedies; however, for Brecht the absurd

 and the grotesque do not refer to a general state of existence but rather

 to historical forms of the comic, and when they appear in his plays,

 they are framed as clowning "numbers" (for example, Puntila and His

 170 social research
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 Man Matti) or as interludes (Man Equals Man; first version 1926, third

 version 1931, fourth version 1938, fifth version 1953).

 Although Brecht's satires conform to the traditional subver

 sive pattern of shrill negativity, they are not conventional, for they

 do not criticize the moral or emotional deficiencies of a reality that is

 measured against a (better) ideal. On the contrary, for him there are no
 ideals, and his satirical barbs are aimed at the not so obvious horrors of

 "normal reality." The Threepenny Opera (1928) is a satire of commercial

 ization and the arbitrary nature of ruling-class regulations; the opera

 Rise and Fall of the City Mahagonny (1929) is a satire of the criminal energy

 behind capitalist society; scenes in Fear and Misery in the Third Reich (1938)

 satirize the conformity that drew many honest people into the terror of

 National Socialism; and Turandot or the Congress of Whitewashes (1954) is

 a full-fledged comic satire of intellectual pretensions and opportunism.

 Likewise, parodie elements turn against traditional styles,
 venerated classical forms, and what Brecht called "culinary" musical

 tastes. The early play Baal parodies the earnestness and pathos of the

 Expressionist drama, while Drums in the Night as well as much later

 The Tutor are both travesties of the late eighteenth-century bourgeois

 tragedy; Man Equals Man deconstructs the Expressionist transforma

 tional drama ("Wandlungsdrama"). The Threepenny Opera includes
 passages that parody the Bible; Saint Joan of the Stockyards (1931) mocks

 the classical German tragedy with the figures speaking variously in
 the diction of Schiller's Joan of Arc and Goethe's Faust; and The Resistable

 Rise of Arturo Ui (1941) includes gangsters who speak in blank verse and

 folksy proverbs. A deus ex machina—introduced in the final scene as

 a literal knight on a white horse in The Threepenny Opera and as three

 fat gods in The Good Person ofSzechwan (1941)—reveals the entire struc

 ture of the classical tragedy to be hollow and antiquated, while Puntila

 and His Man Matti, characterized by Brecht as a Volksstück or "popular

 comedy," inverts the very idea of "Volk" based on a false image perpe

 trated by the Nazi racial community. These satires and parodies make

 visible unseen realities to reveal their ideological underpinnings as
 historical constructs.

 Bertolt Brecht, Politics, and Comedy
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 For Brecht, the comic is a capacious concept that might even be

 equated with contradiction or the dialectic as such. Born in 1898, he

 came of age during World War I, training as a medic during the final

 year of combat, and he cut his teeth in the theater during the tumul

 tuous era of the Weimar Republic, after the failed revolution of 1918.

 This was a time when German culture yielded rich experimental and

 avant-garde art. However, light comedy, farce, and operettas, including

 ossified and affirmative forms of regional dialect theater and vaude

 ville, still dominated the stages. Brecht rose to the occasion, seeking
 to reestablish the comic as a tool for blowing open what he saw as the

 paralyzed consciousness of the masses; in other words, the comic in

 his hands offers potentially a knowledge tool that displaces the happy

 ending from the stage into the viewer's reality, where she must find

 answers. The short epilogue to The Good Person ofSzechwan includes the

 famous and characteristic line addressed directly to the audience in

 front of the closed curtain: "Indeed, it is a curious way of coping: / To

 close the play, leaving the issue open" (Brecht 1994,109).2
 To this extent, Brecht s choice ot comic elements has to be seen

 within the context of the author's own historical position; that is,
 where he stands in the historical process. The aggressive satires and

 parodies of the 1920s gave way during his exile years (1933 until 1947)

 to a freer, more extensive use of farce and buffoonery aimed at politi

 cal opponents and the fascist enemy. Returning to Europe in 1947 and

 finally settling in East Germany in 1948, where the new communist

 authorities provided him with a theater, he focused mainly on produc

 ing his own plays written in exile and adaptations of classics while

 insisting on the historicity of the classical tradition after the collapse
 of National Socialism and under the influence of a new beginning. Of
 course, no one was more aware than Brecht that his audience—after 12

 years of the criminal National Socialist regime, the defeat in World War
 II, and the slowly emerging realization of what came to be known as

 the Holocaust—was not exactly ready to laugh. Nonetheless, he contin

 ued to insist that the theater had to be fun (Spass) and demonstrate to

 the audience the pleasure in changing the world (Brecht 1964, 204).

 social research
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 To live in a country where there is no humor is unbearable,

 But it is even more unbearable in a countiy where you need
 humor.3

 -Brecht (1988-2000,18, 262)

 ERIC BENTLEY, ONE OF THE FIRST TRANSLATORS OF BRECHT INTO

 English, was convinced that "the new-fangled notion of Epic Theatre can

 be construed as a synonym for traditional comedy" (Bentley 1961, xvii).

 Despite Brecht's many scattered writings on the Epic Theater in general

 and notes on specific stage productions, I would dispute whether he

 ever claimed to be writing traditional comedies. During three and a

 half decades of experience in and with the theater, he did develop a
 method, however, which underpins and helps explain his approach to

 the comic. From this perspective, the comic is less his way of looking at

 the world, as some critics early on argued, than a means of describing

 what he saw in the world around him (Bird 1968, 248; Weisstein 1986,

 290). The distinction is important because Brecht's point of departure

 assumes that any representation of reality is always a construction of

 reality, and the goal of constructing a particular reality is to gain knowl

 edge about it in order to undertake actions effectively that can change

 it. That reality can be transparent and comprehended grounds this

 notion of the comic and Brecht's entire project. Indeed, Brecht's opti

 mism has nothing to do with a Utopian view of the coming revolution

 but rather evolves from his belief that one can understand reality and

 even change it through dialectical thinking—hence his stronger inter

 est in teaching and learning rather than organizing for social change.

 Moreover, the method Brecht implemented in his theater is one based

 on subversive writing. In the influential essay "Five Difficulties in

 Writing the Truth" (1935), he expands at length on the fifth difficulty:

 "The cunning to spread the truth among many" (Brecht 1994, 148).4
 Here he sees himself in the tradition of Lucian, Shakespeare, Voltaire,

 and Swift, using the comic as an operational means of survival in
 adverse times. The wise clown, the self-certified idiot, the subtle wit

 can demonstrate how reason triumphs through cunning.

 Bertolt Brecht, Politics, and Comedy 173
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 This brings us to a typical Brechtian question: whose truth and

 for whom? It involves Brecht as a Marxist thinker as well as his prem
 ise that the audience or reader must find solutions for human interven

 tion if alternatives to present miseiy are to be imagined. His philosopher

 friend Walter Benjamin wrote in a review of the satirical Threepenny Novel

 (1934) that "Brecht was his pupil . . . Marx stands in the background of

 Brecht's novel..(2002, 9), and Brecht himself commented that "Marx

 is the only spectator for my plays" (1988-2000, 21, 256). What are we
 to make of this and what does it have to do with the comic? Brecht

 was, of course, not born a Marxist. He came from a well-situated bour

 geois family in Augsburg and even penned patriotic poems and essays

 as an adolescent when the war began in 1914, but he soon developed a

 contemptuous attitude toward the hypocrisy and greed of Wilhelmine

 society. Although he observed with interest the Bolshevik revolution in

 Russia and the post-World War I revolutionaiy activities in Germany, he

 was by no means a partisan activist; instead his early writings disclose

 an almost anarchic, joyful pleasure in provoking the bourgeoisie. In the

 mid-1920s he became interested in economic theory while working on

 a play about the Chicago grain trade market for the Berlin theater direc

 tor Erwin Piscator and sought advice from the leftist social philosopher

 Karl Korsch. Originally to be called "Wheat," when the play fell through,

 Brecht continued working on it under the title "Joe Fleischhacker"; the

 material ultimately flowed into Saint Joan of the Stockyards, the play by

 Brecht most directly influenced by the market crash of 1929.

 Under Korsch's tutelage and later at the Marxist Evening School

 in Berlin, Brecht studied Marx and Marxist writings while moving in

 circles with many leftist thinkers and artists. What appealed to him

 about Marxism was neither the theory of political economy nor the

 history of the proletariat but rather its power as a cognitive method

 that understands social conditions as processes and pursues their
 contradictions (Brecht 1965, 36-37). From Korsch he learned that the

 dialectic, the working through of contradictions, was the theoretical

 core of Marxism with implications for understanding all social forma

 tions as historical (rather than universal) and therefore changeable.

 174 social research
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 The dialectic became Brecht's major tool for recognizing, examining,

 and representing social contradictions and antagonisms in order to

 transform society.

 The socially comic (das Gesellschaftlich-Komische [Brecht 1988

 2000, 24, 312]) is a concept referring to the historicity of the comic

 that Brecht introduced in the context of adaptations he staged at the

 Berliner Ensemble beginning in 1950, including J. M. R. Lenz's The Tutor,

 Molière's Don Juan (1950), and George Farquhar's The Recmiting Officer

 (Pauken und Trompeten, 1955). Brecht's entire dramatic oeuvre is, of

 course, characterized by adaptation, which critics have regarded vari

 ously as piracy in the case of The Threepenny Opera (based on John Gay's

 Beggars Opera), radical revision in Round Heads and Pointed Heads (1932,

 based on Shakespeare's Measure for Measure), or reinterpretation in the

 Berliner Ensemble production of Gerhart Hauptmann's The Beaver Coat

 and The Red Cock (1951, directed by Egon Monk under Brecht's supervi

 sion). His own explanation for the practice of adaptation is what he
 referred to as refimctioning or Umfunktionieren: using material—be it a

 phrase, a song, a scenic idea, or an entire play—while framing it within

 a new context. The historicity of the comic may be related to Brecht's

 study of Marx, who famously commented on the relationship between

 history and comedy:

 History is thorough and goes through many phases when

 carrying an old form to the grave. The last phases of a
 world-historical form is its comedy. The gods of Greece,

 already tragically wounded to death in Aeschylus's tragedy
 Prometheus Bound, had to re-die a comic death in Lucian's

 Dialogues. Why this course of history? So that humanity

 should part with its past cheerfully (Marx 1970,134).

 Like Hegel before him, in this characterization Marx regards history

 from a teleological perspective in so far as the comic is not opposed to

 but rather develops out of the tragic, in other words, the comic is the

 necessary displacement of the "bad old."

 Bertolt Brecht, Politics, and Comedy 175
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 Marx employs here metaphors of drama, tragedy, and comedy for

 the analysis of political revolutions; he was not writing about literary

 representation. Nonetheless, scholars have tended to map onto Brecht's

 works precisely this deterministic trajectory, claiming that from the

 perspective of a communistic goal there can no longer be tragic conflict.

 Peter Christian Giese's 1974 book-length study on Brecht's concept of

 the "socially comic," for example, provides a useful introduction to the

 diversity of comic strategies in his dramatic works. He sees him as a

 historian of bourgeois capitalism who represents this world as an objec

 tive but antiquated social development: the historical obsolescence
 and false vitality of bourgeois society becomes visible from a social

 ist perspective, producing a special form of historical contradiction

 between the old and the new society that can be comprehended only

 from the perspective of the latter (Giese 1974, 2). Giese then interprets

 especially the adaptations produced at the Berliner Ensemble in East

 Berlin as demonstrations of what Marx called above the cheerful depar

 ture from the past. If the comic derives from a specific class configura

 tion, then a paradox seems to arise: on the one hand Brecht understands

 history to be a process based on human struggle, but on the other—so it

 is claimed—to recognize a contradiction as comical, the horizon of the

 present must be transcended; that is, the next social formation must be

 anticipated in order to perceive the historical nature of the contradic

 tion (Kost 1996,193). Yet Brecht rejected all forms of optimistic progres

 sivism and especially in his later years in East Germany found himself

 skeptically opposed to the rosy promises of the communist leaders. He

 frequently articulated his conviction that history is written by those

 who dominate and for that reason turned his attention to the oppressed

 to throw into question just such historical narratives—for example, in

 the poems "Questions from a Worker Who Reads" ("Fragen eines lesen

 den Arbeiters," 1935) and "Visit to the Banished Poets" ("Besuch bei den

 verbannten Dichtern," 1938) or in the play The Condemnation ofLucullus

 (1951). Thus, his pointedly ironic comment in the poem "The Solution"

 ("Die Lösung") about the communist leaders in East Germany after
 the workers' uprising in June 1953, "Would it not be easier / In that
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 case for the government / To dissolve the people / And elect another?"

 (Brecht 1976, 440)5 In this respect, Brecht shared with his friend Walter

 Benjamin a view of the past as a succession of catastrophes.

 Here theater and social theory encounter theater practice. To
 accept the idea that the comedy genre is a "progressive" form narrows

 the category of the dialectic to the conflict between historicity and topi

 cality. Only the social formations that have been transcended or "over

 come" can be laughed at; that is, once they are no longer threatening.

 From the perspective of poetics and its impact, however, Brecht had a

 different relation to tradition and history, using them as material to

 open up a dialogue, a space of communication with the audience or
 reader that includes both constructive and destructive potentialities,

 emphasizing more the one or the other depending on the context.
 From the earliest writings to the stage productions in East Berlin, he

 maintained this basic polarity or tension, which also explains why we

 find so many contradictory comments and reflections by Brecht about

 his intentions. These are often themselves situated within specific,

 historical contexts that cannot and should not simply be extracted for a

 metatheoretical explanation of his theater practice.

 When my mother had nothing, no butter, she spread
 humor on the bread. It doesn't taste bad, but it doesn't

 satisfy either.

 —(Brecht 1988-2000, 18.262)6

 A MORE PRODUCTIVE APPROACH TO THE COMIC DIMENSION, I

 propose, focuses on the asocial characters and anti-heroes who trace a

 red thread through Brecht's entire oeuvre. These rascals, bums, fools,

 and comics are less defined by their class position than by their mobility

 beyond any stable social hierarchy. Major figures such as Baal, Kragler

 in Drums in the Night, Galy Gay in Man Equals Man, Mackie Messer, Matti

 and Puntila, Arturo Ui, Schweyk (1943), Azdak in The Caucasian Chalk

 Circle (1945), and Frau Wolf in The Beaver Coat represent a whole range of
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 plebian types from criminals and clowns to more friendly and passive

 anarchists, all of whom are mainly interested in surviving. Even seri

 ous figures such as Fatzer (1926-1930), Pelegea Vlassova in The Mother

 (1933), Mother Courage (1941), or Shen Te in The Good Person ofSzechwan

 introduce comic elements and situations with ironic commentaries,

 songs that satirically contrast the character with the personality, and

 witty strategies in the struggle to ensure basic security during times

 of war and revolution. They all share an unyielding sense of their own

 potential, which more often than not leads them into hopeless situa
 tions and unwise decisions. In fact, this optimism is both a weakness

 and a strength for many of Brecht's characters: the sense of possibility
 itself is indestructible even under the most unfavorable circumstances,

 and yet it also undermines any political or social authority. These are

 ambiguous figures, somewhere between "performing" social class
 behavior and rebelling against it. The type emerges as well in the split

 characters like Puntila (the benevolent capitalist when drunk and the

 exploiter when sober); the generous Shen Te who must mask herself as

 the ruthless capitalist Shui Ta to save her child and herself in The Good

 Person ofSzechwan; the industry tycoon Pierpont Mauler in Saint Joan of

 the Stockyards, who oscillates between the absolute will to dominate

 by force and the arbitrary freedom this power allows him to do good

 if he pleases; or Azdak in The Caucasian Chalk Circle, the judge despite

 himself who knows how to exploit the disorder of a revolution when

 it is opportune but never takes a risk otherwise. Such figures do not

 represent class positions but rather move between them, and hence

 they are able to undermine both class solidarity and social hierarchies.

 In The Threepenny Opera, we watch down-and-out middle-class lads learn

 from Peachum how to look and act like bums so that they can make a

 living by begging; or Arturo Ui "objectively" serves the interests of the

 dominant elites and also understands how to manipulate ideologically
 the masses, the "common man."

 Galy Gay in Man Equals Man is the most extreme example of this

 class mobility. He has no individual personality but conforms to the

 changing circumstances around him because he simply cannot say no.
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 Unlike that other modernist avatar of transformation, Kafka's Gregor

 Samsa in the "Metamorphosis," he alters his identity without worries

 and pain. That Brecht wrote several versions of the play with signifi

 cantly different views on the import of this chameleon's transforma

 tion from a lazy fisherman to a soldier, demonstrates how such a comic

 figure is dependent on context and the audience's contextual knowl

 edge. In the mid-1920s, Galy Gay represented for Brecht a model for

 the illusion of the bourgeois subject as private person who becomes a

 "man" only when he dissolves into the masses, the harbinger of new

 collectivities. By the time Hitler was ascendant in the early 1930s, the

 third version ended on a much more negative note about the danger of

 the masses, and when Brecht returned to his early plays for república

 tion in the 1950s, the criminal nature of Galy Gay's radical reconstruc

 tion was evident to him in view of the exclusionaiy racial and national

 community that Hitler was able to meld from the masses (Brecht 1994,

 272). Yet Brecht maintained Galy Gay as a comic, asocial character, one

 with no necessary political valence but yet who functions as a humor

 ous vehicle that shows how a subject is constructed by social needs. The

 outcome—emancipation or slavery—is less important than the insights

 the audience gains from watching carefully the process.

 Galy Gay represents, then, a kind of Brechtian ideal of the comic:

 a machine that temporarily goes out of order; or better, the mechani

 zation of a process that leads to failure. The inspiration for this form
 of the comic came from his encounters with the clowns Karl Valentin

 and Charlie Chaplin. When Brecht was reflecting on the consequences

 of the Great War in the early 1920s, they taught him how slapstick

 comedy can contain and criticize violence, yielding a whole series
 of dramatic scenes in which victims are naïve and perpetrators are

 grotesque, inhuman tyrants. Paul Flaig, reflecting on Brecht's rela
 tion to Chaplin, has compellingly argued that Chaplin's tramp func
 tions as a classic lumpenproletariat, drawing on traditions of American

 working class humor (Flaig 2010, 42). In Marx's definition, this was a

 criminal element that does not contribute to socially productive labor

 and therefore cannot develop class consciousness and engage in revo
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 lutionary action. Brecht, however, re-functioned Marx's marginalized

 lumpenproletarians, placing the anti-heroes in the middle of his plays:

 "Brecht's trampified characters are always ambiguous, not representa

 tives of class positions but rather caught between classes and thus in a

 good position for undermining the presumed solidity or hierarchy of a

 social order" (Flaig 2010, 51).

 Brecht met Valentin in 1919 in Munich, a tall, spindly Bavarian

 cabaret artist with whom he collaborated in the early 1920s on perfor

 mances of songs and sketches as well as a grotesque short film in 1923

 about a severed head called Mysteries of a Hairdresser's Shop (Schechter

 2006). He recognized in this kindred spirit his own penchant for the

 inadequacy of all things (die Unzulänglichkeit aller Dinge) without sharing
 Valentin's fatalism:

 This man is a very complicated, bloody wit. His perfor
 mances have a very dry, interiorized sense of the comic

 during which you can smoke and drink and be shaken by

 an incessant inner laughter that has nothing benign about

 it. For we are dealing here with the inertia of matter and

 with the most subtle pleasures that can be drawn from it.

 We see the inadequacy of all things, including of ourselves.

 When this man, one of the most striking intellectual
 figures of our time, incarnates for the simple-minded the

 connections between imperturbability, stupidity, and joy of

 life, then the nags laugh and sense it deep down (Brecht
 1988-2000, 21,101).7

 Valentin influenced the various productions of Man Equals Man during

 the 1920s, from the costumes and white-face make-up of the soldiers

 Galy Gay stumbles upon to the staging of the soldiers' antics as side

 show eccentricities. That the entire transformation plot is triggered by
 Gay's sudden interest in elephants when one of the soldier's mocks his

 thick wit as that of an elephant is symptomatic of Valentin's comic (but

 not savage) aggression in his cabaret pieces, which often begin with an
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 apparently harmless verbal misunderstanding that leads to a (physical)

 catastrophe. Other examples of such farcical scenes can be found in

 the comic interlude of The Baden-Baden Lesson on Consent (1929), where

 the dismantling of a body produces a kind of aggressive schadenfreude

 for the viewer that prevents any false sense of redemption, in Puntila's

 drunken excesses (crashing through the door in his Studebaker, his

 simultaneous engagement to four different women, or ascending
 a mountain consisting of stacked up chairs), or in the buffoonery of

 Nazi bigwigs in Schweyk. (Of course, it is equally possible that the Grand

 Guignol Nazis in Schweyk were modeled on American film Nazis such

 as those in Chaplin's film The Great Dictator [1940] and Lubitsch's To Be

 or Not to Be [1942].) From Valentin Brecht learned how incongruity has

 a dialectical logic of its own when pushed to the extreme, using its

 grotesque and aggressive functions as a theatrical means for exposing

 alienation in capitalism.

 Brecht met Chaplin personally m Hollywood during his last exile

 years in the United States, but long before that, Brecht had viewed with

 enthusiasm Chaplin's short films in the early 1920s when they were
 first distributed in Germany after the boycott of American imports

 during and after World War I. Like many intellectuals of the time, he was

 attracted to the underdog character of the tramp and his comic treat

 ment of serious situations (Morley 2006). And like Valentin, Chaplin

 avoided almost entirely comic pantomime and cheap psychologizing.

 His gags and interrupted, unfinished gestures in the silent feature Gold

 Rush (1925) struck Brecht as just right for the kind of actor he envisioned

 in the Epic Theater, one who could perform typical, recognizable forms

 of behavior that externalized actions traditionally considered internal

 or psychological (1988-2000, 21, 135-136). Or in City Lights (1931), he

 admired the way Chaplin's starving tramp ate his boot with perfect

 table etiquette, removing the nails from the sole as if they were chicken

 bones (1988-2000, 21, 223). Chaplin demonstrated what Brecht later
 came to call the social geste or Gestus: the actor's performance that
 makes actions observable, pointing to the structurally defining causes

 behind them, and enabling social critique by the audience, which can
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 recognize the character's behavior as one of several possibilities in a

 specific social context (Silberman 2006). Once again, Galy Gay in Man

 Equals Man becomes a military machine, a cannon, just like Chaplin
 would become a machine part in the film Modern Times (1936), and the

 fact that Brecht revised this play over and over reflects precisely the

 changing possibilities of Germany's sociopolitical transformations
 between the mid-1920s and mid-1950s.

 Ihe A-eltect is an ancient artistic technique; it is known

 from classical comedy, certain branches of popular art and

 the practices of the Asiatic theatre.

 —(Brecht 1965, 102).«

 tüK BRECHT, SOCIETY CAN LEARN FROM AND EVEN ENJOY THE

 asociality of lumpenproletarians: "Even the wholly anti-social can be a

 source of enjoyment to society..(Brecht 1964, 187).9 Yet it is striking

 that none of his major figures represents a positive role model, and

 this became a point of contention when he settled in East Germany.

 His asocial characters did not appeal to the socialist-realist orthodoxy

 who sought "real" working-class heroes, the New Man. This lack of

 proletarian heroes relates, however, to Brecht's rejection of empathy
 as an aesthetic strategy of the theater. His comic characters were to be

 the object neither of the audience's identification nor their scorn but

 rather to make visible political relations so that they can be evaluated

 and changed. This grounds the Brechtian notion of Epic Theater, a turn

 away from the classical Aristotelean model of identification between

 audience and the protagonist's fate in favor of a practice of creating

 distance between the stage and the audience. Such a practice integrates

 constant changes, reversals, and interruptions that aim to make visible

 how what seems to be "natural" or pre-ordained is contingent on domi

 nant social relations and their power of representation. For a writer

 who was a partisan witness to the many reversals of German social and

 political history in the first half of the twentieth century, the comic
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 offered a tool for confronting an audience with traces and habits of the

 past that were still vital and energetic. While the comic may bring forth

 laughter, it operates more importantly to trigger a critical thought

 process, and for Brecht that critique is inherent in the dialectical struc
 ture of the comic.

 The Brechtian comic seeks to reveal the incompatibility of ideol

 ogy and the real social conditions of existence by challenging the audi

 ence or reader as partner not only to criticize the bourgeois, capitalist

 world, but also to recognize its very historicity, its limitations. In this

 respect, it shares with the Bergsonian sense of the comic an intellec

 tual, detached, and critical attitude (Bergson 1967, 29). Comedy enables

 distance and therefore generates knowledge about social conditions.
 Distanciation or estrangement—what Brecht referred to as the alien

 ation effect or Α-effect (Verfremdungseffekt or V-Ejfekt) —became his major

 theatrical means for establishing this critical attitude, and it is fertile

 ground for humor since inconsistency, unexpected twists, and incon

 gruity can produce just such Α-effects. As a theater director, Brecht

 developed an arsenal of distancing techniques, including actors speak

 ing in the third person about a character or citing their own character,

 cross-casting roles, using a play-within-play set-up, and breaking down

 the "fourth wall" between stage and audience by having characters step

 out of their roles and speak directly to the public. Yet it is important

 to remember that the comic for Brecht does not depend on specific

 theatrical effects and techniques; rather, it is the function of an incon

 gruous and paradoxical social structure. This is why I stressed earlier

 that for Brecht the comic is a way of describing reality, of interpreting

 it and defining its social purpose but—most importantly—of chang
 ing it. Thus, "while it is true that Brecht employed comic techniques

 and structures to achieve Verfremdung, it is much more fundamental to

 recognize that he employed Verfremdung to show the comedy of society"

 (McGowan 1982, 65). In short, it is too simple to see Brecht's plays as

 comedies, satires, and parodies, although he does mobilize all these
 forms. His plays are models of reality, constructed worlds of play that

 aim to make reality visible after it has become functional, common
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 sense, second-nature, and for that he used traditional theater tech

 niques and invented new ones like the A-effect.

 Brecht was not only a playwright, and his comic disposition was
 not confined to the theater. The most recent German edition of his

 works counts 30 volumes: 10 for the plays, 5 for the poetry, 5 for prose

 (novels, stories, screenplays), 5 for the essays, 2 for diaries and work

 journals, and 3 for selected letters. They are saturated with wit, humor,

 and the comic as defined above. One his earliest ballads, "Legend of the

 Dead Soldier" ("Legende vom toten Soldaten," 1918), is a bitter, macabre

 satire of German militarism that evoked protests when he sang it in

 a Berlin cabaret, while "Remembering Maria A" ("Erinnerung an Maria

 A," 1920) is a send-up of sentimental love songs. He penned a series of
 "German Satires" about the Nazis, the first 19 included in his collection

 of Svendborg Poems (1939) and a second series of 3 written in 1945. Best

 known, however, are his cabaret-like songs that accompany the plays

 such as "The Ballad of Mac the Knife" ("Die Moritat von Mackie Messer")

 and "Pirate Jenny's Song" ("Die Seeräuber Jenny") from The Threepenny

 Opera or Mother Courage's folksy "Song of Grand Capitulation" ("Das

 Lied von der grossen Kapitulation").

 Similarly, Brecht's prose includes many genres and forms.
 Throughout his life he wrote thoughtful, delightful Keuner stories,
 consisting of ciyptic, witty, instructive remarks in the form of anecdotes

 or parables: "A man who had not seen Mr. K. for a long time greeted him

 with the words: 'You haven't changed a bit.' Oh!' said Mr. K. and turned

 pale" (Brecht 2001, 20).10 The many short stories he wrote during the

 1920s are characterized by the ironic and self-ironic "Gestus" of the

 narrator and often treat themes of boxing and speedy automobiles.

 Among his dialogues the "Conversations in Exile" ("Flüchtlinggespräche,"

 1944) are especially noteworthy, ironic-satirical conversations that

 reveal with high irony the typical prejudices of class and nationality

 among two war refugees. The fragmentary "Horst Wessel Legend" ("Die
 Horst Wessel Legende" 1935) is a Swiftian satire about a Nazi hero who

 uses speeches and monologues as documentary evidence, a technique
 that dominates as well the satirical Threepenny Novel.
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 If not a comic writer in the traditional sense, Brecht needed

 the comic to communicate with his audience and readers; often he

 combined it with satire and polemics to produce that inventive, critical

 attitude he believed could awaken the pleasure of change: "Our theater

 must awaken the pleasure of discoveiy, organize the fun in changing real

 ity" (emphasis in original).11 His goal was to address the imagination,

 to initiate thought processes through aesthetic arrangements, like the

 scientist does in the laboratory when setting up an experiment. Brecht's

 experiments sought to develop a kind of thinking that can understand

 the process of historical change and the changeability of human behav

 ior. Naturally, he understood human behavior to be historically contin

 gent, neither universal nor anthropologically based. Because the comic

 depends on the incongruous, the paradoxical, and the absurd in behavior

 and situations, it generates that distance so crucial to Brecht's aesthetic

 strategies: opening up a space for historical cognition while rendering

 visible the contradictions in society that make the status quo impossible.

 This is comedy in the service of disillusionment.

 NOTES

 1. In the original, "Humor ist Distanzgefiihl," from "Über die deutsche

 Literatur" (Brecht 1988-2000, 21, 54).

 2. In the original: "Wir stehen selbst enttäuscht und sehr betroffen /

 Den Vorhang zu und alle Fragen offen" (Brecht 1988-2000, 6, 278).

 3. Translation by Marc Silberman; in the original from Flüchtlingsgespräche,

 "In einem Land leben, wo es keinen Humor gibt, ist unerträglich, aber

 noch unerträglicher ist es in einem Land, wo man Humor braucht"

 (Brecht 1988-2000,18, 262).

 4. In the original, "Die List, die Wahrheit unter vielen zu verbreiten"

 (Brecht 1988-2000, 22, 81).

 5. Translation by Derek Bowman (Brecht 1976, 440). In the original,

 "Wäre es da / Nicht doch einfacher, die Regierung / Löste das Volk auf

 und/Wählte ein anderes?" (Brecht 1988-2000,12, 310).

 6. Translation by Marc Silberman; in the original fromRüchtlingsgespräche:

 "Wenn meine Mutter nichts gehabt hat, keine Butter, hat sie uns
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 Humor aufs Brot gestrichen. Er schmeckt nicht schlecht, sättigt aber

 nicht" (Brecht 1988-2000,18, 262).

 7. Translation by Marc Silberman; in the original: "Dieser Mensch ist ein

 durchaus komplizierter, blutiger Witz. Er ist von einer ganz trock
 enen, innerlichen Komik, bei der man rauchen und trinken kann

 und unaufhörlich von einem innerlichen Gelächter geschüttelt wird,

 das nichts besonders Gutartiges hat. Denn es handelt sich um die
 Trägheit der Materie und um die feinsten Genüsse, die daraus zu holen

 sind. Hier wird gezeigt die Unzulänglichkeit aller Dinge, einschließlich

 uns selber. Wenn dieser Mensch, eine der eindringlichsten geisti

 gen Figuren der Zeit, den Einfältigen die Zusammenhänge zwischen

 Gelassenheit, Dummheit und Lebensgenuß leibhaftig vor Augen führt,

 lachen die Gäule und merken es tief innen" (Brecht 1988-2000, 21,

 101).

 8. In the original, "Der V-Effekt ist ein altes Kunstmittel, bekannt aus

 der Komödie, gewissen Zweigen der Volkskunst und der Praxis des

 asiatischen Theaters" (Brecht 1988-2000, 22, 699).

 9. In the original, "Selbst aus dem Asozialen kann die Gesellschaft so

 Genuß ziehen..." (Brecht 1988-2000, 23, 75).

 10. In the original, "Das Wiedersehen": "Ein Mann, der Herrn Keuner

 lange nicht gesehen hatte, begrüßte ihn mit den Worten: 'Sie haben

 sich gar nicht verändert.' 'Oh!' sagte Herr Keuner und erbleichte"

 (Brecht 1988-2000,18, 21).

 11. Translation by Marc Silberman; in the original, "Unser Theater muß

 die Lust am Erkennen erregen, den Spaß an der Veränderung der
 Wirklichkeit organisieren" (Brecht 1988-2000, 25, 418).
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 Berthold Viertel

 BERTOLT BRECHT, DRAMATIST

 EVEN those who have never seen or read a play by Bertolt Brecht
 know his name and associate it with Epic Theatre. Though it does

 not exist in any country nowadays as an established style Epic Theatre

 has made its presence felt. The concept is a paradox. Two diametrically
 opposed species-Epic and Dramatic-are united. Of course everyone
 vaguely remembers that the Greek dramatists and Shakespeare took their
 material from Homer and Holinshed but without taking over the Epic
 form. The Epic matter is condensed and crystallized in dramatic form.
 The dramatist brought his Epic material up to date, often interrupted the
 flow of historical reporting, purging it of most narrative residues. Such was

 the European drama in its classic perfection, and until recently every psy-
 chological thriller on Broadway adhered to the formula. Even today a
 marketable play follows the old rule of concentration, achieving classic
 unity of time and place. The old rules still have some possibilities; and,
 more to the point, they keep down the cost of production. This old re-
 gime has of course been challenged more than once. The modern stage,
 particularly in Russia and Germany, profited by the destruction of the old
 frontiers. Nevertheless the question might be asked: Is not the return to
 Epic form another chapter in the decline and dissolution of the drama?

 The idea of Epic Theatre has never been systematically expounded.
 But fragmentary statements and more than fragmentary achievements

 serve as a working hypothesis. Pass in review the collected works of
 Bertolt Brecht and you will be struck by the multiplicity of his styles. He
 is a dramatic Picasso. His ideas are derivative, but he puts together the
 ideas of earlier theatres in completely new combinations and for his own

 purposes. He will hang up, for oxample, the inscription tablet of the
 Elizabeth theatre, but he will write it on his own dicta. In Epic Theatre
 the tablets as well as the narrator who interrupts the flow of the action
 address themselves directly to the audience. Characters in the play do the
 same, though they retain their character when discussing their experience
 with the audience. Pirandello used such devices in order to intermingle
 appearance and reality; this was a game; and everything took on an air
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 of unreality. In the Brechtian theatre, on the other hand, our impression

 of reality is strengthened, reality meaning the world outside the theatre.

 Naturally the typically theatrical illusion, the illusion of having escaped the
 outside world, will be shattered. Moreover the identification of the spec-

 tator with a stage character is either entirely destroyed or realized in a

 manner that excludes passivity.

 There is a difference however between the style of Brecht and the

 political theatre of Erwin Piscator. All the work of Brecht is intensely

 personal. And his personality is pungent. Moreover Brecht has his own

 manner in politics. He develops his ideas while teaching others. The

 propagandist theatre has usually aimed at dynamic effects; Brecht aims at

 the creation of a critical consciousness.

 Brecht is very canny. There is always more to his remarks than meets

 the eye. There is an irony, a method of argument, a definite yet indefin-

 able tone which is Brecht. All his diverse abilities, acquired over a long

 period of time and indefatigably tested in practice, have been put at the

 service of his dialectic. He has learned from Rimbaud, Villon, Kipling,

 Wedekind, Buechner, and above all from Karl Marx. He has mastered

 the form of operetta, including couplet and ensemble, and at the other

 extreme, of Shakespearian blank verse, which he puts into the mouths of

 captains of industry. This last touch of parody is very Brechtian. In his

 hands, it is no sophomoric game. It is an ironic accompaniment to capital-
 istic catastrophes. Equally characteristic: the serious discussion of economic

 problems can in the Brechtian theater be conducted in everyday language

 and can lead without transition to a perfectly sincere love scene.

 As Brecht gets older his dramatic parables gain in depth. The Lehr-
 stuck is growing richer and riper. What Walter Benjamin has cailled the
 "shock effect" is becoming less frequent, while the poetic aura surround-

 ing Brecht's strange new creations is becoming more and more important.
 The techniques of Brecht can easily be imitated. But after all he was

 himself an imitator when he put masks on his actors and reintroduced
 monologues, "couplets," arias and satirical verses into realistic business.

 It was, perhaps, Brecht's use of these things, rather than these things in
 themselves, which attracted attention. As a director Brecht is self-willed
 and original, practical and inspired. His ideas are becoming common

 property. The Brechtian narrator, for example, has been taken over by
 the contemporary stage and even by the movies; the Brechtian attitude,

 however, has not. Yet one cannot say, looking at Kurt Weill, Hanns
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 Eisler, Marc Blitzstein, Thornton Wilder, Archibald MacLeish, and Paul
 Green, that his attitude has been wholly a dead letter. How much his
 collaborators, the musicians especially, have contributed to Brechtian
 drama need not be discussed here.

 Brecht, then, revived some ideas, found others to his hand, and used
 them all for his own ends. Because he always has his own purpose, tech-
 nique is strictly a means. Brecht has been praised as a master of "mon-
 tage"; what matters to him is the thing that is being mounted. Brecht is
 a master of persuasion. But he is interested in the question How to per-
 suade people, because he is even more interested in the question What
 they should be persuaded of.

 What makes things hard for Brecht is that a tradition which once was
 great has not yet ceased to exist. In our time the old culture has cul-
 minated in crisis. Although the forms of a new collectivism have some-
 times brutally broken through, the methods of individualistic culture are
 not as yet totally exhausted. (Related to my meaning is the curious mix-
 ture of reactionary and progressive elements in the present war.) We are
 still able to experience Shakespeare, some of his plays more, some less.
 Until recently Shakespeare's plays were treated as operas or psychological
 extravaganzas. Smart reviewers on Broadway and in the West End are

 always saying that the play of Shakespeare which they had just seen, while
 not his best, was worth doing for the sake of such and such an actor or
 actress. The world crisis has improved Shakespeare's position. Both in
 London and on Broadway he was found to be very actual. Richard II,
 Richard III, Julius Caesar and Macbeth, all are stories of terror, the strug-
 gle for power, and the downfall of tyranny. Even the Greeks won new
 influence through contemporary adapters and new interpretations. Per-
 haps after the war the historical plays of Strindberg will be understood.

 I am speaking of course about the artistic theater which is almost
 squeezed out of existence by entertainment. Yet from time to time it shows
 its head, and we see real dramatists struggling to find appropriate forms.
 Some think that the task is to maintain the traditions of high drama, to
 follow in the tracks of Shakespeare and the Greeks. Personally, I think
 that Brecht pays Shakespeare and the Greeks a more handsome compli-
 ment by opposing them, by not following Aristotle. Pity and fear are still
 considered the chief characteristics of tragedy, but the middle class audi-
 ence finds pity boring and cultivates fear almost exclusively in mystery
 and horror plays which do not claim to be serious. Perhaps the catharsis
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 of the Greeks seemed to find new support in psychoanalysis. Audiences

 were to be cleansed of complexes.

 This is where Brecht steps in. He refuses to let the spectator pleasantly

 retire after being refreshed by his quota of tragic events. He does not

 want the spectator to be satisfied with tragedy. He wants him to will a
 change in tragic conditions. Brecht's plays do arouse pity and fear, inev-

 itably. But the premium of tragic pleasure is recoined into a sober and

 exact knowledge of the problems at hand. As soon as the spectator, fol-

 lowing the emotions of the actor, becomes heated, the author cools him

 off and re-establishes the distance necessary to clear understanding. The

 distancing ("Verfremdung") which Brecht desires is complemented by

 his concreteness which makes any escape from the reality demonstrated

 upon the stage impossible. A didactic and, if you will, Apollonian ele-

 ment replaces the intoxicating Dionysian element. Nevertheless-and this

 is a point which some of Brecht's critics have missed-the Brechtian

 world is one of living men who deserve our sympathy and get it. Tragic

 or not, Brecht is in the tradition of the great dramatists. His plays have

 the right inexorability.

 That is no reason for the Broadway businessman to produce Brecht.

 Is not the wh-ole tendency of his plays against business and business-

 men? Of course Brecht is not an amateur, nor is he esoteric any more; he

 is a master of stagecraft, a dramatist by vocation and profession. That is

 why he is dangerous. Producers and backers who speculate with plays

 rightly feel that Brecht is their enemy, and that if he got the power he

 would drive them out. Does he not refuse to deliver marketable goods,

 and does he not disturb the universal recognition of tried forms and tried

 tricks? Like every initiator Brecht is destructive. He wants to push new

 values at any cost. And his values are dangerous. He is not for exploiting
 present conditions; he is for changing them. The theatre as a moral insti-

 tution with a tendency to social revolution! That is not for mass con-

 sumption. It wouldn't sell.

 The same was said of Strindberg and Wedekind, of Ibsen and the

 young Gerhart Hauptmann, of Eugene O'Neill and the early Clifford
 Odets. Theatre groups, militant ensembles, and newly-founded companies

 have to take up the cause of such authors before they can win recognition.
 Sometimes the commercial theatre accepted the plays of these men-

 later on, that is, as soon as it was clear that oppositional art and the fan-
 aticism of the reformer could also be good business. Two things, sensa-
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 tion and scandal, were the means to success. For the commercial theatre

 sensation and scandal (which of course involve sex) have proved to be
 much sounder foundations than pity and fear. To these two effects Brecht

 owed the resounding success of his Dreigroschenoper. But behind this
 splendid entertainment lurked the disappointment of a lost revolution.
 The charm of this operetta was rooted in "Galgenhumor," or the rat

 poison of an anarchistic cynicism. On the eve of social destruction it was
 a destructive amusement. Berlin society was as frivolous and sophisticated
 as that of New York today. With the help of Brecht and Weill the Ber-

 liners danced on the edge of an abyss. A dance of death. Yet the char-

 acters in this operetta did not lack their own sort of social consciousness

 -or joie de vivre. The Bread Song is a striking example of Brecht's
 popular manner, of his extraordinary ability to go to the heart of a mat-
 ter. The refrain is:

 Erst muss es moeglich sein auch armen Leuten
 Vom grossen Brotlaib sich ihr Teil zu schneiden.

 This operetta would not have been out of place in a Reinhardt theatre,
 if Brecht himself had been the director. Brecht and Reinhardt are interest-
 ingly similar and interestingly different. Reinhardt also revived older
 forms of European theatre from the Greeks to the miracle plays, from
 Commedia del Arte to Shakespeare, from Moliere to Wilde, Wedekind,
 Strindberg, Shaw and Sternheim, from impressionism to expressionism.
 The basis of his theatre was high capitalism. In fact his theatre celebrates

 the culmination and the end of the old capitalism. All styles were opu-
 lently displayed by the great pyrotechnician in the brilliant carnival which
 was the gorgeous farewell party of old Europe. How different is Brecht's
 revival of the past! When Hitler came to power Brecht retreated to the
 17th Century to Grimmelshausen, the epic poet of the Thirty Years' War,
 and wrote his Mother Courage. This is no spectacle created for tragic en-
 joyment. Brecht confronts facts and consequences, the facts and conse-
 quences of war in Germany then and now. And so the question whether
 Epic Theatre means decline and dissolution can be answered. It means
 the decline and dissolution of an epoch; but it is a radical counter-measure.

 2.

 In an imaginative essay which serves as epilogue to Brecht's series of
 one-act plays, The Private Life of the Master Race,' Eric Russell Bentley

 1. New Directions. $2.50
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 describes and examines Brecht's personality and art and then sums them
 up as follows:

 This is not an age of greatness and fulfillment. It is an age of crisis and
 therefore at best seedtime, an age of premonition. Brecht's theatre consists
 of hints and premonitions. They must remain hints and premonitions-
 perhaps even so they sound prententious-until they can be tried out, re-
 jected, modified, or developed in an environment that offers real opportunity
 to serious dramatists and serious actors.

 Brecht himself would not object to a pointing to the future in this way;

 to such an advance payment on recognition hitherto so often left unpaid.
 No one knows better than the exiled, linguistically isolated dramatist that
 a great part of his work must remain sketch and intention so long as it
 cannot be tested in the practice of the theatre. Thus the torsos are accum-
 ulating in the workshop of Exile. But The Private Life of the Master Race

 is a mature work of art. Mr. Bentley must have seen this when he ven-
 tured upon its translation, an undertaking rich in difficulties and
 problems.

 In these scenes the private lives of the people in the Third Reich are
 not portrayed. On the contrary, it is demonstrated that under National
 Socialism private life is an impossibility; that it is wrecked by the system;
 that the system undermines and dissolves private life, frustrates its course,
 hampers its every breath. Treachery creeps into every relationship: into
 marriage; into the family; between lovers, friends, comrades, colleagues;
 between parents and their children, teachers and their pupils; between
 workers in the factory and scientists in the laboratory; between the judges
 and the accused; between the minister and the dying man; even between
 Nazi and Nazi. This is not the life of a master race, but rather that of a
 nation of slaves. Hence the original German version of these serial scenes
 was entitled: Fear and Misery of the Third Reich-with satiric reference
 to Balzac's Splendor and Misery of the Courtesans. Here are depicted the
 Fear and the Misery of the German people that Brecht used to know so
 well and that he now visualizes under the new and different conditions.
 Brecht visits these people in the uncommon and yet common everyday
 life which Terror has decreed for them. He sees them in concentration
 camp, an institution belonging to their daily existence under the Third
 Reich; but mostly he shows them at their daily chores: in their profes-
 sions, in the factory; in the city and in the village; standing in breadlines
 or being herded to the radio in order to be utilized for propaganda pur-
 poses; he shows how they are pressed for Labor Service; how they enjoy
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 the bitter gifts of the Winter Relief. All the new institutions and their
 effects are shown, their hypocrisy, coercion, and single purpose of ex-
 ploiting the people.

 Occasionally, I have heard objection raised that the author, for rea-

 sons of propaganda, would present only certain types, only common peo-
 ple so to speak, but no personalities. To be sure, in these scenes it was

 the author's intention to present the typical. From the very outset no
 elevated style was being considered. Here Brecht's main concern was the

 tersest, most exact reality, and the greatest possible comprehension. But
 this is not mere reporting. I have tried elsewhere to define the style of
 the work by the name of Dialectical Realism. What I mean by that I

 could now demonstrate by any scene, but even better by the construction
 of the whole; by the relation of the various scenes to each other, and by
 the way they complement each other in building up the social structure,
 in making the life of a nation visible and transparent.

 From the first, I doubted whether a translation was possible, because

 in these scenes the idiom and the dialect are indispensable for the differ-
 entiation of the various types. The everyday talk of these people, the way
 they have to re-hash the Nazi bombast and spit it out again: this is the

 living skin and bone of these figures, which determines their movements
 and gestures, and a sarcastic humor mingled with the ghastliness. Would
 not an English translation reduce the work too much?

 If the translator has not dispersed these worries altogether, he has
 eased them considerabily. Mr. Bentley declined to reproduce the idiomatic

 language; he relied upon the strength of a simple though precise and

 colloquial English. That his approach proves to be successful must also
 be attributed to his thorough understanding of the original. I hope I am
 able to judge the shades of meaning of my adopted language. Of course
 I always hear the original text, and perhaps here and there I add some-

 thing of it to the translation. But throughout these English dialogues a

 sound and solid keynote has been struck and maintained that makes them
 alive and real. The best care was also taken in the selection of the pieces:

 there are seventeen of the original twenty-eight. These seventeen short
 plays of different kind and length form a dramatic unity; the structure of
 the whole has even benefited by this, becoming more stageable and, in

 my opinion, theatrically more effective. The new frame of the scenes,

 fittingly chosen by Brecht according to the present period of time, shows
 the panzer, the battle chariot on which soldiers set out for their conquests
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 and their doom. Its effectiveness is yet to be tried out on the stage; it

 might be exchanged for still another frame. (The rhythmic verses, which

 serve as commentary to this death-ride, I find the least happy feature of

 the translation.) The continuity of the scenes, from the taking over of

 power to the invasion of Austria, offers sufficient dramatic development

 and historic perspective.

 Every piece is a complete unit in itself. There are political satires of

 the first order among them, for instance "In Search of Justice" (the tragi-

 comedy of the "co-ordinated" judge), or "Physicists" (a farce about

 science purged of alien influences), or a dialogue with only nine short
 phrases to it, "The Two Bakers" (who as convicts pass each other on

 their daily walk around the prison-yard and try to exchange their furtive

 communications), or the "Informer," which has already been staged in

 English (about the child and the panic fear of his parents lest he give

 them away); or larger scenes of a basically comic yet heartrending nature,

 like "The Chalk Cross," or pathetic like "The Box" and "The Sermon on

 the Mount." Each of these pieces, even the shortest and tersest, has its
 own basic situation which is essential, and an ingeniously thought-out

 plot. They embrace the bourgeois world on one hand and the proletarian

 on the other; consequently the whole of the people arises before us, even

 the ruling classes who are present at least in the harm they do. Contempt
 and pity compose an explosive mixture. There is nothing far-fetched here,
 nothing superfluous. Experience confirmed this feeling for me when I

 staged five of these plays in the original German version in New York.
 At that time the basic idea of the frame for this older version was that

 of a great military review before the war-which had not begun when
 Brecht composed the series.

 The Private Life of the Master Race has been accused of being de-

 featist, since only in a few instances, though expressly in the closing

 scene "Plebiscite," does the active resistance, the underground struggle,

 become visible. Nowhere, however, are the signs and symptoms of pas-
 sive resistance lacking; like Morse code tapped on prison walls they are
 often audible. The poet, a German in exile, in order to remain concrete
 had to limit himself to what he knew for certain. But it is precisely this

 concreteness that is Brecht's greatest achievement. It is the triumph of
 his critical realism that while writing a historical play he cuts out every-

 thing that is utopian, all happy and wishful thinking. It is important to do
 that. The expressionist and activist playwrights after the first war sadly
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 lacked concreteness; see that remarkable utopian dialectician, Georg

 Kaiser. This lack was the typical sickness of the period. It must be

 avoided this time. Brecht had to take special precautions: he tried to give

 a picture of Germany (even today, with all the ghastly facts that have

 become known, an unknown country) from the outside. Eyewitnesses may

 soon correct him. But what he achieved is a living picture of human con-

 ditions in their social context, under the impact of special deforming

 circumstances, the historical meaning of which can be understood every-

 where. All this comes clear in the English translation, and production on

 the American stage would prove it.
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 Dylan Thomas: a reappraisal

 PHILIP A. LAHEY

 A biographical approach to a poet's work can give us certain insights which are of use
 in interpreting the poetry and understanding it more fully, but it is, at the same time,
 fraught with dangers and pitfalls. As was the case with W. H. Auden, the evidence
 selected is often self-confirming and self-justifying, with the result that the texts are
 reduced to secondary importance in some historical or biographical inquiry. It is
 equally true that the work of Dylan Thomas, assessed on these principles, is placed in
 a narrower perspective than that justified by a more comprehensive approach to his
 poetry. This article, in seeking to answer the argument from biography, and the
 corresponding animosity towards the poetry based on a moral objection to the man,
 will examine the texts as the primary documents in an attempt to assess the poetry,
 using such peripheral support as is necessary to reach a critical interpretation which
 leads towards a fuller understanding of the author's words on the page. It takes as its
 starting point the following observations in Wimsatt and Beardsley's 'The Intentional
 Fallacy':

 There is criticism of poetry and there is author psychology, which when applied to the present
 or future takes the form of inspirational promotion; but author psychology can be historical
 too, and then we have literary biography . . . Certainly it need not be with a derogatory
 purpose that one points out personal studies, as distinct from poetic studies, in the realm of
 literary scholarship. Yet there is a danger of confusing personal and poetic studies; and there is
 the fault of writing the personal as if it were the poetic.1

 A certain type of critical approach to the work of Dylan Thomas, based for the
 most part on the events of his seemingly chaotic and irresponsible life, has tended to
 dismiss him as an immature bohemian, incapable of producing poetry which would
 have any lasting value. A direct attack was made on Thomas's artistic integrity, many
 influential British critics even claiming that his style and methods of writing were
 injurious to the art of poetry. As a consequence his reputation was severely under-
 mined, particularly in Britain, where his poetry has perhaps been given less of a
 hearing than in certain other European countries, and where he is not accorded the
 same status as he is in America.

 David Holbrook hammered a devastating blow at Thomas's poetry in his Llareggub
 Revisited (1962), where he states bluntly: 'And I find 42 of the 90 poems in Dylan
 Thomas's Collected Poems meaningless, or yielding no meaning worth possessing
 even with the most considerable effort'.2 Many of Holbrook's observations are
 pertinent but, unfortunately, his arguments against what he terms 'any form of special

 © C.Q. & S. 1993
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 allowance' for Thomas's use of language are firmly rooted in his claim that 'good
 poetry must first be good prose',3 a sine qua non handed down from Eliot via Pound
 and Ford Madox Ford. Holbrook also asserts that 'the vitality of language is essen-
 tially in metaphor, therefore 'the extension of language over new ranges of experi-
 ence can only be by way of metaphor'.4 These tenets, reinforced with quotations from
 adverse criticism in Dylan Thomas, The Legend and The Poet, lead him to attack what
 he considers to be 'irresponsible verbalism',5 'a struck pose of carelessness, and
 frenzied spontaneity',6 'metaphorical and rhythmic deadness rooted in an
 unconscious urge to satisfy an immature self 7 and 'Thomas's cosmic egotism and
 sense of omnipotence'.8 The poetry is seen as completely lacking 'inscape', which
 Holbrook defines as 'organic rhythm, pattern, the true voice of poetry': these are
 absent because 'there is no metaphorical discipline of art. It is all word-game, infan-
 tile babble, and as disarming as that'.9 A far more serious indictment of Thomas's
 work as a whole, cutting it off at the roots, is Holbrook's assertion that it lacks
 'anything one can call accomplished craftsmanship, the craftsmanship which alone
 can preserve the living spontaneous rhythm'.10

 Throughout the book Holbrook gives the impression that he is examining the work
 of a psychopath: this is never clearly stated, and even denied in an offhand way ('I
 know nothing of his personal life'11), but the impression is nevertheless reinforced by
 his frequent attempts at psychoanalysis which, apart from containing terribly simpli-
 fied generalisations, inevitably degenerate into pernicious assessments of Thomas's
 character:

 Dylan Thomas sought to disguise from himself, as many of us do, suffering from greater or
 lesser neuroses, the nature of adult reality. Unconsciously he desired to return to the blissful
 state of suckling at the mother's breast. But he had poetic gifts, and it is the nature of poetry to
 seek reality through metaphor. This, as his few true poems reveal, he could not bear, because
 it would mean relinquishing baby-hood. Because of the nature of the world- our twentieth
 century society- its immaturity, and its reflection of his own neuroses, he was able to find
 acceptance and popularity because of his very immaturity. He invented a babble-language
 which concealed the nature of reality from himself and his readers- and in its very oral
 sensationalism, in its very meaninglessness, it represented for him and his readers a satisfying
 return to infancy. This may or may not be linked with the man's alcoholism and his sexual
 promiscuity: but the baby-prattle has a tremendous disarming effect- the effect of involving
 all our weaknesses in a special plea for his. You don't smack a baby: and so every attitude to
 Dylan Thomas accepts the dangerous amorality of the engaging enfant terrible.12

 Holbrook's parting volley demolishes Under Milk Wood as merely 'trivial', using
 'the same kind of external handling of language to no purpose found in the worst kind
 of "clever" advertisement'.13 Thomas's use of poetic prose is condemned as a poor
 imitation of Joyce's Ulysses, showing how little he understood Joyce's genius, and the
 verdict passed is that 'nothing could, really, be worse for poetry or poetic drama'.14

 This type of criticism, which measures Thomas against Hopkins, Eliot and Joyce
 (conveniently overlooking the latter's disreputable character) only to find him a
 diminutive figure, leads to the inevitable conclusion that he failed to achieve much,
 apart from 'high-sounding nonsense',15 because he was 'lacking in the essential quali-
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 ties of a poet'.16 The futility of Holbrook's approach, and his inability to really
 understand or come to terms with Thomas's work, is seen clearly if we compare his
 analysis of 'There was a Saviour' with one made by Winifred Nowottny in The
 Language Poets Use (1984). Holbrook insists on putting the poem into prose, and his
 facile paraphrase effectively confirms his judgement that the piece is 'meaningless'17
 Nowottny is much more successful in her attempt to show how 'the peculiarity of
 language compels us to set about constructing a meaning for it, and how it is that the
 poem contrives to direct us towards the particular kind of meaning that must be
 apprehended in order to make sense of the language of the poem'.18 She believes that
 the wide range of literary allusions in the poem is necessitated by its theme: the poet's
 attempt, in time of war, to evaluate the religious and cultural symbols which have
 helped to form the creative intelligence which now questions the meaning of their
 world. The poem does not depend on these allusions, but without them it loses a layer
 of reference which to some extent justifies 'the peculiarity of some of the phrases'.19
 Nevertheless, she asserts confidently, 'the other layers of the poem remain compre-
 hensible enough'.20 While it is true that 'There was a Saviour' is not clear in its
 affirmations about the supernatural aspects of Christianity it does, as a war-elegy,
 stress the need for ordinary human sympathy. Nowottny concludes that this poem
 shows the English language breaking down barriers within itself in order to expand
 and reveal multiple layers of meaning and significance. This type of analysis, which
 refuses to reduce the poem to a single symbolic 'meaning', takes us much closer to the
 notion of multiplicity within harmony which is the centre of Thomas's dialectic
 method, as George Morgan has demonstrated in his autoreflexive' approach to his
 poetry.21

 A similar insistence to that shown by Holbrook on the supremacy of metaphor and
 the prosaic qualities of good poetry is also taken by Donald Davie in his Purity of
 Diction in English Verse (1952). His quotation from Paul Valéry's 'Poetry and
 Abstract Thought' takes the argument in a new direction:

 Both [poetry and prose] employ the same words, the same syntax, the same sounds and tones
 though differently arranged and differently stimulated. What separates prose from poetry is
 the difference of those associated relationships which are for ever coming into being and
 passing away within our psychological and nervous constitution- even though the elements
 which compose the raw material of these activities may be identical. That is why we must be
 careful never to apply to poetry the same kind of reasoning that we apply to prose. What may
 be true of one may, quite easily, be utterly without meaning when sought in the other.22

 For Valéry, prose is like walking- pedestrian; poetry is like dancing, existing for itself
 as a système d'actes. In Questions de Poésie he insists again on this vital distinction:

 Let me begin by quoting the great d'Alembert: 'Here, in my opinion,' he writes, 'is the strict
 but just law which our century has imposed on our poets: nothing is to be considered good in
 verse which would not be considered excellent in prose.' Now this maxim is one of those of
 which I maintain the exact contrary to be true.23

 This approach to language, which takes us away from Davie's accusation that
 Dylan Thomas 'exploits a pseudo-syntax' unable to 'mime, as it offers to do, a
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 movement of the mind',24 is examined by John Bayley in his The Romantic Survival
 (1957). In his masterly assessment of Thomas's achievement he enforces Cleanth
 Brooks's argument in 'The Heresy of Paraphrase' and reveals the fallacy behind
 certain techniques used by Holbrook and Symons:

 A prose paraphrase, such as those attempted by Julian Symons, and made the basis of an
 adverse verdict on the poems, is clearly no sort of critical lever at all. Except on rare occa-
 sions-as in Out of the Sighs and The Hand that Signed the Paper- even an attempt to say what
 Thomas's subject is only leads to misunderstanding and to a shrinking of the poem's true
 dimension.25

 A rejoinder to Holbrook's dismissal of the greater part of Thomas's poetry as
 'meaningless' is Bayley's view that ' search for Thomas's meaning is a dangerous
 process'.26 It is founded on the belief that poetry can be reduced to the expression of a
 thought and so easily leads to what Valéry condemned as 'that absurd school exercise
 of putting poems into prose'.27

 Much of the misunderstanding of Thomas's work expressed by early critics such as
 Robert Graves, Holbrook and Symons is accounted for in Bayley's more balanced
 judgement:

 The critical uncertainty which must still be felt about Thomas's real status as a poet arises from
 the fact that we still do not know whether language is capable of what he tried to do with it; or
 rather whether the consciousness of the receiver can adapt itself to such a variety of linguistic
 uses and such a multiplicity of verbal stimuli. Probably it can.28

 A hostile approach to Thomas's life and work is also taken by John Press in his A
 Map of Modern English Verse (1971). Here he describes Thomas as 'a flawed and
 tragic figure'29 and, while acknowledging that 'few poets have laboured more fiercely
 at their craft or been more self-conscious about the process "of constructing a for-
 mally water-tight compartment of words" ',30 nevertheless speaks of what he calls 'a
 third Dylan Thomas':

 The roistering Bohemian who drank and fornicated his way round the lecture circuits of the
 United States, and whose exploits titillated that large semi-literate public which, though
 indifferent to poetry, relishes scabulous details about the intimate affairs of poets.31

 Press cites the following from T. S. Eliot's 'Tradition and the Individual Talent'
 (1919):

 . . . the more perfect the artist, the more completely separate in him will be the man who
 suffers and the mind which creates; the more perfectly will the mind digest and transmute the
 passions which are its material.32

 On the basis of this, and no doubt influenced by the great authority given to Eliot's
 critical dicta at that time, Press reaches his pernicious conclusion, and formulates
 what came to be the generally accepted opinion of Thomas and his work:

 Judged by this criterion, Dylan Thomas was a highly imperfect artist, for his achievement as a
 poet and his personality as a man were so inextricably linked that we can scarcely understand
 the one without studying the other.33
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 The fallacy inherent in this type of judgement comes from Press's application of
 Eliot's generalisation to the particular case of Thomas's life and work. The falseness
 of such assumptions is exposed clearly in W. B. Yeats's observations:

 A poet writes always of his personal life, in his finest work out of its tragedy, whatever it may
 be, remorse, lost love, or mere loneliness; he never speaks directly as to someone at the
 breakfast table, there is always a phantasmagoria. Dante and Milton had mythologies,
 Shakespeare the characters of English history or of traditional romance; even when the poet
 seems most himself, when he is Raleigh and gives the potentates the lie, or Shelley 'a nerve
 o'er which do creep the else unfelt oppressions of this earth', or Byron when 'the soul wears
 out the breast' as 'the sword outwears its sheath', he is never the bundle of accident and
 incoherence that sits down to breakfast; he has been reborn as an idea, something intended,
 complete.34

 Press also quotes from Geoffrey Grigson's review of Constantine FitzGibbon's The
 Life of Dylan Thomas , printed in the Guardian , 15 October 1965, calling it 'the most
 devastating indictment of Dylan Thomas as man and poet'.35 Grigson refers to a
 summer holiday they spent together in 1935 when they called out 'We are the Dead'
 in the mountains of Donegal: he then stabs his knife several times into the dead man's
 back:

 A game, and Thomas at 20 was neither so avid nor afraid nor corrupt. But it was a death game
 all appropriate to him. By this time he had written or roughed out most of his poems. Before
 long the incorruptible Norman Cameron, who both indulged Dylan and loathed him (not a
 rare combination), would be writing 'The Dirty Little Accuser'- That insolent little ruffian,
 that crapulous lout'; within 10 years his own wife, too, would be saying coldly, in his hearing,
 'Dylan's corrupt. Corrupt right through and through' ...

 Mr FitzGibbon says, well, this is all a pity, but look through and through to the wonder and
 shine of the poems, indestructible in the merely incidental mess. He sees how the poems revert
 to childhood, and to the once encircling maternal warmth; but as critic and appreciator of
 verse he appears equipped with little else than a by now exceedingly tiresome capacity for
 exclamation. He deals a romantic hand of mutually adhesive cards, dog-eared, and marked
 'innocence', 'boy-poet', 'lost paradise', 'magic', 'craftsmanship', 'poetic truth', etc.36

 Grigson, in a characteristically supercilious essay called 'How Much Me Now Your
 Acrobatics Amaze', dubbed Thomas's poems as 'attempts to falter out of prose' in
 words which 'come up bubbling in an automatic muddle'.37 Here, his descent into
 virulence and personal animosity could only vitiate his former friend's reputation, and
 add to the rapidly growing impression of Thomas as fit for little else but drinking and
 lechery. Once established, this 'legend' took a pernicious hold; it was in itself largely
 responsible for the abuse and neglect which greeted Thomas's work and which still
 lingers in the minds of some writers. For example Christopher Sykes, in his biography
 of Evelyn Waugh (1975), states:

 . . . Evelyn chose to live in the country, far from London . . . because he knew that if he settled
 in a town house, superficially more to his taste, he would have wasted his time in the social
 round and in heavy drinking; in brief he would have ceased to be a writer, and become at best
 an Utinam-figure like Dylan Thomas.38
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 The fundamental error made by many of Thomas's critics is their belief that,
 because he never achieved what they consider to be the necessary degree of responsi-
 bility in his adult relationships, he was therefore incapable of reaching maturity as a
 serious and original poet. In fact, it is a mark of Thomas's skill as a craftsman that he
 was able to work his way through the period of creative development which we
 witness in his Notebooks, containing 250 poems written between April 1930 and April
 1934, achieving a body of work which combines technical virtuosity with emotional
 maturity.

 'The force that through the green fuse drives the flower'39 is an example of one of
 those early poems. It was first published in October 1933 in the Sunday Referee, when
 Thomas was just 19. A year later it appeared in his first volume 18 Poems and helped
 to establish his literary reputation as a promising young poet. The main image in the
 opening stanza contains typical ambiguity: the word 'fuse' could be used in its archaic
 sense of a hollow tube, or as depicting the green stems of plants in terms of an
 electrical energy system. The latter interpretation seems to be developed through the
 vocabulary, the words 'force', 'drives', 'blasts' and 'fuse' suggesting both power and
 overload, an excess of energy which could lead to disaster. We are reminded here of
 'God's Grandeur' by Gerard Manley Hopkins, a poet Thomas knew well. 'The world
 is charged with the grandeur of God'- 'charged' like a battery, again recalling the
 image in stanza 27 of 'The Wreck of the Deutschland' where Hopkins speaks of
 'electrical horror'.

 The second stanza moves into images connecting streams and blood with wax,
 comparing, by analogy, humans to waxwork figures. The atmosphere created by this
 type of imagery is found in several of the poems and short stories he was writing at this
 time. It becomes richer and more complex as the poem develops, showing the power
 of his visual imagination and the conflict of images which emerges from the attempt to
 express this vision in words:

 The force that drives the water through the rocks
 Drives my red blood; that drives the mouthing streams
 Turns mine to wax.

 And I am dumb to mouth unto my veins
 How at the mountain spring the same mouth sucks.

 In the third stanza, the hand which causes whirlpools or quicksands also lassoos the
 wind and hauls in a sail, which at the same time is the poet's shroud. The image of the
 hanging man and the hangman's lime are echoes of an older poetic convention, used
 by T. S. Eliot in his reference to the tarot cards in The Waste Land:40

 The hand that whirls the water in the pool
 Stirs the quicksand; that ropes the blowing wind
 Hauls my shroud sail.
 And I am dumb to tell the hanging man
 How of my clay is made the hangman's lime.

 Thomas moves into private symbolism in the final stanza, taking us into a different
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 imaginative realm where time is seen as a sort of vampire sucking at the vital life
 forces. His reference to the leech and the fountain antedate the era of technology.
 These images, working in a very complex way, help to maintain the atmosphere of
 nightmare and horror stories which permeates the poem. The final line of this stanza,
 'How time has ticked a heaven round the stars', originally read simply, 'How time is
 all':

 The lips of time leech to the fountain head;
 Love drips and gathers, but the fallen blood
 Shall calm her sores.
 And I am dumb to tell a weather's wind
 How time has ticked a heaven round the stars.

 The final half-rhymed couplet resigns itself to the problems, felt throughout the
 poem, of manipulating the conventional images and terms of traditional poetry in
 order to express the union he feels between himself and the universal forces of nature.
 This confession, itself part of the convention, reveals the essential isolation of a poet
 who feels unable to manipulate his material within the conventional pattern of his
 verses. The image of the sheet, depending on how we interpret the 'crooked worm',
 brilliantly encompasses the bedclothes, the poet's winding-sheet or shroud as well as
 the sheet of paper on which the poem is written. Time will bring them all to an end:

 And I am dumb to tell the lover's tomb

 How at my sheet goes the same crooked worm.

 This poem is Thomas's vision of all human life being part of a natural world of
 physical process. We sense the ambiguity of his response to this: the powerfully
 exciting images which portray the processes of this natural cycle and the poet's
 participation in them also evoke the basic theme of belonging to a world of disease,
 decay and death. His vision is expressed in words, stretching language to its limi-
 tations and encapsulating the poetry which, for him, was the mystery of having been
 moved by words. Communication breaks down, however, when he tries to express his
 sense of being involved in this cycle or his feeling that love and heaven and perhaps
 the fallen blood are themselves all part of the same inevitable process. 'The force that
 through the green fuse drives the flower', like much of Thomas's earlier poetry,
 refuses to be tied down to specific or definitive interpretations. The poem's rich layers
 of meaning, conveyed through its sense of mystery and incantation, are constantly
 opening up more new possibilities which defy any sort of paraphrase. Thomas himself
 gives us a clear insight into the genesis of these poems in this description of his
 working process:

 A poem by myself needs a host of images, because its centre is a host of images. I make one
 image- though 'make' is not the word; I let, perhaps, an image be 'made' emotionally in me
 and then apply to it what intellectual and critical forces I possess- let it breed another, let that
 image contradict the first, make, of the third image bred out of the other two together, a fourth
 contradictory image, and let them all, within my imposed formal limits, conflict.
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 It was out of just such conflicting images that Thomas tried to make 'that momentary
 peace which is a poem'.41

 The formal structure of 'The force that through the green fuse drives the flower'
 demonstrates the spirit of poetic craftsmanship which is at the core of Thomas's work,
 and one of the keys to its success. Elemental energies conveying remorseless proces-
 ses are hammered out through the pounding, repetitive energy of the language. These
 rhythms are contained within an almost sculptural attention to shapes and forms and
 by a patterned count of the number of syllables in each line. As in many of Thomas's
 poems there is an original use of stanza-form, each given firm shape by its clear
 pattern of rhymes and half-rhymes and each revolving on its axis of repetition.

 Alan Young has shown how an imaginative parallel to this complex early poetic
 world may be found in German Expressionist cinema. He believes that Thomas's
 admiration for many of the nightmare horror movies made by German film-directors
 after the First World War, with their combination of wide-eyed excitement and
 terror, is reflected in several of his early stories and poems. In this poem Young sees
 quicksands, ropes, hangmen and waxwork figures as common elements to be found in
 these films. He also compares the dreamlike intensity of image in the poem, with its
 rapid changes of register in the language, to cinematic techniques which were being
 developed at this time. In this way the poem brings into intimate connection the
 primal, elemental images which refer, simultaneously, to nature's external activities
 and those which are experienced in the human body. All of this gives the poem's
 description of these processes its sense of magic and mystery as well as foreboding and
 gloom.42

 Thomas's use of the conventional imagery and symbolism found in melancholy
 verse aligns the poem to traditional elements in English poetry; these could be
 criticised as being somewhat hackneyed references but, nevertheless, they gain new
 vigour and become part of the meaningful imagery of the poem. It could also be said
 that there are elements in this poem which are overstated or exaggerated, giving it a
 sense of something highly theatrical. This comes mainly from the eloquent,
 heightened tone adopted, which gives authority and a sense of importance to what is
 being said; the logic of the poem is intuitive rather than formal: it proceeds through
 imagery and symbolism, as opposed to the development of ideas through conceptual
 statements. This is certainly not a casual, uncontrolled voice, but the elevated, imper-
 sonal tone associated with the prophetic utterances of bardic poetry.

 'This was the crucifixion on the mountain', published as the eighth sonnet in the
 'Altarwise by owl-light' sequence, first appeared in the opening number of the period-
 ical Contemporary Poetry and Prose in May 1936, when Thomas was 21. This period-
 ical was soon associated with Surrealism and in fact Thomas took part in one poetry
 reading at a major exhibition of surrealist art held in London in 1936. Although
 participating fully in the fun of the occasion, he himself always denied allegiance to
 surrealist theory. He explained his position in 'Notes on the art of poetry', written in
 1951, at Laugharne, in reply to questions posed by a student:

 One method the Surrealists used in their poetry was to juxtapose words and images that had
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 no rational relationship; and out of this they hoped to achieve a kind of subconscious, or
 dream, poetry that would be truer to the real, imaginative world of the mind, mostly sub-
 merged, than is the poetry of the conscious mind that relies upon the rational and the logical
 relationship of ideas, objects, and images.

 This is, very crudely, the credo of the Surrealists, and one with which I profoundly disagree.
 I do not mind from where the images of a poem are dragged up; drag them up, if you like,
 from the nethermost sea of the hidden self; but, before they reach the paper, they must go
 through all the rational processes of the intellect. The Surrealists, on the other hand, put their
 words down together on paper exactly as they emerge from chaos; they do not shape these
 words or put them in order; to them, chaos is the shape and order. This seems to me to be
 exceedingly presumptuous; the Surrealists imagine that whatever they dredge up from their
 subconscious selves and put down in paint or in words must, essentially, be of some interest or
 value. I deny this. One of the arts of the poet is to make comprehensible and articulate what
 might emerge from subconscious sources; one of the great main uses of the intellect is to select ,
 from the amorphous mass of subconscious images, those that will best further his imaginative
 purpose, which is to write the best poem he can.43

 Thomas remained convinced that the accusation that he was a surrealist arose from a

 basic misunderstanding of his complex and sometimes, he admitted, confused and
 over- weighted imagery.

 These accusations were directed vehemently at the 'Altarwise by owl-light' sonnet
 sequence, many critics seeing them as muddled, incoherent examples of surrealist
 profusion at its worst. Holbrook dismisses them as 'pretentious nonsense'44 and Davie
 claims that they are 'written according to principles which seem to me radically
 vicious'.45 More careful and detailed scholarship has discerned in them the kind of
 dialogues or tensions between two entities to be found in the volume of i S Poems , and
 a continuation of the general tendency of the 25 Poems volume to present the rela-
 tionship between the poet and his environment as part of his continuing search for a
 meaningful existence. 'This was the crucifixion on the mountain', though complex, is
 one of the least obscure of the sequence:

 This was the crucifixion on the mountain,
 Time's nerve in vinegar, the gallow grave
 As tarred with blood as the bright thorns I wept;
 The world's my wound, God's Mary in her grief,
 Bent like three trees and bird-papped through her shift
 With pins for teardrops is the long wound's woman.
 This was the sky, Jack Christ, each minstrel angle
 Drove in the heaven-driven of the nails

 Till the three-coloured rainbow from my nipples
 From pole to pole leapt round the snail-waked world
 I by the tree of thieves, all glory's sawbones,
 Unsex the skeleton this mountain minute,
 And by this blowclock witness of the sun
 Suffer the heaven's children through my heartbeat.46

 Alan Young again suggests a comparison with cinematic techniques as a useful way
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 into the poem, the crucifixion seen as being recorded from many angles by a film-
 director. Or we can turn to some of the work Picasso, a painter Thomas admired, was
 producing in the thirties. Many of his paintings present simultaneously several views
 of the same subject from different angles, some of which may be distorted.47 In fact in
 1933 Picasso had painted a small and intense Crucifixion, vivid in colouring, appalling
 in its use of distortion and conflicting scales, and stuffed with iconographical and
 stylistic references. In Picasso's Crucifixion the innocent victim is surrounded by
 monstrous heads, including those of Mary the mother of Jesus and Mary Magdalene,
 who bewail and also threaten the slight figure on the cross with their gaping jaws.
 Christ's side is lanced by a soldier-picador, while soldiers throw dice on a drum.
 Norbert Lynton sees the crucified Christ as representing the artist: 'The traditional
 theme, ubiquitous in Roman Catholic countries, yields a private image of despera-
 tion'.48 Picasso's painting could have provided a possible point of inspiration for
 Thomas, as Young suggests, reflecting as it does the same type of aggressive symbol-
 ism found in the poem.

 'This was the crucifixion on the mountain' opens with a bold affirmation of the
 crucial moment: 'Time's nerve in vinegar'. At the Incarnation, Christ entered into the
 temporal world as a man: his crucifixion represented the most sensitive point in time,
 its nerve. Thomas's line also echoes the response given to Christ's thirst, thus evoking
 the image of pain and cruelty, pain which is preserved or pickled, as by vinegar. The
 cross is vividly imagined as 'tarred with blood', the 'bright thorns' reminding us of
 medieval portraits of Christ's crown. Thomas identifies himself in anguish with Christ
 and several of those present at the crucifixion, seeing his wound as also that of the
 world, which is shared equally by the Virgin, who therefore becomes 'the long
 wound's woman'. The Gospel of St John records that 'there stood by the cross of
 Jesus his mother, and his mother's sister, Mary the wife of Cleophas, and Mary
 Magdalene'.49 This image of threeness is used in the poem to bring together the
 'three-coloured rainbow', sometimes used as a symbol of the Trinity in Renaissance
 paintings, and the 'three trees', as well as working with the many painfully sharp or
 pointed references in the poem to create a triple and complex image of womankind in
 'God's Mary in her grief.

 The phrase 'minstrel angle' is also open to various interpretations: Young sees it as
 a reference to the singing or instrument-playing cherubs found in many Renaissance
 paintings of the crucifixion, thus implying 'ministering angels',50 whereas Tindall
 suggests 'it could mean the minstrel's angles or poetic tricks and devices, of which
 Thomas had plenty'.51 This image could also be seen as reinforcing the redemptive
 importance of the crucifixion, making it an experience shared with all the elements of
 nature, which come from every corner of the 'snail- waked world' to drive in the nails
 and splash Christ's blood, rainbow-like, 'from pole to pole'. This interpretation
 would point to the word minute in 'this mountain minute' being used adjectivally; but
 the double sense of minute also meaning a brief moment of time juxtaposes the
 paradox of the crucifixion being an event of both local and universal significance.

 The closing lines of this sonnet see the crucified Christ as 'all glory's sawbones', a
 universal doctor who, through his sacrificial death, was able to cure humanity and
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 overcome the limitations of time, which is now like a dandelion turning to seed and
 becoming a mere 'blowclock'. The kingdom of God is now open and 'the heaven's
 children' are permitted to enter 'through my heartbeat'.

 'This was the crucifixion on the mountain' is the pivotal point of the 'Altarwise by
 owl-light' sequence which, through its rich coherence, intensity of image and creative
 use of language, is one of the best of Thomas's poems and arguably one of the most
 intense written in this century. The ostensible framework of the poem is 'the cruci-
 fixion on the mountain', but this subject is used more as an analogy than as the basis
 for an exposition of theological dogma. The general theme of the sequence is Thomas
 himself who, as Tindall says, 'like Joyce before him, was always comparing himself
 with Jesus, God, and the devil'.52 In this sense he uses the crucifixion of Christ as a
 metaphor for his own immolation, as 'suffering, creative Jesus-Thomas', on his 'tree
 of words'.53 Significantly, Holbrook overlooks Joyce's presumption but castigates
 Thomas for his frequent neurotic identification of himself with Christ.54 As in 'The
 force that through the green fuse drives the flower', this sonnet reaches towards an
 expression, in valid terms, of the poet's intuitive conception of the underlying
 harmony which is the basis of all created things. This is evidence of his belief that,
 through the medium of his art, we can discern, more clearly and more intensely,
 something of the meaning and mystery that lies between reality and our perception of
 it.

 This article has examined two of Thomas's early poems in detail, but numerous
 examples could be taken from the body of his work which overwhelmingly disprove
 the hostile critical orthodoxy which has been discussed, and testify to the depth and
 lucidity he was able to achieve. It is undeniable that not all of his poems achieve this
 degree of clarity and intensity: as he himself wrote in a letter to Henry Treece: 'Much
 of the obscurity is due to rigorous compression'.55 His working methods sometimes
 resulted in confused and confusing masses of images, which made him an easy prey
 for imitators, many of whom belonged to the group known as 'The New Apocalypse'.
 The damage which Thomas's reputation incurred as a result of these parodists, as well
 as critical accusations of deliberate obscurity and lack of seriousness, can now be seen
 in perspective.

 An examination of the manuscripts which Dylan Thomas meticulously and continu-
 ally worked over confirms Bayley's view of him as 'a laborious craftsman obsessed
 with the ways in which language can be brought more and more directly into contact
 with feelings and things'56- a view which Holbrook strove so strenuously to deny. In
 his approach to his thematic material, the sound and sense of his poems, Thomas
 rightly compared himself to a sculptor or carpenter, craftsmen who have a deep
 respect for shape and form. He insisted on this aspect of his work in a letter to Henry
 Treece: 'My poems are formed, they are not turned on like a tap at all, they are
 "watertight compartments".'57 As Paul Volsik has demonstrated, these metaphors
 emphasise the immutability of his material as opposed to that which flows and under-
 goes transformation but, paradoxically, he was able to achieve fluidity and motion
 within the confines of his 'watertight compartments'.58 His poetry shows a consistent
 development and disciplined control in his treatment of imagery; the use of clusters of
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 archetypal images, found in 'The force which through the green fuse drives the
 flower', help to create in the reader some form of identification with the emotions and
 sensations experienced by the poet. This affluent overflowing of imagery, which
 reached its apotheosis in the 'Altarwise by owl-light' sequence, was gradually re-
 placed by a more carefully worked out, concentrated use of images which often
 impose an overall pattern on each poem. Finally, in the last poems, the more tradi-
 tional devices of argument and narrative are used in conjunction with all the arts of
 poetic technique, of which he had made himself a master. Poetic inspiration and
 dedicated craftsmanship are the qualities which shine through all that is most perma-
 nent in his achievement and testify to his gift as a truly lyrical poet.
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 The ENGLISH JOURNAL
 Volume XLIII OCTOBER, 1954 Number 7

 The Poetry of Dylan Thomas
 DAVID DAICHES

 THE SUDDEN and premature death of
 Dylan Thomas produced elegies and
 appreciations in extraordinary numbers
 on both sides of the Atlantic. Thomas

 was the most poetical poet of our time.
 He talked and dressed and behaved

 and lived like a poet; he was reckless,
 flamboyant, irreverent, innocent, bawdy
 and bibulous. And his verse, too, had
 a romantic wildness about it that even

 the reader who could make nothing of it
 recognized as "poetic." In the February
 issue of the new London Magazine a
 26-year-old British poet wrote a letter
 saying that Thomas represented the
 "archetypal picture of the Poet" for
 his generation, and that the death of
 this wild and generous character pro-
 duced "something like a panic" in the
 world of letters. He was answered in the

 next issue of the magazine by a thirty-
 one-year-old poet who said that this
 was puerile nonsense and deplored what
 he called the "fulsome ballyhoo" which
 Thomas's death evoked on both Eng-
 land and America. There has perhaps
 been an element of ballyhoo in the re-
 cent spate of articles about Thomas;
 but sober critical judgment is difficult
 when one is writing of a brilliant young
 man who has died at the very height of
 his career (or at the very height of his
 promise: we shall never tell now). And

 surely the exaggeration of the sense of
 loss at the death of a poet is a sign of
 health in any culture. Now that the
 shock has in some degree worn off, how-
 ever, we can turn more soberly to ask
 the question: What sort of poetry did
 Dylan Thomas write, and how good
 is it?

 In a note to the collected edition of

 his poems, Thomas wrote: "These
 poems, with all their crudities, doubts,
 and confusions, are written for the love
 of Man and in praise of God... ." And
 in his prologue to the same volume he
 proclaimed his intention of celebrating
 the world and all that is in it:

 ... as I hack
 This rumpus of shapes
 For you to know
 How I, a spinning man,
 Glory also this star, bird
 Roared, sea born, man torn, blood blest.
 Hark: I trumpet the place,

 David Daiches has taught in Cornell
 University, the University Chicago, and
 Edinburgh University, and now lec-
 tures at his British alma mater, Cam-
 bridge University. His volumes of
 criticism include Poetry and the Mod-
 ern World (University of Chicago
 Press, 1940).
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 From fish to jumping hill! Look:
 I build my bellowing ark
 To the best of my love
 As the flood begins,
 Out of the fountainhead

 Of fear, rage red, manalive, . . .

 This prologue is a great hail to the
 natural world, and man as a part of it,
 and might be taken by the careless
 reader as an impressionist outpouring
 of celebratory exclamations:

 Huloo, my prowed dove with a flute!
 Ahoy, old, sea-legged fox,
 Tom tit and Dai mouse!

 My ark sings in the sun
 At God speeded summer's end
 And the flood flowers now.

 Yet in fact this spontaneous-seeming
 poem is a cunningly contrived work
 in two movements of fifty-one lines
 each, with the second section rhyming
 backwards with the first-the first line

 rhyming with the last, the second with
 the second last, and so on, the only pair
 of adjacent lines rhyming being the
 fifty-first and the fifty-second. Whether
 the ear catches this complicated cross
 rhyming or not, it is part of a cunning
 pattern of ebb and flow, of movement
 and counter-movement, which runs
 through the poem. This single piece of
 evidence is perhaps enough to prove
 that, for all the appearance of sponta-
 neity and sometimes of free association
 that his poems present to some readers,
 Thomas was a remarkably conscien-
 tious craftsman for whom meaning was
 bound up with pattern and order. No
 modern poet in English has had a
 keener sense of form or has handled

 stanzas and verse paragraphs-whether
 traditional or original-with more
 deliberate cunning.

 It is worth stressing this at the out-
 set, because there are still some people
 who talk of Thomas as though he were

 a writer of an inspired mad rhetoric,
 of glorious, tumbling, swirling lan-
 guage, which fell from his pen in mag-
 nificent disorder. He has been held up by
 some as the antithesis of Eliot and his

 school, renouncing the cerebral order-
 liness of the 1920's and the 1930's in
 favour of a new romanticism, an en-
 gaging irresponsibility. And on the
 other hand there are those who discuss

 his poems as though they are merely
 texts for exposition, ignoring the
 rhyme scheme and the complicated
 verbal and visual patterning to concen-
 trate solely on the intellectual implica-
 tions of the images. The truth is that
 Thomas is neither a whirling romantic
 nor a metaphysical imagist, but a poet
 who uses pattern and metaphor in a
 complex craftsmanship in order to
 create a ritual of celebration. He sees

 life as a continuous process, sees the
 workings of biology as a magical trans-
 formation producing unity out of
 identity, identity out of unity, the
 generations linked with one another
 and man linked with nature. Again and
 again in his early poems he seeks to find
 a poetic ritual for the celebration of
 this identity:

 Before I knocked and flesh let enter,
 With liquid hands tapped on the womb,
 I who was shapeless as the water
 That shaped the Jordan near my home
 Was brother to Mnetha's daughter
 And sister to the fathering worm.

 Or again:

 The force that through the green fuse
 drives the flower

 Drives my green age; that blasts the roots
 of trees

 Is my destroyer.

 And most clearly of all:

 This bread I break was once the oat,
 This wine upon a foreign tree
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 Plunged in its fruit;
 Man in the day or wind at night
 Laid the crops low, broke the grape's

 joy. ...

 This flesh you break, this blood you let
 Make desolation in the vein,
 Were oat and grape
 Born of the sensual root and sap;
 My wine you drink, my bread you snap.

 Man is locked in a round of identi-

 ties; the beginning of growth is also the
 first movement towards death, the
 beginning of love is the first move to-
 wards procreation which in turn moves
 towards new growth, and the only way
 out of time's squirrel-cage is to em-
 brace the unity of man with nature, of
 the generations with each other, of the
 divine with the human, of life with
 death, to see the glory and the wonder
 of it. If we ignore the cosmic round to
 seize the moment when we think we

 have it, we are both deluded and
 doomed:

 I see the boys of summer in their ruin
 Lay the gold tithings barren,
 Setting no store by harvest, freeze the soils;
 There in their heat the winter floods

 Of frozen loves they fetch their girls,
 And drown the cargoed apples in their

 tides.

 Those boys of light are curdlers in their
 folly,

 Sour the boiling honey;...

 This is from an early poem; and several
 of these early poems strike this note--
 the note of doom in the midst of present
 pleasure, for concealed in each moment
 lie change and death. Thomas did not
 rush towards the celebration of unity
 in all life and all time which later be-

 came an important theme of comfort
 for him; he moved to it through dis-
 illusion and experiment. The force that
 drives the flower and the tree to full

 burgeoning and then to death, would
 destroy him also. Only later came the
 realisation that such destruction is no

 destruction, but a guarantee of im-
 mortality, of perpetual life in a cosmic
 eternity:

 And death shall have no dominion.

 Dead men naked they shall be one
 With the man in the wind and the west

 moon;

 When their bones are picked clean and the
 clean bones gone,

 They shall have stars at elbow and foot;
 Though they go mad they shall be sane,
 Though they sink through the sea they shall

 rise again;
 Though lovers be lost love shall not,
 And death shall have no dominion.

 It is this thought that sounds the note
 of triumph in "Ceremony after a Fire
 Raid" and which provides the comfort
 in "A Refusal to Mourn the Death, by
 Fire, of a Child in London."

 "A Refusal to Mourn" is a poem
 worth pausing at, for it illustrates not
 only a characteristic theme of what
 might be called the middle Thomas, but
 also a characteristic way of handling
 the theme. The poem is ritualistic in
 tone; its dominant images are sacra-
 mental; and the cunningly contrived
 rise and fall of the cadence of each
 stanza adds to the note of formal

 ceremony. There are four stanzas, the
 first two and one line of the third con-

 taining a single sentence which swells
 out to a magnificent surge of meaning.
 Then, after a pause, the final stanza
 makes a concluding ritual statement, an
 antiphonal chant answering the first
 three stanzas. The paraphrasable mean-
 ing of the poem is simple enough: the
 poet is saying that never, until the end
 of the world and the final return of all

 things to their primal elements, will he
 distort the meaning of the child's death
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 by mourning. One dies but once, and
 through that death becomes re-united
 with the timeless unity of things. But
 the paraphrasable meaning is not, of
 course, the meaning of the poem, which
 is expanded at each point through a
 deliberately sacramental imagery while
 at the same time the emotion is con-

 trolled and organized by the cadences
 of the stanza. The first stanza and a
 half describes the end of the world as a

 return from differentiated identity to
 elemental unity:

 Never until the mankind making
 Bird beast and flower

 Fathering and all humbling darkness
 Tells with silence the last light breaking
 And the still hour

 Is come of the sea tumbling in harness

 And I must enter again the round
 Zion of the water bead

 And the synagogue of the ear of corn
 Shall I let pray the shadow of a sound
 Or sow my salt seed
 In the least valley of sackcloth to mourn

 The majesty and burning of the child's
 death. ...

 There is no obscurity here, to anybody
 who knows Thomas's idiom. We have

 only to recall "This bread I break was
 once the oat" to realise the significance
 of the first three lines of the second
 stanza. The water bead and the ear of

 corn are symbolic primal elements, to
 which all return at the end. But why
 "Zion of the water bead" and "syna-
 gogue of the ear of corn"? The answer
 is simply that these are sacramental
 images intended to give a sacramental
 meaning to the statement. It is a kind
 of imagery of which Thomas is very
 fond (one can find numerous other
 examples, among them such a phrase
 as "the parables of sun light" in "Poem
 in October" or his use of Adam and

 Christ in his earlier peoems). One

 might still ask why he says "syna-
 gogue" and not "church." The answer,
 I think, is that he wants to shock the
 reader into attention to the sacramental

 meaning. A more everyday religious
 word might pass by as a conventional
 poetic image; but "synagogue" attracts
 our attention at once; it has no mean-
 ing other than its literal one, and there-
 fore can be used freshly in a non-literal
 way. The third stanza continues:
 I shall not murder

 The mankind of her going with a grave
 truth

 Nor blaspheme down the stations of her
 breath

 With any further
 Elegy of innocence and youth.

 Here words like "mankind," "blas-
 pheme," "stations of her breath" (re-
 calling "station of the Cross") play an
 easily discernible part in the expansion
 of the meaning, while the pun in "grave
 truth" represents a device common
 enough in modern poetry. The conclud-
 ing stanza gives the reason, the counter-
 statement:

 Deep with the first dead lies London's
 daughter,

 Robed in the long friends,
 The grains beyond age, the dark veins of

 her mother,
 Secret by the unmourning water
 Of the riding Thames.
 After the first death, there is no other.

 This echoes, in its own way, the open-
 ing stanza; but its tone is new; it is
 that of liturgical proclamation. We
 need not wince at the suggestion that
 "long friends" means (among other
 things) worms; worms for Thomas
 were not disgusting, but profoundly
 symbolic: like maggots they are ele-
 ments of corruption and thus of re-
 unification, of eternity.

 How much a poem of this kind owes
 to the imagery and to the cadence, as
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 well as to the careful patterning, can be
 seen at once if one takes the perhaps
 extreme method of turning its para-
 phrasable content into conventional
 rhymed verse:

 Not until doomsday's final call
 And all the earth returns once more

 To that primaeval home of all,
 When on that insubstantial shore

 The tumbling primal waters foam
 And silence rules her lonely home,

 And I return to whence I came,
 The sacramental child of earth,
 Joining with nature to proclaim
 A death that is a second birth-

 No, not until that final sleep
 Will I for this dead infant weep.

 She lies with her ancestral dead,
 The child of London, home at last
 To earth from whence all life is bred

 And present mingles with the past.
 The unmourning waters lap her feet:
 She has no second death to meet.

 This is doggerel, of course, but it con-
 tains, in however crude a form, the
 essential paraphrasable meaning of the
 Thomas poem-yet misses everything
 of any significance about it. The note
 of ritual, of sacrament, of celebration,
 achieved through his special use of
 imagery and by other devices, is central
 in Thomas's poetry.

 I have not given a critical analysis
 of the poem, which space forbids, but
 merely suggested a way of looking at
 it. "A Refusal to Mourn" is a charac-
 teristic poem of one phase of Thomas's
 career, during which he was drawing
 together his impressions of the unity of
 all creation and all time to serve the

 purpose of a specific occasion. His
 earlier poems often fail by being too
 packed with metaphor suggestive of
 identity. Words like "Adam," "Christ,"
 "ghost," "worm," "Womb," phrases
 like "the mouth of time," "death's

 feather," "beach of flesh," "hatching
 hair," "half-tracked thigh," abound,
 and though each has its orderly place
 in the poem the reader often feels
 dulled by the continuous impact of
 repeated words of this kind. The
 sonnet-sequence, "Altarwise by owl-
 light," contains some brilliant identify-
 ing imagery (suggesting the identity
 of man with Christ, of creation with
 death, of history with the present),
 but it is altogether too closely packed,
 too dense, to come across effectively.
 The opening is almost a self-parody:

 Altarwise by owl-light in the half-way
 house

 The gentleman lay graveward with his
 furies;

 Abaddon in the hangnail cracked from
 Adam,

 And, from his fork, a dog among the fairies,
 The atlas-eater with a jaw for news,
 Bit out the mandrake with to-morrow's

 scream. ...

 The careful explicator will be able to
 produce informative glosses on each of
 these phrases, but the fact remains that
 the poem is congested with its meta-
 phors, and the reader is left with a feel-
 ing of oppression. A fair number of
 Thomas's earlier poems are obscure
 for this reason. It is not the obscurity
 of free association or of references to

 private reading, but an obscurity which
 results from an attempt to pack too
 much into a short space, to make every
 comma tell, as it were. With his con-
 tinuous emphasis on birth, pre-natal
 life, the relation of parent to child,
 growth, the relation of body and spirit,
 of life to death, of human and animal
 to vegetable, and similar themes, and
 his constant search for devices to cele-

 brate these and identify them with each
 other, he does not want one word to
 slip which may help in building up the
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 total pattern of meaning. One of his
 poems shows how the making of con-
 tinuous connections and identities can
 bewilder the reader:

 To-day, this insect, and the world I breathe,
 Now that my symbols have outelbowed

 space,

 Time at the city spectacles, and half
 The dear, daft time I take to nudge the

 sentence,
 In trust and tale have I divided sense,
 Slapped down the guillotine, the blood-red

 double
 Of head and tail made witnesses to this

 Murder of Eden and green genesis.

 He is saying here, in his compact meta-
 phorical way, that expression in lan-
 guage (which means expression in
 time) breaks up and so distorts the
 original vision. In his desire to avoid
 that breaking up he sometimes piles up
 the images and metaphores until the
 reader simply cannot construe the lines
 (as in the sixth stanza of "When, like
 a Running Grace"). But it must be
 emphasised that this is not the fault of
 a bad romantic poetry, too loose and
 exclamatory, but comes from what can
 perhaps be called the classical vice of
 attempting to press too much into a
 little space.

 Thomas progressed from those
 poems in which his techniques of identi-
 fication are sometimes pressed too far,
 through a period of "occasional" verse
 in which he focussed his general no-
 tions on particular incidents and situa-
 tions to give a grave and formal
 ceremonial poetry ("A Refusal to
 Mourn," "Do not go gentle into that
 good night," "On the Marriage of a
 Virgin," etc.) to a period of more
 limpid, open-worked poetry in which,
 instead of endeavouring to leap outside
 time into a pantheistic cosmos beyond
 the dimensions, he accepts time and

 change and uses memory as an elegiac
 device ("Poem in October," "Fern
 Hill," "Over Sir John's Hill," "Poem
 on His Birthday"). But these divisions
 are not strictly chronological, nor do
 they take account of all the kinds of
 verse he was writing. There is,
 for example, "A Winter's Tale," a
 "middle" poem, which handles a uni-
 versal folk theme with a quiet beauty
 that results from perfect control of the
 imagery. It is far too long a poem to
 quote, and it needs to be read as a
 whole to be appreciated: it is one of
 Thomas's half dozen truly magnificent
 poems.

 Another remarkable poem, which
 does not quite fit into my three-fold
 classification, is "Vision and Prayer,"
 a finely wrought pattern-poem in two
 parts of six stanzas each. In no other
 poem has Thomas so successfully
 handled the theme of the identity of
 himself, everyman, and Christ. He
 imagines himself addressing the un-
 born Christ who, in his mother's womb,
 seems separated from himself by a
 "wall thin as a wren's bone." The infant

 in the next room replies, explaining
 that it is his destiny to storm out across
 the partition that separates man from
 God, and the poet identifies himself
 with the glory and suffering of Christ's
 redemptive career. The first part of the
 poem blazes to a conclusion with a
 vision of the triumph and pain of
 Christ's death. The second movement
 begins in a slow, hushed, almost mutter-
 ing cadence: the poet prays that Christ
 remain in the womb, for men are in-
 different and wanton and not worth
 redemption. Let the splendour of
 Christ's martyrdom remain unrevealed;
 "May the crimson/ Sun spin a grave
 grey/ And the colour of clay/ Stream
 upon his martyrdom." But as he ends
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 this sad prayer the sun of God blazes
 forth and takes up the poet in its
 lightning. "The sun roars at the
 prayer's end." No summary or partial
 quotation can do justice to the force
 and brilliance of this most cunningly
 modulated poem. The stanzas of the
 first part are diamond-shaped, and
 those of the second part hour-glass
 shaped, and this visual device is not
 arbitrary, but reflects and answers the
 movement of the thought and emotion
 at each point.
 Of the more limpid, open-worked

 poems of the third period, "Poem in
 October" (though written earlier than
 the others in this group) can stand as
 an excellent example. The poet, on his
 thirtieth birthday, is remembering his
 past and seeing himself in the familiar
 Welsh landscape as a boy with his
 mother:

 It was my thirtieth year to heaven
 Woke to my hearing from harbour and

 neighbour wood
 And the mussel pooled and the heron

 Priested shore

 The morning beckon
 With water praying and call of seagull and

 rook

 And the knock of sailing boats on the net
 webbed wall

 Myself to set foot
 That second

 In the still sleeping town and set forth.

 Again we have the sacramentalising of
 nature ("heron priested shore") and we
 have also a sense of glory in the natural
 world which Thomas learned to render

 more and more effectively as his art ma-
 tured. Again, one cannot see the quality
 of the poem from an extract; elegy is
 combined with remembrance and com-

 memoration, and the emotion rises and
 falls in a fine movement.

 Thomas's most recently published
 work is his radio play, "Under Milk

 Wood," which was broadcast by the
 B.B.C.'s Third Programme some
 months ago and won instant approval
 among professional critics and laymen
 alike. In writing for the radio Thomas
 naturally avoided any too close packing
 of the imagery, and chose a style closer
 to that of "Poem in October" than to

 that of his earlier poems. In spite of an
 occasional touch of sentimentality,
 "Under Milk Wood" is a remarkable

 performance-one of the few examples
 in our time of spoken poetry' which is
 both good and popular. In estimating
 the loss to literature of Thomas's early
 death, I should be inclined to put the cut-
 ting short of his career as a poet for the
 radio as the most serious of all. Thomas

 was by instinct a popular poet-as he
 wrote:

 Not for the proud man apart
 From the raging moon I write
 On these spendthrift pages
 Nor for the towering dead
 With their nightingales and psalms
 But for the lovers, their arms
 Round the griefs of the ages,
 Who pay no praise or wages
 Nor heed my craft or art.

 He had no desire to be difficult or eso-
 teric. He drew on the Bible and on uni-
 versal folk themes rather than on

 obscure late classical writers or Jessie
 Weston's "From Ritual to Romance."

 In "Under Milk Wood" he put into
 simple yet powerful and cunning verse a
 day in the life of a Welsh village, with
 each character rendered in terms of

 some particular human weakness or
 folly. Unlike, Eliot, Thomas accepted

 1 I call the language of "Under Milk Wood"
 poetry, though it is prose to the eye. When I
 wrote this, I had heard the play twice but I had
 not read it, and there is no doubt that to the ear
 it is poetry. The opposite is true of T. S. Eliot's
 later plays, where the language is verse to the
 eye but prose to the ear.
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 man as he was: he had a relish for hu-

 manity. By the end of his life he had
 learned to be both poetically honest and
 poetically simple-a difficult combina-
 tion, especially in our time. And in
 choosing the spoken verse of the radio
 as a medium he was pointing the way to-
 wards a bridging of the appalling gap in
 our culture between professional critic
 and ordinary reader.

 Was he a great poet? Against him it
 can be argued that his range was se-
 verely limited, that (in his earlier
 poems) he overdid a handful of images
 and phrases to the point almost of paro-

 dying himself, that many of his poems
 are clotted with an excess of parallel-
 seeking metaphors. I doubt if he wrote
 a dozen really first-rate poems (they
 would include, among those not hither-
 to mentioned here, "In the White
 Giant's Thigh" and "In Country
 Sleep"). In his favour it can be claimed
 that at his best he is magnificent, as well
 as original in tone and technique, and
 that he was growing in poetic stature
 to the last. Perhaps the question is, in
 the most literal sense, academic. It is
 enough that he wrote some poems that
 the world will not willingly let die.

 Bibliography'

 DYLAN THOMAS. Collected Poems, 1934-1953. London: J. M. Dent
 and Sons, 1953; New York: New Directions, 1953.

 RICHARD R. WERRY. "The Poetry of Dylan Thomas, " College English
 11 (February 1950), 252-56.

 HENRY W. WELLS. "Voice and Verse in Dylan Thomas' Play," Col-
 lege English 15 (May 1954), 438-44.

 2Added by the editor; not available to Mr. Daiches in England at the time of writing.

 School Play Cast

 A Midsummer Night's Dream

 They are building a house of laughter and gay romance-
 Building it out of the stuff of a poet's trance.
 Shimmering rhythms are the walls of it,
 And lines that tease the mind are the halls of it.
 The window phrases look on garden plots
 Where bloom youth's whimsical forget-me-nots;
 And fancy dews each fact with lovely words
 That echo like the notes of singing birds.
 Oh, the actors are building a house of love and laughter-
 And their hearts will dwell in it forever after.

 RUTH MARY WEEKS

 Paseo High School
 Kansas City, Missouri
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 DYLAN THOMAS AND
 'THE FLESH'S VISION"
 by William Green way

 Xvobert Graves once exasperatedly offered a reward of one pound to
 anyone who could make sense of "If my head hurt a hair's foot."
 M. J. C. Hodgart stepped forth to claim the prize, suggesting a
 by-now-familiar reading, that one of the speakers in the poem is a timid
 and respectful fetus who does not want to be born if his birth will cause
 any pain or trouble: "If my bunched, monkey coming is cruel/Rage me
 back to the making house."1 The other speaker in the poem, the mother,
 answers, "Thrust, my daughter or son, to escape, there is none, none,
 none," suggesting that birth, as so often in Thomas's poems, is but the
 first step toward death, and there is no escape. Each stanza of the poem
 is enclosed in quotation marks, a fact that Graves, who remained
 unconvinced and didn't pay the pound, either overlooked or
 undervalued.2 Constantine Fitzgibbon agrees with Hodgart's reading,
 calling the poem Llewelyn Thomas's "nativity poem."3

 It is less surprising to us now that Dylan Thomas would assume the
 voice of a fetus, for we know a little better now that he regularly used
 unusual perspectives. They were acknowledged as his poetic signature by
 even the earliest Thomas scholars, such as Elder Olson:

 His imagination is first of all a strange one, an odd one; he sees things
 quite differently from the way we should .... He looks into what we
 should find opaque, looks down on something we are wont to look up at,
 looks up where we should look down, peers in where we should peer out,
 and out where we should look in.4

 Because Thomas has a tendency to approach his subject matter from
 unexpected angles, it helps if the reader knows who is speaking in a
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 particular poem, where they are speaking from (for there can be more
 than one speaker), and how they are looking at, or "seeing," whatever it
 is they are looking at. Much of Thomas's diction?the bones, worms,
 and herons that Caitlin Thomas joked about when describing his
 poems?is determined by his subject matter and perspectives. For
 Thomas is rarely just the here-and-now poet, walking along or sitting on
 the ground ruminating on the world around him. He is more frequently
 to be found hovering above the earth, as in "Author's Prologue," where
 he is Noah, sailing his ark "Over the wound asleep/Sheep white hollow
 farms" (50-51). Sometimes, as in "I fellowed sleep," his overview seems
 to expand to include the whole world:

 I fled the earth and, naked, climbed the weather,
 Reaching a second ground far from the stars;
 And there we wept, I and a ghostly other,
 My mothers-eyed, upon the tops of trees. . . . (6-9)

 At other times, as in "I, in my intricate image," Thomas, like Ariel,
 does business in the veins of the earth:

 Beginning with doom in the ghost, and the springing marvels,
 Image of images, my metal phantom
 Forcing forth through the harebell,
 My man of leaves and the bronze root, mortal, unmortal,
 I, in my fusion of rose and male motion,
 Create this twin miracle. (13-18)

 If we know that Thomas, as an observer of reality, has a tendency to
 jump around, to see things from different, unusual perspectives, we can
 make the imaginative adjustments necessary to locate, recognize, and,
 quite literally, identify with the speaker in a specific poem. But if we do
 not know Thomas very well, we can feel disoriented in his poems; and
 disorientation is probably why many readers feel threatened by Thomas.
 They do not trust him because he does not indicate where they should, so
 to speak, stand in the poem, how they should view the action.

 In "Where once the waters of your face," for instance, the "waters"
 referred to in the poem are no longer there; only a dry seabed remains.
 The poem recalls the sea from the perspective of where it used to be, the
 seabed, which is still somehow submarine, having its "dead," "salt and
 root and roe," "wet fruits," "clocking tides," and "lovebeds of the
 weeds":

 Where once the waters of your face
 Spun to my screws, your dry ghost blows,
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 The dead turns up its eye;
 Where once the mermen through your ice
 Pushed up their hair, the dry wind steers
 Through salt and root and roe.

 Where once your green knots sank their splice
 Into the tided cord, there goes
 The green unraveller,
 His scissors oiled, his knife hung loose
 To cut the channels at their source
 And lay the wet fruits low.

 Invisible, your clocking tides
 Break on the lovebeds of the weeds;
 The weed of love's left dry;
 There round about your stones the shades
 Of children go who, from their voids,
 Cry to the dolphined sea.

 Dry as a tomb, your coloured lids
 Shall not be latched while magic glides
 Sage on the earth and sky;
 There shall be corals in your beds,
 There shall be serpents in your tides,
 Till all our sea-faiths die.

 Though the sea is no longer here, the diction says it is; even the tenses
 maintain its presence. The expected past tense of "Where once the waters
 of your face/Spun to my screws," and its twin construction in the
 second stanza, "Where once your green knots sank their splice," gives
 way to the present tense: the wind steers, the green unraveller goes to cut
 and lay the wet fruits low, and invisible tides break. Nautical terms are
 interspersed with others suggestive of water: "steers," "channels,"
 "tides," "source," "lovebeds of the weeds" (beds of seaweed), "roe"
 and "wet." The perspective of the poem seems to move up and down,
 from sea bottom to sea surface, not from side to side as you would
 expect in a poem about a dry plain. The sea is clearly still here for
 Thomas, and always "shall" be:

 There shall be corals in your beds,
 There shall be serpents in your tides,
 Till all our sea-faiths die. (20-23)

 The poem invites comparison with others that use the sea as metaphor,
 such as Arnold's "Dover Beach," in which the "Sea of Faith" retreating
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 down the shingles of the world leaves a "darkling plain." But Thomas's
 poem is more closely akin to, say, Prufrock's lingering "in the chambers
 of the sea" (emphasis added), or even "Full Fathom Five Thy Father
 Lies," both of which evoke a surreal submarine world, a weird
 "landscape." Yet in Thomas's poetry the setting, and the perspective, is
 almost never so clear, for it depends less on an overt logical structure, or
 metaphysical conceit, than on an accretion of images. The perspective is
 implicit, residing in the diction.

 The facts about "Where once the waters of your face" only emphasize
 its perspective, for the bay, the arm of the sea that inspired the poem, at

 Worm's Head on the Gower Peninsula, is still there, still connected to,
 "spliced" into, the sea. Yet at low tide it is temporarily dry, and Thomas
 sees this dry bay as a metaphor for someone, probably a woman,
 irrevocably cut off from life, love, happiness, or fecundity, even though
 in his imagination, memory, or faith (perhaps the "magic" of the poem),
 the bay will always be there, always have coral in its tides. In fact, the
 perspective of the poem, that the sea is still there even when it is not, is
 what the poem is about, what Thomas believes?his "sea-faith."

 If Thomas is saying in the poem that love will always exist, even when
 it no longer appears to, the poem employs, I think, a good metaphor?
 if, that is, you accept Thomas's imaginative premise: that a sea no longer
 there is still "there." But many readers object to precisely this kind of
 typical Dylanism, which they find farfetched and convoluted, and many
 critics think tortured. To further complicate matters, Thomas seldom
 helps his readers with any overt information, such as epigraphs or,
 especially, titles, as Crane does with his submarine poem, "At Melville's
 Tomb." Thomas could have, for instance, titled "Where once the waters
 of your face" "Worm's Head" or "Low Tide." Such titles for Thomas
 would be as strange as a poem called "Come to the Window, Love" by
 Matthew Arnold, but they would give the reader a clue to the
 perspective. However, unlike the beach in "Dover Beach," Worm's
 Head is really not the setting of the poem any more than Ann Jones's
 farm is the setting for the later poem "Fern Hill." The setting of the
 poem is its perspective, a place that does not exist except in Thomas's
 imagination. In "Where once the waters of your face," there are two
 settings, one real, the other imagined, one present, the other past,
 existing side by side, parallel.

 It is not surprising, then, that Robert Graves failed to recognize that a
 fetus was one of the speakers in a poem titled "If my head hurt a hair's
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 foot," much less that the perspective in the poem shifts, without the poet
 telling us, from that of the child to that of the mother halfway through.
 In some poems, such as "My world is pyramid," Thomas changes
 perspectives many times, alternately speaking from the earth, then the
 sky, of various continents and historical ages:

 My grave is watered by the crossing Jordan.
 The Arctic scut, and basin of the South,
 Drip on my dead house garden.
 Who seek me landward, marking in my mouth
 The straws of Asia, lose me as I turn
 Through the Atlantic corn. (43-48)

 Thomas uses his poetic imaginative eye like a camera, cutting from one
 perspective to another, panning, zooming from an overview to a
 close-up, and then pulling back for another wide-angle shot. Even within
 a line or a phrase Thomas will change his perspectives, as he does in the
 lines quoted above, cutting across time, by alluding to the Jordan, the
 river in which Jesus was baptized, and flying across space, by focusing
 first on the "straws" and then expanding to a vast image of Asia,
 turning to another large image, the Atlantic, and then diving down again
 to focus on "corn." In "I, in my intricate image," we again see Thomas
 rapidly changing perspectives, swooping about almost puckishly:

 My images stalk the trees and the slant sap's tunnel,
 No tread more perilous, the green steps and spire
 Mount on man's footfall,
 I with the wooden insect in the tree of nettles,
 In the glass bed of grapes with snail and flower,
 Hearing the weather fall. (25-30)

 They climb the country pinnacle,
 Twelve winds encounter by the white host at pasture,
 Corner the mounted meadows in the hill corral;
 They see the squirrel stumble,
 The haring snail go giddily round the flower,
 A quarrel of weathers and trees in the windy spiral. (36-42)

 Thomas sees images of himself in everything, and he can assume their
 perspectives at a moment's notice. Karl Shapiro agrees that Thomas's
 perspectives change quickly and dramatically: "One is always confused in
 Thomas by not knowing whether he is using the microscope or the
 telescope; he switches from one to the other with ease and without
 warning."5
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 Unusual perspectives, and the knack of changing from one to the
 other, come easily and naturally for Thomas, who seems to feel that
 looking at the world from different viewpoints is unusual only if we are
 satisfied with our limited, conventional way of seeing. He says in a letter,
 somewhat whimsically:

 Think how much wiser we would be if it were possible to change our angles
 of perspective as regularly as we change our vests, a certain period would
 be spent in propelling ourselves along on our backs, in order to see the sky
 properly and all the time, and another period in drifting belly downwards
 through the air in order to see the earth. As it is, this perpetual right angle
 of ours leads to a prejudiced vision. Probably this was the divine plan,
 anyway, but I certainly intend to spend more time lying on my back, and
 will even, if circumstances permit, follow Mr. Chesterton's admirable
 advice and spend as much time as possible standing on my head.6

 Different perspectives are important to Thomas, but one perspective in
 particular is the most important: that from inside the human body.
 Thomas calls this perspective in "All All and All the Dry Worlds
 Lever," "the flesh's vision," and uses it more than any other.

 Thomas's view of reality, both perceptually and philosophically forces
 him to amend the language so that it can duplicate with words what, and
 how, he sees. And the poetry, Thomas says, is intended to communicate
 the vision, not just duplicate it: "But every line is meant to be
 understood; the reader is meant to understand every poem by thinking
 and feeling about it, and not by sucking it in through his pores, or
 whatever he is meant to do with surrealist writing."7
 When a reader approaches Thomas, he is asked to suspend his

 disbelief for a while and look at the world through other eyes, eyes that
 see the world fresh, alive, and interconnected, with humankind not over
 nature but in it, a part of its spirit. Thomas's perceptions and language
 make this participation possible. To approach Thomas's language with
 the same expectations with which we approach Eliot's and Auden's is to
 look for something that is not there, and to miss what is.

 NOTES

 1 Dylan Thomas, Collected Poems (New York: New Directions, 1957)
 11-12.

 2William T. Moynihan, The Craft and Art of Dylan Thomas (Ithaca,
 N.Y.: Cornell UP, 1966) 72.
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 3Constantine Fitzgibbon, The Life of Dylan Thomas (London: J. M. Dent
 and Sons, 1965) 186. Fitzgibbon reports that Thomas often said his ideal place to
 be was a "womb with a view."

 4Elder Olson, The Poetry of Dylan Thomas (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago
 Press, 1954) 12.

 5Karl Shapiro, "Dylan Thomas," Dylan Thomas: A Collection of Critical
 Essays, ed. C. B. Cox (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1966) 176.

 6Dylan Thomas, Selected Letters of Dylan Thomas, ed. Constantine
 Fitzgibbon (New York: New Directions, 1966) 85.

 7Thomas, Letters 161.
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 PHILIP LARKIN

 Katha Pollitt

 W t,tas there ever an English poet who lived a duller,
 drabber, more unpoetical life than Philip Larkin?

 A lifelong bachelor who drudged for most of his adult
 hood as a university librarian in the provincial city of
 Hull, he seems to have constructed his existence largely
 around refusals. He lived, until well into his fifties, in
 lodgings; scorned the paraliterary activities-poetry read
 ings, lectures and talks, residencies-by which most poets
 augment their incomes and advance their notoriety; ig
 nored foreign literature, including American literature;
 disliked London and never went abroad ("I wouldn't
 mind seeing China," he told one interviewer, "if I could
 come back the same day"). "My life is as simple as I
 can make it," he told Paris Review in 1982. "Work all
 day, then cook, eat, wash up, telephone, hack writing,
 drink and television." It was not a life without ordinary
 pleasures-he loved jazz and in the 1960s reviewed it
 regularly in the Daily Telegraph; he had friends and
 colleagues and even, to judge by his poems, romances,
 although apparently not very happy ones; his book re
 views and casual literary essays (collected under the
 typically barbed title Required Writing) sparkle with

 wit and fun. But his diversions were mostly solitary, and
 tinged with a kind of belligerent nostalgia: for Ellington
 and Bechet as opposed to Charlie Parker ("a paranoiac
 drug addict"), for the shabby-genteel high-church comic
 novels of Barbara Pym, whom he helped restore to the
 public eye. Perhaps the authorized biography now in
 preparation will reveal another side to this picture, but
 the evidence before us now, at the time of the publica
 tion of his Collected Poems by Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
 makes the reclusive life of, say, Christina Rossetti (a
 favorite of his) look positively vibrant with drama and
 interest.

 Almost a kind of anti-life, one might say, avoiding with
 equal adroitness the cozy constraints of conventional hus
 band-and-fatherhood and the roaring-boy privileges of

 [250]
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 the poet. But then his poetry is, in several ways, a kind of
 anti-poetry. Like his colleagues in the 1950s British group
 of poets called The Movement, he rejected the lush and
 mystical palette of Dylan Thomas in favor of wit, clarity,
 vernacular language and subjects drawn from contem
 porary life, especially depressing, banal ones: boring jobs
 ("Toads," "Toads Revisited"), billboard advertisements
 ("Sunny Prestatyn"), lonely, marginal people ("Mr. Blea
 ney," "Faith Healing"), gray, industrial landscapes (pas
 sim), sexual failure (also passim). Modernist writers held
 no charm for him. One might argue, indeed, that his
 entire oeuvre could have been produced word for word
 had twentieth-century literature stopped with his beloved
 Thomas Hardy-but to do so would be to miss the aggres
 sive and programmatic element in his own aesthetic, the
 way in which his poems present themselves as fragments
 of sanity and realism shored against the ruin of poetry
 at the hands of "mad lads" and American professors.
 'Writing poetry," he said, "is playing off the natural
 rhythms and word order of speech against the artificiali
 ties of rhyme and meter." Take that, Mr. Pound! Even
 his famously meagre output-four slender books in four
 decades-is a kind of rebuke.

 So striking is this element of aggression-the wogs
 begin-at-Calais insularity, the comical misogyny and ob
 scenity, the gleeful horror at lower-class bad taste, the
 relentless focus on illness, old age, death-that one some
 times wonders if Larkin isn't having us on a bit, playing
 the part of a poetical W. C. Fields down to the hatred
 of children ("selfish, noisy, cruel, vulgar little brutes")
 and the fondness for a good stiff drink. Did he really not
 know who Jorge Luis Borges was? Consider "Passing my
 driving test first go" one of the most supremely happy
 moments of his life? One is reminded of the aging pub
 crawlers who populate his friend and fellow Movement
 poet Kingsley Amis's recent novel The Old Devils-its
 title a nod to Larkin's great poem The Old Fools-or in
 deed of Amis's own much-publicized curmudgeonhood.

 Some critics have found this side of Larkin so im
 probable a source of serious poetry, and so morally un
 acceptable anyway, that they have suggested it really
 was all a pose. This view, however, fails to acknowledge

 [251 ]
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 the seamlessness of Larkin's self-presentation in many
 different kinds of writing and the full range of his dis
 tastes. One might pretend to hate children, but surely,
 in the late twentieth century, one would not pretend to
 be an anti-Semite (see "Posterity," in which "Jake Balo
 kowsky, my biographer," a repellent on-the-make aca
 demic, "makes the money sign" when mentioning in-laws).
 More important, this view fails to account for the fact
 that the poems Larkin wrote in his curmudgeon vein are
 extraordinary spirited productions, instantly memorizable,
 and often very funny. Read as dramatic monologues, or
 sops to the public, they lose much of their immediacy.
 "They fuck you up, your mum and dad," "Books are a
 load of crap," "Life is first boredom, then fear" (amended
 by Amis as "life is first boredom, then more boredom" )
 they may not be "A thing of beauty is a joy forever," but
 are they not as confidently asserted, and as true?

 But, of course, bile and despair are not the whole story,
 either of human existence or of Larkin's poetry. The pub
 lication of the Collected Poems allows us to complicate
 our appreciation of Larkin's accomplishment-despite, it
 must be said, the murky editing of Anthony Thwaite. We
 must be grateful to Thwaite-for bringing out the book
 so quickly (Larkin died, of throat cancer, in 1985), for
 his careful datings, for unearthing so many unpublished
 poems (eighty-three, the equivalent of two full volumes)
 and, most of all, for deciding to print them. Like the
 executors of Virgil and Kafka, Thwaite must have had
 twingeful moments when he wondered if perhaps the
 writer really meant it when he directed, in one clause
 of his fortunately ambiguous will, that his unpublished
 work be destroyed.

 That said, it's hard to understand what sleepless cogi
 tations produced the confusing plan of this book. Larkin
 thought long and carefully about which poems to publish
 and in what order; each of his volumes was beautifully
 and shrewdly shaped. Why throw his judgments out the
 window? The collected poems produced by Elizabeth
 Bishop's editors could have served as a model here: re
 print the published books, with the poems excluded from
 each in separate interlarded sections and the immature
 work in an appendix. Thwaite does list the contents of
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 each book, but the text itself is strictly chronological,
 mingling published poems with unpublished and even un
 finished ones, to the subtle diminishment of all. Thwaite
 has also decided that Larkin's mature work begins in
 1946 (Larkin himself put the date much later, around
 1950), and so relegates Larkin's first book, The North
 Ship, to an appendix of juvenilia, with poems from the
 high-school magazine and undergraduate notebooks. The
 volume thus opens with some of the poems Larkin gath
 ered for a second, much-rejected and ultimately aban
 doned manuscript, In the Grip of Light (others, to make
 matters even more tangled, appear in the back). This
 seems very strange. Larkin never disowned The North
 Ship, and, indeed, allowed it to be reprinted in 1965,
 with a puckish foreword asking the reader's patience
 with his youthful ardors and vapors. Most of the poems
 in In the Grip of Light-even the title sounds an un
 larkinian pseudo-poetic off-note, like the name of a slim
 volume of verse in a satirical novel-went straight into
 the drawer and stayed there.
 A career that begins with a rejected manuscript and

 peters out, thirty-plus years later, with a scant handful of
 occasional poems and squibs-unwittingly, Thwaite re
 inforces the popular view of Larkin as oscillating between
 private blocks and failures and public snarls and har
 rumphs. This is unfortunate, because the main, if mud
 dled, message of the Collected Poems is that Larkin was
 more productive than we knew, and somewhat more
 well, not hopeful, exactly, but open to the possibility of
 hope.

 As a very young man, Larkin was a dervish of energy.
 By twenty-five, he had published not only The North
 Ship but his two novels, Jill and A Girl in Winter. It's a
 romantic picture, the shy young Oxford grad, running a
 small Shropshire library during wartime, turning out his
 novels and delicate, melancholy poems. What turned the
 gushing faucet down to a moderate trickle is a mystery
 his biographer will perhaps be able to clarify. Larkin's
 early poems, although amazingly skillful, tend to be
 rather wan; still, it's fascinating to watch him work
 through his debts to Yeats and Auden and bring out
 his own characteristic note, sounded in such early lines
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 as "Only in books the flat and final happens" (which
 could be Auden) and "He sighed with relief. He had
 got the job. He was safe" (which couldn't). Among the
 later unpublished poems one finds many that reinforce
 one's respect for the chaste severities of Larkin's judg
 ments-"Heads in the Women's Ward" is a good poem,
 but why print it, he must have thought, when "The Old
 Fools" says the same thing so much better? Others, how
 ever, can stand with the best: "Letter to a Friend About
 Girls," "Far Out" (could this poem about star-gazing
 really not be a sad variation on Frost's "Neither Far Out
 Nor In Deep"?), "The Winter Palace," "Love Again,"
 "Aubade"-this last published in the Times Literary Sup
 plement in 1977 and famous ever since in samizdat:

 I work all day, and get half-drunk at night.
 Waking at four to soundless dark, I stare.
 In time the curtain-edges will grow light.
 Till then I see what's really always there:
 Unresting death, a whole day nearer now,
 Making all thought impossible but how
 And where and when I shall myself die.
 Arid interrogation: yet the dread
 of dying, and being dead,
 Flashes afresh to hold and horrify.

 * * *

 Slowly light strengthens, and the room takes shape.
 It stands plain as a wardrobe, what we know,
 Have always known, know that we can't escape,
 Yet can't accept. One side will have to go.
 Meanwhile telephones crouch, getting ready to ring
 In locked-up offices, and all the uncaring
 Intricate rented world begins to rouse.
 The sky is white as clay, with no sun.
 Work has to be done.
 Postmen like doctors go from house to house.

 Almost from the start, Larkin's vision was remarkably
 consistent: a handful of images recur across decades.
 Here is the opening of "The bottle is drunk out by one"
 (1943-4):

 [254]
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 The bottle is drunk out by one;
 At two, the book is shut;
 At three, the lovers lie apart,
 Love and its commerce done;
 And now the luminous watch-hands
 Show after four o'clock,
 Time of night when straying winds
 Trouble the dark.

 This little drama of sexual shame and insomnia is one that
 Larkin would depict again and again, using many of the
 same materials. The alcohol and the obsessive time-telling
 show up in "Love Again," his last serious poem, as part of
 an even more desperate scenario:

 Love again: wanking at ten past three
 (Surely he's taken her home by now?),
 The bedroom hot as a bakery,
 The drink gone dead, without showing how
 to meet tomorrow, and afterwards,

 And the usual pain, like dysentery.

 The wind appears in "Talking in Bed," no longer "'stray
 ing" in an attractive languid way but full of dark, ener
 getic "unrest" ("unresting" is itself a favorite word of
 Larkin's). Similarly, the end of "The bottle is drunk out
 by one" ("I lie and wait for morning, and the birds,/
 The first steps going down the unswept street,j Voices
 of girls with scarves around their heads") prefigures the
 end of "Aubade," the Yeatsian birds and girls meta
 morphosed into mundane telephones and postmen.

 One of the uses of a "Collected Poems" is to put the
 much-anthologized dazzlers back among their fellows
 and let us take a look at poems we've overlooked. Read
 this way, Larkin's work reveals more glimpses of affirma
 tion, even of tentative celebration, than he is usually
 credited with. True, the effort does not always succeed:
 "Born Yesterday" is almost a parody, with fairy-godfather
 Larkin able to wish for an infant girl's happiness only by
 presenting it in terms more suitable for household chores.
 Even in the many much better poems in this vein, hap
 piness, abiding love and natural beauty are distanced
 and qualified. The faithful married couple of "An Arun
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 del Tomb" ("what will survive of us is love") lived in the
 Middle Ages; the rural peace and calm old age in "At
 Grass" is granted to horses, not people; even the loveliness
 of spring in "The Trees" is partly sad ("their greenness is
 a kind of grief"). But the glimpses are undeniably there
 -they're what make Larkin so heartbreaking.

 Citing such moments, some critics would like to shift
 our attention away from his bleaker poems toward those
 in which he offers, as Edward Mendelson puts it in the
 New Republic, "a shy, persistent vision of freedom and
 exaltation." Robert Richman goes even further in his fine
 essay-review in the New Criterion, calling "At Grass"
 Larkin's best poem-and since he calls Larkin the great
 est postwar poet in English, that's quite a claim.
 But must we choose? What makes Larkin so endlessly

 interesting is precisely the jamming together of ferocity,
 realism, satire, and cliche with something more haunting,
 plangent, lyrical and longing. Even his most jauntious and
 bilious poems carry the other with them, like a shadow:

 They fuck you up, your mum and dad.
 They may not mean to, but they do.

 They fIl you with the faults they had
 And add some extra, just for you.

 But they were fucked up in their turn
 By fools in old-style hats and coats,

 Who half the time were soppy-stern
 And half at one another's throats.

 Man hands on misery to man.
 It deepens like a coastal shelf.

 Get out as early as you can,
 And don't have any kids yourself.

 ("This Be the Verse")

 It would be hard to imagine a more apparently open
 and-shut case for misanthropy than this celebrated chest
 nut. But although its title points us to another chestnut,
 Robert Louis Stevenson's epitaph, with its high-minded
 acceptance of death after a well-lived life, the real echo
 here is of A. E. Housman:

 [256]
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 Stars, I have seen them fall,
 But when they drop and die

 No star is lost at all
 From all the star-sown sky.

 The toil of all that be
 Helps not the primal fault;

 It rains into the sea,
 And still the sea is salt.

 Larkin called Stevie Smith William Blake rewritten by
 Ogden Nash. One might equally call Larkin Housman
 rewritten by Swift. The Shropshire Lad themes are all
 there-lost youth, betrayed love, death, loneliness, human
 destinies working themselves out in an indifferent or
 malign universe, a nostalgic home-counties patriotism.
 But where Houseman sets his themes in a make-believe
 countryside and regards them with an unvarying Vic
 torian-Greco-Roman stoicism, Larkin gives us saeva in
 dignatio and Hull.
 Many (it sometimes seems all) contemporary poets

 have been praised in lavish superlatives. Only Larkin,
 though, is regnlarly described as "loved." In Great Britain,
 his Collected Poems have already sold 35,000 copies-an
 astonishing figure. His commitment to communicating is
 surely one of the reasons for his immense popularity: a
 poem, Larkin said with characteristic briskness, "delivers
 the goods" to the reader or is justly ignored. This is not
 to say his poems are simple-I still can't decide how to
 take the last verse of 'High Windows," in which the poet,
 after wondering if each generation envies the young
 its increased freedom from traditional mores, suddenly

 moves to "the thought of high windows: / The sun-com
 prehending glass, / And beyond it, the deep blue air, that
 shows / Nothing, and is nowhere, and is endless." Is this
 one of Mendelson's "moments of freedom and exaltation"?
 Or something darker, a vision of the blank meaningless
 ness toward which all this social unraveling is leading?
 Or both?

 But although sometimes ambiguous (and always com
 plex), Larkin's poems are never obscure. You never have
 to ask yourself, Now, where is this poem taking place-an
 Italian hotel? the poet's childhood? a dream?-and is the
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 "she" in line three the "you" in line twenty-five? One
 needn't be a Philistine to plunge with happy relief into
 poetry that needs no footnotes or prose scenarios or pro
 fessorial champions. Considering his large audience, one
 is entitled to wonder if perhaps contemporary poets too
 quickly write off the possibility of reaching that elusive
 creature, the common reader. Why shouldn't the intelli
 gent, nonacademic readership that still exists for serious
 fiction not exist for poetry, too?

 Larkin not only wrote for nonspecialists, he wrote about
 them, as well. Although his poems spring from intense
 personal experience, he generalizes from it in a way
 few modem poets have cared, or dared, to do-at least
 without becoming abstract, like Wallace Stevens. Take,
 for example, "Talking in Bed":

 Talking in bed ought to be easiest.
 Lying together there goes back so far,
 An emblem of two people being honest.

 Yet more and more time passes silently. . .

 Doubtless no one who had not experienced this particular
 form of loneliness could have written this poem (or
 wanted to), but its power is that it posits a private ex
 perience as a common, indeed, well-nigh universal, one.
 By contrast, consider another poem about a couple re
 duced to silent misery, Robert Lowell's "Man and Wife":

 Tamed by Miltown, we lie on Mother's bed;
 the rising sun in war paint dyes us red;
 in broad daylight her gilded bed-posts shine,
 abandoned, almost Dionysian.. .

 Everything here-the pun on Miltown and Milton, the
 extravagant, Oedipal bed, the theatrical sun-points us
 toward two unusual individuals, the poet and his wife,
 whom the poem goes on to make even more unusual, with
 references to parties "at the Rahvs'," fiery literary de
 bates, insanity. The baroque energy of Lowell's style en
 thralls us at the same time as it separates us from him;
 one pities him and his wife as one might pity Antony and
 Cleopatra (whose barge that bed resembles), precisely
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 because they are grander, intenser, more highly colored
 (that war paintl) than ourselves. But one does not say,
 as one does after reading "Talking in Bed," That's true,
 that's just what it's like.

 To accessibility and a sense of Idnship with the reader,
 I would add another reason for Larkin's wide readership:
 the very bleakness and despair and rage that make even
 admiring critics like Richman and Mendelson uneasy. To
 see these emotions as issuing from a private neurosis is
 to look at them the wrong way; perhaps they did so
 Larkin himself suggested as much in several poems-but
 whatever their origin in Larkin's own case, are they not
 common and even appropriate (if partial) responses to
 life as most people experience it most of the time? The

 world we find in Larkin, after all, is unmistakably the
 world we live in: car parks and glass-and-steel towers
 and tract housing, pointless jobs and domestic routine,
 greed and glitz, small pretty cherished things that make
 us sad because, like the old lady's sheet-music covers in
 "Love Songs in Age," they hint at a happiness that eludes
 us. The sense so strong in Larkin of alienation, of being
 trapped by a life one had only the illusion of choosing,
 of envy and contempt for those who get "the fame and
 the girl and the money"-we may not like them or ap
 prove of these feelings, but are they not sentiments to
 which (I'm quoting Larkin quoting Dr. Johnson here)
 every bosom returns an echo?

 "I don't read much poetry," said one friend of mine,
 a lawyer and mother of three, "but Larkin's poem about
 playgrounds gets it exactly right." "Afternoons" is not a
 poem that gets quoted much, so I'll give it here:

 Summer is fading:
 The leaves fall in ones and twos
 From trees bordering
 The new recreation ground.
 In the hollows of afternoons
 Young mothers assemble
 At swing and sandpit
 Setting free their children.

 Behind them, at intervals,
 Stand husbands in skilled trades,
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 An estateful of washing,
 And the albums, lettered
 Our Wedding, lying
 Near the television:
 Before them, the wind
 Is ruining their courting-places

 That are still courting-places
 (But the lovers are all in school),

 And the children, so intent on
 Finding more unripe acorns,
 Expect to be taken home.
 Their beauty has thickened.
 Something is pushing them
 To the side of their own lives.

 That the bachelor librarian should have understood so
 profoundly this particularly maternal sadness should not
 surprise us, any more than that my stylish friend (no
 wedding albums near her television) could see her ex
 perience mirrored in Larkin's working-class wives. And
 the sympathetic imagination of "Afternoons" extends even
 beyond women: Who doesn't feel, on occasion, that
 "something is pushing them / to the side of their own
 lives"? Maybe Robert Lowell, or Donald Trump.
 We love Larkin for the moments in which the gloom

 lifts, but we love him even more for the gloom itself. It
 is not by proposing an alternative vision in the manner
 of Yeats or Eliot that Larkin transcends the darkness
 whether of modern squalor, or death, or simply the banal
 tediums and disappointments of ordinary late-twentieth
 century lives-but by crystallizing it in verse so sharp
 and exact and surprising that, once read, it is never for
 gotten. Art, he believed, is the way we make good the
 losses of life-it certainly did so for him, which is why
 his famous remark, "Deprivation is for me what daffo
 dils were for Wordsworth," is funny rather than tragic.
 Piquant as they are, we should not stress too too much the
 oddness and narrowness and emotional failures of his life.
 His real life was poetry, and as he said, "A good poem
 about failure is a success."
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 Martin Scofield

 The Poetry of Philip Larkin
 T) hilip larkin has come to be considered by many people as the best
 * British poet writing today. He is certainly one of the most widely
 read, and read, one has the strong impression, not just by professional
 literary people and students of English literature, but by that elusive
 but necessary figure who we are often gloomily told no longer exists,
 the general reader. He has published four books of poetry, The North
 Ship (1945), The Less Deceived (1955), The Whitsun Weddings
 (1964), and High Windows (1974), as well as two novels and a book
 of jazz criticism. He writes poems infrequently perhaps by some criterion
 of production (certainly in comparison with one of the poets he most
 admires, Hardy), but this tells us little about the general weight of his
 work and about the impression it has made. It is, indeed, a testimony to
 the fact that poems are still being read and remembered by ordinary
 readers, as well as poets being cultivated and books being turned out by
 the literary world, that poems of Larkin's like "Church Going" or
 "The Whitsun Weddings" or "Mr. Bleaney" or "An Arundel Tomb"
 appear (partly, of course, via anthologies) to be so widely known. This
 is difficult to assess, of course, and clearly is not just a matter of reader
 ship figures; but when the best professional reviewers and critics of
 contemporary literature seem to concur (and like Dr. Johnson, rejoice
 to do so) with the common reader or intelligent non-professional, it is
 encouraging evidence to the admirer of Larkin that his enjoyment is
 not just a private one.

 It is less clear how widely Larkin is read and appreciated in America.
 He has been represented in anthologies which include British poetry1
 but his first two important volumes are now out of print. And Ameri
 can critical comment has on the whole been respectful but lukewarm.
 In the introduction to Today's Poetsy for example, the editor Chad

 Walsh places Larkin as the central figure in the group of poets of the

 1 For example: New Poets of England and America, ed. Donald Hall and
 Robert Pack (Cleveland and New York: The World Publishing Company,
 1962). Today's Poets, ed. Chad Walsh (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
 1972).
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 1950's known as "The Movement" but says that his poetry demon
 strates "the impressive though limited achievements possible with such
 a conception of poetry," the conception he describes involving a direc
 tion of poetry towards the intelligent common reader, a distrust of
 esoteric symbols, a strong sense of discipline and form. The reviews of
 Larkin's last two volumes in The New York Review of Books were
 written by non-Americans,2 and the reviewer of the second, the Irish
 poet Richard Murphy, began his review with the implication that Lar
 kin still needed having his case put to American readers, many of
 whom, he felt, "imagine he is a kind of old fashioned taxidermist who
 fluffs up the wings of dead ducks, like the iambic pentameter and the
 rhymed quatrain, for a public devoted almost to extinct birds." His in
 telligent review did much to dispel this notion, though I would take
 issue with his reading of one or two of the poems he discusses, and the
 title of the review, "The Art of Debunkery," stressed a familiar but not
 I think the most important side of his work.

 The emphasis on form, and on the commonplace and "unambitious"
 subjects seem to be prevalent. The note struck by M. L. Rosenthal in
 his review of The Less Decerned (in the NaUony 16 May 1959)3 is
 still often audible. Indeed he voiced an adverse criticism which may
 still have some currency in representing doubts about Larkin's work on
 both sides of the Atlantic. He saw the poems as representative of a re
 strictedness of imaginative and emotional life in the England of the
 fifties: the welfare state, he suggested, had solved most of England's

 material problems and reduced life to a comfortable gentility in which
 poets were left complaining about trivia, while in other parts of the
 world people were really suffering. Apart from the debatable view of
 the relation between poet and society which this implies?we do not
 disparage Keats, for instance, because he was not concerned in his poetry
 with the fate of oppressed European countries as Byron was?Rosen
 thal's view is a misreading both of Larkin's tone and subject. Larkin's
 poetry is in fact a radical criticism of himself and his time, an attempt
 to tackle, within the boundaries of sincerity, the large questions of love,
 death, morality, belief and social convention. But Rosenthal's view is

 2 Christopher Ricks, "A True Poet," in New York Review of Books, 28
 January 1965, pp. 10-11. Richard Murphy, "The Art of Debunkery,"
 NYRB, 15 May 1975.

 3 Rosenthal also discusses Larkin in his The New Poets: American and
 British Poetry since World War II (New York: Oxford University Press,
 1967).
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 not negligible because it might seem to come close to the point: it sums
 up what I take to be the main form of resistance to Larkin, and it chal
 lenges his admirers to state the main case. He points to the frequently
 "low key" of Larkin's poetry, the doubting, prosaic and limited per
 sonaey the negative stance toward much of life. What has therefore to
 be shown in reply is the way in which this predominant tone, these self
 confessedly limited voices, this negative stance, are raised to the condi
 tion of a finely wrought art which is never at rest within these limita
 tions, and which continually seeks out firmer and more and more
 general certainties, a more clearly perceived truth about life.

 Rosenthal's criticism also raises the central question of language,
 expressing the view that Larkin's style is too flat, his handling of lan
 guage too timid. Reviewing Charles Tomlinson and John Betjeman in
 the same article, he raised this point to a general idea about the differ
 ence between the approach to language of American and English poets
 (or if "general idea" seems too elevated for the casual tone, at least he
 reveals an emotional bias) : "They (English poets) do not, it is true,
 have our knack, improvised under pressure, of beating hell out of, or
 passion into, language by main force." Things may have changed since
 then, and from what I've read of recent American poetry I would guess
 that some American poets would demur at this characterization of them
 selves! But I would also guess that there is still a lingering truth to the
 idea. We do not have to turn to someone like Ginsberg with his in
 cantatory style for an example of what this might refer to. Robert
 Lowell is often very active and manipulative in his handling of lan
 guage, despite his often colloquial style: he often intensifies a poem with
 sharp rhythms or startling images. John Berryman often plays with
 moments of heightened style. Even quieter-toned poets like Richard
 Wilbur or James Dickey (or W. D. Snodgrass, whom Lowell has sug
 gested might be compared with Larkin) often tend towards a kind of
 "symbolism" or purely figurative language which moves away from the
 discursive or descriptive. One of the immediately striking things about
 Larkin's poetry is its surface simplicity: the reader can generally find
 his feet quickly in a Larkin poem; he knows where he is, what kind of
 experience he is being drawn to engage with. Once he is then drawn
 into the poem, its deeper currents gradually become more apparent, and
 he realizes he is being offered something more than the obvious. But
 the poems are rarely figuratively or syntactically obscure.
 The poem that M. L. Rosenthal liked best in The Less Deceived

 was "Dry Point," which is a much more "symbolist" poem than is
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 usual with Larkin: it begins with an image, which is then amplified,
 and then modified by other images, with hardly any pinning down to
 situation, place or argument. The disparate images are held together
 by a unity of mood, making the poem suggestive perhaps, but also I
 think obscure. It is interesting that Rosenthal should have picked out
 this poem, because when Larkin himself came to choose a poem of his
 for the American anthology Poet's Choice,4" he chose "Absences" from
 The Whitsun Weddings, a poem which is similarly "symbolist"; and
 it is possible he chose it with an American audience in mind. Both poems
 evoke a state of mind through images, with almost no discursive ele
 ment; both employ resounding exclamations ("What ashen hills! What
 salted, shrunken lakes!" and "What attics cleared of me! What ab
 sences!"). Larkin himself admitted that the latter poem was not espe
 cially representative of his poetry: "I fancy it is like a different, rather
 better poet than myself." I think this pleasant modesty is slightly mis
 leading: the poem tellingly expresses a feeling which is central to Lar
 kin, the feeling of joy at being able to perceive a world existing quite
 independently of himself. But still the style is more figurative and less
 discursive than is usual with Larkin, and as he has said, the resonant
 exclamations sound like the not very good translation of some French
 symbolist poet.

 Perhaps it is here that we can see a difference in tendency between
 Larkin's kind of poetry and the bulk of American poetry. The former
 is generally wary of making over-large claims to meaning, of employ
 ing suggestiveness and resonance which may go beyond what the poet
 feels he can really authenticate. The latter is often impatient with re
 striction, and in a certain sense more ambitious. One might compare
 James Dickey's poem "The Heaven of Animals"5 with Larkin's "At
 Grass" which I discuss below. Dickey's poem attempts a highly imagi
 native metaphysical speculation about animal life and is written in a
 fine style of generalization, which reaches by the end a symbolic general
 statement about life as a whole:

 At the cycle's center
 They tremble, they walk
 Under the tree,
 They fall, they are torn,
 They rise, they walk again.

 * Poet's Choice, ed. Paul Engel and Joseph Langland (New York: New
 Directions, 1962), pp. 202-03.

 5 Today's Poets, of. cit., p. 283.
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 Larkin's poem is much more specific, and I think more successful. It
 reaches out tentatively towards the life of the horses, and the sense of
 the life it evokes is as important as the statements it makes about it;
 these in themselves make no large claims, but the poem makes us think

 more deeply about the implications of that life.
 Larkin's poem is more tentative, but its final effect is calm and as

 sured: the careful reaching out, as in many of Larkin's poems, is a way,
 in the end, of touching the subject, and us, more closely. It should not
 be seen as timidity. And here again one wants to put in a qualifying
 word about more recent Larkin criticism and its tendency to emphasize
 Larkin's limited scope. There is an intelligent and warmly appreciative
 piece in ELH, December 1971, by E. Kingsley Weatherhead, which
 perceptively describes Larkin's faithful hold on the ordinary, on "events
 which do not make a catch in the breath," and also his power of "ex
 posing and satirizing spurious escapes from reality offered by the imagi
 nation." But in doing this the article does not, it seems to me, bring
 out enough of the way in which many of Larkin's poems discover genu
 ine escapes for the imagination, and in surprising and indeed sometimes
 thrilling ways can awaken us to new feelings. And another possibly

 more widely known discussion leaves one with the same feeling. In
 Thomas Hardy and British Poetry6 Donald Davie sees Larkin as "the
 central figure in British poetry over the last twenty years"; and he
 closes "An Afterword for American Readers": "And what he repre
 sents is British poetry at the point where it has least in common with
 American, a poetry which consciously repudiates the assumptions, and
 the liberties, which American poets take for granted; a poetry which is,
 in short, exceptionally challenging." But what he says about Larkin in
 the course of the book puts that challenge in rather a low key. He has
 some fine praise of "The Whitsun Weddings," and some apt char
 acterization of Larkin's feeling for the landscape of contemporary Eng
 land. But also he suggests that Larkin has "lowered his sights," and
 "sold poetry short" (as, in his opinion, did Hardy). He feels that Lar
 kin's "humanism" also denies the impulses Larkin receives from his
 sense of the life of Nature, a view which I shall be implicitly questioning
 below. And in general his account leaves one with the feeling, whether
 or not it was intended, that Larkin's limitations have been stressed rather

 than his strengths. What the argument comes back to is the feeling that

 6 Donald Davie, Thomas Hardy and British Poetry (New York: Oxford
 University Press, 1972).
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 there are certain domains of poetry, particularly the larger subjects, the
 attempt to revivify the sense of the noble, the mythic, and the super
 natural, which Larkin does not touch on at all. Now it may be we feel
 the want of these things in contemporary poetry, but clearly they are
 easier things to lay talk about than to possess imaginatively. Larkin does
 deal, as I shall be trying to demonstrate below, with important subjects.
 But just as important is his highly critical and poetic sense of just what
 imaginative engagement really entails.

 II

 Larkin's first volume of poems, The North Shif} is not the one, despite its position in time, to send the reader to first. (The best
 way to begin with Larkin would probably be to get hold of The Whit
 sun Weddings and read it through, perhaps starting with the title poem:
 but in fact one can probably start anywhere in the poetry beginning
 with The Less Deceived; and one of the great pleasures of Larkin is
 to come by chance upon a very good poem standing out in an anthology
 or the current number of one of England's weekly magazines.) The
 poems in The North Shrf are very accomplished and often rather beau
 tiful, but they are romantic in what is often a derivatively early-Yeats
 ian way and do not in general get down to the substance of Larkin's
 life, and life in general, in the way of the later poems. There are pre

 monitions of the later Larkin in the subject matter, the sense of sad
 ness, of lost or missing opportunity: "cold" is a recurrent word. But it
 is expressed in tenuously beautiful late-romantic terms; moon and stars
 appear and reappear, "the trees and their gracious silence"; grief is like
 "a sunken coal," the heart "a frost-encircled root." There are Shelleyan
 as well as Yeatsian echoes in this volume, and the poems are often
 imbued with the Shelleyan feeling of a sensitive self surrounded by a
 harsh world. (One of the virtues of the later work is, one might say,
 its ability to see, as well as this, the features of a harsh self surrounded
 by a sensitive world.) Many of Larkin's recurring feelings are here
 (the disappointment, for example, in "Nursery Tale"), but they needed
 to be recast, recharted, brought down into common life so that they
 could be questioned, their realities and unrealities sorted out.

 One of the ways in which Larkin sorts out these realities and un
 realities is through a consideration of time, the past and memory; and
 I pick this out not merely because it is an easily identifiable "theme" in
 Larkin's poetry but more because it gives rise to particularly good poems.
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 (One of the difficulties of trying to give a picture of Larkin is that one
 wants to give a sense of the variety of his preoccupations and at the
 same time a sense of his specific achievements: to range as widely as
 possible but to consider individual poems. Larkin's poems are so often
 carefully worked out wholes, where the progressions, the modulations
 of tone all count, that paraphrase and selection often give a very limited
 sense of the effect of a poem.) The Less Decerned has several exam
 ples. In "Lines on a Young Lady's Photograph Album" the speaker
 begins with an almost voracious appetite for these images of the past?
 "My swivel eye hungers from pose to pose"?but after glancing at sev
 eral pictures of the girl ("In pigtails, clutching a reluctant cat;/ Or
 furred yourself, a sweet girl graduate") he falls back on an admission:

 But o, photography! as no art is,
 Faithful and disappointing! that records
 Dull days as dull, and hold-it smiles as frauds,
 And will not censor blemishes

 Like washing-lines and HallVDistemper boards,

 But shows the cat as disinclined, and shades
 A chin as doubled when it is, what grace
 Your candour thus confers upon her face!
 How overwhelmingly persuades
 That this is a real girl in a real place,

 In every sense empirically true!
 Or is it just the past? These flowers, that gate,
 These misty moors and motors, lacerate
 Simply by being over; you
 Contract my heart by looking out of date.

 One has in these lines some of the essential features of Larkin's poetry:
 the faithfully observed details of ordinary life; the precise delineation
 of feeling; the questioning, exploratory attitude towards experience;
 the easy bringing together of the casually colloquial ("hold-it smiles")
 and a more formal even elegant diction ("what grace/ Your candour
 thus confers upon her face"). And what this characteristically achieves
 is a way of revealing deeper currents of feeling within the most ordinary
 experience. Larkin is always strongly drawn to fact, and these photo
 graphs attract because of their strong actuality. But then comes the
 question, and the realization that the actuality is not here now. So far
 the feelings revealed have been fairly conventional ones: but Larkin
 ends the poem by arguing through to an understanding of memory which
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 is in its way a spiritual achievement. The pastness of the past can be a
 source of delight if we can contemplate it clearly and steadily and are
 not drawn to try and connect ourselves with it again. The loss of con
 nection is a real loss, and what is left is something smaller, diminished.

 But in the lovely last lines of the poem Larkin defines the way in which
 this diminution is itself the condition of a kind of beauty:

 Yes, true; but in the end, surely, we cry
 Not only at exclusion, but because
 It leaves us free to cry. We know what was

 Won't call on us to justify
 Our grief, however hard we yowl across

 The gap from eye to page. So I am left
 To mourn (without a chance of consequence)
 You, balanced on a bike against a fence;
 To wonder if you'd spot the theft
 Of this one of you bathing; to condense,

 In short, a past that no one now can share,
 No matter whose your future; calm and dry,
 It holds you like a heaven, and you lie
 Unvariably lovely there,
 Smaller and clearer as the years go by.

 Larkin's concern with the past is a concern with distinguishing real
 from unreal aspirations, true possibilities from false or mistaken ones,
 as a means of becoming clearer about what is real and what is unreal
 in his experience in the present. Sometimes this takes the form of de
 bunking conventionally romantic notions about youth or childhood. In
 "I Remember, I Remember" (the title taken from the first line of
 Hood's well-known poem), Larkin deals with his lack of any significant
 memory of his childhood; his sense, in fact, that nothing happened in
 it. There is the comic debunking of the conventional literary childhood,
 but there is also the feeling, that comes through in the possible allusions
 to the childhoods of Traherne and (as E. Kingsley Weatherhead has
 suggested) Lawrence, that other writers' childhoods have sometimes
 been fruitful, and there is something here from which he is excluded:

 'Was that,' my friend smiled, 'where you "have your roots"?'
 No, only where my childhood was unspent,
 I wanted to retort, just where I started:
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 By now I've got the whole place clearly charted.
 Our garden, first: where I did not invent
 Blinding theologies of flowers and fruits,
 And wasn't spoken to by an old hat.
 And here we have that spendid family

 I never ran to when I got depressed,
 The boys all biceps and the girls all chest,
 Their comic Ford, their farm where I could be
 'Really myself.

 But the poem in The Less Deceived which deals with the past,
 among other things, in the most profound way, is "At Grass": it is, I
 think, the finest poem in the volume. It is not just a portrait of the
 typically English world of racehorses, a nostalgic watercolour of the
 English scene, or as A. Alvarez suggested in his introduction to The
 New Poetry1 "the Platonic, (or New Yorker) idea of the English
 scene." It is nostalgic, but the nostalgia is of that positive kind in which
 feelings for the past, and past feelings, are cultivated and brought into
 focus as a way of illuminating and giving solace to the present, rather
 than obfuscating it with anodyne illusions. Nor is the poem just about
 horses, though that is its ostensible subject: rather it expresses a whole
 sense of life, a sense of past vitality quietened by age to present dignity,
 but still breaking out in moments of "what must be joy." It is a poem
 about age, and the more imaginative in that it takes an experience out
 side that of the poet, indeed a non-human one. The quiet manner of
 the poem, the tact of the poet in refusing to claim any final knowledge
 of the life of the horses, the imaginative approach to sympathy qualified
 by the refusal to anthropomorphize, make what might seem just a deli
 cate description into a poem about the poet's sense of life, and one that
 asks to be quoted in full:

 The eye can hardly pick them out
 From the cold shade they shelter in,
 Till wind distresses tail and mane;
 Then one crops grass, and moves about
 ?The other seeming to look on?
 And stands anonymous again.

 7 A. Alvarez, "The New Poetry, or Beyond the Gentility Principle,"
 Introduction to The New Poetry (London: Penguin Books, 1962), p. 30.
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 Yet fifteen years ago, perhaps
 Two dozen distances sufficed
 To fable them: faint afternoons

 Of Cups and Stakes and Handicaps,
 Whereby their names were artificed
 To inlay faded, classic Junes?

 Silks at the start: against the sky
 Numbers and parasols: outside
 Squadrons of empty cars, and heat,
 And littered grass: then the long cry
 Hanging unhushed till it subside
 To stop press columns on the street.

 Do memories plague their ears like flies?
 They shake their heads. Dusk brims the shadows.
 Summer by summer all stole away,
 The starting-gates, the crowds and cries?
 All but the unmolesting meadows.
 Almanacked, their names live; they

 Have slipped their names, and stand at ease,
 Or gallop for what must be joy,
 And not a field-glass sees them home,
 Or curious stop-watch prophesies:
 Only the groom, and the groom's boy,
 With bridles in the evening come.

 The quiet manner might hide to a cursory glance, but in fact reveals,
 a delicate play of suggestion. Exhaustive analysis would be intrusive and
 is surely unnecessary: the poem simply needs to be read carefully. It
 should be enough to point to the poem's essential subject; I have said
 it is about age, but more specifically it is about the flamboyant public
 life of the horses' past and the quiet, freer life of their present. There
 is no idealization of their retirement, or of their heyday. There is a
 sense of the mystery of their life: what is it? the poet seems to ask;
 in what does, or did, it really consist? Which is the more fully "life,"
 the public show which proclaims their life to "the world" and alma
 nacks their names, or the present anonymous freedom, in which they
 have "slipped their names"? To come closer to the poem, one might
 simply ask the reader to consider the effect of certain words and lines
 and phrases: "The eye can hardly pick them out," and "cold" and "dis
 tresses" in the first stanza; "faint afternoons" and "artificed" in the
 second; "stole" and "unmolesting" in the fourth; "curious" in the
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 fifth. The effect is complex and delicate, and the poem as a whole rises
 to the sense of life as a mystery, evoking a sense of reverence, and in
 the closing lines almost of ministration. A. Alvarez was surely reading
 the poem cursorily when he compared it unfavourably to Ted Hughes's
 poem "A Dream of Horses" finding in the latter a feeling of force and
 unknown life, and only gentility in Larkin's poem. In its sense of rever
 ence for the unknown life of the horses it would not be absurd to com

 pare it with Lawrence, and all the more so because of Larkin's marked
 differences from Lawrence, and the fact that the poem is entirely
 Larkinesque.

 Ill

 At grass is an achievement which goes beyond many of Larkin's poems in that the poet himself has almost completely disappeared,
 and the poem is almost completely absorbed in the life it is describing,

 while still maintaining for important reasons of fidelity the sense of an
 observer. In many more poems, on the other hand, the personality of
 the speaker, who may be Larkin or more often represents one aspect
 of him, is an integral part of the poetic effect. And here we encounter
 the limited, often gloomy figure who for many people seems to sum up
 Larkin: the bed-sitter occupant ("Mr Bleaney"), excluded from sex
 and love ("Reasons for Attendance"), clinging to his job for fear of
 the demands of greater freedom ("Toads"), anti-intellectual because
 books throw too strong a light on his own limitations ("A Study of
 Reading Habits"), drawn to making awkward visits to churches but
 unable to believe in them ("Church Going"). These figures need no
 apologies: they are an essential part of Larkin, whose poetic strength
 lies a great deal in the honesty with which he faces the drabness and
 sadness of life. But through a superficial reading of these poems Larkin
 can be reduced to a mere grumbler who reveals only, in Rosenthal's

 words, "the sullenness of a man who finds squalor in his own spirit and
 fears to liberate himself from it." In fact the poems generally avoid
 sullenness both through the capacity for a witty detachment, and a kind
 of involvement with the poetic personae which is never satisfied with
 their limitations, even when feeling them inevitable.

 It is noticeable that there are more of these poems about limitation
 in The Whitsun Weddings than in the earlier The Less Deceived. In
 the later volume Larkin appears to be more conscious of his limitations,
 and also clearer-sighted about the way limitations involve limits, which
 can define strengths as well as weaknesses. There are greater doubts,
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 but also more positive certainties in this volume, and this is the more
 striking in that the kind of subject-matter remains much the same. Lar
 kin has disparaged the notion of "development" and has said that he
 does not want to develop in the usual sense (involving, I suppose he
 means, dramatic changes of mode or style) but simply to become better
 at what he does: and this is what happens in The Whitsun Weddings.
 Firstly the focus on the limitations is more intense and uncompromising:
 there is a darker and more fearful sense of dereliction lingering beneath
 the structures of our lives. But there is also a warmer sense of limited

 goods. "Toads" in The Less Decewed sees work as a brute squatting
 on the poet's life; the poem ends with a recognition;

 Ah, were I courageous enough to shout
 To shout Stuff your fension!

 But I know, all too well, that's the stuff
 That dreams are made on:

 For something sufficiently toad-like
 Squats in me, too;

 Its hunkers are heavy as hard luck,
 And cold as snow,

 And will never allow me to blarney
 My way to getting

 The girl and the money
 All at one sitting.

 I don't say, one bodies the other
 One's spiritual truth;

 But I do say it's hard to lose either
 When you have both

 Here the second toad is ambivalently presented as the guardian of sin
 cerity, but with "hunkers heavy as hard luck"; and the last stanza is
 perhaps equivocal: despite the disclaimer, work does seem to be prop
 ping up "spiritual truth." Perhaps the lingering sense of this claim was
 larger than Larkin felt able to make when he reconsidered it. "Toads
 Revisited" in The Whitsun Weddings sees work as a more limited
 good, guarding one from dereliction, from

 Being one of the men
 You meet of an afternoon:

 Palsied old step-takers
 Hare-eyed clerks with the jitters,
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 Wax-fleshed out-patients
 Still vague from accidents,
 And characters in long coats
 Deep in the litter-baskets*?

 All dodging the toad work
 By being stupid or weak.
 Think of being them!

 And the poem ends on a note that is less pretentious than the end of the
 earlier poem, a note at once warmer and more sobering:

 No, give me my in-tray,
 My loaf-haired secretary,
 My shall-I-keep-the-call-in-Sir:
 What else can I answer,

 When the lights come on at four
 At the end of another year?
 Give me your arm, old toad;
 Help me down Cemetery Road.

 The title The Less Deceived is taken from a poem about the seduc
 tion of a 19th century working-girl, an incident taken from Mayhew's
 London Labour and the London Poor. But as a title for the whole
 volume it seems to strike a key-note of qualified but superior clear
 sightedness: the poet is one who is less taken in than others. The prog
 ress marked by The Whitsun Weddings is towards a more sceptical
 view of the self (the poet is not quite certain how like Mr. Bleaney he
 may be), accompanied by a wider sense of sympathy for other lives,
 and it is the poems with this latter quality (already seen in "At Grass")
 that I think we may find some of Larkin's finest achievements.

 IV

 THERE CAN, PROBABLY, BE LITTLE COMPASSION WITHOUT a clear perception of the self. The poet who is uncertain of his feelings
 about his own life will, to the same degree, be unable to enter sym
 pathetically into the lives of others: and conversely, without the effort
 of widening sympathy the sense of self will become diminished. One
 might describe one main effort of Larkin's poetry as the attempt to ex
 tend his sense of life by contemplating the experience of others in a way

 which carries himself along with that imaginative extension and enables
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 him, in some way, to share the experience. The quality that Larkin has
 said he most admires in poetry is honesty, and I think it is a quality we
 find to an exceptional degree in his poems. And one might further de
 fine his honesty by saying that it takes two directions: towards himself
 and what he feels, with all the possible sense of limitation that may
 entail; and towards what, as it were, he feels he might be able to feel
 or at least make imaginatively his own; that experience of life that
 others have, or have had, which may seem more significant in certain
 respects than his own. There is similarly a tension between the limits
 on what the poet can "make his own" and the values available to the
 intellect or the moral sense. Larkin himself has expressed this as a ten
 sion between feeling and belief:

 Very little that catches the imagination, in short, gets its clearance from
 either the intelligence or the moral sense. And equally, properly truthful or
 dispassionate themes enlist only the wannest support from the imagination.
 The poet is perpetually in the common human condition of trying to feel
 a thing because he believes it or believe a thing because he feels it.8

 Many of Larkin's best poems involve this tension: and in them we feel
 that the poet's sense of life is being extended in the experience
 being described, that feeling and belief are brought together, extended,
 deepened and confirmed.

 One of Larkin's best poems, "The Whitsun Weddings" is an exam
 ple of how feeling and belief can be brought together, or more precisely,
 how the discovery of certain feelings can validate an acceptance of tradi
 tional ideas. Throughout his poetry Larkin is often drawn strongly
 towards traditional forms of life, but without the final conviction that
 they can apply to him in any usual way. "Church Going" is a typical
 example, in which the embarrassed agnostic church visitor, not quite
 sure why he is there, nevertheless reaches some statement of why it is
 that the place still draws him. The speaker is very much in evidence
 in the poem (indeed more than any other poem it has given readers
 their image of Larkin). And though this presence with all its shrugging
 reflections and dry disparaging speculations is part of the achievement,
 it makes difficult the final rise to dignified language at the end of the
 poem:

 A serious house on serious earth it is

 In whose blent air all our compulsions meet,
 Are recognised, and robed as destinies.

 8 The London Magazine, February 1962. Quoted by Ricks, op. cit.
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 If this is really true, what becomes of the speaker's lack of comprehen
 sion and sense of anachronism? "The Whitsun Weddings" seems to
 me a more successful poem, in that there is no such difficulty: the
 speaker's presence is significant but unobtrusive, and gradually disap
 pears as the poem proceeds. With the speaker less prominently in view,
 the scene itself can be made more compellingly present for the reader
 and can reveal more persuasively the life that stirs surprisingly within
 ordinary lives and conventions (and makes us ask what we mean by
 the word "ordinary"). Larkin almost disappears from the poem, but
 importantly he does not quite: he remains in it enough to provide a sense
 of personal discovery which the reader shares. The poem begins with
 himself, and we never quite lose the authenticating sense of an observer,
 while being drawn out into a fresher and deeper sense of the life out
 side him, with its poignant mixture of beauty and banality:

 That Whitsun, I was late getting away:
 Not till about

 One-twenty on the sunlit Saturday
 Did my three-quarters-empty train pull out,
 All windows down, all cushions hot, all sense
 Of being in a hurry gone. We ran
 Behind the backs of houses, crossed a street
 Of blinding windscreens, smelt the fish dock; thence
 The river's level drifting breadth began,
 Where sky and Lincolnshire and water meet.

 The details that follow give a strong, deeply felt sense of the semi
 urban, semi-rural English scene through which the train passes. (It was
 movingly apt that in a B.B.C. tribute to Larkin on his fiftieth birthday,
 Sir John Betjeman should give a fine reading of this poem.) At first
 the speaker does not notice the weddings ("sun destroys/ The interest
 of what's happening in the shade"). But then

 We passed them, grinning and pomaded, girls
 In parodies of fashion, heels and veils,
 All posed irresolutely, watching us go,

 As if out on the end of an event

 Waving goodbye
 To something that survived it.

 The first impressions are of the jovially banal details, the "fathers with
 broad belts under their suits," the "mothers loud and fat," but gradually
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 the speaker is drawn more deeply into the seriousness of the scenes, and
 his observation of the serious feelings within the commonplaceness and
 vulgarity is quietly brilliant:

 All down the line
 Fresh couples climbed aboard: the rest stood round;
 The last confetti and advice were thrown,
 And, as we moved, each face seemed to define
 Just what it saw departing: children frowned
 At something dull; fathers had never known

 Success so huge and wholly farcical;
 The women shared

 The secret like a happy funeral;
 While girls, gripping their handbags tighter, stared
 At a religious wounding.

 The poem resists being divided up, but the extraordinarily telling close
 (Larkin's endings are frequently fine) exemplifies the way in which
 the experience of a specific occasion in Larkin can broaden into a rich
 sense of life as a whole, and the way in which the sense of the fertility
 of these arriving marriages becomes one which the poet imaginatively
 shares: the sense of falling, of life-giving rain, belongs to the poem itself
 as well as the marriages it is describing:

 I thought of London spread out in the sun,
 Its postal districts packed like squares of wheat:

 There we were aimed. And as we raced across
 Bright knots of rail

 Past standing Pullmans, walls of blackened moss
 Came close, and it was nearly done, this frail
 Travelling coincidence; and what it held
 Stood ready to be loosened with all the power
 That being changed can give. We slowed again,
 And as the tightened brakes took hold, there swelled
 A sense of falling, like an arrow shower
 Sent out of sight, somewhere becoming rain.

 One might notice that in that last simile there is the kind of figurative,
 almost symbolist language which we find in isolation in "Absences,"
 "unlike" and "better" than himself, as Larkin put it: but here it grows
 out of the specific, the prosaic, the actual. Larkin extends himself and
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 his art in the progress of the poem. This feeling out into lives beyond
 his own, there too in "At Grass," is perhaps Larkin's finest quality as a
 poet: and it would not be the genuine extension it is without Larkin's
 accompanying honesty about himself.

 V

 A large part of larkin's honesty can be seen in what might be loosely called his pessimism, and I would not want to close on a
 note which might seem to make him more comfortably "positive" than
 he is. I think that Christopher Ricks is being just a little fashionably
 bleak when, comparing Larkin's attitude to Hardy's aphorism "If way
 to the Better there be/It exacts a full look at the worst," he writes:
 "Certainly [Larkin] insists on a full look at the worst but not in the
 hope that there may be a way to a Better." Larkin's looks at the worst
 are quite uncompromising: he never dresses up a pessimistic poem with
 possible hints of a way out. But alongside a particularly dark poem we
 may find one which either insists on human strengths or sets down an
 unwilled sense of liberated feeling. Larkin's latest volume, High Win
 dows, demonstrates this even more than the previous ones, and it would
 be appropriate to close this article with an attempt to indicate some of
 the most recent directions Larkin's poetry has taken.

 There are darker and more bitter poems in High Windows than in
 any of the previous volumes. There is a kind of bitter defensive anger
 at human weakness and the horror of age and death which comes out
 most strongly in "The Old Fools":

 What do they think has happened, the old fools,
 To make them like this? Do they somehow suppose
 It's more grown-up when your mouth hangs open and drools,

 And you keep on pissing yourself, and can't remember
 Who called this morning?

 The disgust is not lack of compassion because it is a kind of self-disgust:
 the anger and the whole horror of the poem is directed finally at the
 self:

 Can they never tell
 What is dragging them back, and how it will end? Not at night?

 Not when strangers come? Never, throughout
 The whole hideous inverted childhood? Well,

 We shall find out.
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 One can call this pessimism, in that it chooses to face one of the worst
 possible versions of old age: after all, one might be able to imagine other
 versions. But one would have to be a very good poet to imagine them
 half as convincingly. The pessimism here is not of the kind that we
 feel springs from a farti fris) a prejudice towards the gloomy, and Lar
 kin might prefer to call the quality of this poem that of realism. These
 are the aspects of reality that impress themselves on Larkin's mind, and
 they are made undeniably real to the reader. There are poems of a kind
 of social satire in this volume, too, which are harsher possibly than any
 of Larkin's previous poems: "Vers de Societe" which caustically lays
 bare Larkin's sense of the destructive tedium and the pitiful consolations
 of "socializing," or "Symphony in White Major" which commends
 with blandly bitter irony the gin-drinking "good-sort" who comes
 perilously close, the poem hints, to being the poet himself. But again
 these are kinds of pessimism which seem to have their eye very much
 on the object (though in the latter poem one might still wonder how
 close this figure is to the poet). The pessimism is only less successful
 where it does seem to fall back a little into habit, as in "Going, Going,"
 the poem about England's disappearing heritage which Larkin wrote
 for the Department of the Environment; or in "Homage to a Govern

 ment" a poem about bringing British soldiers home "for lack of money,"
 which does not persuade me, at any rate, that reduction of Britain's
 overseas powers and duties, though a loss, is symptomatic of a thought
 lessness in British society, as Larkin seems to be suggesting (though in
 reply Larkin would no doubt simply point to the line "Our children
 will not know it is a different country"). Both these poems have a
 flatter, duller tone, which convincingly renders a sad weariness: but
 there are better things in this volume than sad weariness.
 The nature of these better things might be described by returning

 finally to the idea of two directions of Larkin's honesty: towards his
 sense of himself and towards his sense of the possibilities of other life.
 "This be The Word" makes fun in its title of the coarse, bar-room
 gnomic bitterness, which is still genuine bitterness, of its opening

 They fuck you up, your mum and dad,
 They never mean to but they do.
 They fill you with the faults they had
 And add some extra, just for you.

 One hears Larkin saying this, but the title indicates that the tone would
 in some way qualify the element of bitter truth. This is Larkin's honesty
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 towards his own irrepressible sourness. In "To the Sea" or "Show
 Saturday" there is the honesty towards his sense of other lives, here the
 stability and strength within ordinary social pastimes. But there is a
 third kind of honesty which is all the more telling for being, as it seems,
 unwilled. I do not think the two poems just mentioned are as good as
 "The Whitsun Weddings" though they are still moving poems. What
 one or two poems in High Windows do which Larkin has not, I think,
 quite done before, is to touch with precision on the life of Nature, and
 on a sense of life beyond the everyday which might, with due care not
 to assimilate the feeling to something else, be called religious. Reviewing
 Stevie Smith's Selected Poems* Larkin drew attention to the serious

 religious note beneath her whimsicality: and I think it would not be im
 pertinent to see a sense of a possible domain for this area of experience
 in Larkin. "Church Going" of course explores Larkin's highly qualified
 sense of this area, but in a discursive way, and if I'm right, with a slight
 straining to incorporate traditional dignity. "High Windows" on the
 other hand seems to escape suddenly and involuntarily from an oppres
 sive sense of bafflement at human sexuality to what might almost be
 called a vision of pure spirit. The poem needs to be read in full, for the
 effect is complex. Analysis at this point would be too lengthy: let me
 simply suggest that this poem which might seem to express only disgust
 and a kind of nihilism, expresses rather bafflement and a kind of joy.
 It is a complex of feelings which we have had nowhere before in Larkin,
 and it suggests that his art is intensifying itself by forming new patterns
 of feeling. Larkin has said of Hardy that he "taught one to feel": it
 seems to me high praise, and that similar praise can be given to Larkin.
 For Larkin's poetry is finally a means for clarifying and sorting out
 feelings and letting the genuine ones come through. And it is a mark
 of both the discipline and generosity of feeling in Larkin's poetry that
 in his latest volume he can express, among other things, the scrupulous
 and unforced lyricism and the Shakespearian richness of language of
 "The Trees," a poem which has a simplicity and strength unlike any
 thing he has done before:

 9 "Frivolous and Vulnerable," in New Statesman, 28 September 1962, pp.
 416, 418. I am indebted to David Timms's useful short critical study, Philif
 Larkin (Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd, 1973) for its listing of this and other
 pieces by and about Larkin, as well as for its informed discussion of Larkin's
 work.
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 The trees are coming into leaf
 Like something almost being said;
 The recent buds relax and spread,
 Their greenness is a kind of grief.

 Is it that they are born again
 And we grow old? No, they die too.
 Their yearly trick of looking new
 Is written down in rings of grain.

 Yet still the unresting castles thresh
 In full grown thickness every May;
 Last year is dead, they seem to say,
 Begin afresh, afresh, afresh.

 It is one of the many poems of Larkin's where one feels that he returns
 poetry to its traditional role of speaking simply and profoundly to a
 wide audience.
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 The Importance of Philip
 Larkin

 JOHN WAIN

 I sit down то write this essay primarily for American readers,
 .it seems to me a convenient moment to put on record a certain

 pessimism about Philip Larkin's transatlantic reception. I don't think, to
 put the matter baldly, that he will ever be such a favorite with American
 readers of poetry as he is with English. There are two reasons for this,
 one deep-seated, one trivial. To get the trivial one out of the way first,
 Larkin is so rooted in English life, his references are so solidly linked to
 English places and customs and institutions - and I didn't even say
 British, I said English - that the American reader can easily drop into
 one of several pitfalls: misinterpretation plain and simple; or feeling the
 detail as more exotic than it actually is; or knowingness, if he happens to
 be well versed in English life and has seen, for instance, the cycle-crates
 on Coventry station or the trolleybuses carrying people down "the long
 straight miles" into Hull. All that can be guarded against. The deep-
 seated reason, however, is more difficult to counter, and I am not sure
 that American readers will want to counter it or even whether they
 should. Larkin's poetry aims at a precision, a fine adjustment, of
 language, an accuracy, a way of getting the words to contain exactly the
 meaning he wants them to contain and not a scrap more or less, which
 has not on the whole, in this century, been one of the ideals that
 American poets have set themselves.

 The two literatures have of course long since moved apart. The
 nineteenth-century convention that English and American poets were
 interestingly different but clearly related ("cousins") - the assumption
 that poetry in English was a huge rich cake out of which one could cut
 individual slices called "an American poem," "an English poem" - is
 now held by no one; indeed, it is scarcely remembered by anyone under
 about fifty. The last considerable American poet to have vital links with
 English poetry was Robert Frost, whose first public recognition came in
 England, and who repaid England handsomely by instigating the poetry

 О JOHN WAIN is editor of Everyman's Book of English Verse and author of Dear
 Shadows (a collection of memoirs), Young Shoulders (a novel), Poems, 1949-1979, and
 Samuel Johnson: A Biography.
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 of Edward Thomas. Frost, like Hawthorne, is intensely American while
 having a recognizable root in a literary tradition specifically English. Of
 whom could one say that since? The modernists of the 1920s had their
 roots in an international culture and probably owed more to Europe than
 to England; and for their successors, Europe in general has receded and
 England has disappeared altogether. What possible English component
 can one discern in Berryman, Lowell, the San Francisco poets? And
 why, indeed, should there be one?

 The fact remains that the great pleasure Larkin gives to English
 readers comes, at any^ate in part, from an exquisitely poised, exquisitely
 honed diction, very clear and precise, so that even when it is loaded with
 suggestions, they are clear and precise suggestions. So, in the dark but
 expectant days before the spring begins, but when one can sense its
 approach, a thrush starts singing,

 its fresh-peeled voice
 Astonishing the brickwork.

 Or, in that vision of the "very last" person who one day will visit the
 church,

 . . . will he be my representative,
 Bored, uninformed, knowing the ghostly silt
 Dispersed . . .

 Ghostly silt! It is a phrase one can ponder again and again, as one
 ponders certain phrases in Shakespeare, and always with an accretion of
 diamond-clear meaning.

 American poetry has not, in this century, aimed much at this kind of
 effect. Its virtues have been elsewhere and of other kinds - energy,
 variety, a sense of reaching out, of confronting life across a wide field.
 The contained quality of Larkin's language - not a prim or spinsterly
 containment but an intensely masculine, strength-giving one - is a
 tradition he inherits from classical English poetry. That tradition is still
 firmly alive in its own country, but I doubt if it has ever traveled well.

 Having touched that theme thus briefly, I will drop it. This essay is
 not a foot-in-the-door job, trying to sell Larkin to an American reader-
 ship. The most useful thing I can do is to state simply what seem to me to
 be the reasons for his high reputation in this, his own, country, and even
 here my emphasis will be on what / see in him, what his work does for
 me, rather than an effort to see him through the eyes of other people. But
 first, a general statement of something that is in the public domain -
 Larkin's historical importance, the effect his work has had on the way
 poetry is written and read and thought of.
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 I

 In general, I accept the view that a major artist is one who alters or
 modifies the tradition of his art. A minor artist may be exquisite, and give
 great pleasure, and be remembered with much honor and gratitude,
 without affecting the way his art is practiced or thought of. An example
 from music would, I suppose, be Mendelssohn: certainly an excellent
 composer whose work holds its place in the repertory, but not a
 composer who left music different from how he found it; if there were
 changes in the European musical tradition during his lifetime, they were
 not changes brought about by him. Examples from English poetry might
 be Herrick and Marvell or Robert Graves. Exquisite work - deathless,
 some of it - but no discernible effect on the tradition, therefore, in that
 sense, "minor." By this yardstick Larkin is a major poet, within the reach
 of English literary tradition. He has affected the way poetry is written
 and read. Single-handedly, or almost single-handedly, he achieved a
 large-scale historical feat. He gave English poetry back to the common
 reader after half a century in which that reader had been kept away from
 it with barbed wire and tracker dogs. And he did it with absolutely no
 lowering of standards, no dilution.

 It is necessary to take a step backwards to put this in its historical
 perspective. In the years round about 1850, poetry was an extremely
 popular art in England, and indeed throughout the English-speaking
 countries. In the years round about 1950 it was extremely unpopular.
 Obviously something had happened, and as usual the something was not
 one thing but a combination of things.

 There is no need to rehearse it all in detail, especially to readers
 whose basic education can be taken for granted. I have in mind such
 matters as the shattering effect of the First World War, which wrenched
 apart tlie framework of the traditional European culture; and the tremen-
 dous personal charisma of two young American poets who settled in
 England in the years just before that war. Both Ezra Pound and T. S.
 Eliot poured scorn on the previously accepted procedures of English
 poetry, those which twentieth-century poets had carried on from nine-
 teenth-century poets. Eliot expressed this scorn in a very refined,
 mandarin way; Pound much more directly. Both fitted in well with the
 prevailing view taken in the years from about 1916 onward, which was
 that if the traditional culture couldn't civilize us enough to prevent
 maniacal slaughter on this scale, it didn't deserve to survive - a point
 that Pound made overtly in Hugh Selwyn Mauberley:

 There died a myriad,
 And of the best, among them,
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 For an old bitch gone in the teeth,
 For a botched civilization.

 The time was ripe for new experiments and new methods anyway,
 but I think the reasons why the new movement took the precise form it
 did, especially in England, really had something to do with the personal
 tastes and opinions of Pound and Eliot. Neither was a democrat. Neither
 had any trust in the good taste or judgment of the common reader. Both
 tended to accept, quite unquestioned, the view that the arts, and
 civilization generally, proceed by means of a series of advances made by
 a tiny élite of very cultivated people, who pass on the new sensibility to
 the general public - or don't, as the case may be. To Pound, artists were
 "the antennae of the race/' and he quite explicitly set them in contrast to
 "the bullet-headed many." And Elioťs point of view was the same,
 though he always expressed it more guardedly.

 In 1921 Eliot published his famous essay "The Metaphysical Poets,"
 in which, having discussed the characteristic blend of thought and
 emotion that these poets achieved ("A thought to Donne was an
 experience; it modified his sensibility"), he went on to issue what came
 to be widely regarded, and widely obeyed, as a ukase, though to do him
 justice he probably didn't see it as such; he was not yet the acclaimed
 poet of The Waste Land, not yet a lawgiver.

 Eliot wrote:

 It is not a permanent necessity that poets should be interested in philosophy, or
 in any other subject. We can only say that it appears likely that poets in our
 civilization, as it exists at present, must be difficult. Our civilization compre-
 hends great variety and complexity, and this variety and complexity, playing
 upon a refined sensibility, must produce various and complex results. The poet
 must become more comprehensive, more allusive, more indirect, in order to
 force, to dislocate if necessary, language into his meaning.

 Even now, with the inevitable disappointments of sixty-five years
 piled up against it, there is something attractive and stimulating about
 that point of view. Falling on the ears of a generation that had been
 brought up largely on the simplicities of Newbolt and Kipling, it
 sounded like a clarion call. But of course, considered coolly, it won't do.
 There is no space here to go into all the myriad reasons why it won't do -
 and here and there, goodness knows, one comes across a survivor ofthat
 generation still stoutly maintaining that it does very well. But on the
 whole it can be seen, now, as nothing more valid than a justification of
 the Pound-Eliot "line." The notion that because modern life is complex
 and difficult to grasp and therefore the poetry that interprets that life
 must itself be complex and difficult to grasp now seems like the kind of
 non sequitur that underlies most of the grandly sweeping generaliza-
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 tions one hears about the arts. But - and this is where we circle back to

 Philip Larkin - I doubt if we should have escaped even yet from the
 stifling effects of this ukase if it had not been for the liberating effect of
 Larkin's work over twenty-odd years.

 Fashionable opinion in the twenties, thirties, and forties tended to
 assume, unquestioningly, that complex art was better than simple art, a
 position that would not hold good anyway, but was made even more
 untenable by the further superficial assumption that "complexity" and
 "simplicity" were affairs of the surface. Thus a poet like E. E. Cum-
 mings, who deliberately complicated the surface of his work, passed
 current as a "modern" poet, though his content was actually simple to
 the point of naïveté. Push this attitude a little further into absurdity and
 you get people assuming that Finnegans Wake is complex, whereas War
 and Peace, being perfectly intelligible from one sentence to the next, is
 simple. Therefore if it is not "modern," it is of no use as a model to young
 writers who want to be in the swim.

 W. B. Yeats, a greater poet than either Pound or Eliot, was struck in
 mid-career by the change in taste, the demand that the poet shall be
 "comprehensive, allusive, indirect," that he shall "dislocate" language;
 and, with what has often seemed to me a certain sardonic relish, he set
 about writing a poetry that should have all these qualities and still keep
 the imaginative intensity that marked him out as the finest poet of the
 century. But Yeats never ceased to produce poems in an entirely
 different vein, poems that had no arcane system of symbolism, no private
 vocabulary, no buried hints for Sunday-afternoon puzzle-solvers to pick
 up. He never had any difficulty in expressing direct feeling in direct
 language:

 It may be all they say is true
 Of war and war's alarms;
 But О that I were young again
 And held her in my arms!

 Larkin, as he has told us in the preface to the reprint of The North
 Ship, began his poetic life as an admirer, and to some extent an imitator,
 of Yeats. And the Yeats who affected him so deeply was not the arcane
 symbolizing Yeats but the lyrical, direct Yeats. (There isn't space for
 detailed illustration, but to anyone who is capable of seeing what is in
 front of him, there is no need for illustration; I simply adduce the poems
 as evidence.) Later, as the flamboyance of Yeats came to seem more alien
 to his own quiet and rather badger-like character, it was Hardy who
 became the major affinity. From the earlier fifties on, Larkin's voice is
 very much his own, but there is a constant thread of poems like "Love
 Songs in Age" which are Hardyesque as well as Larkinesque.
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 One thing that Yeats and Hardy had in common was that neither of
 them had the Pound-Eliot disdain for the ordinary reader. Yeats may
 have had moods in which he said

 He has enough of rhyming who can please
 A young girl in the indolence of her youth
 Or an old man upon a winter's night

 and other moods when he wanted to speak for his nation - for every man,
 woman, and child in it. But at least he never wanted to address merely an
 international smart set. And Hardy, great artist as he was, remained
 rooted among the people; the son of a fiddler who played at village
 weddings, to the end he associated poetry with dancing and singing.

 Part of the underpinning of the Pound-Eliot case, and of the modern-
 ist line in general, was a fear of democracy on cultural grounds; a feeling,
 not of course without foundation, that mass education and mass literacy
 were producing an audience with lower standards, so that the higher
 reaches of literature - poetry, the serious novel, drama - had to be made
 puzzling to keep the rabble out. In the forties the chief opponent of this
 view was John Betjeman. I remember going to a talk Betjeman gave to an
 Oxford society in about 1945 in which he fiercely denounced modern
 poetry of the Eliot school as "an imposture on the public." And in his
 own poetry Betjeman clung to traditional forms and wrote about the
 ordinary day-to-day concerns of middle-class life (couples getting en-
 gaged during long heart-to-heart talks in parked cars, etc.). The public
 showed its gratitude by making a best-seller of Betjeman, and in my
 opinion they did right; but to a more austere taste there was often a hint
 of the facetious, a touch of the trite, in some of the poems; it was always
 possible for the modernists to point to Betjeman's weaker poems as an
 Awful Warning of what happened if you wrote poetry for the ordinary
 man and woman; I don't say it was justifiable, but it was possible, and
 they did it.

 Larkin, who admired Betjeman while being perfectly clear-sighted
 about him, wrote of the same quotidian subject matter but with abso-
 lutely perfect touch and tone. If anyone had said in about 1940, "What
 England needs is a poet as intelligible as Betjeman, and as sympathetic
 to the ordinary person, but with never a trace of anything second-rate
 and with an imaginative intensity to remind one of Yeats," it would have
 seemed like mere daydreaming. That such a poet should arise would
 have seemed the most impossible thing in the world. But it happened,
 and it happened because Philip Larkin had the skill and the sensibility
 to make it happen, and the courage to start from a very lonely position in
 defiance of modish literary opinion, and to keep quietly working away
 until the authority of his poetry was felt and the critics had to come
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 round and his position wasn't lonely anymore, and then it became the
 fashionable thing to say about him that he was "overpraised." Over-
 praised be damned.

 II

 So much for the overview, the objective account of broad impersonal
 matters. What I have written so far I expect would meet with general
 agreement, even from people who don't care for Larkin's poetry, or care
 for it much less than I do. Can we, now, move in closer to his work,
 examine its grain and texture, get some intimate sense of how it breathes
 and moves and involves with life?

 In addition to the firmness of his roots in English social tradition and
 English linguistic usage, there is another cause of interpretative diffi-
 culty in Larkin's poetry, one before which we all start equal, and that is
 his occasional resort to pure image as a means of making a statement
 about some psychic, spiritual, or philosophical reality that has not
 proved penetrable by the language of discourse or comparison. His
 range does in fact include the occasional - and all the more effective
 because sparing - use of what we can only call "pure poetry," a form of
 statement that, without being anything so heavy as "symbolic," does not
 allow us to unpack it into any other form of words.

 The most celebrated example of this tendency in Larkin, often
 discussed (by myself, among others) is in "Days," from The Whitsun
 Weddings. It is equally clear in the last stanza of "Money," a poem that
 begins in quite a different tone - Larkin in his down-to-earth, slangy, no-
 nonsense vein. Every time he gets a salary check, the money reproaches
 him for not doing more with it.

 So I look at others, what they do with theirs:
 They certainly don't keep it upstairs.

 By now they've a second house and car and wife:
 Clearly money has something to do with life

 - In fact, they Ve a lot in common, if you enquire:
 You can't put off being young until you retire,

 And so on. But the final stanza uses nothing but a montage of images:
 nothing, that is, until the sudden impact of the last four words.

 I listen to money singing. It's like looking down
 From long french windows at a provincial town,

 The slums, the canal, the churches ornate and mad
 In the evening sun. It is intensely sad.

 To me, one of the most striking examples of the poet's use of
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 irreducible imagery, the imaginative leap that takes us straight to the
 reality without resorting to discourse, is the image of the sand-clouds in
 "Dockery and Son" - a poem, incidentally, that exemplifies many of
 Larkin's procedures, from the comic-realistic opening to the uncom-
 promising candor, the totally unadorned statement of unpalatable truth,
 of the last four lines.

 Where do these

 Innate assumptions come from? Not from what
 We think truest, or most want to do:
 Those warp tight-shut, like doors. They're more a style
 Our lives bring with them: habit for a while,
 Suddenly they harden into all we Ve got

 And how we got it; looked back on, they rear
 Like sand-clouds, thick and close, embodying
 For Dockery a son, for me nothing,
 Nothing with all a son's harsh patronage.

 I wonder how the image of sand-clouds (a sight very rarely met with
 in the British Isles) came to Larkin's mind. But it is altogether effective,
 the image of something as uncontrollable as an ordinary atmospheric
 cloud but more solid, more threatening (to be caught in a sand-cloud
 can't possibly do you any good), and apt to pursue people who journey
 across çleserts. It moves us to a point where we are ready for the
 thudding statement of those last few lines, perhaps the bleakest in all
 English poetry. In the last thirty years we have witnessed the vogue of
 the extreme statement, and in particular the statement of despair and
 nihilism; playwrights have shown their characters in grotesque attitudes
 of despair and humiliation, as when Beckett buries his people up to the
 neck in sand or puts them in dustbins; Edward Bond has given us a Lear
 that seeks to be as bloody and savage as Shakespeare's while jettisoning
 its message of love and hope; a sickening poem like Ted Hughes's Crow
 was welcomed by the literary establishment as showing the way forward
 that English poetry must take if it meant to survive. Personally I find
 such antics either merely stomach turning, or boring, or - as often as
 not - rather engagingly comical; an evening of Beckett's surrealism
 sends me away feeling that I have been watching the Marx Brothers. But
 I recognize that it is not a writer's duty to dispense cheer-up mixture;
 anyone who sees human life whole will see the tragedy at its center;
 anyone who tries to tell the truth will find himself, often, telling very
 disconcerting truths as well as, sometimes, heartening ones. And the
 most bleak and inescapable statement of the numbing side of hu-
 man destiny that I know of in recent literature is not to be found in
 the hysterical attitude-striking of the extremists, but in the quiet,
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 deadly force of the last four lines of Larkin's "Dockery and Son":

 Life is first boredom, then fear.
 Whether or not we use it, it goes,
 And leaves what something hidden from us chose,
 And age, and then the only end of age.

 Ill

 I think if I were picking one characteristic that unites all of Larkin's
 diverse output, I would call it consciousness. There is an intelligence, a
 receptivity, a sensibility at work that reminds me of Pope's

 The spider's touch, so exquisitely fine,
 Feels in each thread, and lives along the line.

 In proof of which, let any of the books fall open virtually anywhere.
 The poeťs awareness reaches out to all aspects of his subject. Take the
 triad of poems from High Windows that Larkin called Livings. They form
 a unity in the same way that a triptych does, each panel supporting the
 others and contributing to the whole. Each gives a compressed, lucid
 portrayal of a certain way of making a living. A reasonably attentive
 reading will soon establish that all the poems are "historical," even
 without the specific date of 1929 in the first one, and that they are not
 from the same period; the luxury liner in the second one is obviously a
 thirties job, one of those mad floating palaces in which the rich and
 important crossed the Atlantic before the airlines destroyed them (the
 palaces, not the rich and important). In the third poem, the dons, whose
 talk over their port is such a blend of the wide-ranging and the parochial,
 are obviously eighteenth century and obviously Cambridge (the rank of
 Sizar, a student who paid some of his expenses by doing domestic chores
 like waiting at table, was not known by that name at Oxford, and Snape is
 a real place in East Anglia, not far from Aldeburgh and quite handy for
 Cambridge). The poem is like an engraved illustration to a rich, quirky
 eighteenth-century novel ("Our butler Starveling," etc.). There is much
 one might say about all these three poems or panels of the one poem, but
 since we must select, let us take the second.

 Seventy feet down
 The sea explodes upwards,
 Relapsing, to slaver
 Off landing-stage steps -
 Running suds, rejoice!

 Rocks writhe back to sight.
 Mussels, limpets,
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 Husband their tenacity
 In the freezing slither -
 Creatures, I cherish you!

 By day, sky builds
 Grape-dark over the salt
 Unsown stirring fields.
 Radio rubs its legs,
 Telling me of elsewhere:

 Barometers falling,
 Ports wind-shuttered,
 Fleets pent like hounds,
 Fires in humped inns
 Kippering sea-pictures -

 Keep it all off!
 By night, snow swerves
 (O loose moth world)
 Through the stare travelling
 Leather-black waters.

 Guarded by brilliance
 I set plate and spoon,
 And after, divining-cards.
 Lit shelved liners

 Grope like mad worlds westward.

 As I noted earlier, Larkin came to his wide acceptance via a period in
 which his poetry met with a fair amount of disparagement, and if I
 remember rightly, the kind of thing that was urged against him in the
 fifties and sixties, by people committed to opposite values and opposite
 practices in poetry, was that it was unadventurous and predictable; he
 described these critics himself, in a televised conversation with John
 Betjeman, as "the people who say I write a kind of Welfare State sub-
 poetry." What these critics would say about "Livings, II" I have no idea;
 to me, it seems a poem altogether unpredictable and with some elements
 of the purely surprising. Take the personality through whom we focus on
 the scene, the "I" of the poem. Obviously, he is a steward on one of
 those magnificently appointed transatlantic liners; he belongs to that
 enclosed, temporary world of total regularity, total punctuality, total
 comfort that those ships represented. (I crossed the Atlantic myself on
 one of the finest of them, the Queen Mary, a year or two before she was
 retired, and I can testify that they really were like that.) The steward
 belongs to this world of devoted and successful contrivance, and also
 ministers to it, helps to bring it about, and therefore is part of it; Wallace
 Stevens has a poem, "Farewell to Florida," which begins
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 Go on, high ship, since now, upon the shore,
 The snake has left its skin upon the floor.
 Key West sank downward under massive clouds
 And silvers and greens spread over the sea . . .

 but the "I" of this poem is obviously a passenger: Larkin's making his
 "I" a crew member is a device that allows much greater richness,
 especially a crew member on the domestic side, looking after the
 comfort of the landlubber passengers, making the ship as little ship-like
 as possible, since the aim is to make it as stable, comfortable, and well
 provided as a luxury hotel on land, with the added magical ingredient
 that at the end of five days it will arrive in New York. The steward's
 attitude is part of the surprisingness of the poem; one might expect him
 to be hostile or at best indifferent to the natural setting through which
 the ship moves; the trackless sea, the strange alien forms of life, the
 potentialities for disaster latent in vast distances and unimaginable
 depths, the untamed elemental forces of wind and water. Far from it: he
 looks down from the railing and delights in the abandon of the tincon-
 fined water ("Running suds, rejoice!") and feels love for the anchored
 limpets and mussels that "husband their tenacity / In the freezing
 slither," so that his cry of "Creatures, I cherish you!" conveys a sense of
 identification and acceptance that, in its purposely more muted way,
 recalls one of the supreme moments of English Romantic poetry, the
 blessing of the water snakes in Coleridge's Ancient Mariner; this man, at
 any rate, will never deserve to have the murdered body of an albatross
 hung round his neck.

 At the same time, he is mindful of his duties and performs them
 without mockery; guarded by brilliance, he sets plate and spoon, and
 after dinner he lays out divining-cards. Not playing cards, we notice; a
 real steward would be called on for both, but what the poet chooses to
 highlight is that the cosseted passengers, in their lavishly lit and warmed
 saloon, pass the time by telling fortunes and trying to predict the future;
 and this is appropriate, for, however heavily disguised, what they are
 actually doing is taking their chances on a dangerous element never
 totally amenable to human technology. And the ship, after all, is "mad,"
 for all its gleaming precision engineering; ships like this "grope" their
 way westward, a very good word for the tactile way in which a ship
 churns through the ocean, but it also suggests the way a blind man
 moves, by guesswork. We are not, in truth, fooled by all this pretense of
 being a luxury hotel in perfect safety on the well-ordered promenade.
 The Titanic, after all, was not very effectively "guarded by brilliance."

 Once we have accepted this and look out, through the eyes of the
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 steward figure, at the sea-going world the poet shows us, we see at once
 that no poem we have ever read has been more highly charged verbally.
 The sheer virtuosity, the impressionistic brilliance in the conveying of
 detail, is "at every point twice done, and then done double." And now
 we understand why it is placed as the midmost panel of three in a
 triptych whose other two poems are written much more soberly, each in
 its different vein, the first reflective and slightly melancholy, the third
 comic and picturesque. This middle poem swings totally clear of either
 convention. It is the pure, distilled poetic language. Some poetry gets
 particular strength from its nouns, some from its verbs; in a poet like
 Auden, the distinctive flavor, the small poetic shock, often comes in an
 adjective ("the mild and vegetarian beasts"); here, in these few short
 lines, all three are strong; the winter sky "builds," the rocks "writhe
 back to sight," the radio "rubs its legs" (i.e., in making the grasshopper-
 chirp of Morse code and using its antennae). In the years just before the
 big passenger liners were withdrawn, they ceased to make the crossing
 in winter; I sailed on the Queen Mary in mid-March and it was her first
 run of the year; but this poem is obviously based in the great days of the
 Blue Riband liners when they sailed every week all the year round, for
 this is a midwinter voyage; the sky is "grape-dark," and everything is
 shut down for the season both in the enclosed world of the ship and
 "elsewhere." The bridging passage here is "Ports wind-shuttered,"
 since the word port is used both of a coastal town with a deep-water
 harbor and of the porthole of a ship, screwed tight and salt-caked at this
 time of year. The "I," of all his accepting attitude towards surrounding
 nature, is driven into a defensive survival routine, as every creature is in
 winter: "Keep it all off!"

 It is like a cry, or an inarticulate prayer, wrung from him by the
 immensity and terrifyingness of the vast world beyond the trim and
 calculated confines of the ship, a world that follows its own laws and
 only its own, that would engulf and destroy the tightly planned little
 floating city and not even know it was doing so; the three lines that
 follow that cry are perhaps the most brilliant of the poem. The "leather-
 black" sea! The "swerve" of falling snow! The watcher is fascinated by
 the indiscipline of the snowflakes, contrasting with the planned, mea-
 sured shipboard world. Lepidoptera survive because their very inability
 to fly in a straight line makes it difficult for birds to catch them;
 snowflakes fly in just such a zigzag pattern, and the comparison invokes
 moths rather than butterflies because moths are nocturnal and the

 snowflakes are swerving through darkness. I hope Jake Balokowsky, in
 his monograph on Larkin, doesn't pull out too many stops on "stare
 travelling," a phrase that has something of the complexity that invites
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 ingenious interpretation, God forbid. The steward, in some brief inter-
 lude of his duties, is gazing out at the night seascape; he is staring, and
 since what is around him is featureless, it contains nothing to pinpoint or
 anchor his wandering vision; his stare travels over the waters with an
 aimlessness that is the exact opposite of the ship's planned and projected
 course. But stare is an old word for a starling, one that survived longer in
 Ireland than anywhere else and lives in poetry mainly through Yeats's
 beautiful refrain

 О honey-bees,
 Come build in the empty house of the stare.

 He had the ornithology right, by the way; starlings tend to nest in holes,
 and bees would find it natural to use a starling's abandoned house to
 swarm in. The dark, frightening sea out there not only offers nothing for
 the observer's stare to hold on to, but it is also the terrible trackless waste
 across which migrating birds have to find their way. Starlings migrate
 long distances, and though their usual route is north to south and back,
 they are fairly frequently reported as having crossed the Atlantic, not in a
 single straight line but by island-hopping.*

 Another facet of this poeťs consciousness is the unstressed but
 continually present historicity. Philip Larkin was an agnostic who did
 not believe in eternity, as religious people conceive of it, any more than
 he believed in "a common myth-kitty" that can be invoked to give a
 dimension of timelessness. As he saw it, things happen to us in
 sequence; we are time-bound; human affairs, whether collective or
 individual, cannot transcend history. So that the individual human life is
 measured by history both within and without - by its own history and by
 the enveloping history of the society.

 I wonder if

 Anyone looked at me, forty years back,

 And thought, That'll be the life;
 No God any more, or sweating in the dark

 * Since completing this essay, I have been visited by the thought that other interpreta-
 tions of "Livings, II" are possible and more than possible. It is possible that the speaker is
 not necessarily male, not necessarily on a ship, and therefore not necessarily working as a
 steward. Peter Levi has suggested to me that the speaker might be an old Irishwoman
 working as a fortune-teller, looking out at the Atlantic, and down at the landing-stage steps,
 from the top of a cliff". (And I do admit that even those gigantic liners were hardly "seventy
 feet" at the prow.) Readers will just have to keep an open mind. This is Larkin's most
 opaque poem; if I had realized how difficult it was before his death last September, I
 would have asked the poet for guidance; but now, "he has the receipt of fern-seed, he
 walks invisible."
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 About hell and that, or having to hide
 What you think of the priest . . .

 Religious belief, he is saying, ceased to be a preponderate element in
 Western civilization, not merely in the arena of intellectual discussion
 but in the texture of ordinary people's lives, at or just before the time
 when his own life began (1922), and this is immediately translated into
 concrete terms, the specific thoughts of an older person, too rooted to
 make the change, looking at him as a child - as he himself now looks at
 "a couple of kids" who are acting out the pattern of sexual liberation that
 came in with the social changes of the sixties, for

 Sexual intercourse began
 In nineteen sixty-three,
 Between the ending of the Chatterley ban
 And the Beatles' first LP,
 Though rather late for me.

 Accordingly, in "Church Going" (I suppose the pun in the title has been
 noticed?), he pinpoints a future historical event that will not, when it
 happens, be perceived as a historical event; it will pass unnoticed; but it
 will be a clear, precise, all-deciding moment of demarcation neverthe-
 less:

 I wonder who

 Will be the last, the very last, to seek
 This place for what it was?

 IV

 I mentioned Jake Balokowsky a little while ago; he is of course one of
 Larkin's symbols of historicity , like the "very last" person who will visit
 the church knowing that it was one. When in the mid-1970s I gave a
 lecture on Larkin's poetry to the University of Oxford as part of my
 duties as Professor of Poetry, I had already noticed that the poem
 "Posterity" had in some quarters been misinterpreted as a piece of
 condescension, and I went out of my way to tread on this mistake. Jake
 Balokowsky, I pointed out, is not at all an unsympathetic character; "he
 has some ideals for which he is prepared to work and perhaps even suffer
 ('I wanted to teach school in Tel-Aviv')." Unfortunately when this
 lecture got into print (in Professing Poetry, 1977) and this passage duly
 appeared in print on page 168, there was an irritating misprint; it comes
 out as "some ideal" instead of "some ideals," the inference apparently
 being that he has some kind of an ideal, though I can't imagine what;
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 patronizing again! All I was trying to say, and Larkin was clearly saying
 the same, was that Balokowsky is a perfectly decent man who happens to
 come from a culture totally removed in time and space from the poeťs
 own. The only stroke of overt satire in the poem is the title, for posterity
 is a word often used to settle arguments, a Big Brother against whom
 there is no appeal, and who will protect some of us and order others to be
 vaporized.

 Satire, in fact, isn't very frequent in Larkin, though certain attitudes
 he disliked are embodied in target figures like the horrible little creature
 in "Naturally the Foundation Will Bear All Your Expenses" or the
 faceless politicians in "Homage to a Government." Mostly what he
 expresses is compassion, though it is the compassion of a witty and clear-
 sighted man and therefore all the more worth having.

 But indeed, once we cease to concentrate on the literary and
 technical aspects of Larkin's work and move to a broad delineation of its
 content, it is time for the critic to rest his case. The human content of
 Larkin's work doesn't need me to point it out. It doesn't need anybody. It
 is there, exposed in the intense dry light of his superb technique; and
 the reason for talking about his technique at all is because it was his
 means of producing that light, of making what he wanted to say so
 vividly clear and memorable. He wrote to say things, not to establish to
 everyone's admiration that the "variety and complexity" of modern

 . society had "played upon a refined sensibility." His work flies straight
 in the face of the foolish modern notion, fostered by the most irresponsi-
 ble elements in our universities, that the best book is the one that needs
 the most explanation. Who needs a spelling-out of what Larkin is saying?
 Who can miss the compassion that makes him say of the down-and-outs
 in the park "Think of being them"; the pity for loneliness and failure, as
 in "Love Songs in Age" or more wryly in "Mr. Bleaney"; the intense joy
 in natural life and the beauty of the earth, as in "Coming" or "Spring";
 the gentle nostalgia, as in "Dublinesque"; the dry satiric wit, or the
 outright broad comedy that can suddenly turn serious - who can even
 glance through Larkin's work and not see these? Some will, of course,

 but that is for a social, not a literary reason; in our age, huge numbers of
 people are subjected more or less forcibly to some sort of ducking in the
 literary culture as part of their "education"; they puzzle over a page of
 verse not because they are naturally drawn to do so but because they are
 part of what Larkin himself called "the dutiful mob that signs on every
 September." To me, these victims are men and brothers, and women and
 sisters, and I do not exclude them from the human race; but there comes
 an end of trying to put poetry through this meat grinder. One tries once,
 one tries twice, but in the end one will never make it work with
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 THE AMERICAN SCHOLAR

 everyone, and why should it? Fats Waller, when he was asked the
 question, "Mr. Waller, what is rhythm?" replied simply, "Lady, if ya has
 to ask, ya ain't got it." Larkin admired Fats Waller and enjoyed his music
 for fifty years, so who better to have the last word?

 A Scientist Aboard the Titanic Says
 Good-bye to His Wife in His Head

 Steve Kronen

 Whatever goes up must come down; this is
 a given. But what goes down does not nec-
 essarily rise - never measure bless-
 ings by expectation or aphorism.
 A blessing much more resembles a gas,
 is buoyant, is lighter than air, insists
 on elevating both itself and its
 subject past the common, much as a kiss
 is able to do between wife and hus-

 band or father and daughter. Osmosis,
 however, is when a fluid - in this
 case water - moves through a semiporous
 membrane, such as the lungs, so that the pres-
 sure is equalized. See how the ship lists
 to one side like a man asleep in his
 bed? All bodies seek a natural, rest-
 ing place; this is called homeostasis.
 I had always thought mine land. I was mis-
 taken.

 How strange this moon, white and quartered,
 sets nothing on shore but light and water.

 О STEVE KRONEN'S poems have appeared in the Southern Poetry Review, the Ameri-
 can Poetry Review, the Palmetto Review, and other journals.
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 AGNOSTICISM, MASKS AND MONOLOGUES IN
 PHILIP LARKIN

 litvAK "D. 1R<Uf

 Introduction

 In 1972 Larkin said in a radio interview: "What I should like to do is write
 different kinds of poems, that might be by different people. Someone once said
 that the greatest thing is not to be different from other people, but to be different
 from yourself." (Motion 1982, 74) This idea simultaneously shows one of the
 central ambitions of the Movement generation and an inclination deeply rooted in
 Larkin's own personality. Jean Hartley, one of Larkin's publishers, has written in
 her autobiography:

 Ray Brett acknowledged that although Philip was unreserved with his
 friends, there was a private side to his nature, a "solitude that nourished
 his poetry and which he guarded." He needed, I feel, to be able to distance
 himself from others and from his participating self, to become the
 outsider, objectively observing his own motives and the life going on
 around him. (203)

 This study iS intended as an analysis of this "private side" in Larkin: his efforts to
 distance the experience, and the aesthetic and poetic consequences, of this
 attitude.

 From the Novels to Poetry

 The objectivity mentioned by Jean Hartley is also celebrated by Barbara
 Pym in her assessment of Larkin's first novel, Jill. As she wrote in her letter to the
 author, it was difficult to believe that the maturity in the representation of
 sentiments and the artistic detachment belonged to a twenty-one-year old boy
 (Salvak 62).

 Although Larkin was right when he objected to being identified with John
 Kemp, the protagonist of the novel, on the basis of certain autobiographical details
 this character can still be regarded as a mask, just like the speaker in a number of
 poems written later.

 Here I define the mask as the poetic expression of that feature in the
 personality which creates a temporary, conscious and artificial unity between the
 internal self and an external self, in the process of constructing the poet's own
 identity. When the poet puts on a mask, (s)he assumes the role of a character

 Hungarian Journal of English and American Studies , Volume I, Number 2, 1995. Copyright © by HJEAS.
 All rights to reproduction in any form are reserved.
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 created by himself/herself while also emphasizing that (s)he is playing a role. This
 is why the unity of the two selves is temporary (it usually exists in one poem or
 one sequence only), conscious (the poet makes both the unity and the difference
 clear for himself and the reader), and artificial (the unity exists only in the sphere
 of poetry).1

 Kemp struggles with an obsession right up to the end of the novel: the girl
 called Jill is first a construct of his own imagination, later, however, he
 "recognizes" her in a real girl, and starts following, almost chasing her. He
 manages to break with his obsession before it drives him mad, but he does not
 succeed in giving up his passivity and inhibitions, both of which have their roots
 in his inferiority complex. Therefore, his initiation into adult society has started,
 but has not been successful: the hero (or rather anti-hero) has stopped half-way.
 (The image of the drunken Kemp ducked in a pool at the end of the novel is only
 the grotesque parody of a purification ritual.) In the character of Kemp Larkin
 foreshadows the figures represented in his later monologues. Jill, however, is still
 not a novel based on the monologue form: its story is narrated in the third person,
 although the point of view is a delimited one.

 John Kemp as a mask is a clear sign of the interplay between objectivity
 and subjectivity, which is a central feature of both Larkin's novels and poems.
 Thus one way of approaching the further development of his life work is by
 analyzing the relationship of the two sides in the second novel and in various
 poems. This duality is mainly manifest in the use of the mask as defined above.

 The other novel, A Girl in Winter, already has a first-person narration,
 which makes it more similar to the form of the dramatic monologue. Although
 after the negative image of the previous novel Larkin renders a positive pattern of
 life here, the contrast of romantic desire and facing reality is just as important, and
 is once again expressed in the figure of the central character - this time projected
 from the inside. At the level of style, as Motion has pointed out, this means
 contrasting Yeats's "poetic" and Hardy's "realistic" diction (1982, 55). The figure
 of the heroine also, signifies that closeness to and consciousness of the experience
 that is the basis of Larkin's lyric poetry; thus, at least partially, Katherine is a
 lyrical self-portrait. Her character is a strong one and she is ready to internalize all
 experience; she is not afraid of solitude, and she constructs an active life for
 herself. All these show that she was intended to be the opposite of John Kemp.

 The mask is even more important here than in Jill. On the one hand, the
 narrator-heroine can be interpreted as the writer's mask. (Indeed, it is not
 outrageous to claim that both John Kemp and Katherine can be the masks of a
 single controversial personality.) On the other hand, the use of the mask as a
 social and psychological technique also appears at the level of the story.
 Katherine, as Tom Paulin has pointed out, wants to see behind his friend Robin's
 mask, while he is always ready to withdraw into his privacy (780). Robin is a
 typically introverted personality, but for this very reason he is also extremely
 susceptible to everything that the outside world means to him, since, as Valentin
 Lyubarsky has written, introversion is not just withdrawal, but also includes the
 sensation of what one withdraws from (895). This introversion characterizes the
 speaking voice in most poems in Larkin's later verse, but the duality mentioned
 above, i.e. the contrast and unity of presence and detachment, also can be seen as a
 preliminary study for the would-be poet. To quote Tom Paulin again: "As a
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 novelist Larkin wants to explore this enigma, but as a poet he knows this is the
 form of consciousness he's stuck with" (780). It is exactly this openness to and
 detachment from the outside world at the same time that forms the basis of his

 poetry, in which objectivity will play a much greater role than in his early
 imitations of Yeats.

 The two novels briefly discussed were written in 1946 and 1947
 respectively. Subsequently Larkin planned to write a third novel for a long time
 and, although he never completed it, he always regarded the novel as "the
 maturest of our literary forms" (1983, 96), and never ceased to think of it with
 nostalgia. This is one reason why narrative elements are so significant in his lyric
 poetry. Before the major poems were written, however, Larkin had struggled with
 a writer's crisis: in the early fifties he seemed to lose inspiration. This shows in a
 letter written in October 1951 (Letter 211); in another letter he tried to draw his
 self-portrait as a poet, probably also for himself:

 I shouldn't like to arrogate a "philosophy" to myself. A poem is just a
 thought of the imagination - not really logical at all. In fact I should like
 to make it quite clear to my generation & all subsequent generations that I
 have no ideas about poetry at all. For me, a poem is the cross roads of my
 thoughts, my feelings, my imaginings, my wishes, & my verbal sense:
 normally these run parallel. . . . Often two or more cross ... but only
 when all cross at one point do you get a poem - (Letter 208)

 The poetic components enumerated by Larkin, as well as the strong
 emphasis on inspiration, show a basically lyric attitude and mentality, which are
 only tinted by the attraction of the novel in 1951. But the ambition to formally
 dramatize the experience of his private life is also an important part of the picture,
 and the signs of this are shown very early in his career. Representative of this
 tendency to dramatize are these extracts from letters written in autumn 1939:

 Better Self. "Stop talking about yourself, you fool! Do you think that poor
 bloke wants to read all your piddling little self-praises and conscious
 smirks?"

 Self. "The force of your argument, my dear sir, does not escape me, but as
 I am going to pay 1 1/2 d to send a letter to him . . . I'm going to indulge
 my whims & fancies to their fullest extent. To put it bluntly, I'm going to
 say what I dam' well want to. Get me?" (Letter 8)

 Better self. "Oh crikey ... are you going to get on with the letter or not?
 You've wasted nearly two sheets with just plain babble!! Tell him a few
 interesting things . . . say how much you liked his letter . . . talk about
 books, jazz, Huxley . . . anything but yourself!"
 Me. (voluptuously turning over) "Piss off."
 B.S. "Oh, balls to you. Come on, you lazy fat pig, get up." (Letter 1 1)

 A few years after writing these letters Larkin made his first attempt to dramatize
 himself in a literary form by creating a mask. This initial effort at fictionalized
 dissimulation was the creation of Brunette Coleman, an authoress writing semi-
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 pornographic, lesbian novels. As Andrew Motion has pointed out, "she helped
 him become himself by allowing him to seem entirely different. She let him see
 himself plainly, albeit briefly, in a distorting mirror." (1993, 100)

 The letters quoted above and the persona of Brunette Coleman are the
 first signs of Larkin's ambition to see himself from the outside while also
 preserving his frankness. All these documents belong to the period before he
 wrote the two novels, and reinforce the notion that the later dramatic monologues
 and mask lyrics are deeply rooted in his personality. Larkin found not only an
 aesthetic form in these genres, but - as can be seen in the examples above -
 dramatizing the personality, making the internal conflicts external also became a
 means of self-analysis and the self-constitution of personality. The poet's state of
 mind was turned into objective reality, and effectively became a part of the
 external world. "Deprivation is for me . . . what daffodils were for Wordsworth,"
 he said (Salvak 160). Both Worsdworth and Larkin were searching for the symbol
 that would link them with the universe. Wordsworth found his in the dancing
 flowers, Larkin in the awareness of being left out. Larkin's pessimism, however,
 became a dynamic force. This can well be discerned in Larkin's essay about
 Thomas Hardy, which tacitly amounts to a practice of self-characterization:

 ... the presence of pain in Hardy's novels is a positive, not a negative,
 quality - not the mechanical working out of some predetermined
 allegiance to pessimism or any other concept, but the continual
 imaginative celebration of what is both the truest and the most important
 element in life, most important in the sense of most necessary to spiritual
 development. (1983, 172-3)

 The pain that Larkin writes about belongs to the adult man who is only half-
 initiated into society, as has been pointed out in the case of John Kemp in Jill
 above. John H. Augustine has written that "initiation proceeds from isolation to
 integration: the loneliness which his protagonists feel comes in part from being
 unable to complete this transition. And it is this frustration which he polarises into
 opposites." (Salvak 1 12)

 The clearest sign of the distancing of experience is that which manifested
 itself in the early fifties when Larkin created the most typical and recurrent
 speaker of his poetry: a protagonist who can rightfully be called a mask on the
 basis of his simultaneous identity with and difference from the poet himself. To
 quote Germaine Greer: "Though Larkin himself was not a miserable cuss, the
 persona he favoured for his poetry was just such a one" (27). This inhibited,
 solitary and cynical man first appears in "If, My Darling" (1950). It has often been
 asked whether Larkin can be identified with him; as mentioned above, my
 suggestion is that this figure is a mask: identical with the poet yet different from
 him at the same time. Blake Morrison's metaphor is illuminating: Larkin, instead
 of hiding beneath his defeat, wears it as an overcoat (1988, 1152). This image
 calls one's attention to the mask as being something artificial, conscious and
 temporary. If one keeps these principles in mind, one will avoid those typical and
 frequent misunderstandings which draw conclusions concerning Larkin's
 personality on the basis of the represented character, and which - according to
 John Osborne in his essay "Twenty-Seven Scenes from the Life and Times of the
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 Hull Poets" - even point out "narrative transvestism" in A Girl in Winter and
 "Wedding Wind," only because their speakers are women (182-3). I suggest that
 the use of women speakers is not perversity on Larkin's part; it is a poetic
 technique that creates a peculiar combination of the distancing of experience and
 the sticking to confession.2

 Such interacting opposites result in a tension which becomes a creative
 force in Larkin's poetry, and determines the main aesthetic characteristics,
 including the genre, of the poems.

 The Less Deceived and The Whitsun Weddings

 The philosophy, strategy and form of Larkin's poems in his second and
 third volumes of poetry are built upon the duality of seeing and showing the
 experience represented in the poem from the inside and from the outside at the
 same time. (An analysis of the juvenilia in Larkin's first volume, The North Ship,
 would not significantly contribute to this study.) Thus, Larkin's experience of
 suffering, human cognition, God, death, religion and even his political views can
 be grasped in this duality. The contrast of the two sides of experience has aesthetic
 consequences: the typical genres of the poems are the dramatic monologue and the
 mask lyric, while the tone is often ironic, sarcastic or parodic. The competing
 selves of the author are equally captured by time, but they form different notions
 of it.

 The poem entitled "Wedding Wind" (1946) is Larkin's first and most
 traditional dramatic monologue, since in it the difference between the poet and the
 speaker in the poem is the most obvious. This is a poem about happiness, but not,
 it should be said, idyllic happiness. Nature is not hostile, but is indifferent: the
 young woman who is the speaker of this monologue cannot find the happiness of
 her wedding night in her environment. Or, to use Eliot's term: the speaker does
 not find the objective correlative that would make the expression of the
 experience complete; neither does she find Mother Nature within the otherwise
 natural environment. The poet, on the other hand, creates an objective form in the
 speaker, who feels the lack of something. The elaboration of this speaker makes it
 possible for him to express happiness and terror at the same time and with the
 same intensity.

 A similar duality of perspectives, that is the tension between the
 represented figure and the I of the poem, can be seen in one of the key poems of
 Larkin's poetry, "Deceptions" (1950). The genre of this poem is different from
 that of "Wedding Wind": "Deceptions" is a dramatic lyric in which the speaker is
 not clearly distinguished from the implied poet. It is mainly made dramatic by the
 contrast between the spontaneous, primary perception of the represented
 experience and its later contemplation. The implied poet can be discerned, but he
 remains in the background, and the experience itself, typically of Larkin, comes to
 the foreground. Consequently, the experience, while it separates itself from the
 poet and achieves autonomy, gets closer to the reader. This way, the distancing of
 experience and respecting it without reservation are the two sides of the same
 attitude.
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 The core of the poem is Larkin's peculiar concept of suffering. As Jean
 Hartley has written:

 Philip felt that the doer of any act is always more deceived than the
 passive recipient of an act. For the doer acts from desire which comes
 from unfulfilled wants but when these wants are fulfilled they do not
 necessarily -bring happiness. Whereas, Philip claimed, there was
 absolutely no deception involved in suffering: "no one imagines they're
 suffering." (83)

 Thus suffering becomes the only hope for cognition. The expression that he uses
 for the suffering human being, and which he also chose as the title of his first
 mature volume of poetry, "the less deceived," is of Neo-Platonic origin. Marsilio
 Ficino wrote this about suffering and sadness in the 16th century:

 ... we think that we can expel our hidden and continual grief through the
 society of others and through a manifold variety of pleasures. But we are
 only too deceived. For in the midst of the plays of pleasures we sigh at
 times, and when the plays are over, we depart even more sorrowful . . .
 But while all are deceived, usually those are less deceived who at some
 time, as happens occasionally during sleep, become suspicious and say to
 themselves: 'Perhaps those things are not true which now appear to us;
 perhaps we are now dreaming.' (quoted in Geoffrey Durrant 121,
 emphasis added)

 Larkin's idea is basically the same: it is not the search for and achieving of
 pleasure, but the experience of suffering that leads to cognition.3 "Deceptions,"
 however, represents not only the certainty of suffering in contrast with the
 uncertainty of desire; it also doubts that the recognition of this situation can mean
 consolation for a human being.

 The T of the poem, as is shown in the epigraph, addresses a girl who has
 been raped and, as a result, is a broken person. The emphasis, however, is neither
 on the girl herself, nor on the raper, but on the relationship between the experience
 which was the occasion for the poem on the one hand and the implied poet on the
 other. The first stanza, with its harsh images, juxtaposed adjectives and
 alliterations suggests the spontaneous perception of an experience:

 Even so distant, I can taste the grief,.
 Bitter and sharp with stalks, he made you gulp.
 The sun's occasional print, the brisk brief
 Worry of wheel along the street outside
 Where bridal London bows the other way,
 And light, unanswerable and tall and wide,
 Forbids the scar to heal, and drives
 Shame out of hiding. All the unhurried day
 Your mind lay open like a drawer of knives.
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 The more complicated sentence structures, the statement disguised as a question,
 and the abstract ideas penetrating through the vision in the second stanza already
 show a cognitive aspect in the implied poet:

 Slums, years, have buried you. I would not dare
 Console you if I could. What can be said,
 Except that suffering is exact, but where
 Desire takes charge, readings will grow erratic?
 For you would hardly care
 That you were less deceived, out on that bed,
 Than he was, stumbling up the breathless stairs
 To burst into fulfilment's desolate attic. (1988, 32)

 Society appears here as the enemy of the individual (like in many other poems by
 Larkin), and sets the same blind forces in motion as nature does. The raped girl is
 the victim not only of a primitive man, but also of "bridal London." Suffering does
 not receive a Christian interpretation in Larkin's worldview, since he does not
 believe that it leads to redemption. Consolation is also hopeless: from a
 communicatibnal point of view the gap between the addresser and the addressee is
 not bridged. Sympathy is not considered enough to re-create human relations and,
 as a consequence, the poem only shows conflicts without a traditionally conceived
 catharsis.4

 The speakers of such poems are searching for their own place in a world
 deserted by God, and are trying to preserve what is left of human dignity. The
 existential predicament Larkin faces is essentially the same as the one the post-
 Darwinian poets, mainly Tennyson and Hardy, confronted: divine providence is
 weaker than the apprehension of entropy (Greer 27). The anguish that follows
 from this can be discerned in Larkin's consciousness of death on the one hand (it
 can be pointed out in nearly all of his poems), and in his representation of time on
 the other. Both basic experiences, of death and time, can be readily seen in
 "Church Going" and "Days."

 The struggle with death was deeply rooted in Larkin's personality. He
 wrote this in a letter in 1940: "I don't want to write anything at present. In fact,
 thinking it over, I want to die. ... I think I shall start going to church." (Letter 12)
 This suggests that the first step in trying to overcome both the desire to experience
 and the threat of death is to start going to church, to construct a religious attitude.
 But Larkin did not go any further along this track: his poetry does not really
 contain manifestly religious elements at all, moreover, his mature verse written
 from the late forties on is definitely agnostic. As he said in conversation with
 committed Christians, he never had the consolation of religion against death
 (Salvak 37).

 His best-known poem, "Church Going" (1954), is not concerned with
 religion, but - as Larkin himself attested - with the act of going to church (Motion
 1982, 60). This poem shows the'typical structure of dramatic lyrics: the speaker of
 the first two stanzas takes a walk in the church, and reflects on this experience,
 while in the third stanza and later the cognitive self comes to the fore.

 The figure represented at the beginning of the poem is an awkward,
 clumsy tourist:
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 Once I am sure there's nothing going on
 I step inside, letting the door thud shut.
 Another church: matting, seats, and stone,
 And little books; sprawlings of flowers, cut
 For Sunday, brownish now; some brass and stuff
 Up at the holy end; the small neat organ;
 And a tense, musty, unignorable silence,
 Brewed God knows how long. Hatless, I take off
 My cycle-clips in awkward reverence,

 Move forward, run my hand around the font.
 From where I stand, the roof looks almost new -
 Cleaned or restored? Someone would know: I don't.

 Mounting the lectern, I peruse a few
 Hectoring large-scale verses, and pronounce
 'Here endeth' much more loudly than I'd meant.
 The echoes snigger briefly. Back at the door
 I sign the book, donate an Irish sixpence,
 Reflect the place was not worth stopping for. (1988, 97. 1-18)

 The tourist encounters the experience of observing the church by accident. These
 stanzas suggest inhibition and uncertainty in every line: the gate turns out to be
 too noisy, the phrase "another church" comes from someone who is tired of
 sightseeing. The comic character utters God's name in the church unconsciously,
 and he is just as unconscious when he takes off his cycle-clips to show his respect,
 since he does not wear a hat. The clumsiness of farther gestures is increased by
 the tourist's donation: the Irish sixpence has no value in England. The
 spontaneous perception of the experience is inevitably closed by the speaker's
 conclusion: "the place was not worth stopping for." So far the poem can be read as
 a brilliant parody of church elegies.

 The turning point is at the beginning of the third stanza. The sentence
 "Yet stop I did" is still comic, as it sounds very bombastic after the previous lines,
 but it also starts the more profound cognition of the experience. Here the speaker
 becomes identical with the implied poet. The question he asks is this: what will
 happen to churches when religion disappears? Perhaps superstition will take its
 place, but that will also "die" as well as disbelief:

 But superstition, like belief, must die,
 And what will remain when disbelief has gone?
 Grass, weedy pavement, brambles, buttress, sky,

 A shape less recognizable each week,
 A purpose more obscure. (34-8)

 The middle part of the poem mainly consists of visions in which the future visitors
 of the church appear: superstitious women, archaeologists. One of these is his own
 future self, who will again awkwardly wander about in the building, quite like the
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 tourist in the first two stanzas; nevertheless, he will find this the only place where
 birth, marriage and death form a unity:

 Or will he be my representative,

 Bored, uninformed, knowing the ghostly silt
 Dispersed, yet tending to this cross of ground
 Through suburb scrub because it held unspilt
 So long and equably what since is found
 Only in separation - marriage, and birth,
 And death, and thoughts of these - for which was built
 This special shell? (45-52)

 At this point, the implied poet, the speaker of the first two stanzas, and his double
 projected into the future become essentially identical. The basis of the unity is the
 identity of the experience, which represents the only certainty in contrast with the
 uncertainty of contemplation. One can witness the tradition of the romantic poetry
 of experience here, more precisely the type of poem ending in epiphany, that is
 sudden illumination. According to Langbaum's analysis, these are poems in which
 experience and its contemplation are separated (such as in Wordsworth's "Tintern
 Abbey" or Coleridge's "Frost at Midnight"), and the Structure of the experience
 itself is revealed (1957, 47). The elementary effect of the experience is of central
 significance in Larkin, too. The epiphany is introduced with this sentence:

 . . . though I've no idea
 What this accoutred frowsty barn is worth,
 It pleases, me to stand in silence here . . . (52-4)

 As X. J. Kennedy has pointed out, the structure of "Church Going" can be
 described as that of "Toads" and "Poetry of Departures": "the speaker confesses
 himself torn between two attractive and irreconcilable attitudes (faith and doubt,
 or whatever), wrestles with an insoluble ethical dilemma, and in the end imposes a
 quick solution to it" (Salvak 163). But is the end of the poem really a "solution"?
 The implied poet struggles with his own thoughts to find an explanation for the
 existence of churches. Although he finds the roots of the religious system of
 symbols in the most natural human desires, he can close the last line with a
 fullstop, instead of a question mark, only by introducing a new aspect, which has
 not been mentioned so far:

 A serious house on serious earth it is,
 In whose blent air all our compulsions meet,
 Are recognized, and robed as destinies.
 And that much never can be obsolete,
 Since someone will forever be surprising
 A hunger in himself to be more serious,
 And gravitating with it to this ground,
 Which, he once heard, was proper to grow wise in,
 If only that so many dead lie round. (55-63)
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 The poet's ambition to preserve the experience meets Larkin's well-known
 conservatism here. The basis of this latter, as the whole of his poetry suggests, is
 an ontological, rather than political, conviction. As Larkin saw it, one of the
 fudamental features of human life is transience, since it is shadowed by death. His
 own conclusion is that any change amounts to a loss of values.5 This poem
 assumes a poet who sees and suggests possible rational arguments for the
 destruction of churches, but refuses to accept them. The reason is that he considers
 any change to be a change for the worse, whereas he regards preserving the past as
 a defence of values.6 Thus the dead lying in the churchyard become the central
 value-symbol of this poem, resembling Thomas Gray's "Elegy Written in a
 Country Churchyard."

 The closing idea, however, forms a tension with the uncertainty conveyed
 by the whole poem: there is no balance between the questions asked formerly and
 the one-line, almost naive answer. The speaker is aware of this, as is suggested by
 the ambiguous "if only" opening of the last line (instead of "because," "for," or
 "since," which would probably sound more appropriate in this context). This
 vulnerability forms a stylistic harmony with the previous question marks, the
 privative modifiers (unignorable, hatless, disbelief, uninformed), and the
 blasphemous phrases (ruin-bibber, frowsty barn). Consequently, Christian belief
 cannot be triumphant: the only certainty exists in eveiyday existence, the implied
 poet is agnostic and conservative in his effort to preserve values. He does not
 believe in God, but he feels the superhuman power of Fate and the certainty
 transmitted from the past. This duality is aesthetically formed in the tension
 between the speaker and the agent of the first two stanzas on the one hand
 (Larkin's mask) and the implied poet on the other.

 I wish to complement the analysis above with two further remarks. One is
 that Larkin had his own theory about the poetry of experience as an ideal. He said
 this in an interview: "what I want readers to carry away from the poem in their
 minds is not the poem but the experience" (quoted in Zillekens 14). This can be
 seen in one of the chief characteristics of his poetry, which Lolette Kuby has
 correctly observed: "With few exceptions ("Age," "If, My Darling"), Larkin's
 imagery is not psyche symbolizing itself, projecting from itself a subjective
 psychological landscape, but verifiable reality to which mind and mood react"
 (4°).

 The other remark is about the conservatism mentioned above. Larkin's

 utter faithfulness to experience is in close connection with the fact that the
 Movement followed Orwell's political quietism, whose ideals were observing,
 accepting, and recording reality. Although Larkin made a distinction between the
 task of the novelist and that of the poet, he thought Orwell's ideas, here quoted,
 relevant also for the poet: "Give yourself over to the world-process, stop fighting
 against it or pretending that you control it, record it. That seems to be the formula
 that any sensitive novelist is now likely to adopt." (Morrison 94)

 The short poem that expresses Larkin's experience of time most concisely
 is entitled "Days" (1953), and it exhibits the same structural pattern as that of
 "Church Going." Here the implied poet re-thinks and re-interprets the notion of
 time as destroyer, which originated in the Renaissance (see Panofsky 469), and
 which appears to be one of the basic problems for modern European man.
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 The speaker, again, is the poet's mask, who is in tension with the
 agnosticism of the implied poet. The two figures manifest the two sides of
 Larkin's. agnostic notion of time, as I will attempt to point out in the analysis
 below.

 Although the experience is not as clearly visible in "Days" as in "Church
 Going," its speaker is obviously a man trapped in his daily routine, who is now
 trying to find naive answers to his own childish questions:

 What are days for?
 Days are where we live.
 They come, they wake us
 Time and time over.

 They are to be happy in:
 Where can we live but days? (1988, 67. 1-6)

 The speaker's naivety is, however, real, not pretended, but the background of his
 questioning is one of the basic problems of philosophy: the meaning of time. Even
 in our everyday existence, we experience three essential features of time: infinity,
 continuity, and dividability (Bull 4). Larkin had already seen the latter two
 features as the two sides of a conflict in "Wants" (1950), in which poem he
 thought the process of splitting time into days, weeks, and months to be unnatural.
 In his view entropy, which he identifies with continuity leading to death and
 oblivion, proves to be victorious:

 Beneath it all, desire of oblivion runs:
 Despite the artful tension of the calendar,
 The life insurance, the tabled fertility rites,
 The costly aversion of the eyes from death -
 Beneath it all, desire of oblivion runs. (1988, 42. 6-10)

 The speaker in the first stanza of "Days" finds dividing time into days natural. The
 essence of the question asked in the last line is this: could it be otherwise?

 Like in the second structural unit of the poems analyzed above, here,
 again, the speaker of the second stanza is of a different character. The introductory
 exclamation, "Ah," reflects sudden illumination, epiphany, while the answer given
 to the question is surprising for several reasons. First: it follows a question which
 the speaker of the first stanza does not expect to be answered. Second: the naive
 but abstract diction is replaced by a poetic vision. Third: at first sight this poetic
 image has nothing to do with the question:

 Ah, solving that question
 Brings the priest and the doctor
 In their long coats
 Running over the fields. (67. 7-10)

 According to Lolette Kuby, this poem is about the conflict between desire
 and possibility. The question asked in the first line, her analysis goes on, is
 concerned with purpose, and is followed by the statement of the second line. The
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 fifth line suggests that "the only humanly meaningful answer is wish not fact."
 Then comes a gap, an unstated question: "What if one is not happy?" There is no
 answer given to this, only another question in the sixth line. The unstated but
 implied answer is suicide as a possibility for the individual; the second stanza
 represents this through the image of the savers of the body and the soul (88).

 While accepting the logic of this analysis, I would suggest that putting
 suicide as a component of the meaning at the centre narrows down the
 interpretation of the poem. "Days" is partly based upon abstract categories, and
 the abstraction of the first stanza is contrasted with the reality of the second.
 However, in the background there is an even more fundamental conflict than that
 pointed out by Kuby.

 I accept, of course, that the frozen image with the figures of the running
 priest and the doctor suggests death. This is not a blurred picture, but a clear and
 exact vision, measuring up to Blake's ideal: as opposed to the end of "Church
 Going" this is the only possible answer. The notion of death eliminates the various
 divisions of time: there is no difference between moment and eternity in this
 realm. Consequently, days do not mean the hope of a life spent with work, as they
 do in Ralph Waldo Emerson's poem with the same title, but a unit of time aiming
 at terminating itself. This recognition, however, does not make death either
 comprehensible or acceptable: the negative definition, the projection of what
 death does not contain, only increases its strangeness.7 Thus the problem of time
 and the human tragedy of - death are closely linked in the consciousness of the
 agnostic implied poet.

 What makes the universe of this poem particularly dreary is its
 deliberately narrowed point of view: the human structuring of time, which process
 Eric Berne characterized as one of the basic components of human activities (23),
 is completely missing here. In Larkin's poems man (the implied poet) does not
 structure time, he only splits it up into units. This, however, makes the notion of
 time as the enemy of man even more obvious. The implied poet in a number of
 great poems by Larkin shares this experience, but nowhere else does it result in
 such bitter resignation as here. For this very reason "Days" should be seen as one
 of his key poems, which characteristically and in a peculiar way reflects an
 attitude about which Zillekens has rightly pointed out: Larkin "is the observer who
 looks on what is happening in the world around him and who has become
 increasingly more aware of the passing of time while doing so. He sees the
 individual as trapped in the course of time while time itself follows its course
 unimpeded." (135-6)8 Or, to put it another way: for the man captured and anclosed
 by everyday existence only the present is reality. This conviction is echoed in
 "The Old Fools," one of the "savage" but deeply humane poems of Larkin's last
 volume High Windows. The suggestion of this poem is that the gap between the
 past and the present cannot be bridged; this makes it impossible for us to sense the
 continuity of life. Consequently, human life is not a process, but a plethora of
 moments, and these moments are harder and harder to connect as one gets older
 (Petch 95). In other words, the gap between perception and cognition is bridged
 only in the rare moments of epiphany.9

 Time is also in the focus of attention in "The Whitsun Weddings" (1958),
 but this poem does not show the consciousness of death or the tragic fate of man
 which can be seen in the previous poems. On the poem's manifest level of content
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 time appears in everyday existence: it simply means departure and arrival time.
 On this level Larkin renders the accurate and vivid description of a journey, which
 reflects a familiar experience, that of taking a train:

 That Whitsun, I was late getting away:
 Not till about

 One-twenty on the sunlit Saturday
 Did my three-quarters-empty train pull out,
 All windows down, all cushions hot, all sense
 Of being in a hurry gone. We ran
 Behind the backs of houses, crossed a street
 Of blinding windscreens, smelt the fishdock; thence
 The river's level drifting breadth began,
 Where sky and Lincolnshire and water meet. (1988, 1 14. 1-10)

 Whitsun, it should be noted, is a traditional occasion for weddings in Britain.
 After a while the speaker of the poem realizes that newly wedded couples take the
 train at every station. This experience determines the second level, the "deep
 structure" of the poem: the implied poet finds a point in space (signified by the
 railway lines) and time (signified by the duration of the journey) where the notion
 of happiness appears in a concentrated form, in the short spell of a few minutes
 and in the narrow space of some railway wagons:

 Now fields were building-plots, and poplars cast
 Long shadows over major roads, and for
 Some fifty minutes, that in time would seem
 Just enough to settle hats and say

 I nearly died,
 A dozen marriages got under way. (58-63)

 In contrast with the previously analyzed poems, here the perception of
 experience and its later contemplation are not sharply separated; moreover, the
 primary perception of the experience itself is only revealed as the outcome of a
 slow and gradual process of understanding:

 At first, I didn't notice what a noise
 The weddings made

 Each station that we stopped at . . . (21-3)

 They watched the landscape, sitting side by side
 - An Odeon went past, a cooling tower,
 And someone running up to bowl - and none
 Thought of the others they would never meet
 Or how their lives would all contain this hour.

 I thought of London spread out in the sun . . . (64-9)

 The aspect of the poem is down-to-earth: not for a moment can the reader forget
 that the situation being related is the train journey itself. An experience without a
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 conflict becomes predominant here; as a result, the perspective of the poem is not
 tragic, the speaker and the implied poet are identical, and the transition between
 the experience and its contemplation is smooth. Time is linked with the notion of
 happiness instead of the consciousness of death, even though it does not mean the
 happiness of the implied poet himself. Therefore, this poem can be read as the
 counterpart of "Days." On the other hand, it is characterized by the same desire of
 totality as the protagonist of "Church Going" is: a desire to see birth, marriage,
 and death in unity. The implied poet of "The Whitsun Weddings" is susceptible to
 the described experience because he feels the increase of the intensity of life, even
 if it is other people's lives. Janice Rossen's analysis seems to support this
 interpretation:

 ... the balance between participation and separation, which characterise
 train travel, might be what Larkin enjoys; on a train, at least, he can be
 temporarily linked with others, without having to be part of the crowd
 himself, and without having actually to attend the weddings or stand on
 the station platforms. (58-9)

 According to Lolette Kuby, the poem reflects a dual metamorphosis: that of the
 young couples, who change from children to parents, and that of the poet, who
 changes from a passive observer to a creator by making a poem out of the
 experience. Thus the attitude of preserving values turns up at two levels of the
 poem (121). This analysis points out a significant principle of composition, but I
 do not think this is the essence of this poem. It is not the act of writing a poem that
 is in the centre but the event itself, spatial relations becoming temporal relations,
 and the process during which mere sight changes into an experience. The essence
 of this experience is that the implied poet meets the vitality of life in the form of
 an epiphany, but he remains within everyday existence. Consequently, experience
 itself is the primary value, while any later contemplation of it is of secondary
 relevance.

 The basis of 'TRemember, I Remember" (1954) is also a train journey.
 The experience represented in the poem, once again, comes all of a sudden and
 unexpectedly:

 Coming up England by a different line
 For once, early in the cold new year,
 We stopped, and, watching men with number-plates
 Sprint down the platform to familiar gates,
 'Why, Coventry!', I exclaimed. 'I was born here.' (1988, 81. 1-5)

 As can be seen in the first line, the character in the poem has chosen an unusual
 route, and, completely unexpectedly for him, the train calls at his birth-place,
 Coventry. (The figure is obviously a self-portrait: Larkin was really born in
 Coventry.) Experience comes with an elemental power; this is signified in a
 threefold way by the instinctive gesture with which the speaker leans out of the
 window, the dialect word (squinnied), and the strenuous effort to possess the place
 as his own again, even though only for a few minutes:
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 I leant far out, and squinnied for a sign
 That this was still the town that had been 'mine'

 So long, but found I wasn't even clear
 Which side was which. . . . (6-9)

 The train, however, leaves the station, and this separates the experience from its
 later contemplation:

 ... A whistle went:

 Things moved. I sat back, staring at my boots. (11-2)

 These lines introduce the act of remembering, and at this point the poem becomes
 one of Larkin's most ironic and parodistic pieces. As has been pointed out above,
 "Church Going" can be read as a parody of church poems, and "Days" as a parody
 of Emerson; this poem holds up a distorting mirror to nostalgic poems recalling
 the poet's childhood. (More concretely, it is a parody of Thomas Hood's poem
 with the same title.) All cliches appear in a negative form, beginning with the
 bitter witticism of the phrase "my childhood was unspent":

 Our garden, fifst: where I did not invent
 Blinding theologies of flowers and fruits,
 And wasn't spoken to by an old hat. (17-9)

 The reader might wonder: is the implied poet speaking about the lack of
 experience rather than experience itself? There is an increasing feeling that this is
 an "anti-poem," until one reaches the last lines:

 'You look as if you wished the place in Hell,'
 My friend said, 'judging from your face.' 'Oh well,
 I suppose it's not the place's fault, 'I said.

 'Nothing, like something, happens anywhere.' (33-6)

 Although the last line is a puzzling one, and is therefore open to a number of
 readings, one possible interpretation seems to be this: a negative experience is also
 an experience, and a poem can also be born out of that.

 It could be argued that "I Remember, I Remember" is not a dramatic lyric
 at all, but an openly expressive poem, since the speaker can be regarded as '
 identical with Larkin, who really saw his childhood spent in Coventry as having
 been dreary, and as a short-sighted and stammering child he soon got used to
 suspecting enemies in the outside world. I have applied the term "dramatic lyric"
 to it, because of the typical structure of this genre: the distinction between an
 experience and its elaboration. As a consequence, the implied poet is presented in
 a dramatic situation. The latter is also emphasized by the dialogues and the
 fictitious listener in the poem.

 This method, the projection of the experience into dialogues, is also
 characteristic of those poems which are most frequently mentioned as dramatic
 monologues in Larkin's poetry, namely "Mr Bleaney" and "Dockery and Son."
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 These follow most obviously in Robert Browning's wake. As Lolette Kuby has
 pointed out:

 With Browning Larkin shares not only moral seriousness but the method
 of revealing it through dramatic monologue. The speakers in "Mr
 Bleaney," "Selfs the Man," "Dockery and Son," to mention a few,
 expose their limitations, their self-centeredness, the flaws in their morality
 or vision in much the same way Browning's "Bishop" or "duke" or "Fra
 Lippo Lippi" do by dramatizing their personalities in response to a
 situation, idea, or event. (22)

 It is especially noticeable in these poems that the speakers change their characters
 by the time the reader reaches the end of the poem. This feature is significant in
 Larkin' s own development as a poet: character formation, which was one of the
 weaknesses of the early novels, became a strength in his lyric poetry. As James
 Booth has pointed out, the stereotype figures of the novels are revived in the later
 poems "freed from the requirements of plot and social realism" (1992, 62).

 The speaker of "Mr Bleaney" (1955) is not the person indicated in the
 title, but another man, who is about to take lodgings. Mr Bleaney is the former
 tenant, whose memory still haunts the room, and whose character becomes clear
 from the landlady's words, his objects left behind, and the speaker's thoughts. Mr
 Bleaney is (was?) a typical bachelor; so is the speaker, as the way he starts
 occupying the room suggests.10 He almost thinks of the former tenant as a
 personal acquaintance; he seems to know everything about him from his eating
 habits to his yearly routine:

 1 know his habits - what time he came down,

 His preference for sauce to gravy, why

 He kept on plugging at the four aways -
 Likewise their yearly frame: the Frinton folk
 Who put him for summer holidays,
 And Christmas at his sister's house in Stoke.

 (1988, 102. 15-20)

 The speaker (like in the poems analyzed above) remains in the background. It is
 only the ritual of taking possession of the objects which suggests that the 'I' of the
 poem has found a double in Mr Bleaney. In Janice Rossen's words: "The contrast
 between the two men is heavily stressed; they are two distinct figures who are
 none the less identified with each other, because they are both measured by 'the
 hired box' of the rented room." (137)

 The last two stanzas, however, only reinforce the speaker's doubts:

 But if he stood and watched the frigid wind
 Tousling the clouds, lay on the fusty bed
 Telling himself that this was home, and grinned,
 And shivered, without shaking off the dread
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 That how we live measures our own nature,
 And at his age having no more to show
 Than one hired box should make him pretty sure
 He warranted no better, I don't know. (21-8)

 The intricately structured sentence ends with the notion of the unbridgable gap
 between the two men. Much has been written about its stylistic effect. According
 to David Lodge: "the main clause so long delayed - 'I don't know' - when it
 finally comes, seems to spread back dismally through the whole poem, through the
 whole life of the unhappy man who utters it" (Salvak 127). In Donald Hall's
 analysis:

 This awkward, difficult-to-say sentence mimics the reluctance of the mind
 to reach conclusion about its own worth or lack of worth. The muscular

 gestures of its hesitation expresses, by form and mimicry of grammar, the
 state of mind that the language describes. In this coincidence of manner
 and matter is a good portion of Larkin's genius. (Salvak 168)

 "Mr Bleaney," therefore, is a monologue in which the speaker, struggling with his
 unspoken thoughts, faces the drama of his own life. Through this form a sad and
 solitary character is revealed. Although the other man indicated in the title may be
 a kindred spirit, an "objective correlative" for the speaker so to speak, the gap
 between the two men is also obvious and inevitable. The nature of this gap is open
 to a variety of interpretations. Stephen Regan has suggested a politically oriented
 reading:

 The obvious contrast in the poem, which many commentators overlook, is
 between the intellectual concerns of the speaker and the manual
 preoccupations of Mr Bleaney. 'The Bodies', a local term for a car body
 plant, especially in the Midlands, effectively identifies Bleaney as a car
 worker. (108)

 This is, undoubtedly, one important component of the situation presented in the
 poem, whose tone is not tragic in the strict sense of the word, as the speaker does
 not even conceptualize the conflicts: he is bound by his social situation as well as
 the limits of his communication through language. Although he has achieved the
 "less deceived" position, this only means that he recognizes these barriers, but he
 is unable to break through them.

 As has been pointed out above, "Mr Bleaney" starts with the words of a
 "neutral" character, the landlady; likewise, "Dockery and Son" (1963) opens with
 a factual question asked by a third character before Dockery and the speaker come
 to the front:

 'Dockery was junior to you,
 Wasn't he?' said the Dean. 'His son's here now.'

 Death-suited, visitant, I nod. 'And do
 You keep in touch with - ' Or remember how
 Black-gowned, unbreakfasted, and still half-tight
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 We used to stand before that desk, to give
 'Our version' of 'those incidents last night'? (1988, 152. 1-7)

 All that sticks in the mind of the speaker after this nostalgic chit-chat is Dockery's
 name. The contemplation and the free assocations of ideas start, again, with the
 image of taking a train, and the description of the journey (like in "The Whitsun
 Weddings" and "I Remember, I Remember") is as important as the thoughts of the
 speaker, which are conceived and born meanwhile. Andrew Motion has written:

 He repeatedly turns away from his closely observed surroundings, or
 breaks a strictly rational discourse, by introducing a bizarre and seemingly
 unrelated element. "Dockery and Son" gives a miniature but good
 example: the "sand-clouds" that appear in the last stanza have no precise
 connection with the poem's dominant pattern of images - the railway
 lines, which he watches meeting and parting as he contemplates the
 meetings and partings that have occurred in his life. The sand-clouds, that
 is to say, disturb the empirical progression of the poem, and their effect is
 typical of all such interruptions in Larkin's work. By creating a brief
 emotional intensity, and a momentary release from immediate
 surroundings, they fleetingly fulfil the function that Yeats expected of
 symbolism. (1982, 14)

 This stylistic effect is in close connection with the genre of the poem. Both "Mr
 Bleaney" and "Dockery and Son" are dramatic lyrics. The image analyzed by
 Andrew Motion puts the emphasis on experience, and so does the railway
 symbolism.11 Both serve to reflect the duality of the description of the journey and
 the contemplation mentioned above. This forms the basis for the bitter closing
 lines, which show the two seemingly different lives as actually similar:

 Life is first boredom, then fear.
 Whether or not we use it, it goes,
 And leaves what something hidden from us chose,
 And age, and then the only end of age. (45-8)

 As Lolette Kuby has shrewdly pointed out: "Larkin's poems (and novels) are
 close studies into the needs for lying, its techniques, and its two major genres -
 illusion and rationalization" (88-9). "Dockery and Son" offers a good example for
 the latter. Lawrence Kramer's analysis also supports this: the speaker hides the
 conclusion even from himself. Its clearest sign is that he never utters the word
 "death" (323).

 "Mr Bleaney" and "Dockery and Son" are dramatic lyrics with three
 cardinal points: the speaker , the recollected person , and a neutral character. In
 the former the seemingly similar lives turn out to be different; in the latter the
 seemingly different lives prove to be almost identical in their monotony and
 hopelessness. Both poems construct the image of a sad and agnostic poet who
 faces the mystery of life and death, but knows that its essence is forever hidden
 from him.
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 High Windows

 Larkin's last volume of poetry, High Windows (1974), shows several
 innovations in comparison with his previous books. The tone is bitterer than ever
 before; the speaker of most poems is a cynical, supercilious, and rude man. This is
 also the volume in which, in accordance with the previously mentioned features,
 "bad language" becomes an aesthetic force. This does not, however, mean that the
 poems are variations on a theme: actually, every poem has its own "freshly created
 universe" and atmosphere; the tone ranges from humour to sarcasm and the
 grotesque, and these always signify the relationship between the persona and the
 poet's contemplated experience.

 In "Annus Mirabilis" (1967) humour suppresses the bitterness of
 experience:

 Sexual intercourse began
 In nineteen sixty-three
 (Which was rather late for me) -
 Between the end of the Chatterly ban
 And the Beatles' first LP. (1988, 167. 1-5)

 The same generation gap is represented here as in "Posterity" (1968), in which the
 implied poet introduces the speaker of the second two stanzas in a highly
 surprising manner. This speaker is none other than the imaginary future
 biographer of the poet:

 Jake Balokowsky, my biographer,
 Has this page microfilmed. Sitting inside
 His air-conditioned cell at Kennedy
 In jeans and sneakers, he's no call to hide
 Some slight impatience with his destiny . . . (1988, 170. 1-5)

 After this introduction the poem gets close to the classical dramatic monologue:
 the situation imitates reality, and a fictitious speaker addresses a fictitious listener.
 But the situation is somewhat absurd, since the subject matter of the monologue is
 the poet himself:

 'I'm stuck with this old fart at least a year;

 I wanted to teach school in Tel Aviv,
 But Myra's folks' - he makes the money sign -
 'Insisted I got tenure. When there's kids - 4
 He shrugs. 'It's stinking dead, the research line;
 Just let me put this bastard on the skids,
 I'll get a couple of semesters leave
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 To work on Protest Theatre.' They both rise,
 Make for the Coke dispenser. 'What's he like?
 Christ, I just told you. Oh, you know the thing,
 That crummy textbook stuff from Freshman Psych,
 Not out of kicks or something happening -
 One of those old-type natural fouled-up guys.' (6-18)

 This poem is significant in the context of the whole volume for two reasons. On
 the one hand, it entitles the reader to see Larkin (as implied in the book) also
 through Jake Balokowsky's eyes. On the other hand, surprising as it may appear,
 Jake Balokowsky can be interpreted as a mask, too. As Andrew Motion has
 written: "they [Larkin and Balokowsky] both experience a similar tension between
 romantic longings and pragmatic needs" (1982, 67).

 The same conflict is shown in "Vers de Society" (1971). Vers de societe
 is "a type of light verse which deals gracefully with polite society and its
 concerns" (Beckson and Ganz 268). Larkin's poem, of course, does not render
 what the title indicates, should it be taken seriously, as is obvious from the
 sarcasm of the first lines:

 My wife and I have asked a crowd of craps
 To come and waste their time and ours: perhaps
 You'd care to join us? Inapig'sarse, friend. (1988, 181. 1-3)

 Thus this poem can also be read as a parody of a once popular genre, but it is a
 dramatic monologue, too, in which the speaker utters only two sentences: first he
 rejects, then, in the last line, he accepts the same invitation to dinner. Janice
 Rossen also finds the former reading important:

 Part of the irony in the invitation is that Warlock-Williams (with a sinister
 parody of an upper-class name and clearly a blood-sucker too) starts out
 the exchange with vulgar language. In an attempt to appear sophisticated
 by being off-hand and at ease, he proposes an evening with a "crowd of
 craps," certainly a rather debasing company, and deliberately devalued in
 a kind of inverted snobbism. (126)

 The rest of the poem is a contemplation on the meaninglessness of social life. The
 situation is not symbolic, it simulates reality, but the conflict turns up on two
 levels: on the surface the question is whether to accept or not the invitation, but in
 a deeper layer it is the conflict between romantic solitude and social existence.
 This corresponds with the aesthetic duality mentioned by Andrew Motion: the
 clash between Hardyesque isolation and Yeatsian transcendence (1982, 38). This
 is relevant not only because it shows a more profound impact of Yeats upon
 Larkin than is usually recognized, but also because it demonstrates the main
 conflict of the last volume: the controversy between a romantic implied poet and a
 disillusioned Movement poet.12 Therefore, Colin Falck's statement (probably
 written before the publication of High Windows), according to which Larkin's
 poetry "has little to do with romanticism because it destroys the very bridge which
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 romanticism would construct between the ideal and the world which actually
 exists" (410), needs re-thinking. The "bridge" in the original sense of the
 metaphor has indeed been destroyed, but the volume analyzed here (and partly
 Larkin's earlier poetry, too) shows the struggle of the implied poet to make a new
 bridge, that is to say to grasp the controversy of ideals and reality, which is one of
 the main problems of modern man.

 According to Lolette Kuby, Larkin's poetry shows a dual point of view:
 he "satirizes people and pities them. ... In his poems, polarities of the ideal and
 the real, free will and fate take form as small tragicomedies." (154) This can also
 be seen in the contrast between the impact of Hardy and Yeats mentioned above.
 Seamus Heaney has written:

 He turned from Yeats to Hardy as his master. He never followed the
 Laurentian success of his early poem "Wedding Wind." ... He rebukes
 romantic aspiration and afflatus with a scrupulous meanness. (Walder
 256)

 I find the distinction between Larkin's "Yeats period" and "Hardy period"
 simplified. As pointed out above, "Wedding Wind" does not present the image of
 an undisturbed idyll, and Yeats's impact does not completely disappear either. It is
 true, however, that the "Wedding Wind" type poem is never repeated in his
 oeuvre, and Larkin is especially far from it in the last volume. Leaving behind the
 pattern of the classical dramatic monologue he wrote dramatic lyrics which reveal
 the paradoxical duality of detachment and self-expression.

 The central significance of the conflict between the ideal and the real, as
 manifest in the tension between the speaker and the implied poet, inevitably raises
 the question of Larkin's attitude to romanticism. As mentioned above, the
 Movement was a consciously and emphatically anti-romantic trend: it rebels not
 only against 19th-century romanticism, but against any kind of poetry that
 Movement poets judge to follow in the wake of romanticism. Enlarging on the
 surprising idea of finding (making?) a common denominator for T. S. Eliot, W. H.
 Auden and Dylan Thomas would lead us too far; on the other hand, in this study it
 would not be relevant, since Larkin did not have his own systematic theoiy of
 literature. It should still be remembered that, according to the Movement
 generation, modernism accomplished, rather than eliminated, romanticism. As a
 result, romanticism seemed to be a cardinal aesthetic challenge that could not be
 avoided: the poet had to speak either for or against it. In post- 1945 literature a
 number of poets followed the romantic tradition and broke with it at the same
 time. The two attitudes sometimes appear in the same poem simultaneously. The
 best-known example is Philip Larkin, whose alter egos, as we have seen, find
 themselves in a desolate world, Eliot's Waste Land. They cherish the idea of
 rebellion, but also see its impossibility; thus reality is separated from the world of
 desires. This is particularly characteristic of Larkin's mature verse although, as
 mentioned above, the forerunners of these figures can also be discerned in the
 early poems. Consequently, High Windows follows the romantic tradition, and
 rebels against it at the same time. (Symptomatica! ly, Lilian R. Furst cites High
 Windows as an example for 20th-century romanticism in a study [3-4]).
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 Romanticism as a mentality and attitude is one pole of these poems: this
 is the implied poet attracted by transcendentalism and mysteries, but he is
 persistently pulled back to dismal reality. It would be too simplified, however, to
 state that this is romanticism in conflict with a different poetic principle. This
 conflict can be observed within romantic poetry itself. Robert Langbaum has
 written:

 Romanticism is both idealistic and realistic in that it conceives of the ideal

 as existing only in conjunction with the real and the real as existing only
 in conjunction with the ideal. The two are brought into conjunction only
 in the act of perception when the higher or imaginative rationality brings
 the ideal to the real by penetrating and possessing the external world as a
 way of knowing both itself and the external world. (24)

 In Larkin's case the two worlds do not always lead to a conflict: in the three mask
 lyrics of "Livings" (1971), for example, harmony suppresses the threatening
 forces. But, even in this poem, Larkin contrasts the vulnerability of civilization
 with the definite course of nature (Zillekens 156), and in most of his poems this
 duality becomes a controversy. His protagonists often see their own miserable
 situation clearly (this is the "less deceived" position), but they are unable to
 change it, as can be read in the bitter ending of "Vers de Societe." The freedom of
 youth belongs to the personal past of the speaker, and he sees the freedom of
 today's youth with envy, even though he is aware that their freedom is illusory.
 His freedom only means that he can choose between loneliness and socialization;
 he is only able to utter his words of submission and resignation:

 Only the young can be alone freely.
 The time is shorter now for company,
 And sitting by a lamp more often brings
 Not peace, but other things.
 Beyond the light stand failure and remorse
 Whispering Dear Warlock-Williams: Why, of course - (1988, 182. 31-6)

 The term "speaker" is particularly applicable to the character in this poem: he is
 the one who utters the words, which also suggests the difficulty of
 communication. The thoughts of the implied poet become truisms once they are
 spoken loudly; in one interpretation this is the essence of the experience conveyed
 by the poem.

 The solitude of the implied poet in High Windows has its roots so deep
 that only another elemental emotion, love, would be able to eliminate his
 alienation. Love, however, cannot become an integral part of his life; the result is
 his constant anguish. This controversial state of mind forms the basis for some of
 Byron's heroes (such as Manfred) as well as for Larkin's protagonists. The
 essence of their tragedy is that the poet himself is aware of his inability to love,
 and this negative content is aesthetically accomplished in the I of the poems. This
 latter act, however, also contains the fight for the capability of love, which also
 contributes to the construction of the poet's identity, and this is the main function
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 of forming a persona which the poet can view both from the inside and the
 outside.

 Freedom, which is the condition of creating an identity, can be of many
 kinds. Every generation is liberated from an old inhibition that the previous
 generation was still bound by, as is suggested by the title poem of the volume
 analyzed here ("High Windows," 1967). We got rid of God, and the youths today
 have got rid of sexual taboos, says the bitterly cynical speaker of the poem:

 When I see a couple of kids
 And guess he's fucking her and she's
 Taking pills or wearing a diaphragm,
 I know this is paradise

 Everyone old has dreamed of all their lives -
 Bonds and gestures pushed to one side
 Like an outdated combine harvester,
 And everyone young going down the long slide

 To happiness, endlessly, I wonder if
 Anyone looked at me, forty years back,
 And thought, That 7/ be the life;
 No God any more , or sweating in the dark

 About hell and that, or having to hide
 What you think of the priest. He
 And his lot will all go down the long slide
 Like free bloody birds

 Erich Fromm's words throw light on the anthropological background of this
 poem: "In the middle of the twentieth century the problem is no longer that of
 sexual repression ... In present-day society it is other impulses that are repressed;
 to be fully alive, to be free, and to love." (37) This phenomenon can well be seen
 in "High Windows": the sexually liberated young people do not notice the limits
 to their freedom. Thus gradual liberation in accordance with the "development" of
 human society is only an illusion. The implied poet sees and reflects on this but,
 of course, not using the generalization that is a necessary feature of the socio-
 psychological description quoted above. Although he makes the speaker see other
 people with cool detachment, this only shows that he is also part of this
 phenomenon; he is also involved in playing social games. That is why he needs
 the mask of the jealous and nagging old man, who makes himself hated by the
 youths (see the vulgar phrase used in line 2). The speaker determines the reading,
 since the reader judges his words on the basis of his character, as is the case with
 Robert Browning's poetry (Langbaum 115). The implied poet, however, is
 different because a deeper layer of the poem suggests the philosophy of old age
 and the recognition of human barriers. This does not mean asceticism in Larkin;
 he simply saw that erotic love was conquered by a civilization alien to us. The
 unasked but obvious question of the poem is this: if neither getting rid of religion,
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 nor sexual liberation bring freedom, what can we hope for? The reader finds the
 answer in the last stanza:

 . . . And immediately

 Rather than words comes the thought of high windows:
 The sun-comprehending glass,
 And beyond it, the deep blue air, that shows
 Nothing, and is nowhere, and is endless. (165. 16-20)

 The contrast between the two generations, both aiming at liberation, is suddenly
 swept away by a poetic vision: that of undifferentiated experience as the only
 certainty. In Bruce K. Martin's interpretation:

 Indeed, the entire poem suggests that the only freedom unconditionally
 available to the speaker, to the "couple of kids," and to us - the only
 freedom in which we can truly revel - is the freedom of the mind to guess,
 to speculate and to imagine; in other words, the freedom to behave as a
 poet. (148)

 While agreeing with this reading I would suggest that the last stanza implies more
 than that. First: suddenly (it is no accident that Larkin uses the word
 "immediately") the implied poet finds himself in an everyday situation. The vision
 contains the image of the poet working or simply contemplating in his room when
 all of a sudden his attention is distracted by the sight of the window and the blue
 sky behind it. The experience that is recollected in the speaker's mind is so
 elemental that it does not even reach the level of linguistic articulation: "Rather
 than words comes the thought of high windows . . ." The basic principle of the
 poetry of experience, as discussed by Langbaum, lingers on here: the experience is
 of primary importance, while its contemplation is only of secondary significance.
 This is the case in Larkin even though, paradoxically, the experience in point is
 non-existence itself, as it is in "I Remember, I Remember" and at the end of
 "Dockeiy and Son."

 The tension between the speaker and the implied poet also determines the
 field of meaning in "This Be the Verse," probably the most "vulgar" poem in the
 volume. The speaker discourages the reader to beget children in an extremely
 cynical manner, using strong language. The title, however, places the poem within
 quotation marks thus changing it into a credo. It suggests that man can leave only
 his misery to posterity, therefore both lovemaking and begetting children are
 immoral. What makes Larkin disillusioned is the lack of profound human
 consciousness. "This Be the Verse," that is to say the poem should reflect this
 human deficiency - this is the implication of the tension between the title and the
 text of the poem.

 Distinguishing the speaker from the implied poet in these poems
 determines the dramatic tone and the structure: the organizing principle is not self-
 expression, but the juxtaposition of two points of view.

 It is typical of Larkin 's greatness as a poet that he was capable of
 introducing innovations even after High Windows. His last major poem, "Aubade"
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 (1977), is so personal in tone that it cannot be called either a dramatic monologue
 or a mask lyric. The agnostic poet struggling with the mystery of death shows
 himself more openly than ever before:

 This is a special way of being afraid
 No trick dispels. Religion used to try,
 That vast moth-eaten musical brocade

 Created to pretend we never die,
 And specious stuff that says No rational being
 Can fear a thing it will not feel, not seeing
 That this is what we fear - no sight, no sound,
 No touch or taste or smell, nothing to think with,
 Nothing to love or link with,
 The anaesthetic from which none come round. (1988, 208. 21-30)

 Experience and contemplation form an organic unity here, and so do the poet, the
 implied poet, and the speaker. This is what distinguishes this poem from the
 earlier monologues.

 Conclusion

 The implied poet in Larkin's poetry is characterized by his anguish and
 agnosticism. Although experience (which means suffering in most cases) is
 always a cardinal point for him, he is unable to become an integral part of external
 reality, and - as was mentioned in the analysis of "Wedding Wind" - Mother
 Nature is also missing from his universe. He wrote some poems expressing the
 vitality of nature, but in his collections these are always matched by other pieces
 conveying the image and idea of mortality, as John Osborne has pointed out (186).

 This poetic personality with its Weltanschauung is shown in many types
 of poem; only one of these is the group of dramatic monologues and related lyric
 forms. (This is why this study does not discuss some major poems outside this
 category, such as "An Arundel Tomb" or "Ambulances.") These, however, play a
 central role in Larkin's work, and show his method of composition explicitly. This
 is a process in which constructing specific relations between the poet, the implied
 poet, and the speaker, their detachment as well as their unification, gains
 particular siginificance. 3
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 NOTES

 1. Andrew Motion accepts Larkin's own view that Kemp is a totally fictitious
 figure, but he adds that "the feelings Larkin reveals in the few poems he
 wrote at St John's, particularly the feelings about sex, are as confused as
 Kemp's own" (Motion 1993, 154).

 2. Stephen Regan also finds it relevant to make a distinction between Larkin
 and the persona in his poems, and cites various examples to prove its
 existence (28, 32, 40).

 3. Apart from Larkin's own explanation that he simply reversed Ophelia's
 words in Hamlet 3. 1., "1 was the more deceived," studying Wordsworth also
 may have played a role in his choice of the term "the less deceived" as a title.

 4. This interpretation probably does not contradict Janice Rossen's feminist
 reading, which is, of course, also valid even in pointing out a limitation in
 Larkin: "The poet shows compassion for the girl's suffering; yet at the same
 time, the poem remains problematic because the poet also shows a great deal
 of sympathy with the man who has attacked her, and thus he ends the poem
 with a marked detachment from the woman's suffering, which he begins the
 piece in describing. ... In sum, I do not think that one can have it both
 ways: Larkin as detached poetic observer and Larkin as sympathetic to
 human suffering. While not ignoring the aesthetics of the poem, the
 callousness which it exhibits and the sadism which it in part condones ought
 at the least to be seen as problematic - and as a limitation in Larkin's art"
 (88-90).

 5. As he said in an interview, anything he had written reflected the
 consciousness of approaching death ( The Times Literary Supplement 24
 January 1986: 89).

 6. "Maiden Name" is the expression of the idea that the task of the poet is to
 preserve. Losing someone's maiden name also means losing the state of
 innocence; our only chance to fight against the loss of values is by preserving
 the name in our memories. This way we will not be unfaithful to all those
 values that it represents.

 7. When Larkin wrote Days, he had long been concerned with the problem of
 the contrast between divided and continuous time. Images making the way
 towards this poem can mainly be discerned in A Girl in Winter and one of the
 poems in The North Ship. The heroine of the former shows the same view of
 existence as the implied poet of "Days" when she thinks of her flat: "Like all
 other places, it was both temporal and eternal, and she found that degrees of
 temporality did not interest her - while in eternity, of course, there were no
 such measurements" (140). "The Bottle is Drunk Out by One" in the first
 volume of poetry foreshadows the structure of the poem analyzed here. The
 first stanza suggests the dividability, and the second the continuity of time.

 8. This is why I would not agree with John Wain, who suggests that Housman's
 impact upon the mature verse of Larkin cannot be observed at all (Zillekens
 26). In representing hostile time, the two poets are similar; suffice it to
 mention Housman's "Eight O'Clock" here.

 9. In the context of world literature (although Larkin always denied any impact
 from abroad) it is possible to draw a parallel between Larkin and
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 existentialism, particularly Camus's myth of Sisyphus. Camus's idea that
 human consciousness transforms "into a rule of life what was an invitation to
 death" (62) is an important one that could be brought to bear in interpreting
 the meaning in Larkin's poem, two. This parallel could surely form the basis
 of another comparative reading.

 10. As James Booth has written in a brilliant essay, the recurrent image of the
 room in Larkin is ambivalent: it implies both the notion of limits and that of
 individual freedom (1991).

 11. I have already written that the image ot the railway is a recurrent motir in
 Larkin's poetry. This subject would deserve a study in its own right; suffice it
 to say here that this metaphor is centrally significant in his two novels, too. In
 Jill the main character, John Kemp, goes to Oxford by train, and it is another
 train that takes him back to the dismal world of Huddlesford in wartime. In
 the first chapter of A Girl in Winter the railway symbolizes the continuity of
 life in a lifeless world covered with snow.

 12. Lolette Kuby has pointed out that this inner conflict of Larkin's speakers can
 also be discerned in the previous volumes: "A recurring type among Larkin's
 characters is the 'loner,' the 'outsider,' the man who chooses to choose, who
 asserts his individuality by refusing to become party to nature, social forms,
 or the will of another" (58).

 13. James Booth in his book on Larkin states that Larkin's first-person lyrics,
 with a few exceptions, do not create personae detached from the poet. His
 argumentation appears too short to be convincing.
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 Wilfred Owen: a poet
 re-institutionalised
 MICHAEL WILLIAMS

 The poetry of Wilfred Owen has been distorted critically, editorially, and pedagogi-
 cally over the years. The reception of 'Dulce et Decorum Est' provides a good
 example. Professional academics have read the poem as repellently overdone rhetoric
 disqualified as 'poetry', yet it has achieved enormous popularity on secondary school
 syllabuses. The popularity does not call in question the critical distaste, for both are
 misleading. The flat, socially realistic secondary school emphasis undoubtedly stems
 from the poem's use as primary evidence in Integrated Humanities courses and an
 unreflecting acceptance in English courses of the conventional status of Owen as an
 'anti-war poet' (an ironic compliment to a man who not only deliberately returned to
 the front after his convalescence and rejected the offer of a cushy number on the
 Home Front until the war was over, but also gained the Military Cross for inflicting
 'considerable losses' on the enemy with a captured machine-gun). The academic
 opprobrium undoubtedly stems from the establishment by D. R. Welland ( Wilfred
 Owen, 1960) of a particular critical formula which has been 'officially' maintained by
 most professional readers, blocking an effective rereading of the poem. But the poem
 also focuses two other features of the ways in which Owen has been treated which are
 long overdue for review.
 First, anthologies and critical work which group Owen with Sassoon, Rosenberg

 and Graves have obscured the engagement of a significant number of his most impor-
 tant poems with the cynical distortions produced by the versifications of Jessie Pope, a
 prolific World War I propagandist and children's poet. Second, Owen has not been
 helped by the distortions of his editors who have produced finished versions of poems
 by a writer who, at his death, had published only five texts- his status as pre-
 eminently and tragically an unfinished writer needs greater emphasis.
 'Dulce et Decorum Est' focuses these issues in a particularly useful way. Baneijee

 (Spirit Above Wars, 1976), for instance, in an undistinguished study of Owen, claims
 that the poem:

 builds up a series of horrible images taken from the battlefield, only to prove the 'old lie' of the
 Horatian motto

 and is:
 © C.Q. & S. 1990
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 Wilfred Owen: a poet re-institutionalised 195

 hardly more than rhetorical versification of what Owen tried to do by sending pictures,
 sketches and descriptions of soldiers' wounds and mutilations in his letters home.

 The judgement is unfair because it produces an equivalence between an earlier non-
 combatant Owen naively reporting home a morbid observation on early-war French
 and German casualties, which he had seen in French hospitals, and the later tearing
 experiences of Second-Lieutenant Owen, MC. But, more importantly, it unthinkingly
 reproduces Welland's earlier judgement of the poem in the first critical monograph
 produced on Owen:

 The more hyperbolical the accumulation of detail, the more we resist it as 'propaganda' in the
 pejorative sense.

 Weiland decries the 'moralising comment' which concludes the poem, and censures
 its 'strident and exhausting' impact. Ultimately his reservations are based on a
 dubious Yeatsian distinction between 'poetry' and 'rhetoric':

 We make out of the quarrel with others rhetoric but out of the quarrel with ourselves poetry.

 The astonishing features of this judgement are that it acknowledges, while silencing,
 the intense engagement of the poem with Jessie Pope's versifications on patriotic
 military duty, and that it has controlled not only second-rate work on Owen, like
 Baneijee's, but even the judgements of editors and commentators like Hibberd
 (1973), whose attempt to censure the poem's purposes and excesses is also an attempt
 to rescue from it something of value:

 Those poems that do preach a moral directly at the reader seem less fluent than the rest. The
 last section of 'Dulce et Decorum Est' is excessive and confusing in its unpleasantness: the
 deep-sea imagery which precedes it embodies Owen's own horror without ulterior motive and
 its force is correspondingly more lasting.

 (My italics)

 In other words, quarrel with your own nightmares and you write poetry- quarrel with
 others' lack of them and you produce rhetoric. This is the judgement which Hibberd
 remodels in his full-length study of Owen ( Owen the Poet, 1986), where he claims that

 the public statement of the poem is given its force not simply by Owen's anger against Miss
 Pope but by the pressing intensity of his private, ever-recurring vision [of] the [gas-casualty's]
 haunting face and its petrifying stare.

 But the nightmare passage is not a private agony- we, as readers, are asked to share
 it, and, in the climax of the poem, specifically directed against Jessie Pope, are asked
 to rise above the local occasions of Owen's agony and anger and to share his over-
 whelming concern for the next generation, a concern which must speak to the main-
 spring of any educationalist's commitments.

 Owen's concern emerges from his unflinching honesty in reporting the 'facts' of his
 'private' agony which some have found so unpleasant; and he produces it effectively
 through the careful structuring of his poem- it is not to be mistaken for, or dismissed
 as, superficial didacticism or simple propaganda. And there is something of a critical
 consensus on what Johnson calls the poem's 'negative, cynical attitude'.
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 But there is no critical consensus on the extent of Pope's importance in Owen's
 poetry, and in particular on her role in the genesis of 'Dulce et Decorum est': in their
 collections of his poetry, Blunden (1931), Day Lewis (1963), Hibberd (1973), Stall-
 worthy (1983) and Silkin (1985) all record that, in draft form, the poem was dedicated
 to Jessie Pope, or 'to a certain poetess'; Bergonzi ( Heroes' Twilight, 1965) and
 Banerjee ( Spirit Above Wars, 1976) make no comment; Lane (An Adequate
 Response, 1972) is quite clear that she is 'My friend'; Stallworthy ( Wilfred Owen,
 1974) suggests that Owen's strong aversion to her poetry may well have released the
 nightmare memories and indignation of the poem; Weiland ( Wilfred Owen, 1960)
 presents the poem as 'the immediate product of the white-hot indignation to which
 [Owen] had been brought (as one manuscript reveals) by the patriotic lines of Miss
 Jessie Pope', and is supported by White ( Wilfred Owen, 1969) who describes the
 poem as 'a direct result of Owen's anger at the verses of a newspaper poet, Jessie
 Pope, which expressed the traditional heroic sentiments so wholly inappropriate to
 mechanized warfare'.

 However, references to Pope have remained largely unexplored possibly because
 editorial authority in removing Owen's dedication of the poem to her has deflected
 critical enquiry, and because her work is no longer easily accessible, despite its
 original widespread distribution. I would like to restore Owen's original dedication of
 his poem to Jessie Pope, and suggest that her work is of fundamental importance in
 the connections between the honestly reported details of the gas casualty and the
 emergence in the final section of 'Dulce et Decorum Est' of a wider concern for the
 next generation which, in a most important manner, incorporates and goes beyond
 Owen's nightmares.

 As represented in Owen criticism, Jessie Pope does not deserve the vituperation
 which the manuscript versions of 'Dulce et Decorum Est' offer. 'The Call' and
 'Who's For The Game?', by which she is conventionally represented, are too ineff-
 ably bland and inane to stimulate a reaction as extreme as Owen's; I suggest that he
 has other work in mind, and that, while 'Dulce et Decorum Est' may be the only
 explicit reply to Jessie Pope, other poems may be an implicit refutation.

 'The Last Laugh', for instance, adopts the format of, but rejects the sentiments of
 Pope's 'The Wise Thrush'; 'Conscious' refutes the inane placebos of her 'Sister'; and
 'Disabled' is as compassionate and despairing a reversal of the cynical rhyming of her
 'The Beau Ideal' as you might wish to read. But why should Owen concern himself
 with the work of a popular versifier, even to the point of 'white-hot indignation'? And
 why in particular should he identify her as a corrupter of small boys?

 In 'Who's For The Game?' ( Simple Rhymes For Stirring Times), Pope asks:
 Who knows it won't be a picnic- not much-

 Yet eagerly shoulders a gun?
 Who would much rather come back with a crutch,

 Than lie low and be out of the fun?

 The rhyming of 'gun' with 'fun' is insensitive, but the rhyming of 'picnic- not
 much-' with 'crutch' has a crude cynicism easily surpassed by the final stanza of her
 earlier 'The Beau Ideal' ( More War Poems):
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 The lad who troth with Rose would plight,
 Nor apprehend rejection,

 Must be in shabby khaki dight
 To compass her affection.

 Who buys her an engagement ring
 And finds her kind and kissing,

 Must have one member in a sling
 Or, preferably, missing.

 The rhyming of 'plight' and 'dight' as conventionally affected archaisms of the period
 and of 'rejection' and 'affection' as the alternative endings of the wooing process are
 evidence, if any were needed, that Jessie Pope knows what she is doing with rhyme.
 How much more disgusting then the rhyming of 'ring', 'sling', 'kissing', and 'missing'
 to connect the soldier's rewards for being disabled with Rose's rewards for accepting
 a new wartime definition of masculine beauty.

 Crashing cynicism about wounds and disablement is characteristic of Pope's verse.
 Her War Effort trivialises the damage done to soldiers. In 'The One-Legged Soldier
 Man' ( War Poems), she urges her readers not to 'groan or grizzle' over the disabled,
 for:

 Another leg they'll find him
 For the one he left behind him.

 Jessie Pope was primarily a writer of children's verse, and retitling this poem as 'The
 One-Legged Tin Soldier Man' might reveal the level of consciousness at which she is
 working.

 In 'The Outpost' ( War Poems), she constructs a particularly insensitive conceit in
 which she invites the reader to contemplate the spectacle of a soldier, hands red with
 his own blood, being bayoneted in the back. In the last stanza, she reveals that the
 subject of the poem is, in fact, a soldier who is trying to sew a button to the back brace
 of his trousers without first removing them. The arch coyness of the poem is clearly
 derived from the 'Surprise! Surprise!' techniques of the children's verse in which she
 was so well practised.

 This cynicism which, awful thought though it is, may not have been intentional, is
 the outstanding feature of War Poems, More War Poems, and Simple Rhymes For
 Stirring Times, and is enough to suggest that Owen targeted a subject worthy of his
 indignation. Further, his emphasis on the damage to children suggests that he is
 reacting strongly to Jessie Pope's patent failure to leave behind in her war verse the
 childish rhythms and idioms of her prewar verse. The distinctive unpleasantness of
 her war verse is produced by the shocking conjunction of its subject matter and her
 versifying practice in Tom, Dick, and Harry (1914), the saga of three lovely little
 puppies and Three Jolly Anglers (1915), equally insufferable animal characters
 manufactured for childish consumption.

 Is there a specific instance for Owen's attack on Jessie Pope in 'Dulce et Decorum
 Est'? Here tentative speculation has to substitute for hard-edged evidence and one
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 has to regret the missing passage from Owen's letter to his mother of (?) 16 October
 1917, introducing his 'gas poem'.

 However, there is a poem in Simple Rhymes For Stirring Times called 'Not Forgot-
 ten'. Its first stanza is as follows:

 Hot-foot to serve their motherland they came,
 They looked for fighting and they looked for fame,
 But, ere they had a chance to strike a blow,
 A shadow crossed their path, and laid them low.

 Owen's soldiers' feet are blood- shod in the service of their fatherland ('patria') but his
 gas casualty is hot, like a man in fire or lime; his children/small boys are 'ardent'
 (burning) for glory as Pope's soldiers looked for fame. Whereas a shadow crossed the
 path of her soldiers, a gas-cloud crosses the path of Owen's.

 In Pope's second stanza, the soldiers have died

 By grim mischance, by tragic accident,
 By slow disease or sudden sickness spent.

 Owen's soldier, as I argue below, is the victim of a tragic accident.
 Pope's final stanza produces the familiar sentiment:

 Their spirit lives! Shall we forget them?- no-

 which Owen dramatically remodels in his nightmarish rememberings.
 May I suggest a second text which may have stimulated Owen's anger in a specific

 way? I know of no evidence that he had read Jessie Pope's The Little Soldier Book
 (1908), but his identification of her as a specific corrupter of small children is uncanny
 when you consider this volume. It was published before the war as part of a series for
 small children. The archly small volume, the right size for a small hand, offers a series
 of drawings, each accompanied by a verse from Pope. The drawings are of insuffer-
 ably angelic little children dressed in the national military costumes which compose
 ironically a catalogue of the forces lining up for August 1914. So twee are the images
 of the child-soldiers that, in one verse, commenting on the Greek soldier, Pope has to
 deny the effeminate suggestions of the drawing (especially the balletic skirt and the
 pointed toes) and insist upon what such a soldier would do in battle:

 This is not, as you might suppose,
 A dancing girl that points her toes.
 It is a fierce and fighting Greek,
 In spite of looking rather meek.
 Although he wears a frilly skirt,
 I'm sure his bayonet would hurt.
 He could easily run us through-
 But that I hope he will not do.

 The whole sequence is underpinned by a crass national stereotyping. I imagine that a
 person like Owen who was so very fond of children could react very angrily to such a
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 cynical manipulation of small children's ideas. I have to say that The Little Soldier
 Book made me angrier than anything else which I have read by her.

 If you restore the original dedication of 'Dulce et Decorum Est' to Pope, you
 produce an interesting effect, framing the poem with the Horatian tag and one of its
 most prolific and cynical promoters, and producing it as a direct address from 'War'
 poet to 'Home Front' poetess. 'Old beggars' are Owen's experience, 'small boys/
 children' are Pope's; 'coughing like hags' and cursing are his, but telling with such
 noble zest and the deceptively lofty diction of the Latin are hers. Owen produces this
 dichotomy immediately as he follows the partial quotation of the Latin tag in the title
 (an ironic 'truth' as yet partially 'untold'), and the dedication, with the opening anti-
 heroic images of the soldiers cursing through the sludge. Owen's problem is to move
 convincingly from the implications of his opening to the explicit denunciations of his
 finale, and that is a question of relating coherently his experience of physical corrup-
 tion and his denunciation of moral corruption.

 He establishes one thing very clearly in the first section of the poem- there is an
 intense concentration on things English, not German. At least, there is if you are
 prepared to break ranks with Owen's editors and restore from the manuscripts four
 lines which have been consistently excluded from the 'finished' versions:

 Then somewhere near in front: Whew . . . fup . . . fop . . . fup . . .
 Gas-shells or duds? We loosened masks, in case-
 And listened . . . Nothing . . . Far rumouring of Krupp . . .
 Then (stinging) poison hit us in the face.

 (smartly)

 It would be logical to read this restored account as involving soldiers who have been
 occupying a forward post in No Man's Land, have been relieved, are returning to
 their own trenches, and are caught in a gas attack being mounted by their own side as
 children later in the poem are caught by propaganda from a Home Front poetess. One
 can only speculate on the motives of editors who have unanimously removed an
 'awkward' and potentially embarrassing element in Owen's narrative, whose restora-
 tion strengthens the quite coherent movement which begins with the re-creation of a
 tragic accident caused by the mistiming of a British gas attack; which relates that
 tragic accident to the many potential accidents being corrupted by the Home Front
 propaganda of Jessie Pope; which transforms the gassed soldier into one of the long
 catalogue of nightmares which feature in Owen's poems; and which produces the
 implication that such horrendous experience is the only condition for the creation of
 truthful poetry and poetic truth- no matter how negatively such an implication may
 be produced in the final section.

 Owen produces the coherence of this movement in a number of ways. The gassed
 soldier is likened to a man in fire or lime, both of which burn. In the transitional
 passage, lines 15-16 in the conventionally printed version, the image of the soldier
 metaphorically drowning dominates. That has often been noticed, but what has not
 been sufficiently noticed are the remarkable implications of the MS versions of the
 line: 'He plunges at me, guttering, choking, drowning'. The repetition of 'drowning'
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 at the end of the transitional passage to rhyme with itself at the end of the previous
 section is not a question of emphasis. The first 'drowning' produces metaphorically
 Owen's experience of the incident as he peers through his own gas mask into the
 green cloud of phosgene. But the second 'drowning' takes its place in a sequence of
 participles whose meaning depends on what you accept from the manuscripts for the
 main verb. Accepting 'plunges' produces a coherent sequence of actions by the
 soldier which reinforces Owen's perception of him drowning in gas. But, if you accept
 the variant reading 'lunges', the coherence of the drowning metaphor is creatively
 disrupted, and the line suggests also the variety of deaths awaiting a soldier: 'lunges'
 suggests the bayonet, 'choking' suggests the effects of gas or the puncturing of
 internal organs, 'drowning' suggests the mud or flooded shell-craters, and 'guttering'
 suggests flesh melting or burning under the impact of fire or lime.

 This sudden extension of the modes of death supports Owen's movement from the
 horrendous details of the gassing to the denunciation of the lies which will lead other
 soldiers to similar inglorious destructions. Owen further supports that movement by
 converting the image of the man in fire or lime, extended through the image of the
 soldier 'guttering', into an image of small boys or children 'ardent for some desperate
 glory'. 'Ardent' as 'burning with desire for' also suggests 'burned', and that connects
 their corruption with the corruption of the soldier's lungs, his reward for being once
 'keen'.

 Owen achieves the coherence of an unedited version of 'Dulce et Decorum Est' not

 only through the development of very powerful individual images but through a very
 careful patterning of the dominant relationship between physical and moral corrup-
 tion. First there is the auditory pattern. The soldiers cough, curse, and are deaf to the
 hoots of the shells dropping softly behind; the amplified cry of 'gas!' becomes the
 sound of blood 'gargling' from lungs; and there are the final ironies of telling with
 such zest.

 This auditory pattern is related throughout to a pattern of physical and mental
 damage. The soldiers are bent double, knock-kneed, blood-shod, lame, blind and
 deaf. Behind the image of the gas casualty, there are images of other soldiers dying in
 various ways which produce the mental damage done to the poet. This prepares
 effectively for the final section in which the physical damage is directly related to the
 mental damage done by Jessie Pope. Owen effects that relationship through the
 careful rhyming of the soldier's blood to the cud of vile incurable sores on innocent
 tongues- 'incurable' produces the despair characteristic of Owen's reflections on the
 effects of the war, 'cud' an image of how extensive and enduring is the damage which
 she does; the half-digested lies, paralleling the blood frothing from the casualty's
 lungs, continually return to the damaged mouths to be chewed over in ghastly rumina-
 tion. But the most important single connection between physical and moral corrup-
 tion has been consistently omitted from printed versions of the poem.

 Conventionally we read of the gas casualty's 'hanging face, like a devil's sick of sin'.
 It is unthinkable that Owen, who often produces the image of the 'poor bloody
 infantry' as 'Christ' suffering in No Man's Land, would liken the gas casualty to a
 devil sickened by the very activity, sin, which devils are supposed traditionally to
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 initiate. The variant reading, 'His hanging face, tortured for your own sirí, is con-
 sistent with the final denunciation of Jessie Pope, and strengthens the structure of the
 final section.

 In any 'cooked' or 'raw' version, the final section of the poem is one sentence
 comprising a main clause- 'You'd not go telling/ My friend, you would not tell'- and
 a sequence of conditional clauses: 'In all your dreams, if you could slowly pace/ If in
 some smothering dreams you too could pace'; '. . . and watch'; 'If you could hear';
 and a fourth clause omitted by Owen's editors:

 And think how, once, his head was like a bud,
 Fresh as a country rose, and keen, and young

 If you accept this clause and the phrase 'tortured for your own sin', the impact of the
 final section is transformed. The first three conditional clauses suggest not only the
 necessity of experiencing the nightmare as a condition of poetic truthfulness, but also
 assert the necessity of Jessie Pope's acknowledgement of her own implication in the
 horror through the link between it and her sinful propaganda which inspires young
 boys to face such a horrible end. This 'total' version of the poem also aligns corrup-
 tion on both Fronts- Home and War- but with the minimum of reference to the

 Germans. The 'enemy' in this poem is English, whether the bungling of the gas attack
 which catches Owen and his men, or the calculated cynicisms of lying poems designed
 to recruit the next generation of soldiers.

 Restoring the fourth conditional clause strengthens Owen's attack on Pope as a
 children's poet (anticipated in the childlike onomatopoeia of 'phew . . . fop . . . fup
 . . . fop'), and asserts her lack of sensitivity to the destruction of physical freshness
 and innocence, a judgement easily substantiated from her writings.

 Owen's quotation of the Old Lie in Latin may be an attempt to cloak it in a
 language not yet accessible to very young potential recruits and likely to evoke a 'No
 compris!' from the poor bloody infantry- an attempt, therefore, to preserve inno-
 cence. But his presentation of the gas casualty serves exactly the opposite purpose;
 this is the truth which poets should tell. Both the quotation in Latin and the horrific
 reporting seek to preserve the innocent from the moral corruption which results in
 horrendous physical corruption. This perhaps indicates the importance of a poem
 which has been held so far in such critical distaste, for it engages in one of our primary
 responsibilities- our concern for the next generation.

 In 1912, Jessie Pope published a Child's History, How England Grew Up. It is an
 essentially militaristic account which concludes with the following definition of Eng-
 land's maturity:

 The Boer War taught England that it is good for every man to be able to use a gun to defend
 his country, and also that Britain can depend for help on her countrymen abroad when she
 wants it, for all her colonies sent soldiers and guns to South Africa, to fight for their Mother-
 land when she was in trouble.

 Consistently, Jessie Pope produces England as a gendered entity- the Motherland.
 Owen's use of Horace in 'Dulce et Decorum Est' allows him to use the ambivalent
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 'patria' which is grammatically feminine, but denotes the masculine 'Fatherland'.
 This is consistent with the poem's references to 'we' who are 'men' who, when danger
 threatens, become, for the narrating officer, 'boys', a jocular and more affectionate
 identity suggesting a greater vulnerability to danger. These boys, and one in particu-
 lar, are the 'small boys' (in a MS variant reading for 'children') who are vulnerable to
 the poetess's lies. There is an intriguing possibility that Owen has gendered his protest
 against the Old Lie, in this poem as in others, in a manner more subtle than, say,
 Sassoon in 'Glory of Women', and that successive editors, critics, and teachers have
 obscured that possibility.
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